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ACHIEVEMENTS IN TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES AND CONFERENCES

he President Pages from September to
December 2015 will be devoted to a

description of the activities and related
achievements of the leadership of the IEEE
Communication Society during my term as
ComSoc President (2014-2015). The first
page, September 2015, is coauthored by
Khaled Ben Letaief, Hikmet Sari, and myself,
and summarizes the activities in the ares of
Technical Activities and Conferences.

Dr. Letaief received the B.S. degree with
distinction, and M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in
electrical engineering from Purdue University
in West Lafayette, Indiana, USA. From 1990
to 1993 he was a faculty member at the Uni-
versity of Melbourne, Australia. He has been
with the Hong Kong University of
Science & Technology (HKUST)
since 1993, where he has held numer-
ous administrative positions, includ-
ing the Head of the Electronic and
Computer Engineering Department,
Director of the Center for Wireless
IC Design, Director of the Huawei
Innovation Laboratory, and Director
of the Hong Kong Telecom Institute
of Information Technology.

He is currently Chair Professor
and Dean of the HKUST School of
Engineering. He is also an interna-
tionally recognized leader in wireless
communications and networks. He
has served as a consultant for different organizations, includ-
ing Huawei, ASTRI, ZTE, Nortel, PricewaterhouseCoopers,
and Motorola. He is the founding Editor-in-Chief of the IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications and has served on
the editorial board of other prestigious journals. He has also
been involved in organizing a number of flagship international
conferences and events.

He is the recipient of many other distinguished awards and
honors, including the 2007 IEEE Communications Society
Joseph LoCicero Publications Exemplary Award, 2009 IEEE
Marconi Prize Award in Wireless Communications, 2010 Pur-
due University Outstanding Electrical and Computer Engi-
neer Award, 2011 IEEE Communications Society Harold
Sobol Award, 2011 IEEE Wireless Communications Technical
Committee Recognition Award, and 12 IEEE Best Paper
Awards.

Dr. Letaief is a long time volunteer with dedicated service
to professional societies, and in particular IEEE, where he has
served in many leadership positions. These include Treasurer
of the IEEE Communications Society, Vice-President for Con-
ferences of the IEEE Communications Society, Chair of the
IEEE Committee on Wireless Communications, and elected
member of the IEEE Product Services and Publications Board.

Dr. Letaief is a Fellow of IEEE and a Fellow of HKIE. He
is currently serving as the IEEE Communications Society
Vice-President for Technical Activities, member of the IEEE
Fellow Evalution Committee, and member of the IEEE TAB
Periodicals Committee. 

Hikmet Sari is currently a Professor and Head of the

Telecommunications Department at SUP-
ELEC, near Paris, and also Chief Scientist of
Sequans Communications. Prior to moving to
these positions, he held various research and
management positions at Philips, SAT
(SAGEM Group), Alcatel, Pacific Broadband
Communications, and Juniper Networks. He
has served as an Editor of the IEEE Transac-
tions on Communications, Guest Editor of the
European Transactions on Telecommunica-
tions, Guest Editor of IEEE JSAC, Associate
Editor of IEEE Communications Letters,
Chair of the Communication Theory Sympo-
sium of ICC 2002, Technical Program Chair
of ICC 2004, Vice General Chair of ICC
2006, General Chair of PIMRC 2010, Gener-

al Chair of WCNC 2012, Chair of
the GITC Committee in 2010–2011,
Distinguished Lecturer of the IEEE
Communications Society (2001–
2006), Member of the IEEE Fellow
Evaluation Committee (2002–2007),
and Member of the Awards Com-
mittee (2005–2007). His distinctions
include the IEEE Fellow Grade and
the Andre Blondel Medal in 1995,
the Edwin H. Armstrong Award in
2003, the Harold Sobol Award in
2012, and election to the European
Academy and to the Science Acade-
my of Turkey in 2012.

TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES
Over the past two years, a significant amount of activities

were initiated and executed within the technical activities
portfolio. Such activities are managed and led by the Vice
President for Technical Activities (VPTA), Dr. Khaled B.
Letaief, who has been assisted by a number of senior volun-
teers and staff.

In the following, we shall summarize some of the key ini-
tiatives, as well as describe some of the major accomplish-
ments that have been achieved over the past two years. 

Positioning IEEE Communications Society to Target New
and Emerging Technologies: This was one of the critical goals
set out at the beginning of our term. Under the leadership of
Zhisheng Niu, Chair of the Emerging Technologies Commit-
tee, volunteers were encouraged to form emerging technology
subcommittees in developing technologies and areas, within
the society’s field of interest. This is critical if we wish to posi-
tion the IEEE Communications Society to target new and
emerging technologies. We are very pleased to witness over
the past two years the incubation of numerous committees,
including Social Networks; Big Data Processing, Analytics,
and Networking; Tactile Internet; Innovation and Standards
Information and Communications Technologies; and Quan-
tum Communications and Information Technology.

Education and Training: Two of the IEEE Communications
Society’s major products and services have been our esteemed
publications and conferences. In order to evolve and stay
ahead, it was decided to build a third key pillar on Education
and Training, which will eventually represent the third leg in

T

SERGIO BENEDETTO

KHALED BEN LETAIEF HIKMET SARI
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the IEEE Communications Society leadership, revenues policy,
and future development. In this regard, a new IEEE Communi-
cations Society Continuing Professional Education and Training
(CPET) program has been thoroughly discussed among the
IEEE Communications Society leadership volunteers and with-
in the IEEE Communications Society’s Board of Governors.
Such a program will continue to be developed over the next few
years. It will expand our existing training and education pro-
grams and platforms, and also promote the creation of addi-
tional new IEEE Communications Society courses and training
to build credibility as a preferred provider of knowledge in the
areas of information and communications technologies. In par-
ticular, such a program will include both online and face-to-face
education. To achieve this, significant efforts are under devel-
opment. These include 1) the creation of an IEEE Communi-
cations Society education portal, which will provide an easy,
intuitive, personalized, and user-customizable web-interface for
facilitating access to information and services related to the
IEEE Communications Society’s Education and Training offer-
ings; and 2) the development of new online courses that are
attractive to our members and meet the needs of the communi-
ty at large, and especially of professional engineers.

IEEE Communications Society Summer School: Young
members and especially students are the future of our society
and as such, it is critical that we provide special membership
development opportunities for them. To help achieve this
goal, in July 2015 we launched the first ever IEEE Communi-
cations Society Student Summer School in Trento, Italy under
the leadership of Fabrizio Granelli. The IEEE Communica-
tions Society summer school is designed for graduate students
studying communications and related areas. It consists of lec-
tures by international experts and includes poster presenta-
tions by participating graduate students. The program covers
fundamental, advanced, and hot topics in communications with
invited speakers including Andrea Goldsmith, Nelson Fonse-
ca, Giuseppe Bianchi, Lajos Hanzo, and Antonio Capone.
The event was very successful and the plan is to continue this
activity with the goal of providing high-quality courses while
engaging our local chapters and linking our distinguished lec-
turers to relevant membership development activities.

Expanding our Awards Program: To further recognize
contributions that advance the fields of interest to the IEEE
Communications Society as well as further recognize individu-
al contributions and distinction, two new IEEE Communica-
tions Society awards have been created. The first award is the
IEEE Communications Society Education Award, which rec-
ognizes distinguished and significant contributions to educa-
tion within the society’s technical scope. The second award is
the IEEE Communications Society Young Author Best Paper
Award, which honors the author(s) of an especially meritori-
ous paper dealing with a subject related to the society’s tech-
nical scope and who, upon the date of submission of the
paper, is younger than 30 years of age.

Updating and Augmenting the Policies and Procedures: To
guarantee proper operation and management of the IEEE
Communications Society technical activities, a thorough review
of our policies and procedures have been conducted and
appropriate actions were taken to augment and update them.

Technical Committees Review: In order evolve and contin-
ue to be at the heart of communications technology develop-
ment in the world, it is critical that our technical committees
stay relevant so as to be able to play a significant and leader-
ship role. To further enhance the role of our technical com-
mittees, a review was conducted to evaluate the technical
committees’ mission and structure and recommend how they
can be better positioned to help the IEEE Communications Soci-

ety achieve its mission and grow our values to members from
academia and industry. The review was conducted by a task
force appointed by VPTA. In particular, a “portfolio analysis”
of the current structure and operations, which covers all fields
from the technical activities portfolio, has been initiated by
the task force under the leadership of Sherman Shen.

ABET Accreditation of Telecommunications Engineering:
After several years of efforts, primarily led by Tarek El-Bawab
with the help of several volunteers in the IEEE Communica-
tions Society, “Telecommunications Engineering” has been
recognized as a formal engineering course of study. This
recognition came from ABET, the accrediting body for aca-
demic programs in applied science, computing, engineering,
and technology, and brought to a fruitful conclusion the IEEE
Communications Society’s efforts.

As can be seen, there have been many accomplishments
within the Technical Activities portfolio in the past two years.
We have only mentioned a few and there are many others that
have been omitted due to limited space. Without any doubt,
Technical Activities represent the heart and soul of the IEEE
Communications Society, and the achievements over the past
two years would not have happened without the hard work and
dedication of the members of our Technical Communities and
education and service-related committees, as well as the techni-
cal leadership team, which includes Sherman Shen, Technical
Activities Vice-Chair and Secretary; Michele Zorzi, Director of
Education and Training; Lajos Hanzo, Chair of the Awards
Committee; Zhisheng Niu, Chair of the Emerging Technologies
Committee; Kin Leung, Chair of the Fellow Committee; and
Steve Weinstein, Chair of the History Committee. These volun-
teers have worked hard and brought new ideas and enthusiasm
that helped us bring to fruition the activities listed above. 

CONFERENCES
With the Vice President–Conferences, Hikmet Sari, the

Conferences Leadership Team during 2014–2015 included the
Director of Conference Operations, Tarek El-Bawab; Director
of Conference Development, Nelson Fonseca; Director of
Conference Publications, Chengshan Xiao; GIMS Chair, Paul
Hartmann; and GITC Chair, Mike Devetsikiotis. The latter
two focused on our society’s flagship conferences, ICC and
GLOBECOM. At the beginning of our term, this team had a
number of ambitious goals and many of them have been
achieved. We will briefly review here our accomplishments as
well as the initiatives that still have not been completed.

Conference Operations: First, the Steering Committee
Charters, which describe the operation of the conference
steering committees, as well as the composition and the terms
of office of their chair and members, are now in place for all
of our fully sponsored portfolio conferences. 

Another major accomplishment in conference operations
concerns technically co-sponsored conferences. Our society
receives 80 to 100 technical co-sponsoring (TCS) requests per
year, and the process of analyzing, accepting, or declining
TCS applications has been significantly improved. We now
have a rigorous process and an integrated TCS policy docu-
ment, which was published in October 2014. It is posted on
the community site: http://www.comsoc.org/files/Conferences/
comsoc_TCS_review_process_v3.1.pdf.

This policy document is the first of its kind, not only within
ComSoc, but also within IEEE and its other societies. Since
the publication of its original version, the TCS policy docu-
ment has gone through several improvements, including
the terms of our partnerships with sister societies in the area
of conferences, making our sponsorship of their events condi-
tional on their fulfillment of the same requirements as those
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applied to non-ComSoc conferences. We have modified
our TCS charging policy to comply with the new IEEE policy
that will be in place in 2016. At this moment, we are in Phase
I in which charging is uniform across all TCS requests. Phase
II, which consists of charging based on IEEE Xplore revenues
from TCS conferences, is subject to receiving from the IEEE
the full data for all our conferences. This will require addi-
tional work to decide the best way to proceed.

A third action in conference operations was the undertak-
ing of our Conferences Financial Accountability (CFA) analy-
sis. The results of this analysis will be useful for cost cutting
and more efficient use of resources, and it will also give pre-
cise guidelines to the next leadership team if a revision is
decided for conference budgeting. 

A fourth accomplishment is the revision of The Conflict of
Interest (COI) Policy, which was voted by the Conferences
Council in June 2014. The new revision allows the conference
chairs and leaders with access to the paper review tool to sub-
mit a limited number of papers, but those papers are not eligi-
ble for paper awards. 

Conference Development: In order to keep its leadership,
ComSoc continuously needs to develop new conferences to
address new fields and topics and also to strengthen its presence
in different regions. Recently, two regional conferences, LATIN-
COM and IEEE BlackSeaCom, became ComSoc portfolio con-
ferences. Following these moves, we have made five major
accomplishments in conference development. The first is our
involvement in the IEEE-IEEMA INTELEC conference, whose
2015 edition was held in Mumbai, India, on 22–24 January 2015.
Together with two other IEEE Societies, ComSoc is a financial
co-sponsor of this conference, which primarily addresses industry. 

The second accomplishment was the timely launch of the
new IEEE Conference on Network Function Virtualization and
Software Defined Networks (IEEE NFV-SDN), which will be
held on 18–21 November 2015 in San Francisco. This confer-
ence is technically co-sponsored by the ETSI, which is a major
player in the conference topics. NFV and SDN are two topics
of strategic importance, which decouple network functions from
the underlying physical infrastructure and open up new avenues
to deployment of smart cities, homes, businesses, and other.

The third and fourth accomplishments are in the emerging
field of Internet of Things (IoT). One of those is our financial
participation in NetSoft 2015, which was held in London on
13–17 April 2015. This conference was initiated by the IEEE
Future Directions Committee (FDC) and has other financial
co-sponsors, but ComSoc has the biggest share. The other ini-
tiative in IoT is our involvement in the IEEE World Forum
on Internet of Things (WF-IoT), whose 2015 edition will be
held in Milan on 14–16 December 2015.

Our fifth accomplishment in conference development is
the signing of an MoU to be a financial co-sponsor of the
European Conference on Networks and Communications
(EuCNC), which is the showcase of European projects funded
by the European Commission. This conference has a very
strong industry presence and a large expo. EuCNC 2015 in
Paris attracted 550 participants. The 2016 edition will be in
Athens, Greece and the 2017 edition in Oulu, Finland.

Conference Publications: A major challenge in conference
publications is the total time it takes from when papers are
submitted to when they appear in IEEE Xplore. This includes
a pre-conference time (the time from paper submission to
conference dates) and a post-conference time (the time from
the conference dates to inclusion of the conference papers in
IEEE Xplore). The post-conference time, which was short
until a few years ago, suddenly increased to five to six months
when the “no-show” checks were introduced. As a conse-

quence, ICC 2012, ICC 2013, and GLOBECOM 2013 suf-
fered from substantial post-conference delays. 

A major accomplishment during our term was reducing the
post conference delay to four to five weeks. This was achieved
for ICC 2014, GLOBECOM 2014, and ICC 2015. A new pro-
cess was introduced that includes pre-conference and post-
conference meetings involving the Director of Conference
Publications, the TPC Chair and Publications Chair of the
conference, ComSoc Staff, and the paper processing vendor staff. 

Another important factor is the pre-conference time, which
has been almost constant for decades despite the introduction
of an electronic paper submission and review process. For
ICC and GLOBECOM, the pre-conference time has been
approximately nine month since the 1980s. Starting with
GLOBECOM 2015, the paper submission deadline has been
shifted in such a way as to reduce the pre-conference time to
seven to seven and a half months. ICC 2016, GLOBECOM
2016, and ICC 2017 are following this path.

Flagship Conferences: Since GLOBECOM 2002 in Taipei,
GLOBECOM was restricted to be held in US cities, and simi-
larly, since ICC 2003 in Anchorage, ICC was always outside
the US. This rule had the drawback of excluding cities in the
northern part of the US and also many cities in EMEA, Asia-
Pacific, and other regions, which are ideal locations for
GLOBECOM. The GIMS defined and implemented a new
rotation plan ensuring that each region (The Americas,
EMEA, and Asia-Pacific) will get an ICC or a GLOBECOM
every 18 months. According to this plan, the first GLOBE-
COM outside the US since 2002 will be held in Singapore in
2017. Next, ICC 2018 will be in Kansas City, GLOBECOM
2018 in Abu Dhabi, and ICC 2019 in Shanghai. Next, GLOBE-
COM 2019 will be in the Americas.

A major change in the technical content of ICC and
GLOBECOM, implemented by the GITC, concerns the status
of Green Communications, which was a Track in the Sympo-
sium on Selected Areas in Communications (SAC). Starting
with ICC 2016, Green Communications will be a stand-alone
symposium, and the total number of symposia in the technical
program including the SAC Symposium will be 13.

Another accomplishment was the streamlining of the confer-
ence review and reporting process prior to the face-to-face
GIMS and GITC meetings held during ICCs and GLOBE-
COMs. This has improved the depth of review performed and
allowed GITC and GIMS to spot issues earlier in the conference
development process and take corrective actions. This process
has allowed future conferences and GITC/GIMS to spend more
time discussing relevant issues during the face-to-face meetings.

Actions Still to be Completed: On the financial side, the
KPI analysis of our portfolio conferences is still to be com-
pleted. In order to reduce costs and improve financial account-
ability, some conferences may be merged or co-located, and
some may be discontinued. Further work is needed to come to
meaningful conclusions.

On the technical side, the INFOCOM 2015 experience
with optimized paper assignment and double-blind reviewing is
still to be shared and tested, primarily by the GITC for our
flagship conferences, but also by our other major conferences.
Finding ways to further improve the efficiency, relevance, and
fairness of the paper review process must remain a priority for
our successors.

In concluding, we believe that our team has made substan-
tial accomplishments since the beginning of our term in Jan-
uary 2014. We would like to thank all team members for their
hard work and dedication. We also extend our thanks to the
ComSoc Staff dedicated to conferences under the leadership
of Bruce Worthman for their invaluable support.
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The IEEE International Con-
ference on Communications
(ICC 2016) will hold its next pre-
mier international event May
23–27 in Kuala Lumpur, a rising hub of economic and social
innovations as well as the cultural, financial and economic centre
of Malaysia. Served by modern infrastructure and surrounded by
lush parks, mega-sized shopping malls and iconic colonial archi-
tecture, IEEE ICC 2016 is expected to host thousands of global
communications experts attending more than 1,500 presentations
at the globally-benchmarked Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre
located close to some large ICT industries and research facilities. 

“Ever since Malaysia launched the Multimedia Super Corridor
in 1996 as a utopian hub for multimedia advancements, scores of
global corporations have come ashore and thousands of start-ups
have sprung up to reap the cyber benefits offered through the
country’s robust high-speed amenities and intensive R&D activi-
ties,” says Borhanuddin M. Ali, IEEE ICC 2016 Executive Co-
Chair. “Coupled with the ongoing growth of government
communications initiatives and rich infrastructure programs,
many new and innovative products and services have emerged
over the past few years alone. This has made the city into a rising

cultural and economic power that
ranks among the world’s top
cities by Foreign Policy’s Global
Cities Index.

“The Malaysian capital also combines a buzzing digital econo-
my and ever-rising opportunities for knowledge workers that
embody a vibrant mix of Malay, Chinese, Indian and other small-
er indigenous population from Borneo Island. With the tagline
‘Malaysia Truly Asia’ this is certainly one of the most exotic
locales ever serving as the backdrop for an IEEE ICC event. In
fact, every year organizers try to outdo what’s come before. This
is no different. We are sure our scientific and learning programs
will blend with this sultry, inviting and constantly-evolving techno-
logical force in Southeast Asia to offer one of the most rewarding
and colorful programs ever produced by our organization.” 

Dedicated to the research, advancements and implementations
of the next wave of wired and wireline technologies, IEEE ICC
2016 will host hundreds of technical presentations, panels,
keynotes, and forums exploring key industry topics ranging from
5G and IoT to mobile cloud computing and green ICT. All inter-
ested professionals are invited to visit http://www.ieee-icc.org/2016
for ongoing conference updates and detailed “Call for Papers”
information. The deadline for original technical paper submis-
sions is October 16, 2015.

IEEE ICC 2016 will begin Monday, May 23 with the first of
two full days of tutorials and workshops highlighting topics such as
cooperative wireless system design, M2M communications, next
generation IoT, network coding practices, small cell and 5G net-
working and forensic computing. It will then proceed over the next
three days with more than 2,000 professionals, scientists, aca-
demics and government officials attending sessions highlighting
the latest research and business policies surrounding communica-
tions advancements worldwide. 

Those interested in either attending or presenting at IEEE
ICC 2016 are invited to visit http://www.ieee-icc.org/2016 for con-
ference details and specific Call for Papers submission informa-
tion. The conference’s comprehensive symposia program will be
highlighted by the discovery and introduction of next stage tech-
nologies in the areas of: 
•Ad-Hoc and Sensor Network
•Communication and Information System Security
•Communications QoS, Reliability and Modeling
•Cognitive Radio and Networks
•Communications Software, Services and Multimedia 

Applications
•Communication Theory
•Green Communications Systems and Networks
•Mobile and Wireless Networks
•Next Generation Networking and Internet
•Optical Networks and Systems
•Signal Processing for Communications
•Wireless Communications

In addition to these fields of research, Selected Areas of Commu-
nication will also be devoted to subjects like Access Systems and
Networks; Cloud Communications and Networking; Communica-
tions for the Smart Grid; Data Storage; E-health; Internet of Things;
Satellite and Space Communications; and Social Networking.

For ongoing updates on IEEE ICC 2016, please visit
http://www.ieee-icc.org/2016. All website visitors are also invited to net-
work with colleagues and peers, share their professional experiences
through the conference’s Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter pages.

IEEE ICC 2016 TO EXPLORE “COMMUNICATIONS FOR ALL THINGS”
23 – 27 MAY IN KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

CALL FOR PAPERS ENDS 16 OCTOBER 2015 FOR PREMIER GLOBAL CONFERENCE
HIGHLIGHTING ENTIRE COMMUNICATIONS SPECTRUM RANGING FROM IOT TO ENERGY HARVESTING

The application deadline for 2016-2017 
Fellowships is 15 January 2016.

For eligibility requirements and application information, go to 
www.ieeeusa.org/policy/govfel 
or contact Erica Wissolik by emailing  

e.wissolik@ieee.org or by calling +1 202 530 8347.

Congressional Fellowships
Seeking U.S. IEEE members interested in 
spending a year working for a Member of 
Congress or congressional committee.

Engineering & Diplomacy Fellowship
Seeking U.S. IEEE members interested in 
spending a year serving as a technical adviser 
at the U.S. State Department.

USAID Fellowship
Seeking U.S. IEEE members who are interested 
in serving as advisors to the U.S. government 
as a USAID Engineering & International 
Development Fellow.

S
i
a

2016-2017
IEEE-USA Government 

Fellowships
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TELECOMMUNICATION NETWORK
ECONOMICS: FROM THEORY TO
APPLICATIONS

BY PATRICK MAILLÉ AND BRUNO TUFFIN

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS, 2014,
ISBN 978-1-107-03275-0, HARDCOVER,
291 PAGES

REVIEWER: JAN DERKACZ

Recently, more and more methods
inspired by procedures developed by
business departments are being applied
in network planning and management.
A network engineer or researcher should
be acquainted with them, at least at the
basic level, and the book by Maillé and
Tuffin can help in this learning effort.
The book is a comprehensive overview
of crucial issues in the economics of
telecommunication networks and ser-
vices that are valid today. 

The introductory section presents a
general background for later sections.
The evolution of telecommunications
and the associated economics models are
outlined. The main actors of the tele-
communication market are described,
including: end users, access network ser-
vice providers, transit providers, content
and service providers, as well as regula-
tory bodies. The next chapter describes
the mathematical foundations for mod-
els used in the book. The key criteria
used for quantification of economic per-
formance are introduced. The general
framework of game theory is provided,
together with different types of games
relevant to the interactions of various
stakeholders seeking to optimize their
own objectives. The authors also take
into account the mechanism design prob-
lem, which can be a tool for a system
planner dealing with self-interested play-
ers. Auctions are analyzed as a specific
type of mechanisms used for the alloca-
tion of resources to be shared between
different actors (operators or users).

The next sections analyze the eco-
nomics at the level of access service
providers as well as content and appli-
cation providers. This analysis is per-
formed in the historical and evolutionary
context. The practice of Internet and tele-
communications charging, as well as
research activities in this area, are
described. The authors draw on their
extensive scientific experience and pro-
vide their own ideas concerning the
pricing models.

Finally, interactions between con-
tent/application providers and access
service providers in a competitive envi-
ronment are addressed. The elements
of a value chain typical for the current
telecommunications market are speci-

fied. Incentives and results of vertical
integration of services are discussed. In
particular, network neutrality issues
arising with the vertical integration are
analyzed. The arguments of proponents
and opponents of net neutrality are
presented.

The book gives a broad perspective
on the relations between different
actors in telecommunication networks
and services accompanied by models,
which can be used for choosing the pos-
sibly most efficient strategies. As
declared by the authors, they aim at
“providing tools for a better under-
standing of the telecommunications
ecosystem and better decision-making”
for all involved actors, and they succeed
in this goal. Exhaustive references for
further development of these areas are
given in the text.

The book maintains a balance
between theory and practice, therefore it
can be used either as a textbook for aca-
demic courses or a handbook for practi-
tioners. However, the mathematical
models presented in the work are not
trivial and may require some effort when
going into detail, especially for readers
who are not familiar with these models.

MOBILE CLOUDS: EXPLOITING
DISTRIBUTED RESOURCES IN
WIRELESS, MOBILE AND SOCIAL
NETWORKS

BY FRANK H. P. FITZEK AND MARCOS D. KATZ

WILEY, 2014, ISBN 978-0-470-97389-9,
HARDCOVER, 220 PAGES

REVIEWER: ROBERT CHODOREK

A mobile cloud is not simply a use
of cloud computing via mobile/wireless
devices. Mobile cloud technology
assumes that mobile/wireless devices
(such as smartphones) can actively form
mobile clouds. These devices can share
their resources, such as connectivity,
radio, or energy, in order to achieve a
new level of quality of various services
(e.g. networking, computing, and social
cooperation). The book by Fitzek and
Katz presents a very good overview of
the promising emerging technology of
mobile clouds. The book also contains
details about technologies used in
mobile clouds and explains how to effi-
ciently use these technologies. 

The book is divided into six parts.
Part I, comprising Chapters 1 through 3,
presents an introduction and gives a
solid background on mobile cloud tech-
nology. Chapter 1 briefly describes the
evolution of mobile and wireless net-
working and demonstrates the need to
build mobile clouds. Chapter 2 is an

introduction to mobile clouds. This
chapter provides the definition of
mobile clouds as a cooperative arrange-
ment of dynamically connected nodes
opportunistically sharing resources. The
resources available in the mobile clouds
are analyzed and the types of coopera-
tion that have an effect on the way
these resources are shared and used are
identified. The authors also analyze the
benefits of using mobile clouds. Chap-
ter 3 is devoted to the analysis of the
new services that can be built in mobile
clouds. The new services can utilize
shared resources of mobile and wireless
devices in the cloud.

Part II is devoted to various tech-
nologies necessary to build mobile
clouds and provide methods for their
effective use. The main communication
technologies that are used in a mobile
cloud, such as cellular technology and
short-range communication (IEEE
802.11, Bluetooth), are described in
Chapter 4. The next chapter shows both
inter-flow and intra-flow network cod-
ing. The chapter presents the most pop-
ular methods of coding to improve the
efficiency of communications and improve
reliability. Part II ends with Chapter 6,
which is devoted to explaning cloud for-
mation, operation, and maintenance.

The social aspects of mobile clouds
are presented in Part III. To explain
the various types of cooperation, an
important issue in mobile clouds, Chap-
ter 7 shows examples of cooperation
found in nature. Chapter 8 shows
diverse forms of cooperation in mobile
clouds and the related social factors.

Part IV (Chapter 9) is devoted to
green communication. In this chapter
the benefits of using mobile clouds are
shown. They embrace improved energy
efficiency of mobile devices leading to
lower power consumption. In Part V
(Chapter 10) many examples of applica-
tions that use mobile clouds in the
mobile cloud testbed are presented.
The last part (Chapter 11) gives an
overview of the current development
related to mobile clouds.

The book is full of insights for
researchers, developing engineers, stu-
dents, and IT professionals. It contains
a wide bibliography related to already
implemented solutions and solutions
being studied in scientific research. The
authors present the theory that is skill-
fully illustrated by many practical exam-
ples of mobile clouds, including
information about testbeds. The topics
presented in the book allow us to
understand mobile clouds and learn
about the benefits for users, developers,
and IT practitioners.
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2015

O C T O B E R

LANOMS 2015 — Latin American Net-
work Operations and Management
Symposium, 1– 3 Oct.
Joao Pessoa, Brazil
http://www.lanoms.org/2015/

IEEE CLOUDNET 2015 — 4th IEEE
Int’l. Conference on Cloud Network-
ing, 5–7 Oct.
Niagara Falls, Canada
http://www.ieee-cloudnet.org/

RNDM 2015 — 7th Int’l. Workshop on
Reliable Networks Design and Model-
ing, 5–7 Oct.
Munich, Germany
http://www.rndm.pl/2015/

WMNC 2015 — 8th IFIP Wireless and
Mobile Networking Conference, 5–7
Oct.
Munich, Germany
http://www.wmnc2015.com/

ATC 2015 — Int’l. Conference on
Advanced Technologies for Com-
munications, 14–16 Oct.
Ho Chi Minh, Vietnam
http://www.rev-conf.org/

APCC 2015 — 21st Asia-Pacific Con-
ference on Communications, 14–16
Oct.
Kyoto, Japan
http://www.apcc2015.ieice.org/

IEEE HEALTHCOM 2015, 17th IEEE
Int’l. Conference on e-Health Net-
working, Application & Services,
14–17 Oct.
Boston, MA
http://www.ieee-healthcom.org/index.html

WCSP 2015 — Int’l. Conference on
Wireless Communications & Signal
Processing, 15–17 Oct.
Nanjing, China
http://www.ic-wcsp.org/

MILCOM 2015 — Military Communi-
cations Conference, 26–28 Oct.
Tampa, FL
http://events.jspargo.com/milcom15/pub-
lic/enter.aspx

–Communications Society portfolio events appear in bold colored print.

–Communications Society technically co-sponsored conferences appear in black italic print.

–Sister Society conferences appear in plain black print.

–Individuals with information about upcoming conferences, Calls for Papers, meeting announce-
ments, and meeting reports should send this information to: IEEE Communications Society, 3
Park Avenue, 17th Floor, New York, NY 10016; e-mail: p.oneill@comsoc.org; fax: + (212) 705-
8996. Items submitted for publication will be included on a space-available basis.

Updated on the Communications Society’s Web Site
www.comsoc.org/conferences
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IOT 2015 — 5th Int’l. Conference on the Internet of Things,
26–28 Oct.
Seoul, Korea
http://www.iot-conference.org/iot2015/

CNSM 2015 — 11th Int’l. Conference on Standards for
Communications and Networking, 26–30 Oct.
Barcelona, Spain
http://www.cnsm-conf.org/2015/

IEEE ICSOS 2015 — IEEE Int’l. Conference on Space Opti-
cal Systems and Applications, 27–28 Oct.
New Orleans, LA
http://icsos2015.nict.go.jp/

IEEE CSCN 2015 — IEEE Conference on Standards for
Communications and Networking, 28–30 Oct.
Tokyo, Japan
http://www.ieee-cscn.org/

GIIS 2015 — Global Information Infrastructure and Net-
working Symposium, 28–30 October
Guadalahara, Mexico.
http://www.giis-conf.org/

N O V E M B E R

IEEE/CIC ICCC 2015 — IEEE/CIC Int’l. Conference on
Communications in China, 2–4 Nov.
Shenzhen, China
http://www.ieee-iccc.org/2015/

IEEE COMCAS 2015 — IEEE Int’l. Conference on
Microwaves, Communications, Antennas and Electronic
Systems, 2–4 Nov.
Tel Aviv, Israel
http://www.comcas.org/

IEEE SmartGridComm 2015 — 6th IEEE Int’l. Conference
on Smart Grid Communications, 2–5 Nov.
Miami, FL
http://sgc2015.ieee-smartgridcomm.org/

IEEE LATINCOM 2015 — IEEE Latin American Conference
on Communications, 4–6 Nov.
Arequipa, Peru
http://www.ieee-comsoc-latincom.org/2015/

IEEE OnlineGreenComm 2015 — IEEE Online Conference
on Green Communications, 10–12 Nov.
Virtual
http://www.ieee-onlinegreencomm.org/2015/

AINL-ISMW FRUCT 2015 — Artificial Intelligence and Natu-
ral Language & Information Extraction, Social Media and
Web Search FRUCT Conference, 9–14 Nov.
St. Petersburg, Russia
http://fruct.org/node/364339

IEEE NFV-SDN 2015 — IEEE Conference on Network
Function Virtualization and Software Defined Networks,
18–21 Nov.
San Francisco, CA
http://www.ieee-nfvsdn.org/

“If what you want is 
RF Power, high performance, 
reliability, and customization, 
then we are a No Brainer”

Choosing the right RF power amplifier is critical.
But, thanks to AR Modular RF, it’s an easy choice.

Our RF power amplifiers give you exactly the
power and frequency you need.

With power up to 5kW; and frequency bands 
from 200 kHz to 6 GHz. 

They also deliver the performance and the 
dependability required for any job. When everything 
depends on an amplifier that performs without fail, 
time after time, you can count on AR Modular RF.
These amplifiers are compact and rack-mountable; 
and versatile enough to power all kinds of units, 
for easy field interchangeability.

For military tactical radios, wireless 
communication systems, homeland defense systems,
high-tech medical equipment, sonar systems, 
and so much more, your best source for RF power
amplifiers is AR Modular RF.

To get the power you need, the features you
want, and the performance you demand, visit us at
www.arworld.us or call us at 425-485-9000.

modular rf 
Other ar divisions: rf/microwave instrumentation • receiver systems • ar europe

Copyright© 2015 AR. The orange stripe on AR products is Reg. U.S. Pat. & TM. Off.
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D E C E M B E R

NETGAMES 2015 — Int’l. Workshop
on Network and Systems Support for
Games, 3–4 Dec.
Zagreb, Croatia
http://netgames2015.fer.hr/

IEEE GLOBECOM 2015 — IEEE Glob-
al Communications Conference
2015, 6–10 Dec.
San Diego, CA
http://globecom2015.ieee-globecom.org/

ITU-K 2015 — ITU Kaleidoscope: Trust
in the Information Society, 9–11 Dec.
Barcelona, Spain
http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/academia/kalei-
doscope/2015/Pages/default.aspx

WF-IOT 2015 — IEEE World Forum
on Internet of Things, 14–16 Dec.
Milan, Italy
http://www.ieee-wf-iot.org/

ICSPCS 2015 — Int’l.ConferenceSignal
Processing and Communication Sys-
tems, 14–16 Dec.
Cairns, Australia.
http://www.dspcs-witsp.com/icspcs_2015/
index.html

IEEE ANTS 2015 — IEEE Int’l. Con-
ference on Advanced Networks and
Telecommunications Systems,
15–18 Dec.
Kolkata, India
http://www.ieee-comsoc-ants.org/

IEEE VNC 2015 — IEEE Vehicular
Networking Conference, 16–18 Dec.
Kyoto, Japan
http://www.iiitmk.ac.in/coconet2015/index.ht
ml

COCONET 2015 — Int’l. Conference
on Computing and Network Commu-
nications, 16–19 Dec.
Trivandrum, India
http://www.iiitmk.ac.in/coconet2015/index.ht
ml

2016

J A N U A R Y

COMSNETS 2016 — 8th Int’l. Confer-
ence on Communication Systems &
Networks, 5–9 Jan.
Bangalore, India
http://www.comsnets.org/index.html

IEEE CCNC 2016 — IEEE Consumer
Communications and Networking
Conference, 8–11 Jan.
Las Vegas, NV
http://ccnc2016.ieee-ccnc.org/

WONS 2016 — 12th Annual Confer-
ence on Wireless On-Demand Net-
work Systems and Services, 20–22
Jan.
Cortina d’Ampezzo, Italy
http://2016.wons-conference.org/

M A R C H

ICBDSC 2016 — 3rd MEC Int’l. Confer-
ence on Big Data and Smart City,
15–16 Mar.
Muscat, Oman
http://www.mec.edu.om/conf2016/index.html

OFC 2016 — Optical Fiber Confer-
ence, 20–24 Mar.
Anaheim, CA
http://www.ofcconference.org/en-us/home/

IEEE CogSIMA 2016 — IEEE Int’l.
Multi-Disciplinary Conference on
Cognitive Methods in Situation
Awareness and Decision Support,
21–25 Mar.
San Diego, CA
http://www.cogsima2016.org/

WD 2016 — Wireless Days 2016,
23–25 Mar.
Toulouse, France
http://wd2015.sciencesconf.org/

IEEE ISPLC 2016 — 2016
IEEEInt’l.Symposium onPower Line
Communications and Its Applica-
tions, 29 Mar.–1 Apr.
Bottrop, Germany.
http://www.ieee-isplc.org/

A P R I L

IEEE WCNC 2016 — IEEE Wireless
Communications and Networking
Conference, 3–6 Apr.
Doha, Qatar
http://wcnc2016.ieee-wcnc.org/

IEEE INFOCOM 2016 — IEEE Int’l.
Conference on Computer Commu-
nications, 10–15 April
San Francisco, CA
http://infocom2016.ieee-infocom.org/

WTS 2016 — Wireless Telecommuni-
cations Symposium, 18–20 Apr.
London, U.K.
http://www.cpp.edu/~wtsi/

IEEE/IFIP NOMS 2016 — IEEE/IFIP
Network Operations and Manage-
ment Symposium, 25–29 Apr.
Istanbul, Turkey
http://noms2016.ieee-noms.org/

J U N E

IEEE BlackSeaCom 2016 — 4th Int’l.
Black Sea Conference on Communi-
cations and Networking, 6–9 June
Varna, Bulgaria
http://www.ieee-blackseacom.org/

EUCNC 2016 — European Confer-
ence on Networks and Communica-
tions, 27–30 June
Athens, Greece
http://eucnc.eu/

J U L Y

TEMU 2016 — Int’l. Conference on
Telecommunications and Multimedia,
25–27 July
Heraklion, Greece
http://www.temu.gr/

A U G U S T

EUSIPCO 2016, 29 Aug.–2 Sept.
Budapest, Hungary
http://www.eusipco2016.org/
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The 14th IEEE International Conference on Communication Sys-
tems (ICCS 2014) was successfully held in Macau, China, from
19–21 November 2014. It was co-organized by the IEEE Commu-
nications Society Singapore Chapter, the IEEE Vehicular Technology
Society Singapore Chapter, and the IEEE Singapore Section, and
technically co-sponsored by the IEEE Communications Society and
the IEEE Macau Section. Started in Singapore in 1988, the IEEE
ICCS has been a biennial conference providing a platform to
researchers from both academia and industry to exchange the
state-of-the-art communications technologies over two decades.

The organizing committee of IEEE ICCS 2014 includes aca-
demics and researchers from both Singapore and Macau. The
key members consist of General chair, Prof. L. Wong (NUS, Sin-
gapore); General co-chairs, Dr. Y.-C. Liang (I2R, Singapore) and
Dr. Benjamin Yue (CEM, Macau); TPC chair, Prof. T. J. Lim (NUS,
Singapore); and TPC co-chairs, Prof. J. Q. Li (MUST, Macau) and
Dr. S. Sun (I2R, Singapore).

IEEE ICCS 2014 showcased a technical program consisting of
24 technical sessions, covering many exciting aspects of wireless
communications, optical communications, devices, and new
emerging technologies. Among the 24 technical sessions, 11
were special sessions, organized by distinguished researchers in
their respective areas, on current hot topics in communications
and networking, featuring well known speakers sharing their latest
discoveries. The topics covered by the special sessions and the
regular sessions include machine-to-machine/device-to-device
(M2M/D2D) communications, cognitive cellular networks, 5G
wireless communications, green wireless communications, signal
processing for wireless and optical communications, network eco-
nomics, cyber security, and so on. A total of 151 submissions to
the open call were received from more than 20 countries and ter-
ritories, with 69 papers accepted after a rigorous and challenging
technical review process. Each paper was peer reviewed by at
least three independent reviewers.

IEEE ICCS 2014 featured three keynote talks. The first
keynote talk, entitled “Eternal Evolution Toward 5G and Beyond”,
was delivered by Mr. Seizo Onoe, the Chief Technology Officer
(CTO) of NTT DoCoMo, Japan, on the first day of ICCS 2014.
The second keynote talk, titled “Networking and Computing for
Internet of Things”, was brought to the audience by Prof. Kwang-
Cheng Chen from National Taiwan University, Taiwan on the sec-
ond day, 20 November 2014. The third keynote talk, given on
the third day by Professor Shinji Shimojo from Osaka University,
Japan, focused on future Internet, titled “Future Internet: Manag-
ing Innovation and Testbed”.

The conference banquet was held on the second day at the
restaurant in the conference venue to promote the social interac-
tion among the attendees. The award ceremony was also held
during the conference banquet. The Best Paper Award was given
to “Matrix Optimization Problems for MIMO Systems with Matrix
Monotone Objective Functions”, authored by Chengwen Xing
(Beijing Institute of Technology and University of Hong Kong, P.R.
China), Shaodan Ma (University of Macau, P.R. China), and
Yiqing Zhou (Chinese Academy of Science, P.R. China). The Best
Student Paper Award was given to “SOAR: Strategy-Proof Auction
Mechanisms for Distributed Cloud Bandwidth Reservation”,
authored by Yang Gui, Zhenzhe Zheng, Fan Wu, Xiaofeng Gao,
and Guihai Chen (all from Shanghai Jiaotong University)

This is the second time that ICCS was held outside Singapore,
and it attracted more than 120 participants from the Asia Pacific
Region as well as from Europe and North America. IEEE ICCS
2014 was a very successful event, thanks to the active participa-
tion and involvement from the authors, TPC members, and atten-
dees, and strong support from colleagues from Macau.

The IEEE Communications Society Singapore Chapter and
IEEE Vehicular Technology Society Singapore Chapter are now
planning to host the next IEEE ICCS in November 2016.

September 2015
ISSN 2374-1082

The 14th IEEE International Conference
on Communication Systems (ICCS), 
19-21 November 2014, Macau, China
By Koichi Adachi, ICCS 2014 Publicity Chair

Conference banquet and award ceremony.

Opening addresses from General Co-chairs by Dr. Ying-Chang Liang (left) and Dr. Benjamin
Yue (right).

Keynote speeches by Mr. Seizo Onoe (left), Prof. Kwang-Cheng Chen (center), Prof. Shinji 
Shimojo (right).
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Membership services are of paramount importance for IEEE
ComSoc, and especially involving younger members, they repre-
sents a big challenge. With the Education Board, we addressed
young engineers with several small outreach activities targeted to
high schools and universities, mainly in conjunction with other
Chapters’ activities or major ComSoc flagship events (IEEE ICC,
Globecom, etc.). 

The idea to organize a ComSoc Summer School for our Ph.D.
student members was originally conceived by IEEE ComSoc Pres-
ident Prof. Sergio Benedetto as well as Prof. Khaled Letaief, Vice-
President of Technical Act iv i t ies, Prof .  Stefano Bregni ,
Vice-President of Member Relations, and Prof. Michele Zorzi,
Director of Education.

I’m honored that my university in Trento was chosen for the
first edition of this event, as I believed that the city of Trento, the
educational, scientific, financial, and political center of Northeastern
Italy, could effectively offer the ideal launching point for the first
IEEE Communications Society (ComSoc) Summer School. Indeed,
Trento is recognized throughout the country for its high quality of
life, prosperous business opportunities, and advanced research
centers, and it hosts one of the youngest and most modern uni-
versities in Italy. The University of Trento was funded in the 1960s,
and its Department of Information Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence is the second highest ranked ICT department in Italy.

Held July 6-9, the first IEEE ComSoc Summer School provided
participants with top-level lectures on hot topics in communica-
tions as well as an exciting and unprecedented program, consist-
ing of several site visits and an interactive poster session.

We did our best to select the most promising students from
more than 100 applicants during the Spring of 2015, aiming at a
good balance between young talents at the beginning of their
Ph.D. studies as well as more mature researchers. The result was
a heterogeneous class of 43 highly motivated participants from
all over the world.

The event started on July 6, with the introductory talks given
by the Rector of the University of Trento, Prof. Paolo Collini;
Head of the Department of Information Engineering and Com-

puter Science (host and co-founder of the initiative), Prof. Gian
Pietro Picco; the ComSoc VP of Member Relations, Prof. Stefano
Bregni; and myself as the Head of the ComSoc Education Board
Training Working Group and local organizer of the event.

The technical program started after a short break with an inter-
active lecture on “Collaborative Near-Capacity Wireless System
Design” by Prof. Lajos Hanzo, University of Southampton, UK. The

(Continued on Newsletter page 4)

The First IEEE Communications Society
Summer School, Trento, Italy, July 6-9,
2015
By Fabrizio Granelli, DISI – University of Trento, Italy

Opening session: introduction by the Rector of the University of Trento, Paolo Collini. From left
to right: Stefano Bregni (IEEE ComSoc VP Member Relations), Gian Pietro Picco (Head of the
Dept. of Information Engineering and Computer Science, DIEC, Univ. of Trento), Paolo Collini,
Fabrizio Granelli (Head of the IEEE ComSoc Education Board Training Working Group, DIEC,
Univ. of Trento).

Poster session.

Group photo of students and professors participating to the Summer School.
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Jean Francois Fallacher has been Orange Romania’s CEO since
July 1, 2011. He is also the president of the BoD. Orange Roma-
nia has been a market leader for more than ten years, while in
the last four years, under his leadership, its leading market posi-
tion was consolidated. 

Q. Please explain what is behind your succes.
JFF: In 2004 Orange became the leader in the Romanian

mobile market by offering customers last-generation technologies
and reliable services, based on an extensive and performant net-
work. 

Many things have happened since I came to
Romania: HD Voice, 4G and 4G+, and a multi-
screen TV service. Despite the very competitive
Romanian market, we remained the customers’ first
choice by listening to them and investing in both
infrastructure and innovative products and services. 

In order to stay on top, we pay a lot of atten-
tion to the professionals we recruit for our team,
people keen on listening to customers’ voices and
looking to the latest trends. We have been making
massive investments in our 4G, 3G, and 2G infras-
tructures, and we are focusing on value in the mar-
ket in this digital world.

Q: How about the use of mobile technologies
in Romania?

JFF: In recent years, we’ve invested in a very
performant 4G network, already covering 95 percent of the urban
population and 67 percent of the entire population. We’ve also
made investments to improve our national 3G+ network. We
have by far the largest 4G coverage in the country, mainly in
cities, where we saw a greater demand for high mobile Internet
speeds. At the same time, we are currently running an extensive
network refresh plan to improve our 2G and 3G coverage in cities
and rural areas across the country, as well as the mobile data
experience for our customers.

Our ambition for the next five years, set through our strategy
Essentials2020, is to provide everyone with an unmatched cus-
tomer experience and allow customers to be connected to what
is essential to them. One out of two subscribers buying a subsi-
dized phone from our retail network choses a smartphone. They
need good coverage to keep in touch with their families and
friends through voice and SMS, and our investments are going
toward them also.

Q: What is Orange’s 4G approach for Romania? 
JFF: In 2012 and 2013 we massively invested in 4G network

preparation and modernization in the cities. In 2013 alone, the
level of investments, mainly directed to 4G, was the highest since
the beginning of the economic crisis, 30 percent higher than in
2009. Last year we started a new chapter, investing particularly to
extend 4G and to offer performant and reliable services regardless
of the network, and we also launched the first 4G+ network in
Romania, in six cities. 

Customers can also enjoy a very rich portfolio of 4G devices
for all needs and budgets, 4G services in all our subscriptions,
and also a wide range of services like Orange TV Go, Orange
Cloud, or Deezer. Orange PrePay customers were the first prepaid
users on the market to have access to 4G and the only ones for
a long period of time. 

The results so far show us that we’ve made the correct deci-
sions. In the second quarter of 2015, our Internet traffic increased
112 percent compared with 2014, while the number of 4G users
reached 600.000. According to the latest ANCOM official statistics,
Orange ranked first in the speed tests run in 2015 in the Netograf

app, offering its customers the best download speeds on mobile
for indoor locations at 34.15 Mbps, and for outdoor locations at
52.81 Mbps. 

Q: How about the Romanian market? 
JFF: Compared to other countries where I have been, the qual-

ity of the telecom infrastructure in Romania is extraordinary. This is
an interesting place for telecom, very competitive and very
dynamic. Romania offers high quality Internet services, ranking fifth
worldwide on the current Net Index for data transfer speeds, while
having among the lowest prices in Europe because of the low
wages. Last years’ European regulations, as well as local legislation
changes, have led to some challenges that affected the entire
market.

In the four years I have been at Orange, I have watched the
country change in a good way. I came here just after the eco-

nomic crisis, in the middle of a price war, which
seemed normal due to the context. Romanians are
open to technology and to what is new. Price
remains very important, but the overall experience
with an operator has also become a significant fac-
tor in the purchase decision, encouraged by the
country’s recovering economy.

Q: … and 2015? 
JFF: In the entire telecom market, the first quar-

ter’s performance was still affected by the intercon-
nection tariff regulations. Starting with the second
quarter these effects are becoming weaker, while
some special taxes were reduced at the beginning
of the year. Therefore, we expect a positive evolu-
tion of the market.

2015 started off on the right foot for us. For
the first time since the start of the economic crisis

in 2009, our half-year revenues increased this year by 1.2 percent
to €453.9mn, Romania being a front-runner in our group.

In terms of investments, this year we plan to invest more than
€110m in Romania, with plans to invest close to a half billion
euros by 2020. Besides a network refresh and 4G consolidation,
our investment plan also include services we have recently
launched. For example, Orange TV, which we launched as a multi-
screen TV service and the platform with the biggest number of
HD channels in Romania, has already gained more than 221,000
subscribers in approximately two years, while the app for smart-
phones and tablets has been downloaded or upgraded more than
1.3 million times. This year Romania was the first country in our
group to launch the Orange TV stick, a portable device transform-
ing any HDMI TV into a smart TV. With this device, customers are
able to watch on their TV screen movies and shows from the
mobile app, even when they are not at home. 

Q: What are the rationales behind the Orange Educational Pro-
gram (OEP)?

JFF: OEP is one of our oldest social responsibility programs
and a good example of how CSR strategy is included in Orange’s
core business. Besides scholarships for the best students in
telecommunications, the program offers participants the chance to
complement their theoretical knowledge with practical information
offered by Orange employees, as well as get to know the compa-
ny and make themselves known in the company through intern-
ships. Twenty percent of the engineers, experts, and managers
working in our technology department, including Stefan Slavnicu,
our Chief Technology Officer, are OEP graduates. Moreover, it is
the best example of a sustainable program. We are investing in
preparing future professionals who will create the technologies of
the future. They will be the people who will have this market “in
their hands”.

Orange: A Romanian Success Story
An Interview by Nicolae Oaca
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talk started by addressing the limitations of MIMOs reliance on co-
located array-elements, and then showed how single-antenna-
aided cooperative mobiles can circumvent these limitations
through the formation of MIMOs with distributed elements, a con-
cept also referred to as Virtual Antenna Arrays (VAA). Then the
speech focused on amplify-forward and decode-forward protocols
as well as iterative channel coding schemes. Finally, EXIT-chart-
aided designs were introduced for creating near-capacity solutions
in addition to a range of future research directions and open
problems. The session was closed by a comprehensive discussion
with the audience about the relationship between the presented
subjects and each participant’s Ph.D. topic.

An informal dinner at a local pub completed the day, giving
the attendees an opportunity to get to know each other better
and have discussions in a relaxed environment.

The following day the school hosted Prof. Giuseppe Bianchi
from the University of Rome – Tor Vergata, Italy, who delivered a
talk entitled “From Dumb to Smarter Switches in Software
Defined Networks: Towards a Stateful Data Plane.” The seminar
was motivated by a crucial shortcoming in today’s software
defined network architectures, namely the need to mandate the
execution of all control tasks to a remote controller, and the rele-
vant emerging concerns in terms of latency and signaling over-
head. After a brief overview of software defined networking
principles as well as a review of OpenFlow, the talk focused on
recent approaches (recent OpenFlow extensions, Reconfigurable
Match Tables, Protocol Oblivious Forwarding, etc.) devised to
improve data plane programmability on the fast path, i.e. directly
inside the switches themselves. In addition, it introduced Open-
State, a very recent proposal devised to permit platform-agnostic
programmability of stateful tasks. 

Then, on Tuesday afternoon a two-hour poster session was
held in the open spaces of the Department of Information Engi-
neering and Computer Science. Each participant was instructed to
prepare a poster presentation of his/her ongoing and future
research plans in order to foster discussion among participants as
well as with school instructors and local professors.

The topics were extremely diverse, from signal processing and
resource allocation in LTE to green communications, from coop-
eration to streaming services.
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Participants had one free night for sightseeing or additional
networking, before the following seminar, which was held on
Wednesday morning. Prof. Andrea Goldsmith from Stanford Uni-
versity, USA, presented a four-hour lecture on “The Next Wave in
Wireless Communications.” She provided the audience with an
extensive discussion of multiuser systems, a survey of current cel-
lular systems and a review of future expectations. The speech
then focused on ad hoc wireless networks and on secondary user
access in the framework of cognitive radio networks. 

Finally, Prof. Goldsmith introduced the issues related to object
connectivity (sensors, battery-limited devices) to the Internet,
opening a discussion of green wireless networks and the ways to
save or harvest power for communications. The session ended
with additional hot topic examples and transversal areas of appli-
cation of communications theory (e.g. neural science).

The Summer School included specific sessions enabling partic-
ipants to understand the actual problems and technology in the
field of communications. To this aim, practical sessions were held
on Tuesday and Wednesday and included visits to the datacenter
of the University of Trento and to the local network provider,
Trentino Network and its Network Operation Center.

Prof. Nelson L.S. da Fonseca of the State University of Camp-
inas, SP, Brazil, closed the event with a seminar on “Networking
for Big Data”. The seminar started with a discussion of the Big
Data ecosystem, perspectives on society and science and pro-
cessing capabilities. Prof. Fonseca introduced network virtualiza-
tion as a fundamental pillar to networking support for the Big
Data area, as well as research opportunities not only in network-
ing for Big Data but also in Big Data for networking. Participants
were provided with lab exercises to practice on their way back
home.

Summarizing, the Summer School was a challenging and excit-
ing event. Considering the feedback I collected from the atten-
dees and the speakers, I’m very proud of the outcome, and I
believe it could pave the way to becoming an integral and per-
manent component of the yearly events organized by the IEEE
Communications Society for its members.

For additional information on the IEEE ComSoc Summer
School, please visit http://www.comsoc.org/summer-school. 
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Error Vector Magnitude measurements fit for 5G

Error vector magnitude, EVM, measurements have been the mainstay of modulation performance analysis 
for more than twenty years. Each new technology has defined a specific measurement to suit the character-
istics of the physical layer signal. The interest in signals for 5G that are much wider bandwidth, operating at 
much higher frequencies means it’s time to draw a comparison between the different waveforms and the 
impact on the measurement of EVM.
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t has been two decades since the publication of the sem-
inal tutorial ‘The Software Radio Architecture” in IEEE

Communications Magazine. The evolution of Software
Defined Radio (SDR) systems had profound impact both
in military and multi-standard commercial space. The
intent of the feature topic is to capture key elements of the
evolution of the enabling technologies as well as SDR
solutions for flexible and reconfigurable wireless platforms.

During the first twenty years of software radio, the con-
cept has evolved from a non-linear and somewhat academ-
ic projection of how radio engineering could benefit over
time from the migration of analog to digital conversion
(ADC) and digital to analog conversion (DAC) from base-
band, where it was then, to radio frequency (RF), which
now is termed the ideal software radio (or Mitola radio)
which radio systems engineering is approaching, at least in
some high end market niches. Most of us have adopted
Stephen Blust’s concept of SDR as the crucial near term
value proposition on the way to the ideal software radio
which remains a useful abstraction. Good portion of radio
systems today employ Intermediate Frequency (IF) ADCs
and DACs with digital IF conversion to baseband, multi-
carrier, multi-frequency and heterogeneous infrastructure
even in fourth generation commercial wireless leading the
way to incredibly multi-band shared spectrum and extreme-
ly heterogeneous infrastructure of the next generation of
commercial wireless. 

Cognition emerged a decade later and still means dif-
ferent things to different people. Unfortunately software-
defined radio also brings with it the malware menaces of
low cost commercial off the shelf (COTS) hardware and
software from global supply chains. Open source appears
to be an important and growing software radio niche with
GNU Radio and the ever present USRP leading the way,
especially for academic research and start-up companies
where we find much global innovation. Twenty years ago,
Europe was clearly in the lead globally with the success of
GSM. Over time an exploding base of products, systems,
and radio research in China, Singapore, Taiwan, and South
Korea created a shift of the center of gravity of software

radio from the US and EU twenty years ago to more glob-
al leadership over the next twenty years. Thus, the global-
ization of software radio technology while challenging
provides unprecedented opportunities for all of us. Per-
haps the next twenty years of software radio will see the
emergence of truly hackproof radio systems and networks
so that our children and grandchildren can experience the
benefits of software radio technology with fewer of the dis-
advantages of the today’s Wild Wild West of wired and
wireless Cyberspace. Looking ahead, many exciting oppor-
tunities and breakthroughs certainly are in store.

Articles selected for this series focus on the key issues
and emerging concepts of contemporaneous software radio
technology. This Feature Topic is composed of two parts:
the second part is to appear in January 2016 issue of this
magazine. 

Part 1 provides overview of trends in SDR over last
two decades. It opens with the overview paper “Software
Radio, a Catalyst for Wireless Innovation” by Moy and
Palicot, followed by “The Software Communications
Architecture (SCA): Two Decades of Software Radio
Technology Innovation” by Lee et al. that provides an
overview of Software Communication Architecture that
has been deployed in more than 400,000 radios world-
wide. “ETSI-Standard Architecture, Related Interfaces,
and Reconfiguration Process for Reconfigurable Mobile
Devices” by Jin et al. introduces the ETSI-standard archi-
tecture for a reconfigurable Mobile Devices which will
bring SDR technology to mainstream cellular networks.
Continuing, “Securing Physical-Layer Communications
for Cognitive Radio Networks” by Zou et al. addresses
increasingly important topic of physical layer security.
“Prototyping Real-Time Full Duplex Radios” by Chung et
al. describes the SDR approach to prototyping 5G system
and quantifying capacity gains. In a similar spirit “A Low
Cost Desktop Software Defined Radio Design Environ-
ment using MATLAB, Simulink and the RTL-SDR” by
Stewart et al. describes the flexible approach for proto-
typing that can aid lab and digital communication cur-
riculum.
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1 A dedicated hardwired
module per standard.

2 Since the beginning of
the 1970s, from certain
points of view, in military
research.

3 “Software radio” was
first coined in the 1980s,
in the company E-sys-
tems (renamed
Raytheon since) where
Joseph Mitola worked.

INTRODUCTION

In the same way that automotive engines have
rested for more than 100 years on the same prin-
ciple (explosion) and mechanical parts (pistons,
valves, crankshaft, etc.), radio has been resting
on the same architecture (superheterodyne) and
electronic parts (amplifiers, mixers, filters, etc.).
Some technological evolutions, such as the tran-
sistor, have of course enabled miniaturization of
the systems and increasing their performance,
but the same basis of discreet electronic compo-
nents has been kept. Software radio [1] is the
most recent major technological change in the
field. Indeed, the amazing evolution of digital
technologies during the 1980s enabled this well
established paradigm to be challenged, and since
the beginning of the 1990s,2 certain baseband
processing techniques started to be performed
and gathered within digital integrated circuits.
This development led to software radio, the
main ideas of which are that circuit processing is

a general-purpose processor, and that some of
the processing that was previously performed
analogically by means of several discreet compo-
nents can now be performed by a sole processor. 

First of all, it is interesting to put software
radio in its historical context in order to fully
understand the interests that led to its advent, at
both the design and utilization phases of equip-
ment. Software radio is a convergence of different
technological fields. Hence, each concerned scien-
tific community has appropriated the concept and
uses this naming to illustrate its work. This fact
entails as many standpoints as there are con-
cerned communities: this is dealt with in the third
section. The objective reality of software radio,
due to the technological developments it has gen-
erated, are highlighted after that. The software
radio vs. velcro approach is discussed in the final
section, in which we also present our vision for
the future of software radio.

THE FOUNDATIONS OF
SOFTWARE RADIO

GENESIS OF SOFTWARE RADIO

In the 1980s and ’90s, the U.S. Department of
Defense’s (DoD’s) long-term prospects aimed to
anticipate what would happen thanks to more
futuristic studies taking place over the next 10-
to 20-year timeframe. The opportunity to carry
out such more conceptual research, which would
be less subject to constraints and practicalities,
led Joseph Mitola to define the founding con-
cepts of software radio3 [1, 2].

One can consider that software radio, or at
least its main concepts, would have existed with-
out the work of Mitola. In fact, in the 1990s, the
following notions were very trendy: 
• Convergence of standards and networks
• Reconfigurability of equipment
• Connectivity at any place, any time, and

with any standard
• Distributed intelligence in networks and ter-

minals
It is therefore important to highlight the impact
of Mitola’s work, which contributed to homoge-
nize all those preexisting notions in a single and
formalized concept named software radio [3, 4].

Software radio is a technological break-

ABSTRACT

In this article, we deal with software radio in
an original manner, emphasizing the fact that
software radio is a major evolution of radio tech-
nologies and a convergence of different pre-exist-
ing fields. Joseph Mitola deserves credit for
formalizing and conceptualizing this evolution.
We do not define software radio. Rather, we look
at software radio from different perspectives. New
equipments include more and more software
radio “capacities,” that is, they can be reconfig-
ured thanks to software. Certain former analog
functionalities are now performed digitally. We
think that the timeframe during which software
radio is advantageous, compared to a velcro1

approach for multi-standard terminals, is probably
over. However, software radio has taken concrete
form in the military field. We show that software
radio is used de facto in all equipment and prod-
ucts because of the technological progress to
which it has led. Software radio’s legacy indeed is
that it has been and still is a catalyst for wireless
innovation. We conclude by showing that soft-
ware radio will be used to its full potential when
it is the support technology for other more com-
plex fields such as cognitive radio. 

SOFTWARE DEFINED RADIO — 20 YEARS LATER

Christophe Moy and Jacques Palicot

Software Radio: A Catalyst for
Wireless Innovation
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through, which is the fruit of a major develop-
ment and a convergence of different preexisting
fields. Many companies or research teams work
on the topic of software radio one way or the
other, without knowing it. Software radio brings
together a wide spectrum of techniques, each of
them representing a specific subject, but without
necessarily being integrated in software radio.

However, the scientific community has quickly
supported the idea of software radio as illustrated
by the curve in Fig. 1 (evolution of software-
radio-related articles since 1995, curves obtained
with Google Scholar). The first software defined
radio (SDR) articles were published when the
SDR Forum4 was set up in 1996. The number of
software defined radio labeled publications is simi-
lar to that of software radio labeled publications in
2003–2004. This shows that the field then becomes
mainly a concrete problem to be solved, even if it
is necessary to allow gaps with the original princi-
ples (software radio) in order to find practical
solutions (software defined radio). A slight
decrease in the number of articles has been
observed in the past two years. Unfortunately,
this does not reflect the fact that the subject has
been solved. However, as software radio previous-
ly encompassed certain topics, some of them are
now dealt with under new headings. Cognitive
radio is one of those. This is actually probably
correlated with the boom of publications dealing
with cognitive radio in the last few years. However,
one can see that cognitive radio has its own exis-
tence, which is independent of software radio,
and has experienced huge growth since 2005. A
new expression has become popular, and we can
observe an exponential growth of publications on
this topic: software defined networking (SDN).
Will it absorb cognitive radio in the long term? 

ADVANTAGES OF SOFTWARE RADIO
There is no real consensus on the exact meaning
of the term software radio. We discuss this in the
next section. Numerous classifications exist,
which experienced more or less success when
they were published. Innterested readers can
refer to [4] to deepen their knowledge of those
classifications. Software radio can be summarized
by the following idea: it symbolizes the transition
from the design of transmission/reception radio
devices made with numerous dedicated electronic
components as had been done for 100 years, to
the design of such devices made with general-
purpose parts (we consider here processing units
rather than electronic components). The process-
ing unit, which is typically a processor, enables
several different operations to be performed. The
latter are typically functions using computer lan-
guage, that is, software, hence the name software
radio. Therefore, one can easily understand the
benefits that can be derived from it. They are
summarized in Table 1.

DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES ON
SOFTWARE RADIO

As we have seen, software radio is a conver-
gence of different technological fields. Some-
times the term software radio may provoke some
misunderstanding. Hence, each concerned com-

munity has appropriated the concept and uses its
own naming to illustrate its work. This means
that there are as many standpoints as there are
concerned communities. Consequently, instead
of defining software radio, we propose to detail
some of those in the following subsections.

We have already considered software radio
under the prism of a sole general processor that
executes radio processing. However, we see below
that certain stakeholders think they achieve a
software radio design when processing is per-
formed digitally, on a configurable application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), even without
the intention of changing the parameters during
operation. Other ones consider the frontier
between software and traditional radio from a
purely architectural point of view, as a question of
RF architecture, as mentioned below. The place
of digitization in this architecture is then a distin-
guishing factor for the different types or levels of
software radio. Software radio can thus refer to
RF digitization in some cases, or intermediate
frequency (IF) digitization in other cases. In the
military field, a software radio is a unit of equip-
ment based on a specific software architecture, as
explained below. In order to introduce this sec-
tion, we sum up in Table 2 some of the point of
views we do not detail further.

DIGITAL PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE
One of the basic principles of software radio is
to perform processing by means of a general-
purpose processor (GPP). At the end of the
1990s, Vanu Bose [7] used that technique to
make GSM base stations benefiting from the
acceleration speed of the processors with time
(Moore’s Law), for example, executing in each
processor generation a greater number of simul-
taneous communications on one processor, with-
out changing a single line of code. But several
limits oppose the generalization of this approach

Figure 1. Evolution of the number of software-radio-related articles pub-
lished since 1995 (based on Google Scholar).
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to mobile communicating devices: price, power
consumption, and processing units’ performance.
In fact, a combination of the different processing
unit categories of Table 3 provides the best com-
promise. It is the heterogeneous architecture
concept, that is, an architecture comprising digi-
tal signal processors (DSPs), field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), and GPPs. This is the
trend followed by the manufacturers of the so-
called system on chip (SoC) or network on chip
(NoC) components, which include several units
of a different nature within a unique chip. Actu-
ally, SoC providers, like Qualcomm and Sam-
sung, currently dominate the markets of
mobile-phone-dedicated circuits [4].

RF ARCHITECTURE

From the standpoint of the designers of RF trans-
mitters/receivers, software radio is a question of
where digitization is performed: RF, IF, or base-
band. A pure software radio should be able to
demodulate at reception (modulate at transmis-
sion) all communication standards thanks to soft-
ware that can be used on any platform. A
traditional radio performs in an analog fashion, by
means of dedicated hardware, all the functions of
the RF transceiver (channel selection, suppression
of interference, amplification, and baseband trans-
position). Unlike the latter, a software radio would
sample the broadband RF signal directly after fil-

Table 1. Software radio benefits.

Benefits of software
radio at design phase Very first advantage that was targeted at the beginning of software radio in the 1990s

Transition from analog
to digital 

Digital instead of analog:
•Electronic design automation (EDA) tools that have tremendously progressed in number and quality for the

digital domain these last 20 years 
•Digital compensation of analog defects (dirty RF) [5] 
•Cheaper digital solutions than analog
Flexibility of the digital world: 
•Reprogrammability or reconfigurability 
•Require adequate hardware at runtime 
•Need adequate software deployment [6]
Digital way that opens a new era merging IT and telecommunations:
•Convergence of radio and computer science 
•At both the radio equipment and network levels (SDN)

Application and 
platform separation

Earlier design of the hardware platform in the development cycle: 
•Delay resulting from needed hardware adjustments is not so painful 
•New versions can be made within the specified time limit
Reuse of pre-existing hardware components: 
•Processing units instead of dedicated hardware components 
•New components instability is avoided 
•Standard instead of tailor made
(Software) application can be improved until the very last minute before its delivery:
•Last moment errors can be fixed at reduced cost 
•Application changes do not entail any hardware adjustments 
•Transferring design difficulties in the programming phase of the application 
•More comfort and better robustness
Reutilization of the same platform for different products: 
•Several radio applications in a unique multi-standard product (unlike a velcro design, which comprises as 
many circuits as there are radio applications) 

•Several products whose operations are specific to different software versions
Third parties new market:
•Radio application waveforms 
•Radio design environments and software facilities

Benefits of software
radio In terms of
functionality

This is the main and true novelty of software radio, according to us [6], due to the possibility it offers
to benefit from added flexibility during the lifetime of the product, that is, once it has been manufac-
tured and is on the market. In that respect, software radio still remains a driver of wireless innovation
since this capacity is far from being fully used in most radio systems.

For mobile phone pro-
viders, wireless 
operators and users

New technical means: 
• Over the air reconfiguration (OTAR) 
•Download new complete software (e.g., a radio application or waveform) 
•Correct defects through patch
New services: 
•Adapt all processing thanks to a simple change of software 
•Offer an ubiquitous connexion, that is, which is able to demodulate at reception (and respectively to 
modulate at transmission) all communication standards with the same equipment 

•Minimize the impact on clients of maintenance operation thanks to OTAR 
•Extend product life duration thanks to software update can concern an improvement of the radio 
equipment, or even the download of a new standard taht did not exist when the product was sold, such as 
for satellite industry and remote radio access point for operations and maintenance (O&M).
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tering and low noise amplification. Thereafter, the
digital processing unit performs the following oper-
ations: frequency transposition, channel selection,
and demodulation, thanks to software processing.

The software radio paradigm cannot be
implemented for a holistic radio, supporting all
radio applications. Thus, lots of works have
focused on architectures dedicated to a subset of
the radio domain, and then featuring more
relaxed constraints. The term software defined
radio is then used, since the digitized band is
reduced. In the literature, there are mainly three
types of SDR from the RF point of view, which
are described in [4, Ch. 6]: direct conversion,
low-IF, and undersampling. Many consumer
products include such software radio capacities,
implementing direct RF digitization in a given
band, or already digitally perform IF processing.

Since one bottleneck of the ideal architecture
is conversion (analog-to-digital and digital-to-
analog), the conversion community has heavily
invested in research to solve the problem raised
by software radio. Even if the problem has not
yet been fully resolved, lots of progress has been
made, and a software defined radio can now be
built (e.g., in low to intermediate frequency). We
find, for example, products called “Wideband
SDR Solution,” which include on a single chip
all the wideband conversion functions (12 bits, 4
Gsamples/s on the ADC12J4000 from Texas
Instruments) as well as the filtering and frequen-
cy transposition functions.

It must be noted that another bottleneck of
the ideal architecture is the required computa-
tion power, which is directly linked to the sam-
pling frequency, in which case we now have to
deal with the considerations mentioned previ-
ously in the section on digital processing archi-
tecture. Requirements in terms of computation
power and digitization speed also raise the power
consumption issue, which involves software radio
approaches. Moreover, other functions of the
ideal architecture may prove to be problematic;
for instance, the large bandwidth antennas and
the power amplification of a broadband signal
featuring a multiplex of modulated carriers.

SOFTWARE RADIO: SDR AND SCA
The military software radio community always
uses the term software defined radio (SDR). It is
important to remember that this community was
the founder of the field, since Mitola’s works on
the subject were funded by the U.S. DoD. This
is why this is mainly an American phenomenon.
Besides, the DoD has decided to opt for the
software radio approach in order to facilitate the
interoperability of the communication means of
some of the American armed forces (Navy, Air
Force, and Army): this is a fundamental charac-
teristic of what software radio can offer. Using
software radio to find solutions to interoperabili-
ty issues makes even more sense within the
NATO framework where the forces of several
countries have to intercommunicate. This need
is also present in the mobile communications of
the civil defense forces (PMR5) where SDR is
sometimes also considered in a way that is simi-
lar to the military approach [9]. It is interesting
to know that, beyond the purely military aspects,
another event has largely contributed to increase

the DoD funding of software radio: 9/11. Indeed,
communication gaps on that day led to losses
that could have been avoided through more effi-
cient coordination between police officers and
firefighters. To a lesser extent, the loss of civil
communications also meant increased confusion
and contributed hindrance of emergency aid.
Software radio appears as a solution that could
enable quick redeployment of the interoperable
communication means in case of a disaster
destroying all the infrastructures of a region [9].

SDR is often equivalent to software commu-
nication architecture (SCA) in the military field.
SCA is a software architecture abstracting the
underlying hardware (HW) platform that runs
radio applications or waveforms. This enables
radio waveforms to be developed independent of
the HW platform, via standardized interfaces
(application programming interface, API). SCA
is a standard originating from studies financed
by the DoD via the Joint Tactical Radio Systems
(JTRS) since 1997, with the aim of specifying a
software radio’s development standard [10]. Any
manufacturer of a communication system or sub-
system provider that wishes to respond to the
DoD’s calls for tender must comply with the
SCA standard. In theory, the SCA must enable
the systems’ integrators to use any hardware or
software done by one or more providers, in an
efficient and open manner. Keeping in mind the
secrecy imposed on the making of military sys-
tems, it is thus easy to understand the impor-

Table 2. Different points of view for addressing software radio. DVB-T:
digital video broadcast — terrestrial; ADS-B: automatic dependent
surveillance broadcast.

Point of view

Signal processing

•Digital processing of formerly analogically processed
functions

•Correction of the remaining analog functions’ defects 
•Advanced signal processing algorithms in general

Computer science

•Software architecture standards 
•Downloading protocols (cf. the OTAR example given 

earlier) 
•High-level software that enable to model electronic 

engineering applications
•Real-time OS, hardware/software distribution tools, etc.

Application-specific
software radio

•Limited to a specific application, it is technologically 
possible to achieve a software radio realization in the 
case of applications featuring small bandwidth, low 
carrier frequencies, consumption that is not limited 
by mobility, and medium cost-related constraints

Amateur radio

•Amateur radio community is the first one to use 
software radio on a daily basis 

•Low-cost low-complexity software radio platforms 
and applications 

•USB keys for DVB-T demodulators can cover ranges 
of frequency from a few tens of megahertz up to 
2 GHz for a few tens of dollars (R820T tuner chip)

•They can be piloted by a free software environment 
run on a laptop for different radio amateur applica-

tions, as amateur radio satellite with Gpredict, 
for instance, as aeronautic data with ADS-B# from

more generic SDR#, and so on.

5 Professional Mobile
Radio, also named Pri-
vate Mobile Radio.
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tance of the challenge, beyond any purely techni-
cal considerations that represent other chal-
lenges. SCA was specified in the middle of the
’90s on the basis of keywords such as “portabili-
ty,” “heterogeneity,” “multi-standard,” and
“interoperability.” The technical solutions cho-
sen at the time did not exist in the embedded
real-time electronics field, and the answers pro-
vided by computer science were then chosen,
since they were the only existing ones — Com-
mon Object Request Broker Architecture
(CORBA), Interface Description Language
(IDL), Posix, and so on.

The European military is also adopting “SCA-
inspired” solutions for communications systems. A
European adaptation of SCA has been developed
with the framework of the European Defense
Agency’s (EDA) European Secure Software
Defined Radio (ESSOR)6 project and is now
entering European military products. The French
Ministry of Defense, for instance, announced on
April 17, 2012, the launch of the strategic CON-
TACT program, featuring a budget exceeding €1
billion. The CONTACT7 program aims at provid-
ing, as of 2018, the French armed forces with new
generation tactical radio sets, resting on an inno-
vative “software radio” technology. 

Some civil SDR standardization efforts should
also be pointed out, such as the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute Recon-
figurable Radio System (ETSI RRS). which aims
to specify reconfigurable radio architectures in
[11], and an attempt in IEEE P1900.3 on confor-
mance evaluation for SDR software modules,

which has been disbanded. However, civil stan-
dardization is more active on cognitive radio
aspects in both ETSI and IEEE.

SOFTWARE RADIO AS A CATALYST
FOR TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES

Software radio has generated intense research
activity for each of the previously presented
standpoints. It has brought together numerous
studies and collaborative projects. This has
resulted in many technological advances, and
many research subjects remain to be studied in
the future. Let us highlight a few technological
advances for each previous standpoint.

DIGITAL PROCESSING ARCHITECTURE
The development of heterogeneous architectures,
comprising DSPs, FGPAs, and GPPs, has been
strongly boosted by software radio. The move
toward ever more efficient digital architectures
has enabled manufacturers to propose software
radio base stations.The NoC or SoC architec-
tures that are installed on chips and include pro-
grammable or configurable units are commonly
used in the most recent mobile devices. While
architectures were moving toward heterogeneity,
another fundamental evolution took place at the
same time: making hardware more and more
“flexible” so that it can be used similarly to soft-
ware. This led, for instance, to the partial recon-
figuration concept for FPGAs. The company
Xilinx, which is the main provider of FPGAs that
can cater for this capacity, has developed and
reserved the partial reconfiguration [8] market as
the sole software radio stakeholders for several
years in order to launch this market. A last new
trend toward a coarse-grained processing strategy
may be arising in the software radio field: the
manycore era [12]. Manycore, or chip multi-pro-
cessor (CMP), which can have several thousand
processing cores, applies the FPGA paradigm at
the CPU level, taking advantage of a “processing
array” instead of a “gate array,” coming back to
software radio basics in processing homogeneity.
A further gap is also reached in this field as soft-
ware radio itself is foreseen inside the chip in
order to improve inter-core communications [13].

RF ARCHITECTURE
The direct conversion architecture has become
achievable since its main defect, which resulted
from the mix between the local oscillator and the
RF signal (cf. [4, Ch. 6]), has now been corrected
by manufacturing companies. The analog-to-digital
and digital-to-analog conversion community has
heavily invested in research to solve the issue raised
by software radio. It is now easy to find broadband
converters, featuring 12 bits and several gigahertz
sampling frequencies. Software radio also requires
broadband or multi-band antennas. Numerous
advances have been achieved in this field too. Soft-
ware radio also imposes new and important con-
straints on the amplification stages. A large band of
frequencies, which feature a great number of mod-
ulated carriers, must indeed be amplified. To that
purpose, software radio has once again generated
numerous studies in order to solve the problems
linked to wideband amplification, such as new

Table 3. Strengths and weaknesses of processing units from a software radio
perspective.

Processing unit

Software radio requirements in terms of
computation power and power consump-
tion, so as to execute real time modula-
tion/demodulation, are so important that it
is often necessary to use several processing
technologies instead of GPP only:

GPP: general purpose 
processor 

•Adequate for complex computation, data 
storage management, and connectivity, with 
a high degree of flexibility, but very high 
power consumption

•Particularly usual in base stations

DSP: digital signal processor

•Specialized for signal processing computation,
with a high degree of flexibility and 
low power consumption

•Particularly suited for terminals

FPGA: field programmable
gate array

•Parallel intensive computation, with higher 
power consumption than a DSP, and with a 
degree of flexibility at design time only (usual 
FPGA use ), or a high degree of flexibility at 
runtime (using ultra-fast dynamic partial 
reconfiguration [8]),

•Particularly suited for base stations

ASIC: application-specific
integrated circuit

•Hyper intensive computation, ultra-low power
consumption and for a large number of parts 
produced, with a very low degree of flexibility

•Particularly suited for terminals for power 
consumption considerations, and also in base 
stations for ultra-high computation performance

6 http://www.eda.europa.
eu/otheractivities/sdr/ess
or

7 http://mil-embedded.
com/articles/conquering-
radio-market-challenges/
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peak-to-average-power ratio (PAPR) issues related
to the mix of multi-carrier/multi-standard signals
[14]. IF sampling has become popular in today’s
products, which implies performing certain digital
functions such as modulation/demodulation, selec-
tion of the channel of interest, and adaptation of
the sampling frequency. These functions operate
thanks to signal processing algorithms [4].

SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
We saw previously that in this field, the main
result is the SCA definition, which was devised
originally for the military field. The needs in
terms of embedded real-time OS generated by
software radio have contributed significantly to
push embedded OS progress. The optimum
hardware/software distribution on the different
processing units (hardware or software co-
design) implies a high-level model process for
both the application and software, as this was
mentioned earlier. Those working in amateur
radio have developed many free software radio
environments that can be used with a few dollars
of hardware (DVB-T dongles). 

OTHER POINTS OF VIEW
In the signal processing field, the new “dirty RF”
concept originates directly from software radio
work [5]. This concept will generate a large
amount of research in coming years. As they
focused on a specific application, which occupies a
small bandwidth supported by low frequencies,
and used software radio concepts, numerous man-
ufacturers have proposed some so-called software
radio products for their application. All the latter
considerations prove that software radio features
multiple realities, which depend on the different
standpoints of the different scientific communities.
Figure 2 illustrates the Wireless Innovation Forum
(WinnF’s) view of the software radio value chain.
It can therefore be deduced that software radio
has entered, through all these technological
advances, into products and equipment.

SOFTWARE RADIO AND THE FUTURE
It is already possible to make a software radio in
a laboratory, without manufacturing and power
consumption constraints, for specific applications.
But the concept of a universal radio that could
cater for a wide range of telecommunication
applications, in particular for daily life (WiFi,
multi-band 2G, 3G, 4G, TV broadcast, FM, Blue-

tooth, GPS, etc.) is not commercially viable in a
terminal. This is corroborated by the fact that all
current mobile phones include these radio links
thanks to an equal number of dedicated circuits
or sub-circuits (perhaps several in one single
multi-standard chip). This is known as the velcro
approach: a component (e.g., a scratch) is added
as another radio functionality is added. This
approach is, without question, very efficient to
move from one standard to another. However, it
is not upgradeable, since the processing of a new
standard, which was not originally planned in the
making of the circuit, requires the making of a
new circuit and the sale of a new device.

In the base station, on the contrary, due to
lower constraints on power consumption and cost,
software radio is in common use for its interesting
features in terms of wideband digitization and
upgrade capabilities. Many manufacturers propose
some products at different stages of the software
radio’s value chain. Those different stages of the
value chain fit in with the different standpoints
mentioned previously. Thus, waveform application
software and execution platforms, software and
middleware providers, integrators, and other
stakeholders can also be found in that chain.

We thought that, since the wireless connection
means are multiplying, a threshold beyond which
it would not be viable to have many velcro circuits
would be reached, even in terminals. Neverthe-
less, the continuing progress in the integration
and microelectronics field will certainly offer the
possibility to include even more velcro standards.
This approach offers sufficient capacity for the
current flexibility needs, whereas those of soft-
ware radio are well above those needs. It can be
inferred that, with regard to the multi-standard
technology aspect, the software radio’s window of
opportunity is probably over for terminals. How-
ever, when all its capacities  are necessary to offer
applications using cognitive radio, there will be a
new window of opportunity and relevance for
software radio inside terminals. Software radio
will no longer be considered as a simple alterna-
tive to the current technologies, but as a truly new
service solution. In a vertical handover context,
software radio will facilitate the transition
between standards during communication. In that
respect, as we wrote in [4], software radio
becomes a support technology for cognitive radio.

We think that software radio, as a whole, will
not become a standard as such, since software
radio’s capacities are introduced through a “nat-

Figure 2. WinnF’s view of the software radio value chain.
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ural” evolution of products and equipment.
Rather, we think applications using software
radio will be standardized. Examples of the lat-
ter include dynamic spectrum access [15] and
other cognitive radio [4] applications. This one,
considered under very limited aspects, is begin-
ning to be integrated into different standards.
Indeed, the functions that enable the waveform
to be adapted to the environment, which can be
found in standards such as WiMAX and Long
Term Evolution (LTE), fall under cognitive
radio concepts. However, cognitive radio can be
fully operational only if comprehensive software
radio capacities are available.

But maybe the most valuable contribution of
software radio is a philosophical one. Software
radio initiated the “open era” of the radio world.
The first impact came at the research level with
GNU Radio,8 which aimed at introducing the
GNU paradigm into radio domain. The GNU
paradigm was established by the Free Software
Foundation and aims to give the right for users
to use software pieces for free (associated with
certain duties). This has been a great success for
academic research on software radio and cogni-
tive radio. However, GNU Radio moved beyond
the pure research field and has also been adopt-
ed by the amateur radio community, and is also
entering companies’ prototyping and develop-
ment strategies. New current trends confirm this
philosophical impact, and its propagation into
the wireless commercial market. “Open Basesta-
tion”9 is no longer a concept but is becoming a
reality, driven by small cell and green approach-
es, toward a low-cost and “programmable” infra-
structure. Most recently, the ARA10 project from
Google (and previously Motorola) has intro-
duced the concept of “make your own mobile
phone.” Instead of combining software pieces
coming from a radio library, as with GNU Radio,
one can build one’s own mobile phone, piece by
piece, from consumer off the shelf (COTS) bat-
teries, screens, camera, WiFi modules, and so on,
and reconfigure it at the hardware level. No
longer reduced to a software subset, this is a
completely “software radio” philosophy!

CONCLUSION
Software radio was an initiative and has generat-
ed intense research activity over the last 20 years.
Many technological advances resulted from this,
in particular for some components (analog-to-
digital converters, NoC, power amplifiers, etc.)
used today in numerous products and equipment
types. Software radio is an objective reality from
this point of view. With regard to multi-standard
terminals, the time window during which soft-
ware radio is advantageous in comparison to a
velcro approach is probably over. The software
radio stakeholders were not able to propose com-
petitive software-radio-like products, in compari-
son with velcro products such as smartphones.
Results are better on the commercial base station
side where power consumption and cost con-
straints of software radio are easier to support
than in terminals. In the military field, software
radio has materialized via the SCA at the inter-
national level, and via the ESSOR programs at
the European level. This success is due to the

important fundings allocated to software radio in
the military field. The operational needs of the
military have proven that software radio is the
necessary technology to respond to multi-stan-
dard communications’ problems. This was not
the case for consumer goods because of the less-
er requirements of this market, for which
telecommunication stakeholders do not need to
use the full potential of the said capacities. Soft-
ware radio’s capacities in terms of flexibility and
signal processing are well above the current
needs of the market. Software radio will only be
able to express its full potential when all software
radio’s “capacities” are necessary in the future to
offer complex services and applications, based on
cognitive radio, for instance. In that respect, soft-
ware radio still holds a bright future.
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INTRODUCTION

The Software Communications Architecture
(SCA) is an implementation-independent archi-
tectural framework that specifies a standardized
infrastructure for a software defined radio
(SDR). Initially developed and published by the
U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), the SCA is
maintained by the Joint Tactical Networking
Center (JTNC) in collaboration with various
industry partners and organizations, such as the
Wireless Innovation Forum [1]. The specifica-
tion has significantly influenced the evolution of
the SDR domain, and its concepts have been
used within multiple industries, products, and
countries worldwide as depicted in Fig. 1 [2].

Advances in digital processor technology,
increases in analog-to-digital sampling rates, and
other technological developments have enabled
the continuing growth of complex signal process-
ing in the digital domain. This increase in digital
processing has appreciably altered the architec-
ture and design of radio systems. Recent genera-
tions of SDRs evolved to become highly
software-intensive complex systems facilitating
further advancement of communications capabil-
ities. SDRs have enabled more cost-effective
radio platform life cycles by providing for the
update and addition of system functions and fea-
tures without requiring hardware modifications.
Prior to the establishment of the SCA as an
open standard, SDRs were developed using pro-

prietary software architectures that tightly cou-
pled hardware platforms and waveform applica-
tions in a manner that was unique to each SDR
manufacturer. The SCA has built on the capabil-
ities of these preceding generations of SDRs,
moving today’s radios substantial steps further
forward by leveraging large-scale commercial
software industry investments in technology and
promoting open standardization. The SCA speci-
fication and associated technologies facilitate
broad software reuse and application portability
across SDR platforms, while enabling achieve-
ment of the key industry-wide objectives:
• Enhanced interoperability between SDRs

and across entire radio communications sys-
tems, especially important for mission-criti-
cal communications

• Reduction of the time and cost required to
develop and deploy SDRs and associated
systems, including the incremental rollout
of new SDR and radio system features and
functions
The SCA provides a set of rules and con-

straints that define the interactions between soft-
ware applications (i.e., waveforms) and radio
hardware platforms, leveraging an object orient-
ed (OO) software paradigm and employing com-
ponent-based development (CBD) technologies.
CBD technologies are sometimes referred to as
the “industrial revolution” of software, fostering
the advent of interchangeable software parts
built to predefined specifications [3]. With CBD
technologies, software components can be
thought of as software integrated circuits with a
set of defined functionality, performance, and
input/output. Components can be assembled
together to create entire applications, such as
waveform applications for an SDR. The SCA
specification also defines a core set of open sys-
tem interfaces and profiles that provide for the
configuration, assembly, deployment, and man-
agement of components, which ultimately com-
prise the software waveform applications. The
components of these software waveform applica-
tions can be distributed across various SDR
hardware processing elements in a manner deter-
mined by the particular radio developers that
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support the overall SDR requirements, radio
hardware platform capabilities, and design, in
conjunction with the SDR software design and
configuration.

ORIGINS OF THE SCA
Early development of the SCA began under the
U.S. DoD SPEAKeasy project. SPEAKeasy
began in 1991 with a goal of implementing an
SDR system capable of being reprogrammed
while in operation to support multiple air inter-
face standards, referred to as waveforms [4]. This
capability was very attractive to the military com-
munity as a means to reduce the long-term oper-
ations and maintenance costs associated with
hardware-based radio systems. The SPEAKeasy
platform consisted of an array of TMS320C40
processors from Texas Instruments as well as
other special-purpose processors mapped onto an
industry standard backplane. The platform also
included a separate transceiver subsystem and
programmable information security (INFOSEC)
module. In moving beyond SPEAKeasy, funding
was provided for some proof of concept systems
such as the Joint Combat Information Terminal
(JCIT) and Digital Modular Radio (DMR).
These systems further established the feasibility
of implementing and deploying an SDR.

Based on the experience and lessons learned
in creating the SPEAKeasy and follow-on sys-
tems, it became clear that a common radio man-
agement system was required to deploy,
configure, and manage the signal processing
software and other components of the waveform.
This management system was developed as a
custom software module for each of the early
projects, which limited the reuse of application
code across platforms. The push toward a com-
mon application framework and operating envi-
ronment to future-proof the system and allow

multiple teams to develop waveforms for the
platform in parallel started in the SPEAKeasy
Phase II program [5], which began in 1995.

Elements of this software architecture were
introduced to the Modular Multifunction Infor-
mation Transfer Systems (MMITS) Forum,
which was created at the request of the U.S. Air
Force as an industry association focused on
advancing the development of software radio
technology. In 1997, the MMITS Forum pub-
lished its Technical Report 1.0, defining “Archi-
tecture and Elements of Software Radio
Systems” [6, 7]. In 1998, the MMITS Forum
rebranded as the Software Defined Radio (SDR)
Forum, and continued to mature this architec-
ture through its Mobile Working Group, result-
ing in the “Software Radio Architecture” (SRA)
published in Technical Report 2.1 as an industry
standard in 1999 [8].

The SRA was designed to support the func-
tional interfaces outlined in Fig. 2. Key require-
ments for the architecture included scalability,
allowing the architecture to be implemented
across as wide a range of radio platforms as pos-
sible, and upgradability, to allow new capabilities
and waveforms to be added to a radio without
replacing the underlying hardware. To achieve
these goals, the SRA adopted an OO core frame-
work consisting of a domain manager, file man-
ager, resource manager, and devices necessary to
set up, tear down, and control waveform applica-
tions. The Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) was selected as the mid-
dleware layer or “software bus” in this architec-
ture, and a common operating environment was
also defined based the POSIX specification.
Applications utilizing this core framework are
created based on the Object Management
Group’s component model, and were instantiat-
ed on the radio platform through the use of an
“application factory.” 

Figure 1. SCA utilization worldwide.
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JOINT TACTICAL RADIO SYSTEM

In the late 1990s the Joint Tactical Radio
System (JTRS) Joint Program Office (JPO) was
formed to develop a new family of software-
based reconfigurable radio systems. One of the
first activities was to define a common software
infrastructure that would be applied to this new
family of radio systems. Initial project funding
was provided to address the development of a
radio framework, and the Modular Software
Radio Research Consortium (MSRC) was
formed to develop a common radio framework.
The concepts in the SRA were further matured
by the members of the MSRC working in coop-
eration with the Forum’s Mobile Working
Group, and this resulted in what became the
JTRS Software Communications Architecture
(JTRS SCA)[9]. 

EARLY SCA VERSIONS
The timeline in Fig. 3 illustrates several key
milestones in the evolution of the SCA specifica-
tion. In the late 1990s there were several prelim-
inary versions prior to v. 1.0, which was released
in early 2000. Although portions of the SCA
were implemented as prototypes, the specifica-
tion was not sufficiently mature and complete to
implement a complete software framework for
radio applications. Version 1.0 was the first ver-
sion considered to be sufficiently complete for a
full prototype, and several prototypes were
implemented by members of the MSRC.

An incremental release, v. 1.1, was used for a
proof of concept demonstration that the SCA
could be used to configure and manage an exist-
ing radio system. One of these demonstrations,
performed in 2000 as part of step 2B of the
JTRS program, was a collaborative demonstra-
tion by Harris Corporation and Exigent. In this
demonstration, a Harris Corporation tactical
radio was interfaced to a PC running the SCA

core framework (CF) developed by Exigent. It
was successfully demonstrated that deployment
and configuration of the waveform on the Harris
radio system could be performed and managed
by the Exigent SCA CF running on the PC.

The demonstration identified several short-
comings in the specification with regard to the
control interfaces and the specification and con-
figuration of devices. Another iteration of review
and modification of the specification was per-
formed, resulting in v. 2.0. Another round of
preliminary implementations resulted in further
incremental iterations, and in November 2011 v.
2.2 was released. Version 2.2 was generally con-
sidered to be sufficiently mature to use as the
basis for the development and deployment of a
tactical SDR system. 

With the release of SCA 2.2, the U.S. govern-
ment initiated the procurement process for the
first set of SCA-compliant radio systems to be
developed. In June 2002, the first major program
to apply the SCA was awarded. The Cluster 1
program, later renamed the Ground Mobile
Radio (GMR) program, was the inaugural pro-
ject using v. 2.2 of the SCA. Other JTRS Cluster
programs were later awarded. In April 2004,
almost three years after the 2.2 specification, v.
2.2.1 was released. This version corrected several
errors in the 2.2 specification, and incorporated
several clarifications and enhancements. 

SCA 3.0
At the same time, issues with waveform portabil-
ity were being raised through the ongoing JTRS
Cluster programs. The basic problem was that
the code developed for a general-purpose pro-
cessor (GPP) was reasonably portable between
platforms. However, the code developed for a
digital signal processor (DSP) and field pro-
grammable gate array (FPGA) generally
remained specific to the particular processor and
architecture of the radio. 

Figure 2. SDR Forum functional interface diagram.
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The DSP and FPGA portability issue came to
a head in late 2004, resulting in several special
workshops called by the JPO to address the
topic. The subsequent result was the SCA 3.0
specification in 2004. This version of the SCA
changed few of the core requirements describing
the SCA. It did, however, define additional con-
straints on DSP software related to what system
calls could be used by DSP code, proposed a set
of waveform components and a high-level data
transport design (called HAL-C), and also
included an antenna application programming
interface (API) section. The general reaction in
the community was that the specification
required additional work, and, while the con-
cepts and approaches were potentially useful,
more detail and analysis were required to
achieve a set of descriptions that could be imple-
mented efficiently.

JTRS APIS AND SCA 2.2.2
In late 2005 and early 2006, the JPO was re-
organized as a Joint Program Executive Office
(JTRS JPEO), and undertook a task to revisit
some of the waveform portability issues raised
by the JTRS program and evaluate alternatives
to address the problem. The consensus was
that there were insufficient specifications for
common APIs to the underlying hardware ele-
ments. This resulted in the formation of an
API working group to analyze and specify a set
of interfaces for the radio system hardware.
The initial work drew heavily from the Cluster
1 program and resulted in the specification of
several key APIs for common hardware ele-
ments. With the release of SCA 2.2.2 in 2006
and the ongoing API work, SCA 3.0 was depre-
cated and shown on the JPEO website as “not
supported.” SCA 2.2.2, as the number implies,
is an incremental version from the 2.2.1 version
of the SCA.

SDR FORUM CONTRIBUTIONS
With the initial ramp up of the JTRS program,
the MSRC was dissolved. Most of the MSRC
participants were also founding members of
the SDR Forum, which consequently acted as a
catalyst for the SCA and SCA related activi-

ties. An early activity of the Forum was spon-
sorship of a project to implement an open
source implementation of the SCA. This pro-
ject resulted in the SCA reference implementa-
tion (SCARI) project developed by the
Communications Research Centre (CRC).
SCARI-OPEN is an open source implementa-
tion of the SCA in the Java language and is
still available for download [10]. Another pro-
ject was to develop a reference implementation
of the FM3TR waveform. The FM3TR wave-
form is a multi-mode waveform supporting
voice and data. This was developed in the mid-
2000s and is available to the community for
experimentation.

In 2004, member representatives from Harris
Corporation and CRC gave an interoperability
demonstration of two independently developed
implementations of the SCA specification. This
demonstration underscored the power of having
a common set of interfaces and definitions across
multiple radio systems.

Numerous other contributions were made
through the Forum supporting the advancement
of the SCA worldwide:
• API Position Paper (SDRF-03-R-0005-

V1.0.0)
• Submission to JTRS JPO from SDR Forum

regarding DSP and FPGA portability stan-
dardization effort (SDRF-04-R-0003-
V1.0.0)

• SDRF Change Proposals and Comments on
JTRS SCA 3.0 Specialized Hardware Sup-
plement (SDRF-05-R-0001-V1.0.0)

• Comments on Software Communications
Architecture Specification Version 2.2.2
(SDRF-06-R-0012-V1.0.0)

• Endorsement of JTRS SCA 2.2.2 (SDRF-
08-R-0006-V1.0.0)

• Test and Certification Guide for SDRs
based on SCA — Part 1: SCA (SDRF-08-P-
0007-V1.0.0)

SCA VARIANTS
From 2000 to 2009, a number of variations of
the SCA were introduced, the most significant of
which follow.

Figure 3. SCA specification timeline.
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OMG SOFTWARE-BASED
COMMUNICATIONS STANDARD

One of the original goals of the MSRC and gov-
ernment sponsors was to evolve the SCA into an
industry standard rather than a military-only
specification, with a long-term goal to deprecate
the government SCA specification. Many organi-
zations participating in the MSRC and JTRS
Program were already members of the Object
Management Group (OMG), so the U.S. govern-
ment sponsored some of these organizations to
facilitate the introduction, adoption, and release
of the SCA as an OMG standard. However, as
the SCA went through the OMG standards pro-
cess, the impact of multiple organizations and
individual perspectives resulted in a specification
that diverged from the SCA specification. When
the OMG specification was finally released in
2004 [11], the JTRS program was already heavily
invested in its radio acquisition programs, so con-
sequently, the specification was never formally
adopted by the SCA community. However, a
number of the concepts and interfaces of the
OMG specifications later found their way into
both the SCA 4.0 and Space Telecommunica-
tions Radio System (STRS) specifications.

SPACE TELECOMMUNICATIONS RADIO SYSTEM
In the mid-2000s, NASA kicked off an effort to
explore the feasibility of deploying software
radio systems in space. NASA became a member
of the Wireless Innovation Forum and initiated
the STRS project. STRS drew on concepts and
capabilities of the OMG specification and the
SCA. The STRS specification [12] interface defi-
nitions and functionality show significant similar-
ity in interface signatures and logical behaviors.
STRS was implemented on radio systems provid-
ed by General Dynamics, NASA Jet Propulsion
Lab, and Harris Corporation. These radio sys-
tems were integrated onto a pallet with a com-
mon avionics control system. The pallet was
flown to the International Space Station on a
shuttle mission and installed on the space sta-
tion. It has since been in use for SDR experi-
ments in the space environment.

THE ESSOR ARCHITECTURE
The European Secure Software Defined Radio
(ESSOR) program was launched in 2009 under
the umbrella of the European Defence Agency
(EDA) and sponsored by the governments of
Finland, France, Italy, Poland, Spain, and Swe-
den. The program was awarded by the Organisa-
tion Conjointe de Coopération en Matire
d’Armement (OCCAR) to the dedicated joint
venture Alliance for ESSOR (a4ESSOR S.A.S.)
in charge of managing the industrial consortium
composed of the following respective national
champions: Elektrobit, Indra, Radmor, Saab,
Selex Elsag, and Thales Communications and
Security. The main scope of this project was to
provide the normative referential required for
development and production of software radios
in Europe through the use of:
• The ESSOR architecture of SDR for mili-

tary purposes
• A military high data rate waveform (HDR

WF) compliant with such architecture.

The ESSOR architecture is an SDR architecture
relying on the already published JTRS SCA and
APIs. The ESSOR architecture is a complete
and consistent secure SDR architecture address-
ing the European military radio communications
market, and fostering waveform portability
among heterogeneous SDR platforms.

THE SVFUA PROGRAM
Also in 2009, Germany launched an SDR pro-
gram known as SVFuA (Armed Forces Joint
Network Radio Equipment in German). The
SVFuA program includes the development of a
multi-channel SDR platform together with WF
development and porting onto the platform
using a national variant of the SCA and APIs.

WIRELESS INNOVATION FORUM SPECIFICATIONS
The members of the Wireless Innovation Forum
have also been active in the development of
multiple specifications extending the SCA includ-
ing the International Radio Security Services
(IRSS) API, transceiver facility specification,
PIM IDL specification, and lightweight and
ultra-lightweight AEP specification.

SCA NEXT AND SCA 4.1: DRIVING
TOWARD MARKET HARMONIZATION

The proliferation of SCA variants required SDR
manufacturers and technology vendors to fork
their development efforts in supporting the
international community. The result was a grad-
ual increase in cost that was the natural result of
a loss of economies of scale. Recognizing this
issue, the members of the SDR Forum, now
rebranded as the Wireless Innovation Forum,
formed the Coordinating Committee on Interna-
tional SCA Standards in 2010, with a mandate to
support “the harmonization of SCA based stan-
dards at the international level for the mutual
benefits of all stakeholders.” Early work of this
committee defined a “Coordination Model for
International SCA Standards” (Document
WINNF-10-R-0018) and endorsement of a three-
level model for SCA standardization:
1. Areas of open standards with unlimited

public access, which are managed in the
best interest of all stakeholders (U.S. DoD,
EDA, radio providers, waveform applica-
tions developers and others) by an indepen-
dent international organization like the
Wireless Innovation Forum

2. Areas of limited distribution for sensitive
multi-national needs, such as for coalition
interoperability, which are managed by a
relevant multi-national body such as NATO
or EDA

3. Areas of highly restricted access for specific
national and sovereign interests, which are
managed by national bodies
In parallel with this activity, the Joint Tactical

Networking Center (JTNC) began work on the
SCA Next initiative to develop the next major
version of the SCA: SCA 4.0. Building on the
lessons learned from the deployment of more
than 400,000 SCA-enabled radios worldwide, the
goal of this initiative was to improve perfor-
mance of the SCA and expand its applicability in
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the SDR market. Key features added in this ver-
sion of the specification included:
• Removing dependencies on CORBA by

providing a baseline specification that was
technology-neutral with appendices provid-
ing the necessary definition of the imple-
mentation technologies, thereby allowing
radio and waveform providers to select the
most appropriate technology for a particu-
lar radio and waveform combination

• Adding profiles, called units of functionali-
ty, allowing the SCA to be tailored for an
individual radio such that only those fea-
tures needed by the radio and waveforms
were implemented, thus reducing overhead

• Reducing the processing overhead, and thus
reducing the time required to load and start
a new waveform
Elements of the ESSOR architecture and

other international variants were introduced into
SCA 4.0 through recommendations made by the
Wireless Innovation Forum [13]. SCA 4.0 was
formally released on 28 February 2012. After
some experimental development by several orga-
nizations, a number of items were identified that
required further refinement in order to better
meet the objectives of the new specification.
Thus, the SCA 4.1 initiative was kicked off with
the SCA 4.1 Working Group of the Wireless
Innovation Forum serving to coordinate across
all the stakeholders and as a liaison with the
JTNC. Finalizing SCA 4.1 is well underway, with
six recommendations and two new specifications
provided by the Wireless Innovation Forum to
the JTNC for evaluation to be included in the
revised standard. The SCA 4.1 draft was released
on 26 January 2015, and the final approved spec-
ification is anticipated to be released later in the
year. Although ongoing radio programs remain
based on SCA 2.2.2, it is anticipated that future
programs and internal projects will evolve toward
the SCA 4.x version.

WHAT’S NEXT?
The SCA has now proven its value as a frame-
work of reference for the design and develop-
ment of military tactical radios. It has been
deployed and is in use on the battlefield by sol-
diers worldwide. With its component-based
design approach, it has considerably changed the
way radios are built, enabling a higher degree of
design flexibility and leading to manufacturing
cost reduction. From an original U.S. DoD
vision of a standard military radio development
architecture, the SCA, with v. 4.1, has now
moved toward becoming an international specifi-
cation, thanks in part to the Wireless Innovation
Forum, which spearheaded a process of gather-
ing contributions from worldwide government
agencies and industry to improve on the earlier
SCA 2.2.2 version.

The future of the SCA will reside in the capa-
bility of the community to expand the reach of
the SCA to break the adoption barriers that new
technologies face. On the technology adoption
curve, within the tactical military radio market,
the SCA has no doubt passed the “early adop-
tion” stage and is ramping up into the “early
majority” phase. To ensure that it continues on

this rising path, a few more things are being put
in place by the community to ensure wider adop-
tion and sustainability of the technology.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERNATIONALLY ADOPTED APIS

To complete the radio development framework
enabling a truly interoperable standard, it is now
important to have a set of APIs on which inter-
operable platforms and applications can be
developed and agreed. A number of those APIs
have already been published [14], but many are
still to be defined, such as the transceiver and
security APIs. Here again, it will be important
that those APIs receive international recognition
and be mandated by military acquisition pro-
grams. The Wireless Innovation Forum is play-
ing a vital role here.

EXPANSION INTO OTHER MILITARY MARKETS
The military tactical radio domain has been the
leader in the development and adoption of this
technology. By design, however, the SCA is not
specific to military radio environments. Its com-
ponent-based design (CBD) approach to soft-
ware development can certainly be applied to
many other domains, particularly those based on
complex heterogeneous and distributed embed-
ded systems that other commercial CBD
approaches are not efficient at supporting. By
simply modifying the domain APIs, many other
military systems could benefit from the compo-
nent-based standardized process brought by this
technology. Electronic warfare systems, radar,
avionics, signal intelligence, and armament sys-
tems are very complex systems nowadays, heavily
dependent on signal processing and heteroge-
neous embedded computing for their operations.
Advocacy to military organizations worldwide,
outside of the radio domain, now needs to be
done to expand the adoption of this technology.
This is especially true as cognitive RF systems
are beginning to be studied. Standardization on
a proven technology should certainly be easier
than in the early days of the U.S. JTRS radio
program, when the leaders were truly visionary
to bank on such a new revolutionary technology.

It will be important, especially within the mil-
itary family, to ensure global adoption of this
standard to avoid costly duplication of effort in
parallel programs that would result in similar but
non-compatible architectures.

EXPANSION TO COMMERCIAL MARKETS
The commercial sector is also an important mar-
ket where the SCA could be of great benefit,
maybe not so much in the consumer domain but
certainly in the industrial domain, such as back-
bone telecommunications systems, test and instru-
mentation, robotics, transportation, and more. In
Japan, for example, part of the train telecommu-
nications system is built on the SCA specification
[15]. Moving the SCA to those sectors will give it
additional visibility for it to become a standard
for embedded system software development and
deployment environments.

The larger the adoption cloud becomes, the
stronger the development ecosystem will be, pro-
viding manufacturers with more choices and
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even greater integrated software tools, hardware
platforms and signal processing components to
be used by manufacturers to facilitate the devel-
opment of embedded systems, lowering develop-
ment time and cost.

The Wireless Innovation Forum, as an inter-
national organization, will continue to have a
significant role in bringing together the technical
forces to continue to evolve the specification,
including the definition of standard APIs. It will
also play a vital advocacy role to promote the
use of the specification into domains other than
military radios.
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INTRODUCTION

Software defined radio (SDR)-related research
for both developing new technologies and stan-
dardizing the technologies has been performed
for more than a decade since the early 2000s
[1–5]. Software communication architecture
(SCA) is one of the main results of the SDR
research, which was performed under the Joint
Tactical Radio System (JTRS) project [3].
Although SCA provides many advantages in
designing communication systems with the func-
tionality of reconfigurability, it is still stuck with
many inherent problems, one of which lies with
its computational burden, which is too heavy to
be applied to commercial handsets.

The key point that this article addresses is the
problem of portability between the radio appli-
cation code and hardware platform of mobile

devices (MDs). In order to develop a commer-
cially feasible technology to decouple the soft-
ware (i.e., radio application code) and hardware
(i.e., the platform of an MD), Working Group2
of the Technical Committee on Reconfigurable
Radio System (TC RRS) of the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI)
has been performing research on radio system
architecture and related interfaces.

As shown in Fig. 1, the reconfigurable MD is
a generic concept based on technologies such as
SDR and cognitive radio (CR) with a system
that exploits the capabilities of reconfigurable
radio and networks for self-adaptation to a
dynamically changing environment with the aim
of improving the supply chain, equipment, and
spectrum utilization [1]. This article proposes
software architecture of a reconfigurable MD
together with interfaces that interact among the
components defined in the proposed architec-
ture. This architecture has been set up as a stan-
dard architecture by TC RRS. With the standard
architecture and related interfaces, a single radio
application code can be ported on every differ-
ent kind of hardware platform under an assump-
tion that the hardware platform is compliant
with the architecture and interfaces while the
radio application code is programmed with the
related interfaces. Note that the ETSI standard
architecture introduced in this article does not
require the operating system (OS) to be stan-
dardized.

ETSI RRS SOLUTIONS FOR
MD RECONFIGURATION

ETSI’s TC RRS has been developing a standard
architecture for a reconfigurable MD since 2011.
The key motivation to develop the standard
architecture is to resolve the problem of porta-
bility between radio application code and the
hardware platform of a reconfigurable MD.
Radio application code is considered to be a
specific software code executable on an abstract
machine of the reconfigurable MD, which pro-
vides all the necessary computing functionalities
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required in a given radio [6]. With standard
interfaces defined in accordance with the stan-
dard architecture, the problem of portability can
be overcome under the assumption that the
hardware platform is compliant with the stan-
dard architecture and interfaces, while the radio
application codes are programmed with the stan-
dard interfaces.

As a Technical Specification (TS) for the
reconfigurable MD architecture was published in
Working Group2 of TC RRS of ETSI in January
2013 [6], it is now in the procedure of becoming
a corresponding European Standard (EN). With
the standard architecture and related interfaces,
the dependency between the software and hard-
ware can actually vanish. In this section, the
reconfigurable MD architecture and related
interfaces are described.

STANDARD ARCHITECTURE FOR
MD RECONFIGURATION

The fundamental architecture of a reconfig-
urable MD consists of a unified radio applica-
tion (URA), communication services layer, radio
control framework, and radio platform as illus-
trated in Fig. 2 [7].

As defined in [7], a radio application is soft-
ware that enforces the generation of the trans-
mit RF signals or the decoding of the receive RF
signal. Radio application includes all the modem
functionalities required in layers 1, 2, and 3.
Since all radio applications exhibit common
behavior from a reconfigurable MD’s perspec-
tive, those radio applications are called URAs.
The URA is a key component for reconfigurabil-
ity. Details about the URA are given separately
in the next section.

The communication services layer supports
both generic applications such as Internet access
and specific applications related to multiradio
applications. As shown in Fig. 2, there are four
entities included in the communication services
layer. Each of these four entities has different
responsibilities, as follows. 

Administrator: Requests (un)installation of a
URA, and creates or deletes URA instances.
This typically includes the provision of informa-
tion about the spectral and computational
requirements for each URA, status of each
URA, and so on.

MPM: Mobility policy manager; monitors the
radio environments and MD capabilities, requests
(de)activation of the URA, and provides infor-
mation about the URA list. It also makes a selec-
tion among different radio access technologies
(RATs), and discovers peer communication
equipment and arrangement of associations.

Networking Stack: Sends and receives user
data.

Figure 1. Conceptual view of MD reconfiguration with a radio application downloaded from the
RadioApp Store [1, Fig.1]. 
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Monitor: Presents context information includ-
ing received signal strength indication, packet
error rate, precoding matrix indicator, and so on
to a user upon the user’s request and transfers
context information from the URA to the prop-
er destination entity(-ies) in MD(s) through the
context information interface [8].

Under the communication services layer,
another important part of the reconfigurable
MD is the radio control framework, which pro-
vides a generic environment for the execution of
URAs, and a uniform way of accessing the func-
tionality of the communication services layer and
an individual URA. As shown in Fig. 2, the
radio control framework consists of five entities
with responsibilities summarized below.

Configuration Manager: (Un)installs, cre-
ates/deletes instances of the URA, and manages
the access to the radio parameters of the URA.

Radio Connection Manager: Activates/deacti-
vates the URA according to user requests, and
manages user data flows. 

Flow Controller: Sends and receives user data
packets and controls the flow of signaling pack-
ets.

Multiradio Controller: Schedules the requests
for radio resources issued by concurrently exe-
cuting URAs, and detects and manages the
interoperability problems among the concurrent-
ly executed URAs.

Resource Manager: Manages computational
resources in order to share them among simulta-
neously active URAs, and guarantees their real-
time execution.

The radio platform typically consists of pro-
grammable hardware(s), dedicated hardware
accelerator(s), RF transceiver, and antenna(s).
Note that the radio platform included in the
reconfigurable MD architecture shown in Fig. 2
is not a part of the ETSI standard.

RELATED INTERFACES FOR
MD RECONFIGURATION

The above described four components, that
is, URA, communication services layer, radio
control framework, and radio platform, are
interconnected through interfaces as follows:
• Multi-radio interface (MURI) for intercon-

necting the communication services layer
and radio control framework

• Unified radio application interface (URAI)
for interconnecting URA and radio control
framework

• Reconfigurable RF interface (RRFI) for
interconnecting URA and RF transceiver
MURI provides a uniform way for the recon-

figurable MD to access all the URAs by interact-
ing between the radio control framework and
communication services layer as shown in Fig. 2.
For that functionality, MURI supports the fol-
lowing three kinds of services [9]: administrative
services, access control services, and data flow
services.

URAI is an interface between the URA and
the radio control framework, as shown in Fig. 2,
to harmonize the behavior of the URA toward
the operating system of a reconfigurable MD.
URAI is a bidirectional service interface, where
both provided and used services are visible.

URAI supports five kinds of services [10], that
is, radio application management services, user
data flow services, multiradio control services,
resource management services, and parameter
administration services.

RRFI is an interface between URA and RF
transceiver as shown in Fig. 2, with which the
reconfigurable MD can manage the RF
transceiver regardless of URA. The key func-
tionality of RRFI is to allocate the spectral
resources simultaneously or sequentially for each
of multiple URAs within the spectral boundary
that is physically supported by a given MD.
RRFI supports five kinds of services [11]: spec-
trum control services, power control services,
antenna management services, transmit
(Tx)/receive (Rx) chain control services, and
radio virtual machine (RVM) protection ser-
vices.

In addition to the three interfaces introduced
in this subsection — MURI, URAI, and RRFI
— in order to support the MD reconfigurability
of multiple URAs, another interface regarding
the independent and uniform production of
radio applications as software entities should be
defined as a programming interface according to
the standard architecture shown in Fig. 2 [12].
This programming interface, which is denoted as
radio programming interface in this article, is
both a radio software development time concept
as well as a runtime interface between radio
software entities and the hardware platform of a
reconfigurable MD. This interface, as it is a pro-
gramming interface, also needs to include a uni-
form radio programming model that combines
required runtime dynamism with real-time guar-
antees and efficiency. The programming model
needs to be platform-independent and allow
multiple radio compilers to be used for generat-
ing runtime radio packages for different plat-
forms from the same source program. Additional
aspects to be taken into account in the radio
programming interface are virtualization of
hardware peripherals of the reconfigurable MD
such as reconfigurable RF devices. The radio
programming interface is being developed in
WG2 of TC RRS with special concern given to
the granularity of functional blocks required for
radio applications.

ARCHITECTURE REFERENCE MODEL FOR
MULTIRADIO APPLICATIONS

In this subsection, a reference model of
reconfigurable MD architecture for multiple
URAs is introduced. The reference model is
based on the standard architecture shown in Fig.
2.

Figure 3 exemplifies a reconfigurable MD
architecture reference model for multiradio
applications. Note that the standardization of
TC RRS is limited to the four entities of the
communication services layer and the five enti-
ties of the radio control framework, mentioned
earlier, and related interfaces among those enti-
ties and the URA. As shown in Fig. 3, the recon-
figurable MD architecture can be implemented
with an application processor and a radio com-
puter. In the example of Fig. 3, the red dotted
part belongs to either the radio computer or the
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application processor depending on the specific
implementation.

In the example of Fig. 3, the operation of the
application processor is performed by a given
OS, which is preferably performed on non-real-
time bases, whereas the adio computer’s opera-
tion is performed by another OS, which should
support real-time operations of the URA. The
OS of the radio computer is referred to as the
radio OS (ROS) in this article. Any appropriate
OS empowered by a radio control framework
can be an ROS [7]. In other words, the reconfig-
urable MD architecture is independent of OS or
radio platform because the radio control frame-
work accumulates all functionality related to
MD reconfiguration.

The application processor in Fig. 3 includes
the following components:
• A driver, which has the purpose of activat-

ing the hardware devices (camera, speaker,
display, etc.) on a given MD

• A non-real time OS for execution of the
administrator, MPM, networking stack, and
monitor, which are part of the communica-
tion services layer as previously described

• A radio controller (RC) in the radio appli-
cation for sending context information to
the monitor and Tx/Rx data to/from the
networking stack
Note that the driver included in the applica-

tion processor is to activate general hardware
components such as camera, speaker, and dis-
play. In particular, this means that the driver is
completely irrelevant to the MD reconfiguration.

The radio computer includes the following
components:
• An ROS, a real-time OS, for executing func-

tional blocks of the URA
• A radio platform driver, which is a hard-

ware driver for the ROS to interact with
the radio platform
From Fig. 3, it can also be observed that the

five entities of the radio control framework
introduced earlier in this section are classified
into two groups. One group relates to real-time
execution and the other group to non-real-time
execution, as shown in Fig. 3. Which entities of
the radio control framework relate to real-time
and non-real-time execution can be determined
by each vendor.

PROPOSAL OF
UNIFIED RADIO APPLICATIONS FOR

MD RECONFIGURATION

As mentioned earlier, the URA is the key com-
ponent for the reconfigurable MD to support
reconfigurability, because the MD implements
each new RAT through the procedure of down-
load, installation, and activation of the URA
without changing the hardware platform. In
recent decades, the concept of MD reconfigura-
tion through software download has been active-
ly researched with a focus on reconfigurable
architecture and framework [13, 14]. In this sub-
section, the distribution of radio application
codes and the operational structure of the URA
are explained in detail.

DISTRIBUTION AND INSTALLATION OF
RADIO APPLICATION CODES

In this subsection, the procedure of distribution
and installation of radio application codes on a
target reconfigurable MD is presented. During
the design time, the radio application provider
will generate a radio application package (RAP)
that includes metadata (e.g., for pipeline con-
figuration) and radio application codes. The
radio application codes consist of two parts:
one is configuration codes (Configcodes), and
the other is RC codes. The former, that is,
Configcodes, determines the configuration of
an MD because they include functional blocks
representing RAT(s) to be implemented in a
given MD. The latter (i.e., RC codes), which
are for transferring the context information as
described in the previous section, are compiled
to be executed in a given application processor
before they are included in the RAP, because
the context information might in general be
executed in a non-real-time environment. Note
that Configcodes can be distributed to the tar-
get MD in the form of either platform-specific
executable code, platform-independent source
code, or platform-independent intermediate
representation (IR).

During the installation time, the RAP will
be downloaded from a radio application store
(RadioApp Store) and installed in the target
reconfigurable MD. Note that the RC codes
are installed in the application processor for
operations that do not have to be executed in
real-time processing such as context informa-
tion processing, while the functional block
codes are installed in the radio computer to be
processed in real time. The functional blocks
consist of standard functional blocks (SFBs)
and user defined functional blocks (UDFBs).

Figure 3. Reconfigurable MD architecture reference model for multiradio
applications.
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Figure 4. Conceptual diagram of distributing RAP: a) platform-specific executable code; b) platform-
independent source code; c) platform-independent IR. 
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The former, SFB, is to be defined as a standard
set of functional blocks, whereas the latter,
UDFB, can be defined by radio application
providers. Functional blocks that are needed in
many RATs, such as forward error correction,
fast Fourier transform, (de)interleaver, turbo
coding, multiple input multiple output function-
ing, and beamforming, could be typical candi-
dates for SFBs.

Figure 4a illustrates a block diagram corre-
sponding to the case of distributing Configcodes
that are executable in a given reconfigurable
MD. When the Configcodes are executable, the
functional blocks, including both SFBs and
UDFBs, are executed on the radio computer of
a given MD. They are compiled for each target
platform during the design time to generate the
corresponding Configcodes. This means that
UDFB and SFB codes are compiled in accor-
dance with a given radio computer before they
are included in the RAP during the design. After
compilation, the Configcodes, including both
UDFB and SFB codes, are installed and loaded
into a reconfigurable MD to be operated on the
ROS.

Figure 4b illustrates a block diagram corre-
sponding to the case of distributing Config-
codes in the form of platform-independent
source code. In the case of static linking, since
the linking of UDFBs with SFBs is performed
during installation time, the radio library in
which all the SFBs are stored is utilized during
installation time. In the case of dynamic link-
ing, on the other hand, since the linking of
UDFBs with SFBs is performed during run-
time, the radio library in which all the SFBs
are stored is utilized during runtime. When
Configcodes are provided in a platform-inde-
pendent source code, the radio application
codes include the RC and UDFB codes only.
As for the SFBs, the metadata provides infor-
mation for efficient compilation. Only the
function calls of the SFBs that are needed to
execute the target URAs are contained in
Configcodes. Configcodes consisting of the
UDFBs are compiled (e.g., in a reconfigurable
MD or in the cloud) during installation. The
native implementation of SFBs is done before
runtime and is contained in the radio library.
As shown in Fig. 4b, the radio application
source code might optionally be encrypted. If
the radio application source code was original-
ly encrypted, the corresponding Configcodes
should be decrypted before the compilation
during installation.

Figure 4c illustrates a block diagram corre-
sponding to the case of distributing Configcodes
in the form of a platform-independent IR. When
Configcodes are provided in a platform-indepen-
dent IR, all the processes during installation and
runtime are exactly the same as in the case of
the platform-independent source code except
that the radio application source codes, which
include the UDFB codes, are front-end com-
piled during the design.

OPERATIONAL STRUCTURE OF URA
In the previous subsection, we have shown how
the radio application codes should be processed
during design and installation. In this subsection,

the operational structure of URA in runtime is
presented. The following two cases are consid-
ered:
• Configcodes are executable on a given MD.
• Configcodes are source codes or IR to be

compiled at a given MD.
The first case is illustrated in Fig. 5a. Here,

the SFBs and UDFBs needed to implement a
given set of URAs are already bound in the exe-
cutable Configcodes.

The second case is illustrated in Fig. 5b. In
this case, the UDFBs needed to implement a
given set of URAs are included in Config-
codes and compiled in the back-end compiler.
Note that the native implementation of the
radio library is prepared in a given MD sepa-
rately in this case because the radio library
native implementation cannot be contained in
Configcodes. As mentioned earlier, the func-
tion calls of SFBs are provided in the meta-
data. Generally, the native implementation of
a radio library is provided by the radio com-
puter  vendor because the radio l ibrary
includes SFBs that are implemented on the
radio computer. These SFBs can be imple-
mented without using dedicated hardware
accelerator.

In the 2 cases explained above a radio hard-
ware abstraction layer (HAL) includes hardware
abstraction for SFB implementation using a
hardware accelerator. This means that whenever
any SFB to be implemented using hardware
accelerator is called in a given radio application
code, they are implemented directly on a corre-
sponding hardware accelerator via the radio
HAL.

Figure 5. Two kinds of operational structure of URA: a) when URA Con-
figcodes are executable on a target platform; b) when URA Configcodes
are source codes or IR to be compiled.
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GENERIC PROCEDURES FOR
MD RECONFIGURATION

Referring to the standard architecture of the
reconfigurable MD shown in Fig. 2, several proce-
dures for implementing the functionalities of the
reconfigurable MD have been described in [7]. In
this section, in order to verify the feasibility of the
standard architecture together with the related
interfaces, we show an operational procedure of a
reconfigurable MD that adopts the standard archi-
tecture. Generic procedures introduced in this sec-
tion consist of the following three steps:
• Procedures for installing URAs
• Procedures for activating installed URAs
• Procedures for creating data flow

URA installation procedures are shown in Fig.
6a. The procedures can be summarized as fol-
lows.

The administrator in the communication ser-
vices layer sends a DownloadRAPReq signal
including the RAP identification (ID) to
RadioApp Store.

The administrator receives a DownloadRAPC-
nf signal including the RAP ID and RAP from
the RadioApp Store.

The administrator sends an InstallRAReq sig-
nal including the RAP ID to the configuration
manager in the radio control framework to
request URA installation.

The configuration manager first performs the
radio application code certification procedure in
order to verify its compatibility, authentication,
and other required aspects.

The configuration manager sends an Install-
RAReq signal including the RAP ID to the file
manager of the ROS to perform installation of
the URA.

The file manager performs installation of the
URA and transfers an InstallRACnf signal
including the URA ID to the configuration man-
ager, which transfers the InstallRACnf signal
including the URA ID to the administrator.

If the downloaded radio application code is
given in an IR, the configuration manager first
sends a CompileReq signal including the RAP ID
to the back-end compiler. Upon completion of

Figure 6. URA installation procedures; b) URA activation procedures; c) data flow creation procedures.
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back-end compilation, the back-end compiler
transfers a CompileCnf signal including the RAP
ID to the configuration manager, which per-
forms the certification of the back-end compiled
radio application code. Only after the radio
application code certification procedure is suc-
cessfully completed can the URA installation
take place.

In the case of installation failure, the configu-
ration manager reports to the administrator the
failure of URA installation using an Install-
RAFailCnf signal including the RAP ID and fail-
ure reason.

URA activation procedures are shown in Fig.
6b. The procedure can be summarized as fol-
lows.

The MPM in the communication services
layer transfers an ActivateReq signal including
the URA ID to the radio connection manager in
the radio control framework.

Upon request from the radio connection man-
ager, the ROS activates the designated URA.

After the ROS completes the activation of
the URA, the radio connection manager sends
back to the MPM an ActivateCnf signal.

If URA activation fails, the radio connection
manager reports the failure to the MPM by
transferring the failed URA ID and failure rea-
son in an ActivateFailCnf signal.

Data flow creation procedures are shown in
Fig. 6c. The procedure can be summarized as
follows.

The MPM in the communication services
layer transfers an AssociateReq signal including
the URA ID and peer equipment ID to the
radio connection manager, where the peer equip-
ment might be an access point of a wireless local
area network, IP access node(s) (gateway gener-
al packet radio service support node, etc.) in cel-
lular networks, or Bluetooth headsets, digital
radio/television broadcasting station(s), global
positioning system satellite(s), and so on.

Upon request from the radio connection man-
ager for the ROS to create a network association,
the ROS transfers the AssociateReq signal from
the radio connection manager to the URA. Then
the URA transfers the ID of corresponding peer
equipment using a NetAssociateReq signal.

Upon completion of the network association
creation, peer equipment transfers a NetAssoci-
ateCnf signal to the URA. Then the ROS trans-
fers an AssociateCnf signal to the radio
connection manager, which in turn transfers it to
the MPM.

In the case of a network association failure,
peer equipment transfers a NetAssociateFailCnf
signal to the URA. Then the ROS transfers an
AssociateFailCnf signal to the radio connection
manager, which in turn transfers it to the MPM.

The three steps described above, that is, pro-
cedures for installing URAs, for activating the
installed URAs, and for creating data flow, rep-
resent explicit procedures for a reconfigurable
MD with the standard architecture shown in Fig.
2 to implement a communication service with a
desired set of URAs. From those procedures, we
have confirmed the feasibility of the standard
architecture and related interfaces by observing
that a desired set of radio application codes are
first downloaded from RadioApp Store, then

installed and activated in the target MD; and
finally, corresponding data flow is performed.

CONCLUSION
This article introduces a standard MD architec-
ture that has been proposed by ETSI TC-RRS
for multi-radio reconfigurability. Functionalities
of the key components included in the standard
architecture, such as the communication services
layer, radio control framework, and URA,
together with the mutual interactions among
those key components have been introduced in
this article. This article also presents how the
radio application codes can be distributed from
a public domain, that is, the RadioApp Store, to
the target MD. Finally, by showing procedures
of downloading new radio application codes,
installing and activating the downloaded codes,
and performing data transfer with the desired
RATs, we have verified the feasibility of the
standard architecture and related interfaces. The
advantages of the TC RRS standard can be sum-
marized in the following three viewpoints. From
the viewpoint of manufacturers, due to software
and hardware reusability of MDs compliant with
the TC-RRS standard, manufacturers can speed
up new device development and decrease devel-
opment cost. From the viewpoint of software
developers, this standard can help them to
extend business (i.e., software for reconfigurable
radio). From the viewpoint of network opera-
tors, this standard can help them to improve
quality of service by selection of the best com-
munication scenario and optimize radio resource
usage. Large-scale integrated projects in Europe
such as SANDRA [5], WiSHFUL, and SOL-
DER have expressed keen interest in the stan-
dard architecture and interfaces of TC RRS for
reconfigurable systems. Another important
aspect of the multi-radio reconfigurability pro-
vided by the standard architecture is that a new
market of radio application codes will be creat-
ed, which will in turn bring about the RadioApp
Store, and it will proliferate rapidly as the ETSI
standard is widely deployed.
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INTRODUCTION

Cognitive radio (CR) [1, 2] has emerged as an
intelligent radio communications system that is
capable of learning its surrounding context and
reconfiguring its operating parameters adapted
to the time-varying environment. As an enabling
technology for spectrum sharing, CR allows an
unlicensed user, also called a cognitive user
(CU), to sense the RF environment for detecting
whether or not spectrum bands licensed to pri-
mary users (PUs) are occupied by PUs [3]. If a
licensed band is detected to be unoccupied by
PUs, meaning that a spectrum hole is identified,
the CU changes its communications parameters
for the sake of transmitting over the detected
spectrum hole. Until now, extensive efforts have
been devoted to the research and development

of CR spectrum sharing systems from different
aspects in terms of spectrum sensing, spectrum
shaping, spectrum access, and spectrum manage-
ment [4, 5].

As aforementioned, the physical layer of CR
networks is supposed to have the ability to sense
and learn about its surrounding RF environ-
ment. This, however, is also a critical weakness
that can be exploited by an adversary to launch
malicious activities [6]. For example, the adver-
sary can emit an interfering signal with the inten-
tion to modify the actual RF environment,
leading legitimate CUs to be misled, compro-
mised, and malfunctioning. Also, due to the
broadcast nature of radio propagation, any net-
work node within a CU’s transmit coverage can
overhear the CU’s confidential communications
and may illegally interpret the confidential infor-
mation. Therefore, the highly dynamic and open
nature of the CR physical layer makes cognitive
communications extremely vulnerable to various
malicious activities resulting from both the inter-
nal and external attacks.

Recently, the physical-layer security of CR
networks has attracted increasing research atten-
tion [7]. Considerable studies have been con-
ducted to protect CR communications against
primary user emulation attack (PUEAs) and
denial of service (DoS) attacks. Specifically, a
PUEA intends to emulate a PU and transmits a
radio signal with the PU’s characteristics over a
licensed band, leading the band to be falsely
detected as occupied by the PU and denying
access to legitimate CUs [8]. In contrast, a DoS
attacker emits a radio signal (not necessarily
with the same characteristics as the PU’s signal)
to interfere with the signal reception at legiti-
mate CUs to disrupt CR communications ser-
vices [9], which is also known as a jammer. It
needs to be pointed out that both the PUEA
and jammer transmit active signals, which may
be detected by legitimate CUs so that certain
prevention strategies can be adopted.

In addition to the active PUEA and jammer,
cognitive transmission is also vulnerable to an
eavesdropper, which is a passive attacker and
becomes undetectable since the eavesdropper
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security of CR networks, which are vulnerable to
various newly arising attacks targeting the weak-
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tion, sensing falsification, intelligence compro-
mise, jamming, and eavesdropping attacks. Then
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to its destination. It is illustrated that the physi-
cal-layer secrecy of CR communications relying
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just overhears and interprets the CR transmis-
sion without transmitting any active signals.
Generally, cryptographic techniques relying on
secret keys are adopted to protect the transmis-
sion confidentiality against eavesdropping,
which, however, introduces additional system
complexity resulting from the secret key man-
agement. Moreover, the secret key distribution
relies on a trusted infrastructure, which may be
unavailable and even compromised in some
cases. To this end, physical-layer security is now
emerging as a promising paradigm by exploiting
physical characteristics of wireless channels to
achieve perfect secrecy against eavesdropping in
an information-theoretic sense [10]. This also
has great potential to address the security of CR
communications against eavesdropping.

In this article, we are motivated to examine
the security of physical-layer communications for
CR networks. We first present an in-depth
overview of CR physical-layer attacks, including
the PUEA, sensing falsification, intelligence
compromise, jamming, and eavesdropping
attacks. Next, we examine CR physical-layer
security in the face of an eavesdropper and show
that increasing the transmit power is not always
beneficial in terms of defending against eaves-
dropping. Then we propose the employment of
opportunistic relaying for protecting the security
of CR communications, which is shown to be an
effective means, especially with an increased
number of relays. Finally, we present a range of
open challenging issues, followed by our con-
cluding remarks.

PHYSICAL-LAYER ATTACKS IN
CR NETWORKS

In this section, we focus on discussing physical-
layer attacks in CR networks. As shown in Fig.
1, a CR cycle comprises three typical stages:
observation, reasoning, and action. Although
these three cognitive stages enable a CU to
learn its surrounding RF environment and adapt
its transmission parameters to any changes in the
environment, they are vulnerable to various
attacks and introduce additional security threats.
Table 1 summarizes various physical-layer
attacks in the observation, reasoning, and action
phases, including the PUEA, sensing falsifica-
tion, intelligence compromise, jamming, and
eavesdropping attacks, which are detailed in the
following.

PUEA
PUEA refers to an attacker that emulates a PU
by transmitting radio signals with the same char-
acteristics as the PU, which prevents legitimate
CUs distinguishing the real PU’s signal from the
PUEA’s faked one. In order to defend against
PUEA, a so-called transmitter verification
scheme was proposed in [8] by exploiting the
location information to verify whether a signal is
transmitted from a PU or not. It was assumed in
[8] that the PU and PUEA are spatially separat-
ed, and, moreover, the PU’s location is known.
However, the location information of a PU may
be unavailable in some cases. As a consequence,
an authentication approach could be employed

to differentiate the legitimate PU from PUEA.
To be specific, the legitimate PU is registered,
with identity information, for example, the media
access control (MAC) address, is pre-stored and
authenticated. In contrast, the PUEA is typically
not registered, and its identity remains unknown
to legitimate users.

SENSING FALSIFICATION
A sensing falsification attacker intends to falsify
the spectrum observation and inject its fabricat-
ed results to CR networks for the sake of inten-
tionally misleading legitimate CUs. Typically,
sensing falsification attackers are sparsely dis-
tributed and are only a small fraction of the total
network nodes. Thus, majority voting is an effec-
tive means to mitigate the adverse impact of fab-

Figure 1. Illustration of a typical CR cycle.
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Table 1. Summarization of physical-layer attacks in different stages of the
CR cycle.

CR cycle Attack types Charactiersits and features

Observation

PUEA
Emulating a primary user (PU)
and emitting radio signals with
the same chracteristics as the PU

Sensing falsification
Falsifying spectrum sensing
results for the sake of intention-
ally misleading a cognitive user

Reasoning Intelligence compromise
Inserting malware to maliciously
alter learning and reasoning
algorithms

Action

Jamming
Disrupting legitimate cognitive
transmissions by emitting radio
interference

Eavesdropping
Intercepting confidential infor-
mation transmissions between
cognitive users
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ricated observation results on the spectrum sens-
ing performance. As an alternative, a data-
cleansing-based robust spectrum sensing
approach was proposed in [11], where the sparsi-
ty of the falsification attack is exploited to effec-
tively filter out the abnormal sensing data. It was
shown that data-cleansing-based robust spectrum
sensing significantly outperforms conventional
spectrum sensing methods in terms of improving
the detection probability and false alarm proba-
bility in the presence of falsified sensing data.

INTELLIGENCE COMPROMISE
The intelligence compromise is a legitimate CU
compromised by an adversary, which maliciously
inserts malware into the legitimate CU for the
sake of altering its learning and reasoning algo-
rithms, resulting in a negative impact on the
node intelligence. An intelligence compromise
attacker would inflict damage on spectrum learn-
ing and prediction, which may even paralyze the
whole CR network. The intelligence compromise
may be just a legitimate CU that is captured and
enslaved by the adversary, which is thus consid-
ered as an inside attacker. Since the intelligence
compromised legitimate CU infected by malware
still has valid identity, it is difficult to detect and
identify the presence of an intelligence compro-
mise attacker. To this end, the automatic code
patch is a promising paradigm to protect legiti-
mate CUs against the intelligence compromise,
enabling a legitimate CU to be periodically
updated. If the code patch fails, it indicates that
the legitimate CU may be compromised by an
adversary.

JAMMING
A jamming attacker (also known as a jammer)
attempts to emit a radio signal for interfering
with the desired communications between legiti-
mate CUs. As shown in Fig. 1, after identifying
an available spectrum opportunity in the obser-
vation and reasoning stages, a legitimate CU
would be scheduled to transmit its signal to its
intended destination over the detected spectrum
hole. Due to the broadcast nature of radio prop-
agation, a jammer can easily disrupt the legiti-
mate transmissions between CUs by sending a
radio interference with sufficiently high power. If
a jammer is present to interfere with the cogni-
tive transmission, the received signal strength
(RSS) and bit error rate (BER) experienced at

the desired destination would significantly
increase, which can thus be considered as appro-
priate indicators for detecting the jamming
attack. For example, an unusually high RSS (or
an excessive BER) may indicate the presence of
a jammer. Additionally, spread spectrum is con-
sidered as an effective means of defending
against jamming attacks. The main spread spec-
trum techniques include frequency hopping
spread spectrum (FHSS) and direct-sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS).

EAVESDROPPING
An eavesdropping attacker intercepts the confi-
dential information transmissions of legitimate
CUs. The broadcast nature of wireless propaga-
tion makes cognitive transmissions vulnerable to
eavesdropping attacks. When a legitimate CU
transmits its data over a detected spectrum hole,
any network node within the CU’s transmit cov-
erage is capable of overhearing and tapping the
CU’s transmission. Presently, the cryptography is
adopted to protect the communications confi-
dentiality against eavesdropping. The success of
cryptography typically relies on a trusted infra-
structure, which, however, may be compromised
and become untrustworthy [12]. To this end,
information-theoretic security emerges for CR
transmissions by exploiting physical characteris-
tics of wireless channels, referred to as physical-
layer security [7], which is discussed in detail in
what follows.

PHYSICAL-LAYER SECURITY OF
COGNITIVE RADIO
COMMUNICATIONS

This section presents the physical-layer security
of cognitive transmissions from a cognitive
source (CS) to its cognitive destination (CD) in
the presence of an eavesdropper. As shown in
Fig. 2, a CS first performs spectrum sensing to
detect whether or not a spectrum band is occu-
pied by a primary source (PS) transmitting to its
primary destination (PD). If a PS is detected to
be actively transmitting, a CS is not allowed to
access the spectrum band in order to avoid inter-
fering with the reception of the PS’s signal. If
the PS is detected to be inactive, and thus an
available spectrum hole is identified, the CS
would transmit its data to the CD over the
detected spectrum hole. For notational conve-
nience, let P0 represent the probability that the
spectrum band becomes unoccupied by the PS.
Additionally, the probability of detection of the
presence of PS is denoted by Pd, while Pf is the
probability of false alarm of the presence of the
PS.

Once a spectrum hole is detected, the CS
switches on transmittion of its confidential data
to the CD, which may also be overheard by an
eavesdropper (E) due to the broadcast nature of
radio propagation. It is proved in [10, 15] that
when the main channel (from CS to CD) has
better conditions than the wiretap channel (from
CS to E), physical-layer security can achieve per-
fect secrecy against eavesdropping. The secrecy
capacity is shown as the difference between the

Figure 2. A channel model for secrecy-coding-based cognitive radio com-
munications.
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capacity of the main channel and that of the
wiretap channel, which is the maximum rate at
which CS can reliably and securely transmit to
CD. In order to achieve the secrecy capacity,
various secrecy codes (e.g., polar code and lat-
tice code) are devised for practical wireless sys-
tems. As shown in Fig. 2, a secrecy encoder (e.g.,
polar code) encapsulates the CS’s confidential
data w (with a secrecy rate of Rs) into an overall
codeword x (with an increased rate of Ro). The
rate increase Ri = Ro – Rs represents extra
redundancy, which is the cost of providing addi-
tional secrecy against eavesdropping. As shown
in [12], if the rate cost Ri is higher than the
capacity of the wiretap channel, perfect secrecy
can be achieved, that is, the CS’s data transmis-
sion is completely secure. Otherwise, the eaves-
dropper would succeed in intercepting the CS’s
transmission; a secrecy outage event happens in
this case.

Next, the CS transmits its codeword x to
theCD at a power of Ps, which is scaled with a
wireless fading hsd of the main channel and dete-
riorated by an additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) nd. Meanwhile, the codeword trans-
mission is also overheard by E over the wiretap
channel, where a wireless fading hse and an
AWGN ne are encountered. Throughout this
article, both the main channel and wiretap chan-
nel are independent of each other and modeled
as Rayleigh fading, implying that |hsd|2 and
|hse|2 are independent exponential random vari-
ables (RVs) with respective means of ssd

2 and
ssd

2. Moreover, the AWGNs received at the CD
and E are assumed to have zero mean and a
variance of N0. It is worth mentioning that mis-
detection of the presence of a PS may happen
due to background noise, which would cause
mutual interference between the primary and
cognitive users. To limit the mutual interference
level, IEEE 802.22 requires Pd > 0.9 and Pf <
0.1 [2], which is used throughout this article. The
transmit power of the PS is represented by Pp. In
addition, fading magnitudes of the wireless chan-
nels from PS to CD and E are denoted by |hpd|2

and |hpe|2, respectivly, which are independent
exponential RVs with respective means of spd

2

and spd
2 .

In order for the CS to be able to achieve an
ergodic capacity of the main channel, the code-
word rate Ro is set to Csd, which represents an
instantaneous capacity of the CS-CD channel.
Similarly, an instantaneous capacity of the wire-
tap channel (from CS to E) is denoted by Cse.
As discussed above, a secrecy outage event
occurs when the wiretap channel capacity
becomes higher than the rate cost Ri. It needs to
be pointed out that the CS starts transmitting its
data only when a spectrum hole is detected.
Hence, the probability of occurrence of a secrecy
outage event (called secrecy outage probability)
is calculated under the condition that the spec-
trum band is detected to be unoccupied by the
PS. Hence, the secrecy outage probability of CS-
CD transmissions is given by 

Psout = Pr(Cse ≥  Ri|Ĥ0) = Pr (Csd — Cse < RS|Ĥ0),

where Ĥ0 means that the spectrum band is detect-
ed idle. In Fig. 3, we show the secrecy outage

probability vs. signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) gs =
Ps/N0 of cognitive radio communications for dif-
ferent secrecy rates with P0 = 0.8, gp = Pp/N0 =
5dB, ssd

2 = 1, spd
2 = spe

2 = 0.2, and sse
2 = 0.1. It

must be pointed out that the primary and sec-
ondary users are spatially separated in two dif-
ferent wireless networks; thus, a channel gain
between two heterogeneous users from different
wireless networks (e.g., spd

2 ) is set to be smaller
than that between two homogeneous users from
the same network (e.g., ssd

2 ) [5], [14]. Moreover,
following the physical-layer security literature [7,
10, 15], the wiretap channel is typically assumed
to be a degraded version of the main channel,
and thus the gain of wiretap channel sse

2 is con-
sidered to be less than that of the main channel
ssd

2 .
As shown in  Fig .  3 ,  as  the secrecy  rate

increases from Rs = 0.1 b/s/Hz to 0.5 b/s/Hz,
the secrecy outage probability of CR commu-
nications increases accordingly. This means
that the physical-layer security degrades with
an increased rate ,  showing a  trade-off
between security and throughput. One can
also see from Fig .  3  that  as  the SNR g s
increases, the secrecy outage probability ini-
tially decreases and finally converges to a
constant value. This implies that a secrecy
outage floor happens in a high SNR region,
which cannot be improved by increasing the
transmit  power.  This  is  because although
increasing the transmit power can improve
the RSS at the legitimate CD, an enhanced
signal version is also received at the eaves-
dropper, which leads to the fact that no secre-
cy outage improvement is achieved with an
increasing transmit power, that is, a secrecy
outage floor occurs in a high SNR region. We
are thus motivated to explore how the secrecy
outage f loor can be reduced by using,  for
example, opportunistic relaying, as discussed
in the following section.

Figure 3. Secrecy outage probability vs. SNR gs for different secrecy rates.
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OPPORTUNISTIC RELAYING FOR
ENHANCING PHYSICAL-LAYER

SECURITY
In this section, we examine the employment of
opportunistic relaying for the enhancement of
physical-layer security in CR networks. As shown
in Fig. 4, N relay nodes (RNs) are assumed to be
available for assisting the transmission from CS
to CD, where the amplify-and-forward (AF) pro-
tocol is considered when RNs retransmit the
CS’s data to the CD. To be specific, when a
spectrum hole is detected, a CS first transmits its
signal x to a CD, which can be overheard by E
and N RNs. In the opportunistic relaying, only a
single RN will be chosen among the N RNs to
forward an amplified version of its received sig-
nal using a scaling factor (without any sort of
decoding), which is also overheard by E for
interception purposes. In this way, both the CD
and E can receive two copies of the CS’s signal,
which are transmitted from the CS and the
selected RN, respectively. For simplicity, the
selection diversity combining (SDC) method is
considered for both the CD and E, meaning that
a received signal with higher SNR is adopted for
decoding the CS’ signal.

Given N RNs available in the CR networks
shown in Fig. 4, opportunistic relaying chooses
the “best” RN to participate in forwarding the
CS’s transmission to the CD, aiming to maximize
the cognitive physical-layer security against
eavesdropping. Without loss of generality, we
consider that RN i is selected among N RNs,
which first performs a coherent reception of the

CS’s signal and then forwards its received signal
with a scaling factor for normalization. Due to
the broadcast nature of radio propagation, both
CD and E can receive the RNi’s signal retrans-
mission and the corresponding signal-to-interfer-
ence-and-noise ratio (SINR) at CD given by 

(2)

where hsi, hid, hpi, and hpd represent the CS-RNi,
RNi-CD, PS-RNi, and PS-CD channels, respec-
tively. Moreover, the parameter a is given by 0
when the spectrum band is idle (i.e., no primary
signal is transmitted from the PS). By contrast, if
the band is currently occupied by the PS, a is set
to 1. Meanwhile, the SINR received at E, denot-
ed by SINRe

i, can be obtained similarly by replac-
ing hid and hpd in Eq. 2 with hie and hpe, which
represent the RNi-E and PS-E channels, respec-
tively. In practice, obtaining the eavesdropper’s
channel state information (CSI) is impossible,
since E is passive and typically keeps silent in
CR networks. Motivated by this observation, an
RN that maximizes the CD’s received SINR
(i.e., SINRd

i) is generally selected to forward its
received signal, yielding the best RN selection
criterion as 

(3)

where R denotes the set of N RNs and SINRd
i is

given by Eq. 2. It can be observed from Eq. 3
that the CSIs of the CS-RNi, RNi-CD, PS-RNi,
and PS-CD channels are required to carry out
the relay selection without needing the eaves-
dropper’s CSI knowledge. Moreover, when a is
set to 0, the relay selection criterion as given by
Eq. 3 degrades to the conventional so-called har-
monic mean selection [13]. This is because a =
0 implies no mutual interference occurring
between the primary and secondary users; thus,
the cognitive transmission in this case becomes
the same as in the conventional wireless commu-
nications scenario. From Eq. 3, the capacity
achieved at CD, denoted by Cd, can be deter-
mined by using the SDC to combine the two
received signals from the “best” RN and CS,
respectively. Also, the wiretap channel capacity
achieved at E, denoted by Ce, can be similarly
obtained. Like Eq. 1, the secrecy outage proba-
bility of the opportunistic relaying scheme can
be obtained by calculating the probability that
the difference between Cd and Ce falls below the
secrecy rate Rs. Additionally, all the CS-CD, CS-
RNi, RNi-CD, PS-CD, PS-RNi, PS-E, CS-E, and
RN0-E channels are modeled as independent
Rayleigh fading with respective variances of ssd
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In Fig. 5, we show the secrecy outage probabili-
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of N = 2, 4, and 6, the secrecy outage probability
of the opportunistic relaying is even worse than
that of the direct transmission in a low SNR region
(e.g., gs < –6 dB. This is because in the oppor-
tunistic relaying scheme, one half of a time slot is
wasted by the chosen “best” RN to retransmit the
CS’ signal to the CD, resulting in a certain loss of
secrecy capacity. It is pointed out that although
the SDC method is considered at the CD for com-
bining its received signals from the CS and the
“best” RN, the capacity of the CS-CD channel
(i.e., Csd) is also scaled by half in the opportunistic
relaying scheme, since the CS transmits only in the
first half time slot and remains silent in the second
half slot, which is occupied by the “best” RN to
retransmit the CS’s signal. One can observe from
Fig. 5 that as the SNR continues increasing, oppor-
tunistic relaying becomes better than direct trans-
mission in terms of the secrecy outage probability,
showing the performance benefit achieved by the
proposed opportunistic relaying.

Figure 5 also shows that with a sufficiently
high SNR, the direct transmission and oppor-
tunistic relaying schemes converge to their respec-
tive secrecy outage floors. Moreover, the secrecy
outage floor of the opportunistic relaying is lower
than that of the direct transmission. As shown in
Fig. 5, as the number of RNs increases from N =
2 to 6, the secrecy outage floor of the opportunis-
tic relaying is significantly reduced, showing the
physical-layer security advantage of exploiting
RNs. This is due to the fact that with an increas-
ing number of RNs, it is more likely to choose an
RN that can succeed in defending against eaves-
dropping, thus leading to a reduced secrecy out-
age floor. Although the opportunistic relaying
scheme can effectively protect the wireless trans-
missions against eavesdropping, it introduces
additional system complexity due to the distribut-
ed relay management and synchronization. To be
specific, multiple RNs are distributed spatially in
CR networks, which need to be effectively man-
aged and synchronized for the sake of performing
opportunistic relay selection. Additionally, in the
opportunistic relaying scheme, the CD needs to
combine its received signals from the “best” RN
and CS, which comes at the cost of extra compu-
tational complexity for signal combining.

OPEN CHALLENGES AND
FUTURE WORK

This section presents some future directions in
the research field of cognitive relay security.
Although opportunistic relaying is shown to
enhance cognitive communications security,
many challenging issues remain open at the time
of writing.

JOINT RELAY-AND-JAMMER SELECTION
When a CS transmits its signal to a CD in the
presence of an eavesdropper, a partner node can
either be employed as a relay to assist the CS’
transmission for enhancing the signal quality
received at the CD or act as a jammer to emit
artificial noise to contaminate the eavesdropper’s
signal reception. It is unclear whether it is benefi-
cial to employ the node as a relay (or jammer) in
terms of defending CR communications against

eavesdropping. Additionally, given multiple avail-
able partner nodes, some nodes may be selected
to assist the CS-CD transmission, while others
may be used as jammers to generate artificial
noise to interfere with the eavesdropper. This is
called joint relay-and-jammer selection, which can
be considered as a means of improving cognitive
communications security against eavesdropping.
Although there are some existing efforts devoted
to joint relay-and-jammer selection, they are lim-
ited to single-relay and single-jammer selection in
non-CR networks. It is of interest to explore a
more general framework of multi-relay and multi-
jammer selection in CR networks.

UNTRUSTED RELAY DETECTION AND
PREVENTION

As discussed above, the physical-layer security of
CR communications is significantly improved by
using opportunistic relaying in terms of secrecy
outage probability. Although the employment of
relays is capable of enhancing the security of
cognitive communications against eavesdropping,
the relays by themselves may not be trusted and
attempt to tap CR communications. For exam-
ple, if a relay is captured and compromised by
an adversary, it becomes untrusted and launches
malicious activities (e.g., eavesdropping) in CR
networks. The secrecy performance of CR com-
munications in the face of untrusted relays
remains uncertain, which may be considered for
future work. Also, it is of high importance to
explore the detection and prevention of untrust-
ed relays in CR networks.

FIELD EXPERIMENT FOR
OPPORTUNISTIC RELAYING

IEEE 802.22 is the first worldwide standard
designed for a CR-based wireless regional area
network (WRAN), which enables unlicensed

Figure 5. Secrecy outage probability comparison between the direct trans-
mission and opportunistic relaying for different numbers of RNs N.
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devices to operate in white spaces of the TV
broadcast spectrum without causing harmful
interference to incumbent users including TV
users and wireless microphones. It is necessary
to carry out field experiments for testing the
effectiveness of opportunistic relaying in real
IEEE 802.22 WRANs in the presence of various
attacks. Although opportunistic relaying is shown
to enhance the security of cognitive communica-
tions in terms of secrecy outage probability, its
security benefit is only proved theoretically
based on some simplified assumptions (e.g., per-
fect CSI knowledge is assumed). It will be of
great interest to investigate whether opportunis-
tic relaying is still effective in real WRAN envi-
ronments in terms of defending against CR
attacks.

CONCLUSION
In this article, we first present a comprehensive
review on physical-layer attacks in CR net-
works, including the PUEA, sensing falsifica-
tion, intelligence compromise, jamming, and
eavesdropping attacks. The physical-layer secu-
rity of CR communications in the presence of
an eavesdropper is then examined in terms of
secrecy outage probability. It is shown that as
the transmit power increases, the secrecy out-
age probability of cognitive communications
initially decreases and finally converges to a
fixed value, showing that a secrecy outage floor
occurs in high SNR regions. In order to improve
the physical-layer security of cognitive commu-
nications, we consider the use of relays to assist
the cognitive communications and propose an
opportunistic relaying scheme. Numerical
results show that upon increasing the number
of relays, opportunistic relaying can significant-
ly reduce the secrecy outage floor of cognitive
communications. Additionally, we point out
some open challenges in the research field of
exploiting relays for the physical-layer security
of CR networks.
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INTRODUCTION

NEW BREAKTHROUGH: FULL DUPLEX RADIOS

How much does it cost to purchase wireless spec-
trum? In a wireless spectrum auction in January
2015, the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) raised, for 65 MHz bandwidth, a record-
breaking $44.9 billion. This illustrates how valu-
able the wireless spectrum has become; it offers
more high-speed connectivity and satisfies more
user demand for data within a limited wireless
spectrum. The FCC is considering releasing more
spectrum for wireless broadband usage. For the
endless surge in wireless data traffic, however,
this cannot be the ultimate solution.

Mobile devices with advanced wireless net-
work capabilities, such as smartphones and
tablets, are becoming ubiquitous, and keeping
pace with their growth is the ever increasing
demand for bandwidth. Global mobile data traf-
fic will increase nearly 10-fold between 2014 and
2019. In that time, mobile data traffic is expect-
ed to grow at a compounded annual growth rate
of 57 percent, reaching 24.3 exabytes per month
by 2019 [1]. These trends could create a spec-
trum crunch as the frequencies used to carry this
traffic are exhausted.

Although the laws of physics prohibit the pro-

duction of more spectrum, there is a lot of
potential for aggressive expansion in scarce
resource, that is, boosting spectral efficiency
using novel technologies. A candidate for creat-
ing a new breakthrough to alleviate the spectrum
crunch is full duplex. It theoretically doubles
spectral efficiency, making it worth billions of
dollars. Full duplex thus holds tremendous
potential to carry out the solutions needed in the
future evolution of wireless systems.

KEY CHALLENGE: SELF-INTERFERENCE
Since Guglielmo Marconi developed the wireless
telegraph in 1895, the bane of wireless networks
has been self-interference. It is the presence of
self-interference that represents the key chal-
lenge to implementing full duplex wireless sys-
tems. Self-interference is the phenomenon where,
through the coupling of transceivers in a wireless
network, a signal is transmitted from a transmit-
ter to its own receiver while that receiver is
attempting to receive a signal sent by another
device. It compels the fundamental assumption
that a wireless network has to be operated in half
duplex mode on the same channel. For example,
Long Term Evolution (LTE) frequency-division
duplex (FDD) today is operated so that downlink
and uplink transmission take place in two differ-
ent frequency bands. In other words, the exis-
tence of self-interference cuts in half the amount
of resources available, such as time and frequen-
cy, for wireless communications. For this reason,
it is essential to manage self-interference to
achieve the highest throughput performance with
limited radio resources.

THE BEGINNING OF AGGRESSIVE EXPANSION:
SDR PLATFORM-BASED PROTOTYPING

Up to this point, researchers have mostly
depended on software simulations to test their
theories that exploit simplified channel models,
for example, additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) and Rayleigh fading. In real-world
wireless systems, however, impairments occur
that are often overlooked in simulations, such as
amplifier nonlinearity, gain/phase offset, I/Q
imbalance, quantization effects, and timing jitter.
Such impairments make prototyping imperative
if the feasibility and commercial viability of any

ABSTRACT

In this article, we present a real-time full
duplex radio system for 5G wireless networks.
Full duplex radios are capable of opening new
possibilities in contexts of high traffic demand
where there are limited radio resources. A criti-
cal issue, however, in implementing full duplex
radios in real wireless environments is being able
to cancel self-interference. To overcome the self-
interference challenge, we prototype our design
on a software-defined radio platform. This design
combines a dual-polarization antenna-based ana-
log part with a digital self-interference canceler
that operates in real time. Prototype test results
confirm that the proposed full duplex system
achieves about 1.9 times higher throughput than
a half duplex system. This article concludes with
a discussion of implementation challenges that
remain for researchers seeking the most viable
solution for full duplex communications.
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new wireless standard or technology are to be
validated.

For next generation wireless research, a viable
prototyping option has emerged known as soft-
ware-defined radio (SDR) [2]. SDR enables
researchers to rapidly prototype a system.
Researchers at Stanford [3, 4], Rice [5, 6], and
Princeton [7] have implemented various testbeds
to build in-band full duplex radios using com-
bined RF antennas and SDR platform [8]. As
shown in Fig. 1a, a real-time full duplex LTE
system was also demonstrated at IEEE GLOBE-
COM in Austin, Texas in December 2014.1 The
categorized comparison of implementation char-
acteristics by each research group is summarized
in Fig. 1b. The two sections that follow elaborate
on how to solve the key challenge and imple-
ment real-time full duplex radios.

PROTOTYPE SETTINGS:
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS AND
HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE

The demonstrated full duplex prototype [9] is
based on the LTE downlink standard [10] with
the following system specifications: a transmis-
sion bandwidth of 20 MHz, 30.72 MHz sampling
rate, 15 kHz subcarrier spacing, 2048 fast Fouri-
er transform (FFT) size, and variable 4/16/64
quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The
prototype is implemented, as shown in Fig. 1a,
using LabVIEW system design software and the
state-of-the-art PXIe SDR platform, where two

full duplex nodes consist of the following four
main components.

Dual-Polarization Full Duplex RF Antenna:
This is a dual-polarization slot antenna with high
cross-polarization discrimination (XPD) in all
directions [11].

PXIe-8133: This is a real-time (RT) controller
equipped with a 1.73 GHz quad-core Intel Core
i7-820 processor and 8 GB of dual-channel 1333
MHz DDR3 random access memory (RAM) [12].

NI 5791R: A 100 MHz bandwidth baseband
transceiver module is used equipped with a dual
130 MS/s analog-to-digital converter (ADC) with
14-bit accuracy and a dual 130 MS/s digital-to-
analog converter (DAC) with 16-bit accuracy [13].

PXIe-7965R: This is a field-programmable gate
array (FPGA) module equipped with a Virtex-5
SX95T FPGA optimized for digital signal pro-
cessing, 512 MB of onboard RAM, and 16 direct
memory access (DMA) channels for high-speed
data streaming at more than 800 MB/s [14].

In addition, all these modules, except for the
analog cancellation part including a dual-polar-
ization full duplex RF antenna, sit in the NI
PXIe-1075 chassis. The chassis plays a role in
data aggregation with both FPGA processors
and an RT controller for real-time signal pro-
cessing. As explained above, for transmitting and
receiving simultaneously, the NI 5791R
transceiver includes both transmit (Tx) and
receive (Rx) ports connected to the DAC and
ADC, respectively.

As can be seen in Fig. 1a, we constructed a
link for full duplex radios in an exhibition hall (a
severe channel environment) where a great

Figure 1. a) Real-time full duplex radio experiment setup in our laboratory/the exhibition hall at IEEE
GLOBECOM in Austin, Texas, December 2014; b) the categorized comparison of implementation
characteristics by each research group. In the SDR platform, VSG and VSA denote vector signal gen-
erator and analyzer, respectively.

RF SDR platform PHY parameter

Circulator-based single antenna Rohde and Schwarz (VSG/VSA)/WARP WiFi-PHYStanford [3, 4]

Separation-based multiple antennas WARP 64-subcarrier OFDM systemRice [5, 6]

Phase-shift-based multiple antennas WARP Single-subcarrier narrowband systemPrinceton [7]

Polarization-based single antenna NI PXle platform LTE-PHYYonsei [9]

(a)

(b)

Demo at IEEE GLOBECOM,
Austin, TX, USA, Dec. 2014

Dual-polarization
full duplex RF

1.2mDownlink signal

FlexRIO FPGA modules
(4 pcs)

Uplink signal

Full duplex transceivers
(2 pcs)

Self-interference

1 The demo video is
available at http://www.
cbchae.org/.
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crowd of people was present, as well as in an
indoor open space environment. The distance
between full duplex communicating nodes was
about 1.2 m. Note that in fact much longer
ranges are possible. In this demo/experiment,
one transceiver is connected with a dual-polar-
ization full duplex RF antenna (in the white box
in Fig. 1a), and the other is connected with an
omni-antenna for simplicity. In other words, the
transceiver connected with the omni-antenna
only transmits an uplink signal. We then observe
results at the transceiver equipped with a full
duplex RF antenna, where both the Tx and Rx
ports are connected.

PROPOSED FULL DUPLEX SYSTEM
In this section, we elaborate, in processing order,
on our design blocks for the real-time full duplex
LTE system, from transmission to reception and
self-interference cancellation. The block diagram
of our full duplex radio architecture is illustrated
in Fig. 2.

TRANSMISSION
As illustrated in Fig. 3a, we follow the frame
structure of the LTE downlink with a frame
duration of 10 ms for transmission. Each frame is
divided into 20 slots, each being 0.5 ms in dura-
tion. Each slot contains 6 orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols with 512
cyclic prefix (CP) length (extended mode). The
data bit is generated on the PXIe-8133 RT con-
troller. After the modulation block, the data sym-
bols are interleaved with reference symbols (RSs)
stored in a lookup table. An array of interleaved
symbols is padded with zeros to form an array of
2048 samples. The 2048 samples are passed
through a 2048-point inverse FFT (IFFT) block
transforming the frequency domain samples into
the time domain. The 2048 IFFT with 512 CP

insertion blocks is executed on the PXIe-7965R
FPGA module. To operate the discrete Fourier
transform (DFT), it uses a Xilinx fast Fourier
transform intellectual property (IP) core.

ANALOG SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
Conventional approaches to deal with self-inter-
ference as passive analog cancellation are:
• Isolation between Tx and Rx signals [3, 4]
• Antenna separation between the Tx and Rx

antennas [5, 6]
• Signal inversion with a p-phase shifter [7]

Although these strategies have been exten-
sively studied and adapted to full duplex radios
as a good solution, we focus on a simpler, more
compact strategy that provides outstanding self-
interference cancellation performance. Further-
more, we discuss a solution that provides more
robustness to environmental effects, such as the
Doppler effect and multi-path, to achieve stable
analog cancellation performance.

For analog self-interference cancellation, we
introduce a novel RF antenna. Our approach is
based on a dual-polarization antenna with a high
XPD characteristic. XPD is defined as the ratio
of the co-polarized average received power to
the cross-polarized average received power. In
other words, it represents the ability to maintain
radiated or received polarization purity between
horizontally and vertically polarized signals. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the proposed RF unit is a com-
pact antenna with two poles. One pole is used as
a radiated Tx output; the other is used as a
received Rx input in a full duplex radio. XPD is
an important characteristic, particularly in full
duplex systems, where cross-talk between Tx and
Rx ports can curb the system’s throughput per-
formance. Since XPD has a relationship with
inter-port isolation, the dual-polarization anten-
na with high XPD is, in full duplex systems, an
excellent solution. We find that the dual-polar-

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proposed full duplex radio architecture.
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ization antenna itself achieves 42 dB of isolation.
Active analog cancellation provides an addition-
al cancellation gain up to 18 dB by tuning the
attenuation, phase shift, and delay parameters,
that is, a total of 60 dB by analog cancellation.

DIGITAL SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
The goal of digital self-interference cancellation is
to suppress, after canceling self-interference in
the analog domain, any residual self-interference.
Digital self-interference cancellation consists of
rebuilding self-interference and subtracting it
from the received signal. A key parameter to con-
sider in the real-time digital self-interference can-
celer is the guaranteed throughput of digital data,
within a given time, between transmitting and
receiving streams in a node. Unlike unidirectional
communications that uses a radio only for trans-
mission or reception, a digital self-interference
canceler of a full duplex node requires, without a
bottleneck, high-speed computation/data through-
put between transmit and receive elements. To
perform rebuilding self-interference and subtract-
ing it from the received signal in real time, we use
handshake protocols, shift registers, shared regis-
ters with scheduled access, and dedicated first-in
first-out (FIFO) buffers.

In [15], the authors implemented a full duplex
solution that needs no additional synchroniza-
tion or channel estimation for self-interference
in the digital domain. Our prototype, however,
focuses on an independent system that operates
in real time to maximize cancellation perfor-

mance in the analog/digital domain, respectively.
Furthermore, additional synchronization and
estimation is exploited to reduce the complexity
in our digital self-interference canceler.

At the moment of decoding the desired sym-
bol, it is critical to know the perfect timing
between self-interference and the received sym-
bol in full duplex mode. Thus, key issues include
designing synchronization and channel estima-
tion strategies for residual self-interference as
well as for a desired link. We produce a process
for implementing a digital self-interference can-
celer from synchronization and channel estima-
tion. In order to operate a real-time digital
self-interference canceler with high performance,
we focus on FPGA implementation using the
LabVIEW system design software and PXIe
SDR platform.

Synchronization: Synchronization is one of the
key blocks in real-time full duplex radios. Under
synchronization for full duplex, there are two
operations: synchronization for decoding the
desired symbol and rebuilding self-interference.
In the synchronization block for decoding the
desired symbol, we estimate time offset by ran-
dom propagation delays and sampling clock off-
sets between two full duplex radios. In the
synchronization block for rebuilding self-inter-
ference, we estimate the time offset between the
Tx port and Rx port of a full duplex radio.

To facilitate timing synchronization, the LTE
downlink standard specifies a primary synchro-

Figure 3. a) Frame structure of our prototype; b) arrangement of primary synchronization symbol in frequency domain; c) refer-
ence symbol patterns for a full duplex link; d) measurement of synchronization and channel estimation in the front panel of our
prototype.
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nization signal (PSS). Accordingly, the receiver
can successfully perform timing synchronization in
half duplex mode. Note, however, that we need to
keep performing synchronization for the self-inter-
ference signal as well as for the desired signal.
Thus, we use a property where the Zadoff-Chu
(ZF) sequence with a different root index is
orthogonal to each other. The PSS is modulated
by a ZC sequence given as, P[k] = e–j(p/N)uk(K+1),
–31 £ k £ –1, and P[k] = e–j(p/N)u(k+1)(k+2), 1 £ k £
31, where k is the subcarrier index, u is the root
index, and N is the sequence length (N = 63). We
use a different root index relatively prime to N for
the PSS of each full duplex radio, that is, u1 = 25,
u2 = 29. These symbols are located on the 62 sub-
carriers, symmetrically arranged around the DC
carrier in the last OFDM symbol of the first and
11th slots of each frame, as shown in Figs. 3a and
3b. As the duration of a frame is 10 ms, the PSS is
transmitted after every 5 ms time interval or once
per half-frame.

To calculate the correlation between the ideal
sequence and the estimated PSS signal, it is nec-
essary to extract the PSS subcarrier from the
received signal. For this reason, we design a low-
pass filter (LPF) using Xilinx’s finite impulse
response (FIR) IP core, as shown in Fig. 3b. The
designed LPF has a cutoff frequency of 1.4 MHz,
a stop-band attenuation of 50 dB, and a pass-
band ripple of 0.1 dB. After the received signal
samples are passed through the LPF, each syn-
chronization block for decoding the desired sym-
bol and rebuilding the self-interference is
executed to calculate, independently, the corre-
lation with its own PSS. As a result, a maximum
peak is detected at the sample index of the first
sample of the OFDM symbol following the PSS
symbol, as illustrated in Fig. 3d. A starting index
of the desired signal is delivered into FFT block,
and a starting index of self-interference signal is
delivered into the digital cancellation block.
Channel Estimation: Channel estimation also

has, for full duplex, two operations: estimations
for the channels between two full duplex nodes,
and the channel between the Tx and Rx ports in
its own full duplex node. The former operates to
decode the desired symbol after digital self-
interference cancellation, while the latter oper-
ates to rebuild the self-interference using the
known Tx data. In order to handle the two oper-
ations simultaneously, we design RS patterns
that are orthogonal between two full duplex
nodes, exploiting the pattern of cell-specific ref-
erence signals for multiple antenna ports. The
RS patterns are shown in Fig. 3c.

Both channel estimation blocks have two
steps in common: RS extraction and interpola-
tion in order. After the received samples are
passed through the FFT block, the RS subcarri-
ers of each channel are extracted from an
OFDM symbol in a data and reference demulti-
plexing block. A channel coefficient of each RS
subcarrier is calculated using original RSs stored
in block memory. To estimate the channel coef-
ficients of RS subcarriers, a least-square method
is exploited. After passing through the data and
reference demultiplexing block, the channel esti-
mates of the RS subcarriers are split into two
groups. One is for the channel estimation
between nodes; the other is for the channel esti-
mation between antenna ports. In each channel
estimation block, we implemented a linear inter-
polator using Xilinx’s FIR IP core. The linear
interpolator in each block estimates the channel
coefficients of data subcarriers as well as RS
subcarriers. In Fig. 3d, the bottom left and right
figures are screen shots of the instantaneous
channel estimation result between nodes and
ports, respectively, in the frequency domain.

Digital Cancellation: In most research on full
duplex implementation, digital self-interference
cancellation is performed in the time domain. To
carry out digital cancellation in the time domain,

Figure 4. A part of source code for a digital self-interference canceller that operates in real time on the
software-defined radio platform.
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an additional IFFT block is needed for rebuild-
ing self-interference. As mentioned above, in the
real-time digital self-interference canceler, it is
critical to operate the process for rebuilding self-
interference and canceling it out without a bot-
tleneck. For lower computational complexity and
faster rebuilding of self-interference, we execute
it in the frequency domain. One might argue that
if the SI is not overlapped coherently with the
received signal, it would be difficult to cancel the
SI in the frequency domain. However, if the dif-
ference in the received time of the SI and the
desired signal is less than the CP length, which is
common in practice, there is no problem in can-
celing the SI after FFT. We will also investigate
this issue in our future work.

Digital cancellation utilizes the baseband sam-
ples of the transmitted signal to rebuild self-inter-
ference in the digital domain and subtracts them
from the received samples. Note that we know the
baseband samples of the transmitted signal from
its own node. Self-interference can be rebuilt in
the digital domain using the baseband samples of
the transmitted signal and the channel estimates
between the ports of its own node. As mentioned
above, we should know which self-interference (a
sample index) is mixed in the received sample at
the moment of decoding the desired symbol.
Accordingly, we include a counter in the digital
cancellation block. As soon as the starting index of
the self-interference signal arrives in the digital
cancellation block from the synchronization block
to rebuild self-interference, the counter operates
to choose a rebuilt digital sample for subtraction
processing. After digital cancellation, a zero-forc-
ing channel equalizer operates to decode the
desired symbols. Illustrated in Fig. 4 is a part of
the source code for the digital self-interference
canceler operated in the frequency domain.

PROTOTYPE TEST RESULTS
Using the real-time full duplex LTE prototype
described in the previous section, we measure
the level of analog and digital self-interference
and calculate the bit error rate (BER) and
throughput performance. In this prototype, the

carrier frequency is the 2.52 GHz in LTE bands.
As shown in Fig. 5a, we find that the dual-polar-
ization antenna provides about 42 dB isolation
from our experiments, that is, the self-interfer-
ence leaking to the Rx port is reduced by about
42 dB. Moreover, by tuning the attenuation,
phase shift, and delay parameters, we achieve 60
dB of analog self-interference cancellation with
analog active cancellation. In the digital domain,
we calculate error vector magnitude (EVM) for
self-interference to measure the average level of
digital self-interference cancellation. As a result,
we achieve 43 dB of self-interference cancella-
tion in the digital domain, as shown in Fig. 5b.

In order to compare the throughput improve-
ment, we also implemented the LTE-FDD pro-
totype. Our design is based on the LTE downlink
standard with system specifications that include
a transmission bandwidth of 10 MHz, 15.36
MHz sampling rate, 15 kHz subcarrier spacing,
1024 FFT size, 256 CP length, and variable
4/16/64 QAM. Figure 6a shows the constellation,
taken during an over-the-air test of the full
duplex communications link. One full duplex
radio transmits a 4-QAM modulated signal as
the downlink and receives a 64-QAM modulated
signal as the uplink. As a result, the goal of this
full duplex radio is to decode 64-QAM, the
desired symbol after perfectly canceling out the
4-QAM symbol as self-interference. In Fig. 6a,
the left constellation shows that, with only ana-
log cancellation, self-interference is not perfectly
cancelled out, while the right constellation shows
that with both analog and digital cancellation
self-interference is perfectly cancelled out.

As shown in Fig. 6b, our prototype provides
high throughput performance in real time. It
delivers a throughput increase of 1.9× on 4- and
16-QAM, and 1.89× on 64-QAM compared to
the conventional half duplex mode.2

RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Notwithstanding our focus on designing more prac-
tical full duplex radios, several research challenges
remain before the most viable solution for next
generation communication systems is achieved.

Figure 5. Measurement results of a) analog self-interference cancellation; b) digital self-interference
cancellation measurement.
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HARDWARE IMPAIRMENTS

The performance of a full duplex system depends
heavily on hardware impairments: amplifier non-
linearity, gain/phase offset, I/Q imbalance, quan-
tization effects, and timing jitter. For example, a
nonlinearly amplified OFDM signal incurs inter-
modulation distortion (IMD), which is the ampli-
tude modulation of signals containing two or
more different frequencies in a system. IMD
raises the noise floor and causes inter-carrier
interference, which induces performance degra-
dation of the full duplex system. Because most
analog components in the system have the non-
linearity property, the cancellation of all nonlin-
ear components as well as linear components is
a significant burden on a real-time system. Thus,
preprocessing strategies such as predistortion for
reducing hardware impairments represent an
interesting research topic.

JOINT PHY/MAC PROTOTYPING
Most implementations of full duplex radios have
mainly focused on the physical layer design,
which enables bidirectional communications
between a single pair link. There are apparent
limitations in translating the performance gains
obtained from the demonstration of a single pair
link into network performance. Transmissions in
full duplex mode create potential interference
outside the full duplex link. This calls for the

prototyping of media access control (MAC)
layer protocols, including discovering and
exploiting full duplex opportunities in a dis-
tributed manner. Another interesting area for
future work is a joint PHY/MAC approach to
prototyping.

FULL DUPLEX SYSTEM WITH
OFDM AND SC-FDMA

Since single-carrier frequency-division multiple
access (SC-FDMA) has a peak-to-average power
ratio (PAPR) lower than that of OFDMA, it is
used for the uplink multiple access scheme in
the LTE of cellular systems. Most implementa-
tion studies of full duplex, however, only deal
with OFDM frame structures. There are many
potential challenges in asymmetric uplink/down-
link frame structures in LTE.

COMPARISON WITH LTE-TDD
LTE-time-division duplexing (TDD) generally
has been known to have many benefits, such as
low latency, spectrum flexibility, uplink/downlink
flexibility, and lower cost per bit. To discuss the
various performance characteristics such as laten-
cy, throughput, power consumption, and flexibili-
ty between TDD and full duplex, we believe that
it is worth comparing a full duplex prototype with
a comparable LTE-TDD prototype.

Figure 6. a) Constellation result with only analog passive self-interference cancellation (left) constellation result with analog and
digital self-interference cancellation (right); b) throughput performance for each constellation.
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NOVEL SOLUTION FOR
RF/ANALOG CANCELLATION

RF/analog cancellation plays a critical part in
attenuating high-powered self-interference suffi-
ciently such that Rx saturation and dynamic
range are not an issue when operating digital
cancellation. We showed that the analog cancel-
lation based on dual polarization would be a
good option. However, it does have two main
weaknesses. First, it struggles to perform active
analog cancellation in real time. While high XPD
makes the passive analog cancellation level high,
to estimate the coefficients for active cancellation
is difficult. Second, channel reciprocity that can
simplify the link overhead may not be assumed
for the polarization antennas. Novel solutions for
these issues will be an interesting research topic.

CONCLUSION
Full duplex radio technologies could be a major
contributor to increasing spectrum efficiency in
areas of explosive traffic demand where there
are limited radio resources. To validate the fea-
sibility and commercial viability of any new wire-
less standard or technology like full duplex
radio, SDR-based prototyping is imperative. We
have prototyped a design that combines dual-
polarization full duplex RF and a digital self-
interference canceler that operates in real time
on an SDR platform. We have focused on a
more practical prototype that exhibits outstand-
ing self-interference cancellation performance.
The main portion of this article is dedicated to
presenting the design, implementation, and eval-
uation of a real-time full duplex LTE system, a
candidate for next generation wireless communi-
cation systems. We expect our prototype design
to provide worthwhile insights into developing
the most viable solution for future wireless com-
munication systems.
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INTRODUCTION
In this article we present our experience of devel-
oping university and CPD (continuous profes-
sional development) materials for teaching SDR
in the form of DSP-enabled-radio systems. The
availability of SDR receivers such as the RTL-
SDR, along with hardware support software
drivers, means that we now have devices that are
very low cost and can interface directly with
MATLAB and Simulink software, allowing users

to develop real software defined radio systems
from the desktop. The RTL-SDR plug-in device
(which comes with a simple but useable omnidi-
rectional antenna) currently costs less than $20
(twenty dollars) to buy, and can be powered and
connected via a USB port to Windows, Linux,
and or Mac desktop computers. Students can
acquire the MATLAB and Simulink student ver-
sion (http://www.mathworks.com/academia/student_
version/), along with the relevant DSP and Com-
munications System Toolboxes, for around $100,
and after the installation of appropriate support
drivers, can be up and running with a complete
SDR design environment. As we will summarize
in this article, the opportunities for using this for
education and learning are immense, and a whole
new generation of engineers will see more and
more RF and communications design being done
as a coding task. The full set of SDR open-course
educational materials referred to in this article
are available to download (http://www.desktop
SDR.com) as a 670 page workbook with more
than 120 hands-on examples [1].

In this article we will first outline what the
RTL-SDR is, “where” and how it evolved, and
then introduce our open-source teaching and
support materials for learning SDR from a DSP-
enabled-radio perspective. The SDR design envi-
ronment and open-course materials described
herein have the potential to be used in classes
ranging from EE freshman (first year bachelor)
university environments, for courses featuring
applications such as spectral viewing and first
experiences in radio, all the way to EE senior
(fourth year bachelor) or masters level classes
teaching, for example, the challenging aspects of
QPSK receivers with synchronization, and other
digital communications systems [2, 3]. Real prac-
tical experience in these communications appli-
cations and theory can be achieved using a low
cost SDR receiver that students and home users
can keep in their pocket, and connect via USB
to run SDR algorithms directly on the desktop
of their laptop device, and all having spent less
than $20 on the RTL-SDR hardware!

ABSTRACT

In the last five years, the availability of pow-
erful DSP and communications design software,
and the emergence of relatively affordable
devices that receive and digitize RF signals, has
brought SDR to the desktops of many communi-
cations engineers. However, the more recent
availability of very low cost SDR devices such as
the RTL-SDR, costing less than $20, has brought
SDR to the home desktops of undergraduate
and graduate students, as well as professional
engineers and the maker communities. Since the
release of the various open source drivers for the
RTL-SDR, many in the digital communications
community have used this device to scan the RF
spectrum and digitize I/Q signals that are being
transmitted in the range 25 MHz to 1.75 GHz.
This wide operating range enables the sampling
of frequency bands containing signals such as
FM radio, ISM signals, GSM, 3G and LTE
mobile radio, GPS, and so on. In this article we
will describe the opportunity and operation of
the RTL-SDR, and the development of a hands-
on, open-courseware for SDR. These education-
al materials can be integrated into core
curriculum undergraduate and graduate courses,
and will greatly enhance the teaching of DSP
and communications theory, principles, and
applications. The lab and teaching materials
have recently been used in senior (fourth year
undergraduate) courses and are available as
open course materials for all to access, use, and
evolve.
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SDR is now in the domain of being “home-
work” where students can work at home using
their RTL-SDR and MATLAB and Simulink
software. There is no longer a requirement for
expensive spectrum analyzer hardware, and no
requirement for signal generators; all that is
needed is the ability to buy a USB RTL-SDR
stick device on-line, download drivers, and then
develop the appropriate SDR receivers and sys-
tems to find signals of interest that can be spec-
trally viewed, analyzed, and even decoded.

THE ADVENT OF DESKTOP SDR
Over the last 20 years the prospect of software
(defined) radios has been greeted with enthusi-
asm by the DSP (digital signal processing), digi-
tal communications, and radio/RF sectors [4, 5].
In some ways the term software defined radio
(SDR) has perhaps diverged in recent years to
have different meanings for different engineer-
ing groups. Many in the DSP community consid-
ered that, by virtue of very high speed ADCs
(analog to digital converters) and DACs (digital
to analog converters), SDR was in effect the
engineering of “DSP-enabled-radio systems,”
that is, where analog oscillators would be
replaced with digital numerically controlled
oscillators, analog filtering with digital filter
chains, and phase locking components with digi-
tal phase locked loops (PLLs), and so on.
Whereas in other communications system engi-
neering domains, SDR actually refers to middle-
ware, which is the software that could define the
radio and provide the framework for the deploy-
ment of software objects over networks and
between devices in the radio hardware [6, 7].
(SDR middleware would ultimately be the term
to describe the control and design of high power
computing platforms that would allow radio
standards and waveforms to be switched in and
out and downloaded on the fly, as pursued in
applications such as JTRS (joint tactical radio
service) from 1998 to 2011 [7, 8].) 

In both closely related interpretations of
SDR, i.e. DSP-enabled-radio and middleware, its
concept and promise were easy to understand,
but the hardware and software that was required
20 years ago was far beyond the then-affordable
state of the art. But of course Moore’s law never
fails (or hasn’t yet). Hence the reality and ease
of access to SDR technologies is definitely here,
both for the DSP-enabled-radio and the middle-
ware groupings. 

In the last five years or so, SDR in the DSP-
enabled-radio category has been achievable in
the lab at a reasonable cost (less than $1500) for
FPGA-enabled hardware with ADC and DAC
units typically sampling at rates of a few hundred
MHz, and front end radio cards that worked at
up to 6 GHz, such as the ubiquitous USRP series
from Ettus Research (http://www.ettus.com/
product/category/USRP-Bus-Series). Similarly,
various software platforms allow users to code
and configure these devices using FPGA design
environments that are often driven from DSP
and communications development tools. SDR
hardware products such as the URSP have been
widely used to stream samples of down-converted
RF signals to the desktop, where they are input

to software such as MATLAB and Simulink for
real-time processing or recorded off-line for off-
line use. Additionally, where drivers were avail-
able and the desktop was a high speed comput-
ing platform, then real-time DSP software algo-
rithms could be implemented (in floating point
on the desktop processor) and receivers and
transmitters implemented. Software defined
radio is now established in a number of institu-
tions as part of the curriculum, and in the May
2014 special SDR education feature topic in
IEEE Communications Magazine, a number of
authors reviewed their successful experiences
introducing USRP-based SDR into their inte-
grated course curricula and laboratory sessions
for EE students [9–11]. However, the advent of
the RTL-SDR device brings the affordability of
a device down to a level lower than a textbook,
and many of these successful courses can now
also consider using the RTL-SDR as part of
their laboratories, or as stand-alone learning
assignments for students to do at home [12].

WHAT IS THE RTL-SDR?
As shown in Fig. 1, the RTL-SDR is a small,
compact, and easy-to-use USB stick device that
is capable of receiving RF radio signals (“RTL”
is actually not an acronym, but derives from the
Realtek RTL2832U chip on which the device is
based). Originally these devices were designed
for use as DVB-T (digital video broadcast–ter-
restrial) receivers and featured custom-designed,
tunable RF front end chips (e.g., the Rafael
Micro R820T and the Elonics E4000) that
allowed consumers to receive and watch UHF
broadcast TV on their computers. In other
words, these receivers were not originally
designed or conceived to be used as generic pro-
grammable SDRs. The uptake of these devices
as SDR receivers results from the efforts of a
number of independent engineers and develop-
ers in the SDR community, who discovered their

Figure 1. a) The RTL-SDR Mini USB device; b) a typical RTL-SDR receiv-
er setup on a laptop running MATLAB and Simulink using a simple
omni-antenna (comes with the RTL-SDR); c) the main internal compo-
nents of the RTL-SDR.
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programmability for SDR. Specifically, it was
found that the devices could be placed in a “test
mode,” which meant that the RTL2832U chip
(Fig. 1c) bypassed the DVB decoding stage and
produced raw, 8-bit I/Q data samples. Further, it
was also found to be possible to program the
center frequency of the RF chip over a working
range of approximately 25 MHz to 1.75 GHz,
and have some control over the data sampling
rate. Soon after this discovery, the name RTL-
SDR was coined, which referred to the fact that
the RTL (Realtek) based DVB receivers could
be used as SDRs. With such a wide front end
tuning frequency range, many different applica-
tions using various modulation schemes ranging
from AM and FM, to ISM, GSM, LTE, and GPS
applications, have become signals that we can
attempt to capture. The noise floors, signal reso-
lutions, and frequency accuracy of these devices
is not optimal in some frequency bands, nor suf-
ficient for some applications. However this
investigation is all part of learning what the
RTL-SDR offers, and it does work very well and
successfully receives in many frequency bands
and for a variety of applications.

As a quick review of the history of the RTL-
SDR’s emergence, its origins were evident in some
2012 forum posts by a Linux developer on the
V4L GMANE forum, stating that “radio sniffs”
were possible using an RTL-based DVB device. It
was discovered that when the device was tuned to
receive FM and DAB radio stations, it was pro-
grammed into a different mode and that raw,
modulated data samples could be transferred to
the computer and demodulation performed in
software (http://comments.gmane.org/gmane.
linux.drivers.video-input-infrastructure/44461).
Seventeen seconds of data originating from a

Finnish radio station was captured and posted
online, along with a query asking if anyone could
work out how to demodulate it manually. This was
accomplished only 36 hours later, after some col-
laborative effort. In the original post the last line
is the optimistic statement, “I smell a very cheap
poor man’s software defined radio here :)”! This dis-
covery led to further investigation of the RTL-
SDR’s USB protocol. The commands transmitted
when tuning to a radio station were captured, and
used to force the device to stay in this special
mode continuously. It turned out to be a test
mode, and when the RTL2832U was in this mode,
it output 8-bit unsigned samples of baseband I/Q
data, rather than decoded DVB signals as per its
designed operation. Work reported at the open
source website Osmocom included reports from
developers who had produced an independent
SDR device called “OSMO-SDR,” and had expe-
rience in writing software that was able to pro-
gram the DTV tuners used with the RTL2832U.
After examining the Windows drivers provided by
Realtek, they devised how to program the tuner
via the demodulator, and the drivers for the RTL-
SDR were released to the open-source community
(http://sdr.osmocom.org/trac/wiki/rtl-sdr).

RTL-SDR, as we now know it, came onto the
market in early 2013, and various devices and
software kits became available, produced by a
number of companies and developers around the
world. Judging by the communities on the web,
the RTL-based DVB-T devices appear to be
more popular as SDR receivers than they were
for their original intended purpose of digital TV
reception! NooElec is one company with world-
wide distribution of these devices (http://www.
nooelec.com/store/sdr.html). Based on their use
of the R820T tuner, the NooElec RTL-SDR

Figure 2. The main components of the RTL-SDR USB device. The main MATLAB and Simulink
parameters of fRF, fs, and K can be set to configure the device (Fig. 3).
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devices are capable of reliably sampling the fre-
quency spectrum at a rate up to 2.8 MHz, and
receiving signals in the RF frequency range 25 MHz
to 1.75 GHz.

MathWorks released a hardware support
package for the RTL-SDR in early 2014 (http://
www.mathworks.com/hardware-support/rtl-sdr.
html) which enables both MATLAB and
Simulink to interface with and control the RTL-
SDR. With this support package, baseband sam-
ples output from the RTL-SDR device are
supplied into the software environment, enabling
users to implement any kind of DSP receiver or
spectrum sensing system they desire as either a
Simulink model or MATLAB code. I/Q data can
be locally recorded to data disk files for later
processing, or if processing power allows on the
desktop computer, live demodulation and decod-
ing can be performed.

Figure 2 shows a signal processing flow dia-
gram of the main stages that are carried out on
the RTL-SDR. RF signals entering the R820T
tuner (on the right hand side) are downconvert-
ed to a low-IF (intermediate frequency) using a
voltage controlled oscillator (VCO). This VCO
is programmable, and is controlled by the
RTL2832U over an I2C interface. After an active
gain control (AGC) stage, the IF signal then
needs to be brought down to baseband. The
classical method of doing this is to pass the IF
signal through an anti-alias filter, sample the
output with an ADC, and then demodulate to
baseband using quadrature NCOs (numerically
controlled oscillators, i.e., a sine and a cosine

oscillating at the IF frequency). Finally (on the
left hand side of the diagram) the I/Q 8 bit sam-
ples are ready to stream to MATLAB or
Simulink running on the desktop.

A SOFTWARE DEFINED
RADIO DESIGN ENVIRONMENT

USING THE RTL-SDR

With the capability to tune over the range of
25 MHz to 1.7 GHz, the RTL-SDR can be used
to investigate, view the spectra of, and receive
and decode a wide range of radio signals trans-
mitted for various applications using different
modulation methods. The actual signals avail-
able to a user will of course depend on their
geographical location and the surrounding radio
environment. To provide an example, from our
location in central Glasgow (Scotland), we can
receive, view, and variously analyze and decode
a selection of RF signals including:

• FM radio stations 87.5 MHz to 108 MHz
• Aeronautical 108 MHz to 117 MHz
• Meteorological ~117 MHz
• Fixed mobile 140 MHz to 150 MHz
• Special events 174 MHz to 217 MHz
• Fixed mobile (space to 267 MHz to 272 MHz

Earth)
• Fixed mobile (earth to 213 MHz to 315 MHz

space)
• ISM band (short range ~433 MHz

Figure 3. The RTL-SDR block in Simulink and the configuring parameters.
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• Emergency services 450 MHz to 470 MHz
• UHF TV broadcasting 470 MHz to 790 MHz
• 4G LTE and GSM bands 800 MHz to 900 MHz
• Short range devices 863 MHz to 870 MHz
• GPS systems 1227 MHz to 1575 MHz

THE RTL-SDR 
LABORATORY ENVIRONMENT

In Simulink, the RTL-SDR interface support
takes the form of a library block, which repre-
sents both a source for the Simulink model, and
a location to set parameters supplied to the
RTL-SDR hardware device. As highlighted in
Fig. 3, in the Simulink dialog window three main
parameters are used to configure the device: the
RF center frequency, fRF; tuner gain parameters,
K; and the baseband sampling frequency, fs. In
addition, a frequency correction parameter can
be used to correct for offsets due to component
tolerances and frequency drift which may affect
the device. (In MATLAB these parameters can
be set by initializing and configuring an RTL-
SDR System object.)

One of the first opportunities for SDR edu-
cation with the RTL-SDR is simple spectrum
viewing: finding and observing the frequency
spectra (and in some cases the time domain
representation) of some of the RF signals in
the applications being broadcast around you.
With knowledge (or guess work!) about avail-
able FM radio signals in the vicinity, an easy
first example to run is to parameterize the
RTL-SDR receiver interface block such that
the device tunes to and demodulates a certain
portion of the FM radio spectrum, and supplies
the resulting baseband samples into the
Simulink model for spectral viewing and or fur-
ther processing to demodulate the signal [1].
The I/Q (complex) baseband sampling rate of
the RTL-SDR has a recommended maximum
of 2.8 MHz (the actual maximum is 3.2 MHz,
although data loss occurs at this rate), and sam-
ples have an 8 bit resolution. Hence the maxi-

mum bandwidth can be considered to be 2.8
MHz. While this bandwidth is insufficient for
viewing, for example, a 5 MHz band of UMTS
3G spectra, it is more than adequate for captur-
ing and viewing a number of other signal types,
including FM signals (bandwidth = 200 kHz),
keyfob signaling centered at 433 MHz, explor-
ing the 200 kHz wide GSM channels, and so
on. And while it is not possible to see the full
spectrum of, for example, a 10 MHz wide LTE
signal, you can easily scan over the wider band
in 2 MHz sections, and observe the guard bands
and spectrum edges incrementally. The output
of one of the spectral viewing LTE examples
from the workbook is shown in Fig. 4. 

To progress to more advanced and challeng-
ing examples in the teaching lab situation, we
often need signals that are locally generated and
controlled. Before transmitting RF signals, how-
ever, one must be very sure that transmission of
a given signal power in a particular frequency
band is legal, otherwise there is a danger of
being an unwelcome jammer! Recognizing our
desire for a low-cost teaching and learning
setup, we can generate signals locally using
devices such as FM transmitters that can be
plugged into smartphone headphone sockets
(these devices cost less than $20 and low-power
versions are legal in many regions), or by acquir-
ing single-chip devices such as the RT4 433
MHz device and building simple AM transmit-
ter circuits [1]. 

To begin to teach more advanced digital com-
munications using the RTL-SDR, we need to be
able to generate appropriate RF signals in the
lab, such as QPSK and other QAM transmis-
sions. At the receive side, students can then
design QPSK and QAM SDR receivers in MAT-
LAB and/or Simulink, featuring numerically con-
trolled oscillators, phase locked loops, frame
synchronizers, digital receive filter chains, and
other design elements. An example of such a
design is shown in Fig. 5. To generate suitable
signals in the laboratory we can use a pro-
grammable, transmit-capable SDR device such
as the USRP, or Zynq SDR platform (featuring
a Xilinx FPGA and Analog Devices FMComms
card) to the class environment. In our Informa-
tion, Transmission and Security seniors class
(fourth year Bachelor) at the University of
Strathclyde, our final laboratory challenge ses-
sion in the Winter/Spring 2015 semester was to
decode and receive a multiplex of signals con-
sisting of two AM, two FM, and two QPSK data
channels. This multiplex was transmitted in a
2 MHz band on 602 MHz (the University of
Strathclyde has a UK Government Ofcom UHF
white space test licence at this frequency, and
hence can legally use this in the lab for test pur-
poses). If radio transmission over the air is not
practical, perhaps due to local environmental or
legal concerns, then an alternative is to use a
cable and MCX connectors to make an RF cable
connection between the transmitter and the
RTL-SDR receiver, in place of the free-space
wireless channel. Figure 6 shows one of the
Strathclyde students at work in a seniors (fourth
year Bachelor) lab, with just a PC, software, and
the RTL-SDR and simple antenna supplied with
the device.

Figure 4. Using the RTL-SDR and a real-time Simulink spectrum analyzer
and 2D waterfall plot to view part of a 10 MHz 4G LTE signal spectrum in
the 800 MHz band, clearly showing the OFDM carriers.
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A HANDS-ON
SDR COMMUNICATIONS WORKBOOK
In the context of the curriculum requirements
of our DSP and digital communications courses
at the University of Strathclyde, the RTL-SDR
has created the opportunity to invigorate our
teaching and learning with real-world signals,
reception, and examples. In response, we have
jointly developed a complete workbook for EE
students that allows them to experience and
explore the radio spectrum, and to design, test,
and implement radio receivers. A large selec-
tion of reference designs is provided with the
workbook. MATLAB is now the de facto tech-
nical computing environment in many schools,
including Strathclyde, and student familiarity
with the software provides an excellent plat-
form for developing a complete curriculum.
Nevertheless, the course aims to appeal to all
levels of prior experience, and includes sections
for those new to the various tools and themes
covered.

The open-source course materials and teach-
ing and learning examples are all available on-

line (http://www.desktopSDR.com) and feature
650 pages of practical exercises (starting from
first principles), descriptions and theory, and
more than 120 MATLAB and Simulink example
files [1]. The materials are openly available, and
also likely to be of use to practicing professional
engineers, the maker community, or perhaps
amateur radio enthusiasts looking to learn more
about SDR real-time implementation. Add-on
cards are available for the RTL-SDR to upcon-
vert short wave to frequency ranges where the
RTL-SDR functions, i.e. 25 MHz and above.

Overall, the objectives of the workbook and
materials are to:
• Convey the fundamental concepts and appli-

cations of SDR systems, from the RF, IF,
and baseband stages of DSP enabled radio
algorithms.

• Encourage an intuitive understanding of the
RF spectrum, by demonstrating how to
tune across the spectrum range of 25 MHz
to 1.7 GHz, and to capture and view differ-
ent signals in I/Q format, recognize modu-
lation schemes, and plot live RF spectra on
screen.

Figure 5. Design of a real-time RTL-SDR system receiving a QPSK signal transmitted in the laboratory from a USRP at 433 MHz
and implemented from first principles in Simulink, featuring receive filters, carrier and timing synchronization, and decimation
stages.
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• Provide an appreciation of the different
communications systems and standards in
use, and the bands of RF frequencies they
use, ranging from FM radio, to GSM, to
ISM band and LTE.

• Demonstrate the fundamentals of the ana-
log modulation schemes of AM and FM
radio, and be able to construct real-time
digital receivers for both AM and FM ana-
log signals based around digitized I/Q SDR
receiver algorithms.

• Review aspects of DSP digital receiver
design (filters, demodulators, decimators,
NCOs), and implement practical digital
receivers from first principles.

• Consider the requirements for tuning, set-
ting offset frequencies, carrier synchroniza-
tion and phase locking, and symbol and
data timing, and demonstrate how to design
and implement these components as part of
an SDR receiver.

• Show how to generate and transmit RF sig-
nals (using low-cost FM transmitters, USRP
SDR hardware, custom designs, etc.) to
build simple signaling layers and design
PHY implementations to send data, music,
images, and control information.

CONCLUSIONS AND
SOME NEXT STEPS

The open course materials discussed in this arti-
cle create the opportunity to build and experi-
ment with SDR techniques. Of course, with the
our $20 RTL-SDR, we do not have precise con-
trol over ADC rates, programmable RF subsys-
tems, nor controllable wideband antennas, and
hence need to deal with high noise floors and
frequency drift. However, this can be turned into
part of the learning experience, e.g. finding the
frequency offset of a particular RTL-SDR is one
of the early exercises in the workbook [4]. Also,
this first course on SDR implementation is work-
ing with single-channel antenna systems. Low-
cost multichannel SDR is not so far away
however. In fact with the current drivers for

MATLAB and Simulink, we can host multiple
RTL-SDRs (there are examples using two RTL-
SDRs in a Simulink design in Chapter 3 of [1]).
Therefore, multiple input desktop opportunities
for students and maker communities is here. We
can also expect more low-cost and accessible
SDR transmitters to become available, creating
more opportunities and exciting prospects for
the lab, of course realizing that wherever devices
are adopted, we need to be aware of the avail-
able (legal) frequency bands that we can and
cannot use. 

We can conclude by stating that the RTL-
SDR is an excellent first SDR device that can
form an IF digital radio and a front end for
floating or even fixed point implementations of
digital demodulators, receivers, and decoders
using MATLAB and Simulink to bring SDR
opportunities to the desktop. Finally, it is per-
haps interesting to note that the RTL-SDR
device is also currently trending and defining
SDR in the “consumer” marketplace. In July
2015 a search on http://www.amazon.com for the
term “Software Defined Radio” listed the RTL-
SDR as the top hit, with the next three hits also
being products related to the RTL-SDR! Stay
tuned. The wireless (SDR-enabled) revolution is
just beginning!
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he advanced fifth generation (5G) infrastructure is
expected to become the “nervous system” of the digi-

tal society, digital economy, and silver economy. New ser-
vice paradigms such as “immersive experience” and
“anything as a service” (XaaS) everywhere are envisioned
as among the primary drivers for global adoption and mar-
ket uptake of new 5G technology components. Above all,
5G networks will support mission-critical machine commu-
nications and massive machine type of traffic. As a result,
the key performance metrics that 5G is expected to
improve are in terms of, but not limited to, latency, reliabil-
ity, capacity, and spectrum and network agility. This calls for
a complete rethinking of all functional domains, including
access stratum (AS), non-access stratum (NAS), and trans-
port network layer (TNL), in terms of protocols and pro-
cedures. New emerging technologies, such as software
defined networking (SDN), network functions virtualiza-
tion (NFV), mobile edge computing (MEC), and high-per-
formance computing (HPC), provide momentum for new
design principles toward software (service) defined 5G net-
works, targeting a software defined air interface (SDAI)
for available bands (spectrum); sliced “networks on
demand” for multiple industries, especially for vertical
markets (new architecture); and flexibility and spectral
efficiency for mobile broadband and machine type commu-
nications (new air interface). 

The main challenge is to enable dynamic slicing of the
networks, end to end, to make specific physical network
infrastructures capable of supporting a much wider range
of requirements with the ability to create dedicated net-
works that business customers can control, for instance,
through self-service enterprise portals. A core element of
the solution is the capability of flexibly adapting the infra-
structure (including the air interface and supporting net-
works in the fronthaul, backhaul, aggregation, and core) to
different “vertical” application requirements. The goal is
that, 10 years from now, communication and information
technologies will be integrated in common high performing
platforms and provide a malleable service defined 5G

infrastructure, with seamless integration of heterogeneous
wired and wireless capabilities, and powering business
business solutions, while offering multi-tenant technical
and commercial control.

In IEEE Communications Magazine, this timely Fea-
ture Topic brings together key contributions of
researchers from industry and academia, which address
the above challenging issues and sheds light on some fun-
damental technology aspects of the advanced 5G network
infrastructure.

In response to the Call for Papers, a large number of
submissions were received. The submissions underwent a
rigorous review process, following which only five out-
standing contributions were selected for publication. The
five articles are in the fields of multiple access,
front/backhauling and networking technologies, and
architectures for 5G. These articles are expected to stim-
ulate new ideas and contributions within the research
and innovation community, in addition to providing
readers with relevant background information and feasi-
ble solutions to the main technical design issues of
future 5G networks.

The first article in this Feature Topic, “Non-Orthogonal
Multiple Access for 5G: Solutions, Challenges, Opportuni-
ties, and Future Research Trends,” is by Linglong Dai,
Bichai Wang, Yifei Yuan, Shuangfeng Han, Chih-Lin I,
and Zhaocheng Wang. The authors present one potential
technology for 5G, denoted as non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA), and the concept of software defined mul-
tiple access (SoDeMA), which enables adaptive configura-
tion of available multiple access schemes to support
diverse services and applications, and where any of the
multiple access schemes may be provisioned based on
stakeholders’ needs.

The second article, “Rethink Fronthaul for Soft RAN,”
by Chih-Lin I, Yannan Yuan, Jinri Huang, Shijia Ma,
Chunfeng Cui, and Ran Duan, proposes and analyzes a
new Ethernet-based fronthaul (FH) interface, called next-
generation fronthaul interface (NGFI), which better sup-
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ports some of the key 5G technologies, such as cloud
RAN, UDN, and large-scale antenna systems.

In the third article, “Baseband Unit Cloud Intercon-
nection Enabled by Flexible Grid Optical Networks with
Software Defined Elasticity,” Jiawei Zhang, Yuefeng Ji,
Jie Zhang, Rentao Gu, Yongli Zhao, Siming Liu, Kun
Xu, Mei Song, Han Li, and Xinbo Wang propose a soft-
ware defined centralized control plane to coordinate het-
erogeneous resources from baseband units (BBUs),
radio, and the optical domain, and improve elasticity and
intelligence of the cloud-based radio access network (C-
RAN).

The fourth article, “Network Coded Software Defined
Networking: Enabling 5G Transmission and Storage Net-
works,” by Jeppe Krigslund, Jonas Hansen, Daniel E.
Lucani, Frank H. P. Fitzek, and Muriel Médard, argues for
the use of SDN along with network coding (NC) function-
alities to enable more 5G network services.

The fifth article, “Software-Defined Service Migration
through Legacy Service Integration into 4G Networks and
Future Evolutions,” by Yeunwoong Kyung, Tri M. Nguyen,
Kiwon Hong, Jongkwan Park, and Jinwoo Park, closes this
Feature Topic with a proposal on how to design a next
generation network architecture that integrates legacy net-
work services into 4G networks through SDN and NFV
software-based characteristics.

In closing, we would like to thank all the stakeholders
who have made this Feature Topic possible and hope it
meets readers’ expectations, for whom this Feature Topic
on the advanced 5G infrastructure has been prepared.
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INTRODUCTION
In the history of wireless communications from
the first generation (1G) to 4G, the multiple
access scheme has been the key technology to
distinguish different wireless systems. It is well
known that frequency-division multiple access
(FDMA) for 1G, time-division multiple access
(TDMA) mostly for 2G, code-division multiple

access (CDMA) for 3G, and orthogonal frequen-
cy-division multiple access (OFDMA) for 4G are
primarily orthogonal multiple access (OMA)
schemes. In these conventional multiple access
schemes, different users are allocated to orthog-
onal resources in either the time, frequency, or
code domain in order to avoid or alleviate inter-
user interference. In this way, multiplexing gain
can be achieved with reasonable complexity.

However, the fast growth of mobile Internet
has propelled 1000-fold data traffic increase by
2020 for 5G. Hence, the spectral efficiency
becomes one of the key challenges to handle
such explosive data traffic. Moreover, due to the
rapid development of the Internet of Things
(IoT), 5G needs to support massive connectivity
of users and/or devices to meet the demand for
low latency, low-cost devices, and diverse service
types. To satisfy these requirements, enhanced
technologies are necessary. So far, some poten-
tial candidates have been proposed to address
challenges of 5G, such as massive MIMO, mil-
limeter wave communications, ultra dense net-
work, and non-orthogonal multiple access
(NOMA) [1]. In this article, we focus on NOMA,
which is highly expected to increase system
throughput and accommodate massive connec-
tivity. Note that Third Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution (LTE)
Rel-13 is doing ongoing studies toward NOMA
in the form of multi-user superposition transmis-
sion (MUST). NOMA allows multiple users to
share time and frequency resources in the same
spatial layer via power domain or code domain
multiplexing. Recently, several NOMA schemes
have attracted lots of attention, and we can gen-
erally divide them into two categories,1 that is,
power domain multiplexing [2–4] and code
domain multiplexing, including multiple access
with low-density spreading (LDS) [5, 6], sparse
code multiple access (SCMA) [7], multi-user
shared access (MUSA) [8], and so on. Some
other multiple access schemes such as pattern-
division multiple access (PDMA) and bit division
multiplexing (BDM) [9] are also proposed. Key
features and advantages of NOMA are discussed
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The increasing demand of mobile Internet
and the Internet of Things poses challenging
requirements for 5G wireless communications,
such as high spectral efficiency and massive con-
nectivity. In this article, a promising technology,
non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA), is dis-
cussed, which can address some of these chal-
lenges for 5G. Different from conventional
orthogonal multiple access technologies, NOMA
can accommodate much more users via non-
orthogonal resource allocation. We divide exist-
ing dominant NOMA schemes into two
categories: power-domain multiplexing and
code-domain multiplexing, and the correspond-
ing schemes include power-domain NOMA,
multiple access with low-density spreading,
sparse code multiple access, multi-user shared
access, pattern division multiple access, and so
on. We discuss their principles, key features, and
pros/cons, and then provide a comprehensive
comparison of these solutions from the perspec-
tive of spectral efficiency, system performance,
receiver complexity, and so on. In addition, chal-
lenges, opportunities, and future research trends
for NOMA design are highlighted to provide
some insight on the potential future work for
researchers in this field. Finally, to leverage dif-
ferent multiple access schemes including both
conventional OMA and new NOMA, we pro-
pose the concept of software defined multiple
access (SoDeMA), which enables adaptive con-
figuration of available multiple access schemes
to support diverse services and applications in
future 5G networks.
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later. The design principles, key features, advan-
tages and disadvantages of existing dominant
NOMA schemes are discussed and compared.
More importantly, although NOMA can provide
attractive advantages, some challenging prob-
lems should be solved, such as advanced trans-
mitter design and the trade-off between
performance and receiver complexity. Thus,
opportunities and research trends are highlight-
ed to provide some insights on the potential
future work for researchers in this field. In addi-
tion, unlike the conventional way of designing a
specific multiple access scheme separately and
individually, we propose the concept of software
defined multiple access (SoDeMA), in which
several candidates among multiple access
schemes can be adaptively configured to satisfy
different requirements of diverse services and
applications in future 5G networks. Finally, con-
clusions are drawn.

FEATURES OF NOMA
In conventional OMA schemes, multiple users
are allocated with radio resources which are
orthogonal in time, frequency, or code domain.
Ideally, no interference exists among multiple
users due to the orthogonal resource allocation
in OMA, so simple single-user detection can be
used to separate different users’ signals. Theo-
retically, it is known that OMA cannot always
achieve the sum-rate capacity of multiuser wire-
less systems [10]. Apart from that, in convention-
al OMA schemes, the maximum number of
supported users is limited by the total amount
and the scheduling granularity of orthogonal
resources.

Recently, NOMA has been investigated to
deal with the problems of OMA as mentioned
above. Basically, NOMA allows controllable
interferences by non-orthogonal resource alloca-
tion with the tolerable increase in receiver com-
plexity. Compared to OMA, the main advantages
of NOMA include the following.

Improved spectral efficiency: According to
the multi-user capacity analysis in the pioneering
work [10], Fig. 1 shows the channel capacity
comparison of OMA and NOMA, where two
users in the additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) channel are considered as an example
without loss of generality. Figure 1a shows that
the uplink NOMA is able to achieve the capacity
bound, while OMA schemes are in general sub-
optimal except at point C. However, at this opti-
mal point, the user throughput fairness is quite
poor when the difference of the received powers
of the two users is significant, as the rate of the
weak user is much lower than that of the strong
user. In the downlink, Fig. 1b shows that the
boundary of rate pairs of NOMA is outside of
the OMA rate region in general. In multi-path
fading channels with intersymbol interference
(ISI), although OMA could achieve the sum
capacity in the downlink, NOMA is optimal
while OMA is strictly suboptimal if channel state
information (CSI) is only known at the mobile
receiver [10].

Massive connectivity: The non-orthogonal
resource allocation in NOMA indicates that the
number of supported users or devices is not

strictly limited by the amount of available
resources and their scheduling granularity.
Therefore, NOMA can accommodate signifi-
cantly more users than OMA by using non-
orthogonal resource allocation; for example,
MUSA can still achieve reasonably good perfor-
mance when the overloading is 300 percent [8].

Low transmission latency and signaling cost:
In conventional OMA with grant-based trans-
mission, a user has to send a scheduling request
to the base station (BS) at first. Then, based on
the received request, the BS performs scheduling
for the uplink transmission and sends a grant
over the downlink channel. This procedure
results in large latency and high signaling cost,
which becomes worse or even unacceptable in
the scenario of massive connectivity anticipated
for 5G. In contrast, such dynamic scheduling is
not required in some uplink schemes of NOMA,
rendering a grant-free uplink transmission that
can drastically reduce the transmission latency
and signaling overhead.

Due to the potential advantages above,
NOMA has been actively investigated as a
promising technology for 5G. In the next section,
existing dominant NOMA schemes are discussed
and compared in detail. 

DOMINANT NOMA SOLUTIONS
In this section, we discuss dominant NOMA
schemes by grouping them into two categories:
power domain multiplexing and code domain
multiplexing. Power domain multiplexing means
that different users are allocated different power
levels according to their channel conditions to
obtain the maximum gain in system perfor-
mance. Such power allocation is also beneficial
to separate different users, where successive
interference cancellation (SIC) is often used to
cancel multi-user interference. In this article,
power domain multiplexing is applied only to
downlink NOMA. Code domain multiplexing is
similar to CDMA or multicarrier CDMA (MC-
CDMA), that is, different users are assigned dif-
ferent codes, and are then multiplexed over the
same time-frequency resources. The difference

Figure 1. Channel capacity comparison of OMA and NOMA in an AWGN
channel: a) uplink AWGN channel; b) downlink AWGN channel.
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between power domain multiplexing and code
domain multiplexing is that code domain multi-
plexing can achieve certain spreading gain and
shaping gain at the cost of increased signal band-
width.

NOMA VIA POWER DOMAIN MULTIPLEXING
Basic NOMA with a SIC Receiver: Figure 2a
illustrates the basic NOMA scheme via power
domain multiplexing with a SIC receiver in the
downlink. Note that this NOMA scheme can
also be applied in the uplink [2]. At the BS
transmitter, signals for different users are linear-
ly added up under certain power partitions to
balance the sum rate of all multiplexed users
and the throughput fairness among individual
users.

At the receiver, SIC is commonly used to
realize multi-user detection (MUD). Due to the
near-far effect, the channel conditions may vary
significantly among users. SIC is performed at
users with relatively high signal-to-interference-
plus-noise ratio (SINR), and should be carried
out in descending order of SINR.

As we can see, the basic form of NOMA with
SIC exploits SINR difference among users,
either due to the natural near-far effect or by
non-uniform power allocation at the transmitter.
A similar scheme can be used for uplink to
increase the uplink system capacity.

NOMA in Massive MIMO Systems: NOMA
can be used in conjunction with multi-user mul-
tiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) to fur-
ther improve the system spectral efficiency [3].
As illustrated in Fig. 2b, multiple transmit anten-
nas at a BS are used to form different beams in

the spatial domain, where each beam adopts the
basic NOMA discussed above.

At the receiver, the inter-beam interference
can be suppressed by spatial filtering [3], and
then intra-beam SIC can be used to remove the
inter-user interference. The extension of NOMA
in massive MIMO systems can further improve
spectral efficiency.

Network NOMA: When transmit power alloca-
tion is biased toward far away users in downlink
NOMA, cell edge users experience increased
interference from neighboring cells. As an exam-
ple, a cellular system with two cells and four
users is depicted in Fig. 2c, where a two-user
NOMA scheme is assumed: user 1 and user 2
are served by BS 1, while user 3 and user 4 are
served by BS 2. Strong interference is expected
between users 1 and 3, which may degrade the
performance of network NOMA, that is, multi-
cell NOMA.

To mitigate the inter-cell interference, joint
precoding of NOMA users’ signals across neigh-
boring cells can be considered. This requires that
all users’ data and CSI should be available at
multiple BSs, but finding the optimal precoder is
not trivial. Moreover, the multi-user precoding
used for single-cell NOMA maybe not be feasi-
ble for the network NOMA scenario, since the
precoder for geographically separate BS anten-
nas does not actually form the physical beam
that can readily be used for intra-beam NOMA.
Based on the fact that large-scale fading would
be quite different between the links to different
cells, a complexity-reduced precoding scheme for
network NOMA has been proposed in [4], where
the multi-cell joint precoder is applied only to
cell edge users (e.g., user 1 and user 3 as shown
in Fig. 2c). 

NOMA VIA CODE DOMAIN MULTIPLEXING
Low-Density Spreading CDMA: The idea
behind LDS-CDMA is to use sparse spreading
sequences instead of dense spreading sequences
in conventional CDMA [5] to reduce the inter-
ference at each chip. Therefore, LDS-CDMA
can improve system performance by exploiting
LDS sequences in CDMA [5], which is the key
feature distinguishing conventional CDMA and
LDS-CDMA. In this way, interference will be
efficiently decreased among multiple users with
appropriate spreading sequence design, and
overloading can be achieved.

At the receiver, a message passing algorithm
(MPA) can be used to realize MUD. MPA is
very efficient for the factor graph [11], which is a
bipartite graph including variable nodes and fac-
tor nodes as illustrated in Fig. 3. Messages are
passed among variable nodes and factor nodes
over edges, which can be interpreted as the soft-
values that represent the reliability of the symbol
associated with each edge. The marginal distri-
bution of a variable node can be regarded as a
function of the messages received by that node
[11].

Low-Density Spreading OFDM: LDS orthogo-
nal frequency-division multiplexing (LDS-
OFDM) can be considered as a combined
version of LDS-CDMA and OFDM, in which

Figure 2. Illustration of NOMA via power domain multiplexing: a) basic
NOMA with a SIC receiver; b) NOMA in MIMO systems; c) network
NOMA.
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the chips are subcarriers of OFDM in order to
combat the multipath fading. In LDS-OFDM,
the transmitted symbols are first mapped to cer-
tain LDS sequences, and then transmitted on
different OFDM subcarriers. The number of
symbols can be greater than the number of sub-
carriers, that is, overloading is allowed to
improve spectral efficiency [6]. MPA in LDS-
CDMA can also be used in an LDS-OFDM
receiver. Essentially, LDS-OFDM can be viewed
as an improved form of multi-carrier CDMA
(MC-CDMA) by replacing the dense spreading
sequences with LDS.

Sparse Code Multiple Access: The recently
proposed SCMA [7] is an enhanced version of
LDS-CDMA. Unlike LDS-CDMA, SCMA
directly maps different bitstreams to different
sparse codewords, as illustrated in Fig. 4, where
each user has a predefined codebook (there are
6 users in Fig. 4). All codewords in the same
codebook contain zeros in the same two dimen-
sions, and the positions of zeros in different
codebooks are distinct to facilitate the collision
avoidance of any two users. For each user, two
bits are mapped to a complex codeword. Code-
words for all users are multiplexed over four
shared orthogonal resources (e.g., OFDM sub-
carriers).

The key difference between LDS-CDMA and
SCMA is that a multi-dimensional constellation
for SCMA is designed to generate codebooks,
which brings the “shaping gain” that is not possi-
ble for LDS [7]. Here, “shaping gain” is the gain
in the average symbol energy when the shape of
a constellation is changed. In general, the shap-
ing gain is higher when the shape of a constella-
tion is closer to a sphere, and the maximum
achievable shaping gain by the optimization of a
multi-dimensional constellation is 1.53 dB [7].
For the concatenated approach in high modula-
tion order, the multi-dimensional constellation
can be optimized to obtain shaping gain, and
then codebooks are generated based on the
multi-dimensional constellation [7]. The SCMA
codebook design is a complicated problem, since
different layers are multiplexed with different
codebooks. As the appropriate design criterion
and specific solution to the multi-dimensional
problem are still unknown, a multi-stage
approach has been proposed to realize a subop-
timal solution [7]. Specifically, an N-dimensional
complex constellation with M points (which is
called the mother constellation) is first opti-
mized to improve the shaping gain, and then
some codebook-specific operations are per-
formed to the mother constellation to generate
the N-dimensional constellation for each code-
book. Three typical operations are phase rota-
tion, complex conjugate, and dimensional
permutation of the constellation [7]. In the gen-
erated N-dimensional constellations after code-
book-specific operations, each N-dimensional
constellation point is multiplied with a projec-
tion matrix to generate a K-dimensional code-
word (K >> N), which has N non-zero elements
from the components of the N-dimensional con-
stellation point. In this way, codebooks with M
codewords can be obtained. Readers can find
more details in [7].

Multi-User Shared Access : In the uplink
MUSA system shown in Fig. 5 [8], symbols of
each user are spread by a spreading sequence.
Multiple spreading sequences constitute a pool
from which each user can randomly pick one of
the sequences. Note that for the same user, dif-
ferent spreading sequences may also be used for
different symbols, which may further improve
the performance via interference averaging.
Then all spreading symbols are transmitted over
the same time-frequency resources. The spread-
ing sequences should have low cross-correlation
and can be M-ary. At the receiver, codeword-
level SIC is used to separate data from different
users. The complexity of codeword-level SIC is
less of an issue in the uplink as in any case the
receiver needs to decode the data for all users.
The only noticeable impact on the receiver
implementation would be that the pipeline of
processing may be changed in order to perform
SIC operation. The difference between MUSA
and MC-CDMA is that MUSA assumes that it is
basically synchronous when users’ signals arrive
at the BS, which is easier to realize SIC, while
MC-CDMA dose not require this synchroniza-
tion in the uplink. In addition, MUSA uses non-
binary spreading sequences, while binary

Figure 3. Illustration of LDS-CDMA: six users and four chips for transmis-
sion, which means 150 percent overloading.
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spreading sequences are usually considered in
classical MC-CDMA systems. 

In downlink MUSA, users are separated into
K groups. In each group, different users’ sym-
bols are mapped to different constellations in a
way that can ensure Gray mapping in the com-
bined constellation of superposed signals. The
combined constellation is determined not only
by the modulation order of each user, but also
by the transmit power partition among multi-
plexed users. Orthogonal sequences can be
used to spread the superposed symbols to get
time or frequency diversity gain. Gray mapping
of the combined constellation reduces the
reliance on advanced receivers, so less process-
ing-intensive receivers such as symbol-level SIC
can be used.

OTHER NOMA SCHEMES
In addition to the power domain multiplexing
and code domain multiplexing discussed above,
a few other NOMA schemes are currently being
investigated. Pattern-division multiple access
(PDMA) is a NOMA scheme that can be real-
ized in several domains. At the transmitter,
PDMA uses non-orthogonal patterns, which are
designed by maximizing the diversity and mini-
mizing the overlaps among multiple users. Then
the actual multiplexing can be carried out in the
code domain, spatial domain, or a combination
of the two. Multiplexing in the code domain cor-
responds to the case of successive interference
cancellation amenable multiple access (SAMA)
[12], which is similar to LDS-CDMA, with LDS
sequences being replaced by non-orthogonal pat-
terns. Hence, MPA can also be used for the
sequence detection in PDMA. The multiplexing
in the spatial domain, called spatial PDMA,
requires multiple antennas at the BS. The diver-
sity of PDMA can come from multiple transmit
antennas, which is preferred for macrocell
deployment. Different from multi-user MIMO,
precoding is not needed in spatial PDMA since
the aim is to increase the spatial diversity rather
than spectral efficiency. PDMA can be used in
both downlink and uplink transmissions.

Bit-division multiplexing (BDM) [9] is anoth-
er form of NOMA particularly useful for down-
link transmission. Its basic concept is based on
hierarchical modulation, and the resources of
multiplexed users are partitioned at the bit level.
Although strictly speaking the resource alloca-
tion of BDM is orthogonal in the bit domain,
multi-user signals share the same constellation
(e.g., superposed in the modulation symbol
domain).

Some other NOMA schemes were also pro-
posed, such as interleave-division multiple access
(IDMA), which performs interleaving of chips
after symbols are multiplied by spreading
sequences. As shown in [13], compared to
CDMA, IDMA is able to achieve an Eb/N0 gain
of about 1 dB when bit error rate (BER) perfor-
mance of 10–3 is considered in highly loaded sys-
tems with 200 percent overloading.

In many of the NOMA schemes mentioned
above, especially when used for grant-free uplink
transmission, there is an issue that the users’
activity or instantaneous system loading is not
readily known to the receiver. This would have a
negative impact on the performance. Compressive
sensing (CS) is a promising technique to estimate
the resource occupancy. Some work on CS-based
random access has been carried out recently, such
as compressive random access [14].

COMPARISON OF NOMA SOLUTIONS
From the theoretical perspective, code-domain
NOMA can obtain spreading gain due to the use
of spreading sequences or codewords, which can
be achieved only in the case that there is no CSI
at the transmitter. Spreading gain is similar to
that in CDMA, that is, the transmitted band-
width can be spread by spreading sequences or
codewords, and thus, according to Shannon’s
equation, signals can still be transmitted with the
same capacity even when signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) is low. The spreading gain can be calcu-
lated by 10log N, where N is the spreading fac-
tor. However, introducing redundancy through
spreading will affect the system spectral efficien-
cy [15]. In addition, SCMA can achieve extra
“shaping gain” due to the optimization of multi-
dimensional constellation [7].

We also compare these NOMA schemes in
terms of the computational complexity of the
multi-user signal detection algorithm. In power-
domain NOMA, SIC is the key method for
multi-user interference cancellation with com-
plexity O(K3), where K is the number of users.
Therefore, the complexity of SIC is much less
than that of the optimal maximum likelihood
(ML) detection, whose complexity O(|X|K)
increases exponentially with the number of users
K, where |X| denotes the cardinality of the con-
stellation set X . On the other hand, in code-
domain NOMA like LDS-CDMA, LDS-OFDM,
and SCMA, spreading sequences or codebooks
should be known at the receiver to realize MUD,
and the complexity of the MPA-based receiver is
O(|X|w), where w is the maximum number of
nonzero signals superimposed on each chip or
subcarrier. Thus, an MPA-based receiver usually
has higher complexity than a SIC-based receiver
as w is usually larger than 3 in typical 5G sys-
tems with massive connectivity.

Figure 5. Uplink MUSA system.
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CHALLENGES, OPPORTUNITIES, AND
FUTURE RESEARCH TRENDS

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF
ACHIEVABLE RATE AND OVERLOADING BOUNDS

In NOMA schemes, theoretical analysis is
required to provide some insights for system
design. Achievable rate of multiple access is a
key metric of system performance. The achiev-
able rate of code-domain NOMA with LDS
needs to be studied, and can refer to the analyti-
cal approach of MC-CDMA. Particularly, due to
the special structure of spreading sequences,
some approximations can be used to simplify the
calculation. It is expected to derive the closed-
form expression to reveal the relationship
between the achievable rate and LDS parame-
ters such as sequence sparsity and overloading
factor. Such theoretical results can shed light on
how to design the system parameters according
to the specific application requirements.

On the other hand, the interference cancella-
tion capability and the affordable complexity at
the receiver play an important role in the overall
performance, for example, the maximum over-
loading factor that the system can support.

DESIGN OF
SPREADING SEQUENCES OR CODEBOOKS

In LDS systems, due to non-orthogonal resource
allocation, interference exists among multiple
users. A factor graph in MPA should be opti-
mized to get good trade-off between overloading
factor and receiver complexity.

In addition, it has been proved that MPA can
obtain the exact marginal distribution with a
cycle-free factor graph and the precise solution
with a local tree-like factor graph. Graph theory
can be used to design a cycle-free or local tree-
like factor graph in NOMA without compromis-
ing spectral efficiency. In addition, the matrix
design principle and methods in low-density-par-
ity check (LDPC) can be considered when
designing the factor graph for NOMA.

RECEIVER DESIGN
For an MPA-based receiver, the complexity may
still be high for massive connectivity in 5G.
Therefore, simplified improvement of MPA can
be used to reduce receiver complexity, such as
Gaussian approximation of interference (GAI),
which models the interference-plus-noise as
Gaussian distributed, and such approximation
tends to be more accurate as the amount of con-
nectivity becomes larger in 5G. In addition,
MPA can be used to jointly detect and decode
the received symbols, in which the constructed
graph consists of variable nodes, observation
nodes, and check nodes corresponding to the
check equations of the LDPC code. In this way,
intrinsic information between the decoder and
the demodulator can be used more efficiently to
improve the detector’s performance.

For a SIC-based receiver, error propagation may
degrade the performance of some users. Therefore,
at each stage of SIC, some nonlinear detection algo-
rithms with higher detection accuracy can be consid-
ered to suppress the error propagation.

OTHER CHALLENGES

There are also some other engineering aspects
of NOMA, including reference signal design,
channel estimation, and CSI feedback mecha-
nism that can deliver robust performance when
cross-user interference is severe, resource alloca-
tion signaling that can support different trans-
mission modes for NOMA, extension to MIMO
(especially massive MIMO) that can reap the
performance benefits of both NOMA and multi-
user MIMO, peak-to-average-power ratio
(PAPR) reduction in multi-carrier NOMA, sys-
tem scalability that can support different traffic
loading and radio environment, and so on. These
challenges need to be addressed before NOMA
becomes part of 5G standards in the future.

THE CONCEPT OF SODEMA
As discussed above, NOMA can be used for
capacity improvement and massive connections
in 5G. However, this does not mean that con-
ventional OMA schemes will be completely
replaced by NOMA in future 5G networks. For
example, when the number of users is small and
the near-far effect is not significant, such as in
the case of small cells, OMA would be a better
choice. In this sense, both OMA and NOMA
will coexist in 5G to fulfill diverse requirements
of different services and applications.

To this end, we borrow the idea of software
defined radio (SDR) for multiple access design
to propose the SoDeMA concept for 5G as
shown in Fig. 6, where different NOMA schemes
can coexist in a system assuming all of them will
be specified in 5G standards. SoDeMA provides
a very flexible configuration of multiple access
schemes to support different services and appli-
cations in 5G. For example, for cell-center users
or real-time services like ultra-high-definition
video, conventional OMA schemes can be adopt-
ed to support high data rate transmission, which
capitalizes on the orthogonality and synchroniza-
tion. On the other hand, when high spectral effi-
ciency, massive connectivity, and frequent access
of small packets are required in some practical
scenarios (e.g., dense population areas and
mobile social applications), NOMA schemes can
be selected. Moreover, different NOMA or
OMA schemes have their own appropriate appli-
cation situations, and can be adaptively config-
ured to realize the trade-off between

Figure 6. Illustration of the concept of software definded multiple access.
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performance and implementation complexity.
For instance, if a large difference among users’
channel conditions exists due to the near-far
effect or in moving networks, power-domain
NOMA with a SIC receiver can be used with rel-
atively low complexity. On the other hand, if
high reliability should be guaranteed, especially
when channel condition is bad or the location
distribution of users is concentrated, SCMA is a
feasible solution due to its shaping gain and
near-optimal MPA detection. Of cause, when
the number of users is large enough, it may be
difficult to design a codebook for each user, and
in this case, LDS-OFDM or MUSA can also be
used to reduce the design complexity at the
transmitter or receiver, separately.

As elaborated in previous sections, certain
signal processing modules are common to sever-
al NOMA schemes, for example, MPA at the
receiver or spreading operation at the transmit-
ter, which can be shared in hardware so that the
hardware cost would be reduced at both user
terminals and base stations. These general-pur-
pose modules can be combined in different
forms at the software level to implement differ-
ent schemes. The switching between NOMA
schemes is fast and flexible with software defined
hardware architecture, and can quickly adapt to
different deployment scenarios, that is, from
capacity achieving to user loading improvement.

To enable SoDeMA, the frame structure
should be flexible enough so that the time and
frequency resources are partitioned into differ-
ent blocks freely for different services and users.
In each resource block, one specific multiple
access scheme is configured with specific wave-
form, duplex mode, pilot signals, power level,
and so on. Note that the inter-subcarrier inter-
ference between different resource blocks needs
to be carefully mitigated. The proposed SoDe-
MA concept provides a flexible configuration of
multiple access schemes to support different ser-
vices and applications. It is highly expected that
SoDeMA can be carefully designed to adapt to
various application scenarios to support the sys-
tem design goal of “anything as a service” in
future 5G networks.

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we have discussed and compared
several major NOMA schemes for 5G from the
aspects of basic principles, key features, receiver
complexity, engineering feasibility, and so on.
Compared to conventional OMA, NOMA allows
controllable interferences to realize overloading
at the cost of a tolerable increase of receiver
complexity. Therefore, the demands of spectral
efficiency and massive connectivity for 5G can
be partially fulfilled by NOMA. We have also
highlighted key challenges, opportunities and
future research tends for the design of NOMA,
including theoretical work, optimal design of
spreading sequences or codebooks, receiver
design, a grant-free NOMA mechanism, and so
on. The proposed concept of SoDeMA is able to
flexibly support diverse services and applications
with different requirements. It is expected that
NOMA will play an important role in future 5G
wireless communications.
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INTRODUCTION

With the maturity and wider deployment of
fourth generation (4G) networks, future 5G
technologies have become a research focus. As
industrial progress accelerates, some achieve-
ments have been presented [1, 5]. Several white
papers have been published by various organiza-
tions such as Next Generation Mobile Networks
(NGMN), IMT-2020, Mobile and Wireless Com-
munications Enablers for 2020 Information Soci-
ety (METIS), 5G Infrastructure Public-Private
Partnership (5G PPP), and others, while some
proofs of concepts (PoCs) have been developed
to allow people to have a quick grasp on 5G.
Although the understanding of 5G may still dif-
fer among different people, there is a wide con-
sensus that 5G should be a software defined
network with the benefits of flexibility, quicker
time to market, unified management, and flour-
ishing applications [1]. Network functions virtu-
alization (NFV) [2] is a strong technology
candidate toward this end, and cloud radio
access network (C-RAN) [3, 4] is an NFV

instance on the RAN side to achieve soft RAN.
First proposed by China Mobile [3], C-RAN
centralizes baseband processing units and virtu-
alizes them into a resource pool. C-RAN has
been viewed as a promising 5G RAN architec-
ture. In addition to softness, C-RAN could also
bring operators such benefits as quicker network
deployment, system performance improvement,
and energy savings. 

On the road of C-RAN realization, the front -
haul (FH) issue has been one of the biggest
challenges. An FH connection is a link between
a baseband unit (BBU) and a remote radio head
(RRH). Typical FH interfaces include the com-
mon public radio interface (CPRI), open base
station architecture initiative (OBSAI), and
open radio interface (ORI). The data rate of the
FH connection for Long Term Evolution (LTE)
is on the order of gigabits per second. The com-
mon FH solution in C-RAN is to use dark fiber.
Due to the high FH data rate, centralization
requires consumption of a number of fiber cores,
which are scarce and not easy to afford.
Although other transport technologies such as
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and
optical transport network (OTN) could save
fiber consumption, the cost of the introduction
of additional transport equipment makes eco-
nomic viability a concern of operators. Because
of the concern regarding FH cost, some opera-
tors are still not very convinced of the merits of
C-RAN deployment. Therefore, enabling large-
scale C-RAN deployment in 5G requires reduc-
ing the FH bandwidth. 

Current FH interfaces could also raise new
issues for C-RAN in an NFV environment. C-
RAN is supposed to run on general-purpose
platforms (GPPs) consisting of standard IT
servers, storage, and switches. However, the
GPP platform does not provide an FH interface
for telecom applications. To support FH, either
a new interface should be created on the GPP
platform or an adapter card is needed, both
complicating the system and introducing addi-
tional cost. It would be desirable for the 5G FH
interface to be based on existing GPP interfaces
to maximize efficiency and save cost. 

In addition, scalability issues exist for today’s
FH technology to support widely discussed 5G
technologies, including large-scale antenna sys-
tems (LSASs), coordinated multipoint (CoMP)
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processing, and so on. Take LSAS as an exam-
ple. It is possible that a 5G RRH could be
equipped with 64 or even 128 antennas. With
LTE, the FH bandwidth will rise to 100 Gb/s, at
which point it is unaffordable. It is clear that the
impact of the number of antennas on FH should
be minimized to the greatest extent possible. 

The industry is gradually realizing the defi-
ciencies of current FH solutions as well as their
importance to 5G, and making efforts on
improvements. In NGMN, schemes of the BBU-
RRH function split are analyzed, aiming to
reduce the FH bandwidth to facilitate C-RAN
deployment [5]. ORI is studying compression
technology to reduce the CPRI data rate. The
CPRI Forum has begun the discussion on radio
over Ethernet, the idea of which is to use Ether-
net to transport the CPRI stream, while in the
IEEE, the IEEE 1904.3 Task Force was founded
recently, targeting the design of CPRI encapsu-
lation on Ethernet packets [6, 7]. In addition,
IEEE 802.1 TSN decided very recently to initiate
the development of a potential new work item
on time-sensitive networking for FH. The IEEE
1588 Working Group is also considering adding
optional specialized solutions to the next edition
of IEEE 1588 to enable enhanced synchroniza-
tion accuracy for FH. 

Despite these continuous efforts, from China
Mobile’s perspective we think that much more
effort is required. The current improvements
have not touched the root of the FH itself. A
new FH interface is required to better support
C-RAN large-scale deployment, NFV realization
in baseband virtualization, as well as serving
other 5G key technologies. 

In this article, we share our ideas on the
future FH, the called next-generation FH inter-
face (NGFI). From CMCC’s perspective, a desir-
able NGFI should have dynamic bandwidth with
traffic variation, be antenna-independent and
packet-based, and support collaborative tech-
nologies. We describe the shortcomings of CPRI
and the definition of NGFI. We elaborate on the
design principles of NGFI, while the major
impact and challenges of FH transport networks
are presented, followed by conclusions. 

DEFINITION OF NGFI
In this section, we describe our view on what the
NGFI should look like and the major advantages
we expect from such an interface redesign. In
this and the remaining sections, we use CPRI as
an example of traditional FH protocols since it is
the most widely used and the basis for other FH
interfaces such as ORI.

Figure 1 shows a C-RAN network architec-
ture combining the ideas of software defined
network (SDN) and NFV, which consists of a
radio cloud center (RCC), an NGFI-based FH
network, and new types of RRHs. An RCC pro-
vides a cloud platform consisting of standard IT
servers, storage, and switches. In an RCC all the
radio access network functions appear as soft-
ware applications running in virtual machines
(VMs). Furthermore, in an RCC, the control
plane and user plane can be separated based on
the wireless performance requirements. Under
this network architecture, an NGFI is proposed

to connect an RCC and new RRHs. Compared
to traditional RRHs, a new RRH contains not
only radio processing but also partial baseband
processing. What kind of baseband processing
should be included in an RRH is discussed later. 

REVISITING CPRI 
The CPRI helps separate the BBU and RRH to
enable the deployment of distributed base sta-
tions. Although in traditional networks the CPRI
is mainly deployed with short distances, usually
on the order of several meters or several hun-
dred meters, it can support up to 40 km between
the BBU and RRH. CPRI has been working
well for traditional mobile networks including
2G, 3G and 4G. With networks evolving to 5G,
the following three factors make CPRI more and
more unsuitable to accommodate such an evolu-
tion: 
• Constant data rate due to synchronous digi-

tal hierarchy-based (SDH-based) transmis-
sion mode [6]

• Fixed one-to-one correspondence between
RRH and BBU

• Sampling I/Q data rate dependent on the
number of antennas
First, mobile traffic varies in the temporal

dimension. For example, the data traffic in an
office area is high in the daytime but plummets
at midnight. For dense urban areas, the tidal
wave effect is noticeable. However, the CPRI
data stream is SDH-like [6], which means that it
is constant regardless of the change of traffic
even when there is no traffic at all. This then
leads to low utilization efficiency. 

Second, with CPRI an RRH has a one-to-one
correspondence to a BBU. The relationship is
configured offline. It may cause concern in the
context of C-RAN. In C-RAN, the BBUs are

Figure 1. C-RAN network architecture with NGFI.
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centralized and virtualized in a pool. Reliability
becomes extremely important as each pool takes
care of thousands of users. Therefore, for the
sake of protection, it would be desirable if in C-
RAN, one RRH could be automatically switched
to another BBU pool. Current CPRI, however,
does not support such flexible and automatic
rerouting. 

Finally, the CPRI bandwidth is dependent on
the number of antennas. As the number of
antennas increases, the CPRI data rate increases
in proportion. This could become a major hin-
drance for CPRI’s applicability in 5G as far as
multiple-antenna technologies are concerned. 

Based on the analysis above, we believe that
a new FH interface is required to better support
the 5G evolution. 

NEXT-GENERATION FRONTHAUL INTERFACE
The purpose of designing a new FH interface is
to facilitate C-RAN deployment, to make it
compatible with GPP platforms and scalable
enough to support the evolution to 5G. 

We define the new FH as the NGFI between
the BBU and RRH with the following four fea-
tures: 
• Its data rate should be traffic-dependent

and therefore support statistical multiplex-
ing. 

• The mapping between BBU and RRH
should be one-to-many and flexible. 

• It should be independent of the number of
antennas. 

• It should be packet-based, that is, the FH
data could be packetized and transported
via packet-switched networks. 
A traffic-aware FH interface could fully lever-

age the tidal wave effect of mobile networks so
that the FH data rate is variable with traffic
change. This way the FH transmission efficiency
is improved. With a reduced average data rate, it
will increase the likelihood of FH transport net-
works to deploy C-RAN. The antenna-indepen-
dent feature ensures that the NGFI can support
5G antenna technologies. The packet-based fea-
ture makes it possible to use Ethernet to trans-
port FH data. The benefits would be manifold.
First, an Ethernet interface is the most common
interface on standard IT servers, and the use of
Ethernet makes C-RAN virtualization easier and
cheaper. Then Ethernet can fully make use of
the dynamic nature of NGFI to realize statistical
multiplexing. The flexible routing capability
could also be used to realize multiple paths
between a BBU pool and an RRH. 

With the novelty of NGFI, it is clear that it
will have a great impact on the FH transport
network. In the following sections, we elaborate
on our design principles for NGFI, and analyze
the impact and challenges confronting FH trans-
port network design. 

RETHINKING THE
BBU-RRH FUNCTION SPLIT

Traditionally, the baseband-related functions
are processed by the BBU while the RRH pro-
cesses radio frequency related functions. It is
this simple partitioning that leads to the short-
comings of CPRI, as mentioned above. There-
fore, the NGFI design should start with a
paradigm shift by rethinking and redesigning
the function split between BBU and RRH.
Moreover, the function split between BBU and
RRH may be different according to the band-
width and latency of FH, which is adaptive to
different scenarios. 

DECOUPLING THE FH BANDWIDTH FROM THE
NUMBER OF ANTENNAS

The air interface bandwidth per carrier on 2G,
time-division synchronous code-division multiple
access (TD-SCDMA) and time-division LTE
(TD-LTE) are 0.2 MHz, 1.6 MHz, and 20 MHz,
respectively. Correspondingly, FH transport
bandwidth per carrier is 30 Mb/s, 400 Mb/s, and
10 Gb/s [8], respectively. At the same time, FH
is facing a bandwidth explosion, considering the
rapid traffic growth in 5G (potentially 1000× by
2020). Compared to the air interface bandwidth,
the existing FH interface transportation efficien-
cy is low. One of the most important reasons is
that FH bandwidth is proportional to the num-
ber of antennas. In order to increase transport
efficiency, a BBU/RRH function split scheme
should enable NGFI to decouple FH bandwidth
and the antenna number. 

Taking TD-LTE and a large-scale antenna
system (LSAS) as an example, an 8-antenna
TD-LTE carrier FH bandwidth is 10 Gb/s
based on the current BBU/RRH function split.
If it is a 128-antenna LSAS system, a TD-LTE
carrier FH bandwidth will increase to 160 Gb/s.
Thus, the existing FH faces a big challenge
with the increase of the number of antennas.
In order to reduce the bandwidth, one poten-
tial idea is to redesign the BBU/RRH function
split, that is, the antenna related functions
should be moved to the RRH and the non-
antenna related functions should remain on the
BBU. In particular, in order to phase out the
effect of the number of antennas, it is pro-
posed that antenna related functions (e.g.,
downlink antenna mapping, fast Fourier trans-
form [FFT], channel estimation, equalization)
should be moved from the BBU to the RRH.
It is shown that an LTE carrier FH bandwidth
may decrease on the order of 100 Mb/s no
matter how many antennas are used [9]. There-
fore, FH bandwidth will decrease significantly
if the BBU/RRH function split can decouple
non-antenna-related processing and antenna-
related processing. 

Table 1. Statistical data of traffic load of site 1.

Site 1

Peak Valley

RB (%) BH
(Mb/s) Duration RB (%) BH

(Mb/s) Duration

DL 83.54 175 15: 30~
16: 00 0.72 0.96 0: 30~

6: 00

UL 20.19 12.5 15: 00~
15: 15 3.02 0.23 1: 30~

6: 30
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DECOUPLING CELL/UE PROCESSING

Dynamic variation is a major feature of wireless
traffic. The tidal wave effect is obvious in many
wireless deployment scenarios such as residen-
tial, office, and commercial districts. Moreover,
the traffic load of most areas is usually in the
valley between late night and early morning. 

In order to quantify wireless traffic features,
a TD-LTE traffic investigation on a commercial
LTE network was done via network monitoring
systems. There were six base station sites in the
investigation, each having at least three carriers.
Two of them are indoor distributed systems
while the others are outdoor macro base station
sites. The investigation period was 7 days during
which the traffic load was sampled and collected
by network monitoring systems every 15 minutes. 

In Table 1, Table 2, and Table 3, the statisti-
cal traffic load of two TD-LTE base station sites
is shown where DL means downlink and UL
means uplink. Site 1 is an indoor site and site 2
is an outdoor site. In the table, RB means
resource block utilization, which is expressed as
a percentage. BH means backhaul transportation
bandwidth, which is in the unit of megabits per
second. The duration of peak/valley is the abso-
lute time in 24 hours. The duration of average
load is the time length during which traffic load
distributes in [average load–1%, average
load+1%]. Based on the statistical data, several
traffic load features were observed: 
• The tidal wave effect is obvious in the test

districts, where the traffic load is almost
zero for 12 hours. 

• Even when the site is at peak status the RB
usage is not high. The duration of a site at
peak status is short, usually not exceeding
30 minutes. 

• The probability that different sites are
simultaneously in peak status is almost
zero. 

• When the site is at valley status the RB
usage is low and the duration is long, usual-
ly exceeding two hours. 

• Different sites are frequently in valley status
at the same time. Moreover, the overlap-
ping time is long among different sites. 

• Most of the time the traffic load stays at the
average level, which is low. 
Based on the above observations, it is clear

that constant-rate FH transport does not match
the mobile traffic features, which results in a
waste of resources. To address this issue, we first
observe that the existing baseband processing
can be divided into cell processing and user
equipment (UE) processing. Cell processing is
irrelevant to traffic load and is fixed no matter
how many UEs are active. Some examples of
such processing units in LTE include inverse
FFT (iFFT)/FFT), cyclic prefix (CP) addition/
removal, cell-specific reference signal/primary
synchronization signal/secondary synchronization
signal (CRS/PSS/SSS) generation, and physical
broadcast channel (PBCH) processing. It is
therefore proposed to move these cell processing
functions from the BBU to the RRH, that is,
decoupling the cell and UE processing. 

If cell processing is moved from the BBU to
the RRH, the FH bandwidth will be lower and

load-dependent. The load-dependent feature
gives an opportunity to exploit the statistical
multiplexing gain when it comes to FH transport
network design for C-RAN deployment. Thanks
to statistical multiplexing, the bandwidth needed
for transport of a number of FH links in C-RAN
could be greatly reduced, thereby diminishing
the cost. 

Cell/UE processing decoupling can further
help reduce power consumption and enhance
network reliability. This is because cell basic cov-
erage signal processing is a kind of cell process-
ing. Therefore, cell basic coverage will be
provided by the RRH if cell processing functions
are moved from the BBU to the RRH. On one
hand, BBU software can be switched to a dor-
mant state to save power when there is no active
UE. On the other hand, RRH is able to provide
continuous air interface coverage, even when a
BBU breaks down. This way, it provides suffi-
cient time for BBU fault processing. 

FOCUSING ON HIGH-PERFORMANCE-GAIN
COLLABORATIVE TECHNOLOGIES

CoMP has been viewed as one of the important
5G technology candidates to improve system
performance, which can be divided into two
classes: medium access control (MAC) layer
coordination and physical layer coordination.
For example, collaborative scheduling is one of
the MAC layer coordinated mechanisms. Joint
reception (JR) and joint transmission (JT) are
physical layer coordinated technologies. The
design of NGFI should take into account sup-
port for CoMP. The above two principles lead to
a low-bandwidth traffic-dependent FH. In the
meantime, some physical-layer-coordinated tech-
nologies are difficult to implement since some
collaborative information has be processed and
terminated by an RRH. Fortunately, it is found
that the performance gain of JR/JT decreases
significantly as the number of antennas increases

Table 2. Statistical data of traffic load of site 2.

Table 3. Average load distribution.

Site 2

Peak Valley

RB (%) BH
(Mb/s) Duration RB (%) BH

(Mb/s) Duration

DL 20.38 144 13: 30~
13: 45 0.70 0 21.00~

8.15

UL 47.06 34.2 14: 00~
14: 15 3.00 0 21.00~

8.15

Site1 Site2

RB (%) BH
(Mb/s)

Duration
(hours) RB (%) BH

(Mb/s)
Duration
(hours)

DL 3.29 3.95 4.3 1.27 2.20 22

UL 4.22 0.31 15 4.00 0.40 22
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[10]. Moreover, it is also found that MAC-level
collaborative technologies can bring comparable
performance gains with lower complexity, easier
implementation, and fewer constraints. 

In order to verify this, a CoMP field trial was
conducted in 2014 in which two CoMP schemes
including JT and CS were examined and com-
pared. The testing zone was a central business
district including around 7000 active user equip-
ments (UEs), which is a typical CoMP test sce-
nario. It was covered by 35 base stations with
different antenna heights in which inter-cell
interference is serious because of the high-ratio
overlapping area. 

Test results show that cell edge UE through-
put increased by 127.45~173.65 percent when
the serving cell reference signal received power
varied from –88 dBm to –106 dBm. Table 4
shows the utilization factor of JT, CS, and the
CoMP application. In Table 4, CoMP/Total
means the utilization factor of CoMP, which is
defined as the ratio of the number of CoMP
transmission time intervals (TTIs) to the total
number of test TTIs. Similarly, JT/CoMP and
CS/CoMP are defined as the ratio of the number
of JT and CS TTIs to that of CoMP TTIs,
respectively. 

From Table 4, it is found that the network
load growth results in a small reduction of CS
usage. For example, when the network load
increases to 100 percent, the usage ratio of CS is
still around 75 percent, similar to other cases.
The usage of JT is only around 25 percent, much
lower than CS. It is therefore fair to say that
most of the performance gain is contributed by
CS. Compared to JT, CS does not need complex
matrix computing. It is easier to implement CS
with current base station equipment. On the
contrary, JT performance is influenced by anten-
na calibration accuracy, channel estimation accu-
racy, and channel variation speed, all requiring
high FH bandwidth. 

The test results demonstrated that MAC-level
collaborative technologies could solve most net-
work interference. Therefore, NGFI design
should focus on high-performance gain collabo-
rative technologies rather than all the collabora-
tive technologies. This principle provides
guidance on how to make a trade-off between
wireless and FH performance. 

RETHINKING FH TRANSPORT
Earlier, it was pointed out that a desirable FH
interface should be packet-based, which makes it
easy to transmit by packet-switched networks,

especially Ethernet. This could make full use of
the advantages of Ethernet to achieve multi-
point-to-multipoint connection, statistical multi-
plexing, flexible routing, and so on. However,
the adoption of Ethernet also introduces new
challenges. In this section, we analyze such chal-
lenges and propose potential solutions. 

RELIABLE SYNCHRONIZATION ON
PACKETIZED NETWORKS

Time-division multiplexing (TDM) systems
require strict synchronization that includes two
aspects: frequency and time (or phase). For TD-
SDMA and TD-LTE, the accuracy of frequency
synchronization should be in the range of ±0.05
ppm, while the accuracy of time synchronization
should be in the range of ±1.5 ms [11]. 

In CPRI three types of data including wire-
less protocol data, synchronization data, and
control and management data are packaged
together and transmitted in TDM mode. Upon
receiving the CPRI frames, the clock and data
recovery (CDR) circuit of an RRH can extract
the frequency information to achieve frequency
synchronization. Meanwhile, the CPRI transport
time is nearly constant and can be measured by
the BBU. Based on the measurement, the timing
between the BBU and RRH can be configured
in advance. With the timing information extract-
ed from CPRI frames, time synchronization at
the RRH can be achieved. 

For Ethernet–based NGFI, as opposed to
CPRI, the transport time of FH data is no longer
constant due to the packet-switched nature of
Ethernet. As a result, frequency and time syn-
chronization between the BBU and the RRH
potentially becomes difficult. To address this
issue, one potential solution is to use a syn-
chronous Ethernet (SYNC-E)/1588v2 hybrid net-
work. The working principle of SYNC-E is
similar to CPRI as both use 8B/10B encoders in
the physical layer. Therefore, high-accuracy fre-
quency synchronization can still be achieved [12]. 

To achieve time synchronization, a potential
solution is to use 1588v2, which is a high-accura-
cy time synchronization protocol based on pack-
etized networks. In order to meet the high time
synchronization requirement, a 1588v2 module
should be added in both the BBU and RRH. At
present, the accuracy of 1588v2 is on a magni-
tude order of 100 ns for one hop [13]. The major
issue of 1588v2 when adopted in RRHs is the
time hopping issue since an RRH only obtains
time offset information between it and the BBU.
Time hopping could result in discontinuous
transmission on RRHs, which is intolerable for
mobile communications. One potential solution
is to use a frequency adjustable oscillator to cali-
brate time in the RRH, which can adjust the
oscillator frequency gradually to ensure a contin-
uous time variation. 

When it comes to support for MIMO or TX
diversity transmission technologies, the time syn-
chronization requirement is stricter, and should
be in the range of ±65 ns [14]. This imposes a
big challenge for Ethernet-based NGFI even
when 1588v2 is leveraged. More efforts are
needed to figure out how to meet the ±65 ns
time synchronization requirement such as

Table 4. Utilization factor of JT and CS.

Network load JT/CoMP CS/CoMP CoMP/Total

20% 20.04% 79.96% 42.02%

50% 18.09% 81.91% 34.43%

70% 20.89% 79.11% 54.33%

100% 24.89% 75.11% 47.31%
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deploying a GPS antenna on the BBU, improv-
ing the accuracy of timestamps, increasing clock
frequency, and optimizing the deviation adjust-
ing algorithms. 

RELIABLE DATA TRANSPORT ON
PACKETIZED NETWORKS

In Fig. 2, an example of FH topology of a C-
RAN system is shown. All the RRHs are con-
nected to a BBU pool through a ring Ethernet
network. There are multiple routes between the
BBU and RRH to help to enhance network reli-
ability. When one of the routes fails, FH packets
can be transported through another route. 

FH downlink data is encapsulated with the
Ethernet header in the BBU and de-encapsulat-
ed from the Ethernet header in the RRH and
vice versa for the uplink. In Fig. 2, the structure
of NGFI-supporting Ethernet packet is pro-
posed. It includes the traditional Ethernet head-
er, the NGFI header, and the payload. The
source MAC address, destination MAC address,
and packet type are filled in the traditional Eth-
ernet header. The packet type here is the new
NGFI type to distinguish NGFI packets from
other packets. The NGFI header consists of the
NGFI packet sub-type, the packet length, and
the reserved field for protocol extension. There
could be at least two NGFI packet sub-types,
one for wireless data, and the other for control
and management data. For the control and man-
agement types, it may include the link delay test,
link status monitoring, RRH configuration, and
RRH status report. 

In CPRI jitter is negligible, while it is com-
mon and unavoidable in Ethernet-based NGFI
since all the packets are processed in every net-
work node based on the store-and-forward pat-
tern. Therefore, transport latency fluctuates over
a range. In order to meet RRH air interface tim-
ing, an appropriate circular buffering may be
needed in the RRH. On one hand, data packets
can be sorted in order. On the other hand, data
is continuously sent to the air interface because
the transport jitter can be isolated by the buffer. 

The maximum transport latency is another
big factor influencing FH transport performance.
Take China Mobile’s current packet transport
network (PTN) as an example. For PTN equip-
ment, the processing time of one hop is 50 ms
[15]. A typical PTN ring consists of 6 nodes
(hops) and has 20 km length. The transmission
time of fiber for 20 km is 100 ms. In the case of 6
hops, the total delay is 100 + 50*6 = 400 ms.
However, a RAN has strict timing requirements.
For example, it is specified by the Third Geera-
tion Partnership Project (3GPP) that in LTE
from the instant a RRH receives a frame from
UE, within 3 ms it must respond by beginning to
transmit the responding DL frame. The 3 ms
time budget is consumed by BBU processing,
RRH processing, and FH transportation, which
includes the transmission latency on fiber and
processing latency by FH nodes. The more time
the BBU and RRH processing takes, the less
budget can be allocated to FH transport. As a
result, the maximum allowable transport latency
for FH networks requires co-design from both
the wireless and transport perspectives. 

CONCLUSIONS
Traditional FH interfaces are not suitable for 5G
technologies such as C-RAN, NFV, and LSAS
due to the features of SDH-based transmission,
point-to-point connection, and low transmission
efficiency. In this article, a new FH interface
called the next-generation fronthaul interface is
proposed. The design principles are described,
and the major impact, challenges, and potential
solutions of and for FH transport networks are
analyzed. NGFI requires redesign of the BBU-
RRH function split and packetization of FH
data. By decoupling the FH bandwidth from the
antenna number, NGFI can better support large
antenna technologies. With decoupling of cell
and UE processing, the NGFI data rate varies
with traffic change, which enables exploiting the
statistical multiplexing gain to improve efficien-
cy. The use of Ethernet for NGFI transmission
brings the benefits of improved reliability and
flexibility due to the packet switching nature of
Ethernet. While SYNC-E and 1588v2 could be
introduced to address the time and frequency
synchronization issues, they still need careful
design in order to support CoMP technologies.
In the meantime, jitter and latency remain the
other key difficulties to overcome to finally real-
ize NGFI.

In addition to the challenges analyzed in this
article, in the future there remains a lot of work
to do to deeply understand NGFI. For example,
the analysis of traffic performance with NGFI in
5G networks is necessary to evaluate the perfor-
mance gain of NGFI. In addition, the control,
data, and management channels that are trans-

Figure 2. An FH topology example and illustrative Ethernet packet format
to support NGFI.
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ported via NGFI should be analyzed and care-
fully designed to make NGFI a better fit in dif-
ferent 5G architectures. 
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INTRODUCTION

The amount of traffic handled by wireless net-
works will have increased from 3 exabytes in
2010 to over 190 exabytes by 2018, on pace to
exceed 500 exabytes by 2020 [1]. Mobile data
traffic growth due to proliferation of smart
mobile devices and high-definition video applica-
tions is accelerating the wireless networks from
second/third generation (2G/3G) to 4G and
beyond. Looking into the future, 5G wireless
technology is on the horizon, which is character-
ized by supporting higher data rates, excellent
end-to-end performance, and ubiquitous user

coverage with lower latency, power consumption,
and cost.

To satisfy the 5G requirement, radio access
networks (RANs) are evolving in two important
aspects. One aspect is “cloudification,” in which
the basic concept is to separate the digital base-
band units (BBUs) of conventional cell sites from
remote radio heads (RRHs), and move BBUs to
a cloud-centric site for statistical multiplexing
gain. With the benefit of the cloud RAN (C-
RAN), conventional complicated and power-hun-
gry cell sites can be simplified to RRH only,
which reduces the capital and operating expendi-
ture (CAPEX and OPEX) related to power con-
sumption and site maintenance. From the
performance perspective, virtualized BBU pools
can be shared by different users and network
operators, allowing them to rent the RAN as a
service (RANaaS). The C-RAN architecture cen-
tralizes a large number of BBUs within a physical
location or several geographically distributed
sites to form a “BBU cloud.” To achieve high
reliability in case of unit failure or to balance the
dynamic traffic loads among BBUs, a distributed
interconnection to combine multiple BBU pools
into a scalable BBU cloud should be paid more
attention. In addition, to terminate most traffic
at a user’s site, a BBU cloud not only provides
baseband processing capability but also supports
content storage, which results in a large number
of interactions in the BBU cloud. Figure 1 shows
three possible scenarios of BBU cloud intercon-
nection in the C-RAN. Therefore, inter-BBU
cloud networks should support large scalability,
high reliability, and flexible switch capacity. 

The other aspect of RAN evolution is to use
advanced optical technology for digital and ana-
log signal transmission. First, as the baseband
processing function moves to the “cloud,” a
large amount of digitalized sampling data are
generated by the RRHs and delivered to the
BBU pools through the fronthaul for digital
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radio signal transmission. The bit rate will reach
several gigabits per second, even tens of gigabits
per second depending on the cell configuration
and bandwidth compression [2]. Second, low-
latency connections should be guaranteed in the
C-RAN because the data transmission through
the radio interface (e.g., common public radio
interface, CPRI) is time-sensitive. Third, higher
RF such as the millimeter-wave (mm-Wave)
band is a new frontier for 5G wireless communi-
cation, and analog radio over fiber (RoF) has
been well studied [3]. In cloud RoF access net-
works, a broad filter profile (e.g., 60 GHz) is
required to switch mm-Wave signals. Since the
digital and analog RF signals have different pro-
cessing methods, they are selected to be sent to
different functionalized BBUs in the cloud.
Therefore, a flexible optical switch capability is
required at the cloud access point to separate
digital and analog RF signals. Based on the
above, BBU cloud interconnection needs a high-
bandwidth, low-latency, and elastic optical trans-
port network to satisfy the requirement of
C-RAN. Flexible grid optical networks have
been introduced recently, and the term flexibility
refers to the ability of a network to dynamically
adjust its resources, such as bandwidth of light-
path, transponder, and modulation format,
according to the requirement of each connection
[4, 5]. The flexible grid evolves the traditional
International Telecommunication Union (ITU)
grid toward high flexibility with fine-grained
spectrum slots (e.g., 12.5 GHz vs. 50 GHz or 100
GHz) [6], which enables sub-wavelength, super-
wavelength, and multi-rate accommodation in a
highly spectrum-efficient way.

In this article, we focus on the BBU cloud
interconnection with advanced optical layer tech-
nology. First, the benefits of flexible grid optical
networks with the enabling technologies are
introduced to provide elastic, transparent, and
virtualized optical paths for inter-BBU cloud
networks. Second, the cloudified and optical-
enabled RAN is a multi-resource integrated
environment, in which radio resources, optical
resources, and BBU resources coexist. To
improve the elasticity and intelligence of C-
RAN, we propose a software defined centralized
control plane to converge heterogeneous
resources. Finally, we report an experimental
setup of elastic lightpath adjustment for cloud
radio-over-flexible grid optical networks (C-
RoFlex) in a software defined networking
(SDN)-enabled testbed.

KEY BENEFITS BROUGHT BY
FLEXIBLE GRID OPTICAL NETWORKS

Flexible grid optical networks have been demon-
strated in the literature as a promising technolo-
gy for inter-data-center networks [7]. Because of
similar functions, such as computing and storage,
a BBU pool can be seen as a data center. With
the benefits of flexible grid optical networks for
inter-data-center networks, a high-bandwidth,
low-latency, and elastic optical transport network
can be provided for BBU cloud interconnection.
In this section, we mainly discuss three key bene-
fits brought by flexible grid technology.

ELASTIC OPTICAL SPECTRUM ALLOCATION FOR
MULTI-RATE TRAFFIC

C-RAN architecture brings a huge overhead to
optical links between RRHs and BBUs. The bit
rate has reached the gigabits per second level
and presents a multi-rate property. Since differ-
ent data compression technologies require dif-
ferent bandwidth [2], network operators expect
to assign a “just-right-size” spectrum to each
data path to improve the spectrum utilization.
Besides, in order to fill in the blank (e.g., 60
GHz) between the optical carrier and frequen-
cy-band signal, multiple analog RoF signals at
mm-Wave band are interleaved [3], and need a
larger spectral range than a digital baseband to
be filtered out. Therefore, the transport net-
work that connects the BBU cloud requires flex-
ible spectrum switch capability. Flexible grid
optical networks can provide an elastic optical
channel according to the requirement of each
connection. 12.5 GHz is the minimal slot width
for an individual optical channel [6], and the bit
rate carried by this channel depends on the
modulation format assigned to the traffic. Fig-
ure 2a shows a scenario of BBU cloud intercon-
nection enabled by flexible grid optical
networks. Two digital signals with different data
compressions and an analog signal with four
interleaved 60-GHz mm-Wave channels access-
ing the BBU cloud. Spectral resources are
assigned properly according to the traffic
demands and switched by a bandwidth-variable
cross-connect (BV-OXC) to the corresponding
virtualized BBU pools. The functionality of BV-
OXC is shown in Fig. 2c, in which a bandwidth-
variable wavelength selected switch (BV-WSS)
is equipped at each direction to filter the vari-
able spectral regions. Compared to conventional
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) net-
works, flexible grid optical networks with elastic
optical spectrum allocation can efficiently
improve the spectral resource utilization to sat-
isfy the multi-rate and multi-standard traffic
demand in the C-RAN. 

Figure 1. BBU cloud interconnection in the C-RAN.
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TRANSPARENT AND
LOW-LATENCY CONNECTION PROVISION

Optical transport networks that connect the BBU
cloud not only need to support high bandwidth
and be cost efficient, but also need to support
strict latency requirement, because the data
transmission through the CPRI interface and C-
RAN applications (e.g., coordinated multipoint
and virtual BBU migration) are time-sensitive.
Besides the latency of fiber length (transmission
latency) and hardware processing time of BBU,
which are essential, optical-electrical-optical (O-
E-O) conversion is also an important latency
contributor, which can cost about 13–15 ms [8].
Therefore, the network operators expect to estab-
lish a transparent end-to-end direct lightpath
without O-E-O conversions at intermediate
nodes. However, establishing an end-to-end light-
path is inefficient in WDM networks because a
small traffic volume cannot fill a WDM channel
(e.g., 50 GHz), which results in the waste of spec-
tral resources and transceiver resources.

Although electrical layer traffic grooming can
improve network resource utilization in WDM
networks, it also brings O-E-O conversions at
intermediate nodes. In flexible grid optical net-
works, a direct lightpath can be established by
using a sliceable bandwidth-variable transceiver
(S-BVT) [9, 10]. The functionality of S-BVT is
shown in Fig. 2b. A physical transceiver can be
logically “sliced” into multiple sub-transceivers
(or virtual transceivers), and each sub-transceiver
can set up an independent lightpath for a con-
nection with a “just-right-size” transceiver
resource. With the benefits of S-BVT, the BBU
cloud can be connected with each other through
a transparent end-to-end lightpath, which can sig-
nificantly reduce the network latency.  

OPTICAL LAYER VIRTUALIZATION FOR A
MULTI-TENANCY SCENARIO

C-RAN typically comes with the virtualization
concept, because the BBUs are centralized in a
virtual resource pool. Since the cloud BBUs are

Figure 2. Enabling technologies of flexible grid optical networks for C-RAN: a) network scenario; b) sliceable bandwidth-variable
optical transceiver; c) bandwidth-variable optical cross-connect.
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interconnected by an optical transport network,
optical layer virtualization is also attracting
much attention. Conventional WDM networks
are tightly integrated with the underlying physi-
cal substrate (i.e., wavelength) and provide only
a rigid granularity optical bandwidth of light-
path. This is inefficient when a virtual connec-
tion cannot fill the entire capacity of the
wavelength, making it difficult to fully exploit
the virtualization concept. Flexible grid optical
networking is regarded as a promising technolo-
gy for virtualization in the optical domain [11].
From the networking level viewpoint, a wide
range of spectrum can be segmented to some
finer granularities (i.e., spectrum slots) as
sharable resources without the constraint of a
fixed grid. From the equipment level viewpoint,
a sliceable optical transceiver can be sliced into
multiple virtual transceivers, and each virtual
transceiver has the same ability as a physical
transceiver (e.g., establishing a lightpath). The
key benefit of the optical layer virtualization
brought by flexible grid technology is the open-
ness of the physical layer resources, which can
be sliced and abstracted by upper-layer users.
With this benefit, multiple wireless tenancies can
not only share an optical substrate to pay as you
grow, but also obtain differentiated services by
accessing different functionalized BBUs through
virtual optical paths. Optical layer virtualization
can coordinate with radio layer virtualization
and BBU virtualization to achieve a complete
virtualized C-RAN.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED TECHNOLOGY
FOR OPTICAL-ENABLED C-RAN

The cloudified and optical-enabled RAN is a
multi-resource integrated environment, in which
radio resources, optical resources, and BBU
resources coexist. Therefore, the control and
management of heterogeneous resources in the
C-RAN becomes a big challenge for network
operators. The key feature of the SDN-enabled
control plane for 5G mobile networks has been
discussed to support efficiently a heterogeneous
set of resources integration with flexibility [12].
By exploiting SDN, two convergences in the gen-
eral C-RAN fields are prominent:
1. Vertical convergence: convergence of multi-

ple layers of the network stack (e.g., radio
domain and optical domain)

2. Horizontal convergence:  convergence of
BBU and networking resources

VERTICAL CONVERGENCE
From the network viewpoint, optical-enabled C-
RAN can be seen as a multi-layer networking
scenario, in which the optical layer is a carrier
layer to the radio layer. Radio signals are sent to
a BBU through a wavelength or a continuous
spectrum path assigned by the network opera-
tors. The ultimate goal of multi-layer networking
is to satisfy applications’ quality of service (QoS)
requirements while keeping the cost as low as
possible. Multiple layers of networking should be
jointly optimized and operated to achieve this
ultimate goal. One important enabler of multi-
layer convergence is SDN technology, which can

jointly consider the spectrum and radio frequen-
cy assignment (SRA) in a centralized way. SRA
schemes can be implemented in the SDN con-
troller to perform different optimization objects
for the purposes of the network operator. For
example, on the user’s side, we expect to reuse
the radio frequencies as much as possible with-
out causing interference between adjacent
RRHs. In the optical transport layer, we expect
to use fewer spectral resources to carry more
radio signals under the optical layer constraints
(spectrum continuity and contiguity). After the
SRA scheme is executed, the SDN controller
can program both radio and optical devices
through the southbound interfaces (e.g., extend-
ed OpenFlow protocol). 

HORIZONTAL CONVERGENCE
Another prominent trend is horizontal conver-
gence. As the RAN shifts to a cloud-based archi-
tecture, the baseband processing functions are
separated from a conventional base station to a
centralized BBU cloud through an optical trans-
port network. This paradigm shift is forcing the
convergence of BBU and networking resources.
In today’s RAN architecture, BBU resources use
the network infrastructure as a “dump pipe,”
which carries a significant amount of traffic but
generates low BBU resource utilization. In addi-
tion, a network constructor has little knowledge
of BBU resources distribution especially when
traffic is dynamic, so it is hard in network plan-
ning to put the bandwidth where the BBU
resources are. To achieve the global optimiza-
tion goal, the network operators expect to jointly
consider BBU and networking resources (radio
and optical resources). SDN is a promising solu-
tion that aims to orchestrate multiple types of
resources in a coordinated way. There are many
use cases of horizontal convergence, such as
dynamic network load balancing in the case of
BBU overload and elastic lightpath provision for
BBU cloud interconnection, which are experi-
mented and discussed. Based on the concept of
network virtualization and BBU virtualization,
an SDN controller can abstract a physical C-
RAN topology to a virtual resource graph.
According to this graph, a controller can choose
a proper network connection from an RRH to a
BBU. Figure 3 shows a converged optical and
cloud RAN enabled by software defined technol-
ogy. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP OF
SOFTWARE DEFINED ELASTIC
LIGHTPATH PROVISION FOR

BBU CLOUD INTERCONNECTION
Due to the mobility of end users, the bandwidth
requirement of the optical channel in a BBU
cloud is time-varying. One of the benefits
brought by flexible grid optical network is the
elastic lightpath provision, in which the spectral
resources can be assigned flexibly according to
the traffic demand. In this section, we experi-
mentally demonstrate dynamic spectrum alloca-
tion and adjustment with increasing C-RAN
traffic.
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EXPERIMENTAL SCENARIO

As shown in Fig. 4a, we set up a five-node net-
work topology for BBU cloud interconnection;
multiple interleaved 60 GHz mm-Wave signals
are generated to access a BBU pool over an
elastic lightpath. We simulate the time-varying
property of traffic with an increasing step of 1
Gb/s/min. When the bandwidth requirement
reaches the limit of an RF signal’s capacity (1
Gb/s here), the controller adjusts the lightpath
size and assigns a new RF onto the extended
lightpath. Lightpath adjustment application soft-
ware, which runs in the network monitor, inter-
acts with the SDN controller through a
northbound interface. The SDN controller com-
municates with OpenFlow-enabled flexible grid
optical nodes by using extended OpenFlow pro-
tocol (OFP). The details of signaling procedures
in Fig. 4a are described as follows: 
Step 1: The network monitor sends a band-

width adjustment request message to the
controller.

Step 2: The SDN controller performs a spec-
trum allocation scheme, and sends lightpath
modification request messages to Open-
Flow-enabled optical switches.

Step 3: The OpenFlow-enabled optical switch-
es return lightpath modification reply mes-
sages to the SDN controller after the
lightpath is modified. 

Step 4: The controller returns a bandwidth
adjustment reply message to the network
monitor. 

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
We build an SDN-based analog radio-over-flexi-
ble-grid optical networks testbed to experimen-
tally verify the elastic lightpath provision for
BBU cloud interconnection. As shown in Fig.
4b, the testbed includes three planes: the appli-

cation plane, control plane, and data plane. The
original concept of SDN is to separate the con-
trol plane and data plane through an open south-
bound interface (SBI), and the application plane
can manage/control the network through the
northbound interface (NBI) of the control plane.
The SBI and NBI are implemented by using an
extended OFP 1.3 and representational state
transfer (REST) application programming inter-
face (API). In this experiment, the bandwidth
adjustment application is developed as software
running on an IBM server (IBM X3650) in the
application plane. The network operators and
users can access the application through a user
interface. For the control plane, we develop an
SDN controller based on OpenDaylight, which is
an open source platform for SDN. Based on
OpenDaylight, we can easily create a network
function as a plug-in or a bundle of the con-
troller by using a standardized model language
(e.g., YANG). As shown in Fig. 4b, the Open-
Daylight-based control plane consists of three
parts. The model-driven service abstraction layer
(MD-SAL) is the heart of the OpenDaylight
controller; it provides the functions to abstract
the plug-ins with their exposed features, and
allows dynamic linking of the plug-ins that asso-
ciate with it. Two developed plug-ins are intro-
duced as follows. The OFP plug-in is to code/
decode original or extended OFP messages, and
interacts with the OFP library, which specifies
the OFP message format. The other one is the
orchestrator plug-in, which is the brain of the
controller. The orchestrator plug-in includes five
modules. The BBU resource abstraction module
(BBU-RAM) abstracts BBU resources (e.g.,
analog/digital signal processing resources) and
tells the traffic engineering database (TED) to
update the BBU availability. Similarly, the net-
work resource abstraction module (Net-RAM)

Figure 3. Converged optical and cloud radio access network with software-defined technology.
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virtualizes the radio and optical network
resources (e.g., spectral and radio frequency
resources), and informs the TED when the net-
work environment changes. The connection pro-
vision module (CPM) interacts with the OPF
plug-in to provide end-to-end connections relat-
ed to an OpenFlow message. Upon receiving a
connection request, the CPM instructs the
resource computing module (RCM) to perform
resources computation and allocation; it also
tells the TED to update the network condition
when the request is successfully provisioned. Dif-
ferent SRA schemes can be implemented in the
RCM to determine how to assign optical spec-
trum and radio frequency according to different
purposes (e.g., assigning the minimal number of
spectrum slots to support the maximal radio cov-
erage). In this experiment, we only configure the
spectrum and radio frequency assignment by
using OFP, while the BBU resources (60 GHz
mm-Wave system) are preset before the experi-
ment. For the data plane, we set up a five-node
topology with three commercial fixed reconfig-
urable optical add-drop multiplexers (ROADMs)
and two 4˚ OpenFlow-enabled flex-ROADMs
which are developed with four Finisar BV-WSSs
(Fig. 4b). The mm-Wave signals are generated
by a 60 GHz RoF testbed, in which a phase
modulator (PM) is driven by a microwave source
working at 30 GHz frequency to generate double
sideband. A 1 Gb/s electrical signal (custom sig-
nal) is added to one of the sidebands by an
intensity modulator (IM), and an interleaver is
used to separate the sidebands. At the receiving
part, the optical signal is detected by a high-
speed photodiode, and two rectangular horn
antennas with a gain of 20 dBi, frequency range
of 50–70 GHz are used to broadcast/receive the
mm-Wave. Each physical node (optical switch
and mm-Wave laser source) is attached with an
OpenFlow agent, which communicates with the
controller through extended OFP. We use Open
vSwitch (OVS, v. 2.0.0) as an OpenFlow agent.
Both the SDN controller and OpenFlow agents
are developed in different virtual machines with

independent IP addresses. The outputs of the
signaling procedure and protocol extensions are
shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 5a shows the interworking procedures
for lightpath adjustment. The network monitor,
which has installed a bandwidth adjustment
application, initiates a session by sending a
BANDWIDTH_ADJUSTMENT_REQUEST mes-
sage (#1) to an SDN controller. The SDN con-
troller will execute a spectrum allocation scheme
to obtain a range of free spectrum, and send a
LIGHTPATH_MODIFICATION_REQUEST
message (#2) to inform the OpenFlow-enabled
optical switches to change the optical filters’ sta-
tus. After an optical switch finishes the action, it
sends a LIGHTPATH_MODIFICATION_
REPLY message (#3) back to the SDN con-
troller. When the SDN controller receives the
reply messages from all the optical switches
along the lightpath, it returns a
BANDWIDTH_ADJUSTMENT_REPLY message
(#4) to the network monitor to terminate the
session. The controller with IP address
10.10.10.10 sends LIGHTPATH_MODIFICA-
TION_REQUEST messages to three OVSs with
IP addresses 10.10.10.11, 10.10.10.12, and
10.10.10.14, respectively. In general, there are
two methods of interaction between a controller
and OVSs. One is the sequential method, in
which a controller sends messages one by one to
the OVSs. The other is the synchronous method,
in which a controller sends messages simultane-
ously to all OVSs. For this experiment, we use
the synchronous method, by which the controller
will not send a LIGHTPATH_MODIFICA-
TION_REQUEST until it receives a LIGHT-
PATH_MODIFICATION_REPLY from the last
OVS. Figure 5b shows the signaling trace of
the interworking procedures corresponding to
Fig. 5a.

The JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) API
is chosen as the NBI, since it is easy for humans
to read and write. Two types of JSON-API are
implemented: BANDWIDTH_ADJUSTMENT_
REQUEST and BANDWIDTH_ADJUSTMENT_

Figure 4. a) Elastic lightpath provision for C-RoFlex; b) experimental testbed and demonstrator setup.
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REPLY, which are shown in Figs. 5c and 5d,
respectively. Two objects are added to the band-
width adjustment request message, which are
service ID and service bandwidth. One object is
added for the bandwidth adjustment reply mes-
sage, which is status flag (i.e., success or failure).
For the SBI, OFP 1.3 is extended for the optical
requirement. Instead of extending an existing
OpenFlow message such as FLOW_MOD, we
create new messages attached to an OFP 1.3
header.  Adding a new message is easily imple-
mented in an OpenDaylight-based platform by
using YANG tools. Figures 5e and 5f show a
new OFP 1.3 message (type 32) for a lightpath
modification request and its Type-Length-Value
(TLV) extension. Besides the OFP 1.3 header,
we add 32 bits for service ID to present a service
request and 32 bits for OVS IP address to pre-
sent an OVS host IP address. We add 32 bits for
message function to indicate the different func-
tions of the message (e.g., lightpath modification
function). We also add 128 bits for spectrum slot
ID to describe the spectrum usage for 128 spec-
trum slots (e.g., 1 is busy and 0 is free). 

The filter outputs of lightpath adjustment for
analog radio over a flexible grid optical network
are shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. Three 60-GHz-
band signals are multiplexed onto an elastic opti-
cal channel, and this optical channel can be
adjusted to carry four mm-Wave signals by the
SDN controller. Figure 6c shows the measured

bit error rate (BER) vs. received optical power
of on/off keying (OOK) data carried on 60 GHz
mm-Wave with 1.2 m wireless transmission. We
also report the overall latency, which is shown in
Fig. 6d. The overall latency includes three parts:
data plane latency, control plane latency, and
application plane latency. The data plane latency
is the hardware response delay of a flex-
ROADM, which was verified to be spectrum-
dependent in our previous work [13]. The control
plane latency is the time slot during the con-
troller receiving message #1 and message #3 in
Fig. 5a. The control plane latency includes the
algorithm process delay and the SBI process
delay between controller and OpenFlow agents.
The application plane latency is the time slot
during the network monitor sending out message
#1 and receiving message #4. It is shown to be
a major contributor to the overall latency,
because the TCP stack delay and application
software delay are large relative to the latencies
described above. The presented overall latency is
different from the latency required by a CPRI
interface, which physical layer constraint domi-
nates; it reflects how fast the customer can pro-
gram an SDN-enabled network by using
application software (user interface). It is an
important value for network operators to evalu-
ate the dynamic performance of SDN technolo-
gy. Software/algorithm running time is a major
part of the presented latency. Possible ways of

Figure 5. a) Interworking procedures for lightpath adjustment; b) control message trace of interworking procedures; (c–e) wire-
shark captures of message #1, #2 and #4; f) TLV for lightpath adjustment message.
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improving the system latency are to design opti-
mal schemes with respective protocol layers
from end to end, and grid computing and in-
memory caching are also effective ways to accel-
erate the processing speed.

CONCLUSION
The demands of 5G mobile networks require C-
RAN to support a large, scalable, flexible switch-
ing, and highly reliable network architecture for
BBU cloud interconnection. In this article, we
introduce flexible grid optical networks and the
enabling technologies for an inter-BBU cloud
network. The benefits brought by flexible grid
technology for C-RAN are discussed. To
improve the network intelligence, we propose a
software-defined centralized control plane to
coordinate the multi-layer and heterogeneous
network environment, which consists of BBU
resources, radio resources, and optical resources.
The elastic lightpath provision for C-RoFlex was
experimented in a SDN-based testbed. The pro-
tocol extensions and testbed performance are
reported. Through the experiment, it was veri-
fied that elastic lightpath provision as a C-RAN
service can be achieved by exploiting SDN.
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INTRODUCTION

Communication and networking systems have
been structured in a series of layers to ease design
and, in principle, allow for novel technologies and
services to be incorporated with minimal effort.
Although this has been true for higher layers
dealing with applications and services (e.g., incor-
porating multimedia content, social networking,
and cloud applications) and lower layers dealing
with access technologies (e.g., evolving from early
mobile cellular technologies to 4G), the interme-
diate network layer control protocols have been
stagnant for several decades. In fact, this dead-
lock is due in part to the fact that multiple tech-
nologies depend on the current state of the

network to operate [1] and in part to the chal-
lenges of configuring and managing networks
based on network element operations instead of
the network services to be provided. The down-
side to the current network design and protocols
is that they were conceived with a fairly narrow
set of goals, which is now limiting the effective-
ness and feasibility of the more complex and
resource demanding applications of the upcoming
5G networks. For example, the lack of a holistic
view of the network can translate into reduced
efficiency and higher congestion in specific paths
or the inability to use multi-path techniques to
provide ultra-reliable services. This structure also
limits the adoption of verifiably optimal multicast
techniques, such as network coding (NC), at the
core of the network.

As a way to deal with some of the inefficien-
cies derived from these drawbacks, networking
theory and the Internet are currently facing two
large, game-changing trends: software defined
networking (SDN) and NC. Each provides a dis-
ruptive concept to enable more efficient and
flexible networking, and both have experienced a
proliferation of academic and industrial applica-
tions. The goal of this article is to bridge the two
concepts through fundamental analysis and
understanding of their joint potential as well as
testing their combination with a real implemen-
tation. The combination of both ideas goes
beyond marrying two buzz words. SDN offers
fertile ground to implement NC ideas and make
them widely and readily available, as well as to
help guide network coding research in terms of
realistic restrictions, such as complexity, memo-
ry, and in-network routers, as well as routers
capabilities (e.g., changing data operations on
the fly). In other words, SDN is the key enabler
for the timely implementation and deployment
of NC, initially as a virtual function next to each
communication node and in the future as an
integrated part of the SDN system.

This article provides key examples to demon-
strate the potential of NC’s recoding capabilities
and ability to mask losses and stabilize lossy
links, even without altering the end-to-end use

ABSTRACT

Software defined networking has garnered
large attention due to its potential to virtualize
services in the Internet, introducing flexibility in
the buffering, scheduling, processing, and rout-
ing of data in network routers. SDN breaks the
deadlock that has kept Internet network proto-
cols stagnant for decades, while applications and
physical links have evolved. This article advo-
cates for the use of SDN to bring about 5G net-
work services by incorporating network coding
(NC) functionalities. The latter constitutes a
major leap forward compared to the state-of-
the-art store and forward Internet paradigm.
The inherent flexibility of both SDN and NC
provides fertile ground to envision more effi-
cient, robust, and secure networking designs,
which may also incorporate content caching and
storage, all of which are key challenges of the
upcoming 5G networks. This article not only
proposes the fundamentals of this intersection,
but also supports it with key use cases and a
thorough performance evaluation on an imple-
mentation that integrated the Kodo library (NC)
into OpenFlow (SDN). Our results on single-
hop, multihop, and multi-path scenarios show
that gains of 3× to 11× are attainable over stan-
dard TCP and multi-path TCP.
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of TCP. This provides a simple but critical step-
ping stone to improve current systems and open
the path to more complex protocols natively cen-
tered around network coding, such as coded
TCP (CTCP) [2]. We show that our simple
approach provides three-fold to 11-fold gains
over standard TCP and multi-path TCP [3]. 

SDN AND NC: 
THE KEY TO 5G SERVICES?

More than providing an evolution in network
technologies, 5G networks are envisioned as a
revolution. It is not just about increased data
rates with a new radio access technology, but
rather a large expansion of the network’s goals
to provide traditional services (e.g., voice, user
data), as well as radically new services: machine-
to-machine (M2M) communications with sup-
port for massive numbers of devices, millisecond
latency for communications, cloud and caching
services, high reliability, and energy efficiency.
This vision requires a system that is able to judi-
ciously allocate resources, treats storage and
transport of data as a single process, and exploits
the meshed nature of communication networks
to guarantee these requirements. This article
argues that a combination of SDN and NC is the
key to addressing these challenges. 

SDN allows for a network to perform flexible
resource allocation (e.g., buffer management,
dynamic routing, exploitation of multiple paths)
beyond a single layer in the network stack (Fig.
1). To achieve this, SDN virtualizes services in
the network by separating the data transmission
and control of the network. In initial designs, the
control plane was achieved with additional con-
troller devices to allow it to evolve rapidly, while
maintaining simple and cost-effective switching
elements.1

Recent work has envisioned more refined
and distributed control mechanisms and security
aspects of SDN [4]. The de facto standard2 for
the time being for SDN is provided by Open-
Flow, a commercially usable platform [1]. To
date, OpenFlow supports a series of functionali-
ties. First, it allows the control plane access to:
• The type of connection used (e.g., fiber

optic, copper wire) along with negotiated
connection speed

• Hardware description and available capabil-
ities, and various statistics to each individu-
al switch, specifically:
–Port input/output in both packets and
bytes
–Data flow input/output in both packets and
bytes
–Packets dropped in both input and output
queues of each port
–Number of collisions and collision errors
detected

Second, the control plane may instruct the data
path to:
• Install data flow entries on switches and

routers
• Modify existing flow entries on switches and

routers
• Request and set features and configurations

of switches and routers

• Request update on input/output statistics
for individual switches and routers

Finally, the SDN data plane can inform the con-
trol plane about:
• Unidentified packet headers (and thus

request a new flow entry)
• Removed data flows
• Modified port status
• Errors in the data path

These functionalities allow a centralized con-
trol plane, shown in Fig. 1, to identify coding-
capable devices, link characteristics (round-trip
delay, packet loss rates), and topology to deter-
mine paths to be used and where/how much cod-
ing needs to be incorporated. The SDN controller
could also identify coded fragments of popular
files in caches as well as in peer devices for orches-
trating the transmission of data to new devices.

On the other hand, NC breaks with the store-
and-forward paradigm used in today’s networks
by encouraging intermediate nodes in the net-
work to recode incoming data packets using
algebraic operations over finite fields (e.g., a
middle device in Fig. 1 recoding and sending a
new coded packet to the upper devices). This
contrasts with standard end-to-end erasure cor-
recting codes (e.g., LT and Raptor codes), and
allows the network to generate redundancy
where it is needed instead of injecting it from
the source. In a way, NC proposes a store-code-
forward paradigm to networking. Random linear
network coding (RLNC) provides a distributed,

Figure 1. 5G network with a network coded software defined network.
Seamless identification of data source, cache management, device-to-
device, or machine-to-machine communications, multi-path support, and
multi-source exploitation. The SDN controller has an overall perspective
of the network including data sources, edge caches, and base stations, and
is able to identify and manage network resources, including computational
ones for network coding. The SDN controller can identify coded frag-
ments of files in caches as well as in peer devices for orchestrating the
transmission of data to new devices interested in a specific content. Bold
lines represent connections, while red dashed lines represent data flows,
and green dashed lines represent control plane flows.
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1 https://irtf.org/sdnrg

2 There are other mecha-
nisms to configure
switches or new SDN
software projects. For
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(http://www.openday-
light.org/) is a recent and
exciting project with a
first software release in
February 2014. However,
OpenFlow was released
in 2011 and is already
supported in commercial
switches.
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asymptotically optimal approach to employ NC.
RLNC is based on choosing random coefficients
to create linear combinations of incoming pack-
ets. The reason behind these gains comes from
the fact that:
• The network itself does not need to transport

packets without modification, but rather a
linear combination of the original data pack-
ets, thus providing a richer set of options and
actions available to the network.

• The receivers do not need to track individu-
al packets, but instead focus on accumulat-
ing enough independent linear
combinations in order to recover the origi-
nal packets. 
Although the gains have been shown in a

variety of scenarios, and implementations have
confirmed NC’s potential in practice, NC’s incor-
poration in standards and wide deployment has
been limited with some exceptions; for example,
CATWOMAN [5] is currently deployed as part
of the Linux Kernel.3 Part of the limitation lies
in the difficulty of retrofitting routers and switch-
es in the network with NC functionalities. How-
ever, enabling even a limited number of such
devices with NC (e.g., new 5G equipment) can
have a large impact on performance if we are
able to identify and exploit them. SDN can ease
this process and other functionalities. Finally,
the presence of a high-performance network
coding library (kodo [6]) would ease the deploy-
ment of a multiplicity of NC strategies. Although
the base functionalities are simple — encode,
recode, and decode data packets — NC supports
a variety of code designs and configurations,
from the classical block-by-block RLNC to
online NC, which essentially allows the encoder
and recoders to use a moving window for decid-
ing which packets to include in the next linear
combination. Kodo [6] also supports systematic
NC codes, sparse RLNC, perpetual NC, and ful-
crum NC [7], providing a wide range of configu-
rations for deployment in networks.

CURRENT STATE OF AFFAIRS
Both technologies are currently discussed within
the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF) on
NC4 and SDN.5 However, the communities
actively involved in SDN and NC have had little
if any overlap in the past, which limits mutual
understanding of the challenges and capabilities
of each, and limits the opportunities to combine
the two in a meaningful way.

WHERE CAN SDN AND NC HELP?
The combination of SDN and NC brings forth
an interesting potential for the management and
operation of 5G networks. In particular, the
comprehensive view of network conditions that
is available through SDN can be pivotal to
deploy and manage NC configurations and
recoding potential within the network as well as
identifying storage locations to bridge users
and/or devices to their data. The following bene-
fits are possible by this combination: 

Exploitation of multiple communication
paths: NC is particularly well suited to exploiting
multiple communication interfaces and routes
[8], which can then exploit SDN’s ability to rec-
ognize multiple communication paths between

source and destination. This is key in 5G net-
works to comply with reliability requirements as
well as appropriate management of heteroge-
neous interfaces, such as millimeter-wave
(mmWave) for increased speed, and another
technology for continuous connectivity or for
M2M purposes as in Fig. 1. 

Management of data storage and caching:
SDN’s ability to virtualize and/or identify caching
and storage nodes in the network are key to
exploiting NC to enhance the impact and reduce
the storage cost of caching/storage by relying on
linearly coded packets instead of replication of the
original data per storage location/device. NC also
provides a single code for both storage and data
transmission, which is key to treating data as a sin-
gle holistic process, as seen in Fig. 1. This manage-
ment can also include the preemptive caching of
data of a user as it moves through the network
using location information. The goal is to guaran-
tee low latency for access to the user’s data.

Adaptation of redundancy based on link qual-
ity: SDN provides simple mechanisms to identify
the link quality, including packet losses, for the
transmission routes used for a flow. This capabili-
ty is particularly relevant for using NC’s recoding
capabilities to generate the right level of redun-
dancy per link, instead of introducing end-to-end
redundancy to compensate for packet losses,
which is an inherently inefficient strategy.

Assessment of system load and complexity
allocation: SDN is useful for identifying whether
a device can commit resources to recoding and
how many, since the control plane is able to
access information about the hardware of each
switch. This may allow us to choose the NC
parameters to meet the current network demands.
This is particularly relevant with novel NC
schemes that provide fluid allocation of complexi-
ty, such as fulcrum network codes [7], by perform-
ing linear combinations using different finite
fields end to end and at different nodes in the
network. The choice of the finite field has a direct
impact on the computational effort required by a
given node. This added flexibility is key to dealing
with energy efficiency in 5G networks, not only
for the infrastructure but for connected machines
(e.g., sensors, actuators) and end-user devices.
Additionally, an SDN controller could provide a
simple trade-off between computation (reduced
coding load) and communication (increased com-
munication load) in the network by deciding
whether and where to code various flows depend-
ing on load statistics obtained by SDN, while uti-
lizing the flexible SDN flow management to
accommodate such changing conditions. In a
sense, each switch can be configured to code (or
not) the incoming flows, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTBED
In order to advocate for the integration of NC
into SDN, we include a set of simple network
topologies that show the benefits of this merging
of technologies. The simplicity of the topologies
further emphasizes the usability of the merged
technologies as large-scale and more complex net-
work scenarios can be broken into a collection of
these simple topologies. That is, the benefits
found in the simple topologies are readily applica-

3 http://lwn.net/Arti-
cles/549477/

4 https://irtf.org/nwcrg

5 https://irtf.org/sdnrg
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ble in complex scenarios. The network topologies
utilized for this each represent a scenario where
NC provides a potential benefit, but where an
implementation conflicts with the boundaries set
up by the structure of the network protocol stack.
Simple network scenarios include single-hop, mul-
tihop, and multi-path. Each of the scenarios are
further elucidated below.

CODING DEVICES
A functional software defined network is neces-
sary in order to confirm the capabilities of the
developed coding in such a network. However,
network equipment capable of SDN (e.g., Open-
Flow or similar protocols) only provide limited
possibilities in terms of modification and config-
uration of capabilities. We propose a flexible
approach to evaluate the potential of the combi-
nation of NC with SDN without initiating full
integration of NC into SDN software. This is a
crucial step not only to experiment with different
strategies and schemes but to gain insight as to
the key and most promising elements that could
be included into OpenFlow or similar projects as
well as motivating switch manufacturers to sup-
port new coding features.

For this reason, a virtual network environ-
ment has been set up using Open vSwitch,6 an
open source virtual switch supporting the Open-
Flow protocol [9]. A coding device in the virtual
network setup is based on the developed coding
software. Instead of integrating the coding soft-
ware directly into the Open vSwitch devices, the
coding is deployed on virtual machines. This is a
development decision based on both a limited
timeframe for development, and the fact that a
virtual machine can be substituted with a real
device without changes to the code in case a real
network scenario should be deployed. The possi-
bilities of integrating the coding software on
existing network equipment, such as a switch, is
very limited. A (virtual) machine with the coding
software deployed acts as a coding device on the
virtual network, and can be used for either
encoding, decoding, or recoding. The coding
software distinguishes between packets that need
to be coded, recoded, or decoded, and packets
that should be ignored in terms of coding.

The virtual machine utilizes virtual network
interfaces that ensures communication toward
the host operating system (OS). That is, within
the virtual machine, this device acts as a normal
network interface connected to a network, while
the host OS has the responsibility of handling
traffic to and from this interface. The virtual
interface can be included in virtual network sce-
narios specified by the host OS. Two of these
network interfaces are included in each virtual
machine. One is to be included in the virtual
software defined network scenarios, and one is
utilized for direct communication with the host
OS. The latter eases the setup and configuration
through host-side scripts without “polluting” the
investigated network scenario. This relationship
between host OS, virtual machine, and coding
software is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Deploying the coding in virtual machines nat-
urally curbs the obtainable performance com-
pared to dedicated integration directly in the
virtual switch, say, due to the introduction of

additional delay for directing traffic to the virtu-
al machine, processing, and sending back to the
switch. However, we argue that a virtual imple-
mentation is an equal advocate for NC to be
integrated into a software defined network. The
virtual setup shows that only a limited amount of
coding-related instructions is needed to create a
beneficial coding approach that can be deployed
on future SDN-capable equipment.

Intermediate network nodes in the constructed
virtual network setup consist of an Open vSwitch
along with an adjacent coding device. Data flows
to be coded are then redirected from the switch
through the coding device and back to the switch,
which then forwards the coded packets appropri-
ately. The coded data flows are specified in the
coding devices using statistics data obtainable
from the switch using the capabilities of the
OpenFlow protocol, where key supported param-
eters for implementing efficient network coding
are the packet loss statistics and topology infor-
mation. Although packet loss statistics could be
obtained by other means, such as using the Sim-
ple Network Management Protocol (SNMP), the
SDN framework will allow for further system con-
figuration and control in future developments,
including route selection and complexity manage-
ment for NC functionalities. From the perspective
of the SDN controller, the controller would select
the use of the coding switch for a specific flow by
routing the data to the virtual machine and from
the virtual machine back to the router for trans-
mission to the next hop.

In general, this combination of switch and cod-
ing device imitates the behavior of a network-cod-
ing capable network node. This could be deployed
either as an overlay, for example, computation on
top of existing (but limited) SDN-capable switch-
es, or within the switch itself. Figure 2 provides a
simple illustration of how the two components,
switch and coding device, cooperate to create
coded flows within a network.

CODING SOFTWARE
The software implementation7 uses Kodo [6],
which is a C++11 network coding library capa-
ble of random linear network coding (RLNC).

6 http://www.open-
vswitch.org

7

https://github.com/14gr1
010/software

Figure 2. Integrating network coding into an Open vSwitch, showing the
relation between coding software, virtual machine, and host OS. A data
flow (the grey dashed line) is redirected through the coding device before
it is forwarded onto the network. The flows that do not require coding fol-
low the black dashed line straight through the switch.
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The coding scheme is used as forward error cor-
rection (FEC), that is, neither positive nor nega-
tive acknowledgement (ACK/NACK) is used to
ensure delivery of every packet. The encoder uses
a systematic code [10] where all the original pack-
ets are transmitted uncoded (but with a header
added by Kodo and zero-padded to the RLNC
symbol size) the first time. Throughout the per-
formance measurements we use a generation size
of 10 symbols, Galois field in use is GF (28), and
the symbol size is set to 1356 bytes. Some of the
benefits of a systematic code is lower decoding
complexity and delay [10]. Lower decoding delay
is achievable since all uncoded packets can be for-
warded directly, and having uncoded packets
reduces the decoding complexity of Gaussian
elimination, which is used to decode the RLNC
generation. Kodo supports RLNC on the fly
where packets can be added to the encoder as
they arrive. Similarly, packets can be extracted
from the decoder as soon as they are decoded,
without the need for decoding the entire genera-
tion first. One of the benefits of RLNC on the fly
is that coded packets can be transmitted before
the entire generation is fed to the encoder (i.e.,
adding redundancy on the fly). The combination
of systematic and on-the-fly coding allows the
encoder to transmit uncoded and coded packets
with minimal delay. However, using on-the-fly
coding also reduces the decoding probability com-
pared to a traditional block code. Since redun-
dancy packets can only aid decoding the symbols
that were added to the encoder at the time of
their creation, they may become useless later. For
example, a redundancy packet created at the

beginning of a generation cannot be used to
recover a lost symbol in the last part of a genera-
tion. But without on-the-fly coding, slow or infre-
quent communication is at best problematic; for
example, in a ping scenario it would be inconve-
nient to wait for an entire generation to be filled
before sending any packets. 

MEASUREMENT RESULTS
The developed software and the virtual network
environment in which the software is deployed
indicate that integration of NC as a functionali-
ty of a software defined network is indeed possi-
ble. However, this alone does not show that this
combination of technologies is actually benefi-
cial. In order to show that the proposed integra-
tion of network coding is plausible, a series of
performance measurements has been carried
out using the standard tool for network perfor-
mance measurement, iperf .  As a secondary
result, this should also show that the coding
approach can be applied without breaking func-
tionality with the conventional TCP/IP network
protocol stack.

We focus on links with a mean loss rate with-
in 0 and 10 percent. Note that typical WiFi links’
mean loss rates have been reported between 0.1
and 0.5 percent and as high as 4 percent depend-
ing on hardware and drivers [11] and higher in
long-range links [12]. The mean packet loss rate
for 3G, 3.5G, and 4G networks has been found
to be in the range of 0.18–0.66 percent, 0.05–0.14
percent, and 0.03–0.30 percent, respectively [13].
The following results show that significant per-
formance gains can be found even with loss rates
below 0.5 percent using our techniques.

SINGLE-HOP
The single-hop scenario consists of two virtual
nodes, each connected to individual virtual
switches. These switches are then connected with
a virtual Ethernet connection on which delay
and loss are introduced. This simple topology
along with specified delay and packet loss is
depicted in Fig. 3a. This scenario is representa-
tive of networks where only the destination and
the source are capable of coding. Alternatively,
the network itself could provide such functionali-
ty transparently for end devices in order to pro-
vide protection against lossy parts of the network
(e.g., a satellite link).

By isolating the coding approach to a single
link between coders, the consequence of the
data recovery process within the developed cod-
ing approach is revealed. Despite the potential
ability to recover every single erasure that may
occur on the link, the performance of the trans-
ported TCP communication may not resemble
error-free TCP communication. This is due to
the inevitable delay of the error recovery phase,
from when a lost packet should have been
received to the point where it is successfully
decoded. The amount of additional interference
in terms of delay and jitter is reduced to a bare
minimum in this single-hop scenario. The chan-
nel conditions on the investigated link are then
adjusted to illustrate the tolerance of both the
TCP communication and the deployed coding.
Increasing packet loss on the link reveals the

Figure 3. Single-hop network comparing performance of TCP using net-
work coding for erasure protection, TCP without coding, as well as the
theoretical maximum of our simple coded approach and the theoretical
capacity of the channel (without protocol effects). SDN is used to detect
the link quality and adapt the redundancy introduced by the system.
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robustness added by the coding. The bandwidth
of an uncoded TCP connection is compared to
TCP connections carried by the deployed coding
approach using systematic on-the-fly RLNC. The
achievable throughput for both uncoded and
coded data flows is stated in Fig. 3b. This is
compared to the channel capacity and the theo-
retical maximum throughput for a coded flow,
found using a model for TCP throughput [14]
modified to accommodate the utilized coding
approach.

From the performance of the coded data flow
a gain of 3x is obtained already at 0.5 percent
packet loss. This performance boost increases up
to 9x at 10 percent packet loss probability. Fur-
thermore, the obtained performance of the
coded flow follows a trend similar to the theoret-
ical maximum coded throughput, showing coher-
ence between theory and practice.

Finally, note that the latency (i.e., the number
of packets in flight given the transmission rate
and round trip delay) and the packet loss rate
are the key factors to determine the optimal
choice of redundancy to be added for coding.
Thus, it is possible to develop a network coding
control algorithm that can optimize for the cur-
rent situation in the network.

It is important to note that the use of a more
advanced and integrated coding technique (e.g.,
Coded TCP [14]) would require the optimal
amount of redundancy for the specific network.
Thus, coding would not introduce unnecessary
redundancy and provide much better end-to-end
service. In fact, the use of SDN would address
the main limitation of Coded TCP, that is, the
estimation of packet losses through the network
not attributed to congestion, thus having the
potential to improve its performance with
respect to current practical demonstrations.

MULTIHOP
In order to illustrate the benefits of recoding, we
utilize a multihop setup where both links experi-
ence different loss probability and link delay.
This network setup is presented in Fig. 4a. This
particular setup is representative of Internet ser-
vice provider (ISP) networks, where typically the
last hop is a wireless and lossy link. Our assump-
tion is that a switch at the last mile provides the
necessary recoding for protecting against losses.
Thus, studying a single recoder has a large impli-
cation in more complex topologies, where we
abstract other hops within the network as they
are error-free for all practical purposes.

This network scenario is also representative
of mesh-like network structures, such as dedicat-
ed sensor networks, mobile ad hoc networks,
and vehicular communication networks. While
uncommon in consumer oriented networks, such
networks are expected to gain popularity in the
future with the growth of the Internet of Things
(IoT). The setup illustrates the necessity of
intermediate coding (recoding) when all links
are prone to erasures. While prior research
efforts have already drawn this conclusion, the
setup tests the validity of this with a simple feed-
back-less coding approach using SDN to gain
knowledge of the channel conditions and struc-
ture of the network. Additionally, recoding may
introduce channel irregularities such as packet

reordering and additional delay and jitter. By
running TCP on top of a recoded data flow,
these recoding issues are tested in practice. 

Figure 4b reveals the strength of recoding.
Apart from up to 11x gains over uncoded TCP,
recoding also reduces congestion on the first link
a  b and introduces higher achievable through-
put compared to the end-to-end RLNC coding
approaches.

Similar to the single-hop case, network char-
acteristics such as latency packet loss rate at
each link determine the optimal network coding
mechanism at the encoding and each of the
recoding nodes. Thus, developing an NC control
algorithm ran at the control plane will allow
optimal operation of the system.

MULTI-PATH
The final investigated network scenario is a
multi-path setup, where multiple data paths span
out between nodes. The conventional methods
for communication in such scenarios is choosing
the best of the available paths. This is naturally
the simplest approach, and while the chosen
data path provides adequate capacity, it is prob-
ably also the best approach. However, some
communication scenarios may benefit from uti-
lizing several of the available data paths. Multi-
Path TCP (MPTCP) has been developed for
such scenarios, but suffers from similar behavior
toward packet loss and link delay as that of con-
ventional TCP. Using a combination of network

Figure 4. Multihop network comparing a) uncoded TCP, RLNC without
recoding; RLNC with recoding at the intermediate node. Recoding even
after a moderate loss channel (1 percent loss rate) can provide some bene-
fits in end throughput.
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coding and SDN to accommodate packet loss on
each individual path may provide similar benefits
for MPTCP as for conventional TCP in the sin-
gle-hop and recoding scenarios.

SDN is used here not only for link quality
statistics and discovery of coding nodes, but for
topology discovery. In ISP networks, this can be
representative for devices using separate tech-
nologies (e.g., 4G, WiFi) for accessing different
networks but with a common destination (e.g., a
server). In a sense, we consider that each of
those networks can be represented by a simple
model of delay and loss. Once the paths and
their characteristics have been identified, the
coding is set up to provide protection against
losses in individual paths, allowing MPTCP to
handle congestion control. This is not the most
integrated solution, but it does allow the net-
work to code and improve performance without
changing the behavior of MPTCP. 

Figure 5a illustrates the multi-path scenario
investigated. This consists of one direct single-
hop path (path 2) and two indirect paths with an
additional hop. The two multi-hop paths, a  b1

 c and a  b2  c, are denoted path 1 and
path 3, respectively.

In a multi-path scenario, the achievable
throughput of uncoded MPTCP is compared to
that of a coded approach, where RLNC is uti-
lized to protect each MPTCP subflow individual-
ly. The resulting performance is illustrated in
Fig. 5b. This also includes a theoretical upper
bound for the performance of MPTCP [15] along
with a coded conventional TCP flow, carried
over path 2. The various configurations of Coded
MPTCP (top three curves) correspond to differ-
ent levels of redundancy introduced in the direct
link between a and c, that is, 20, 40, and 100
percent, while the redundancy of the two other
paths is kept fixed at 40 percent.

Due to the high sensitivity toward packet loss
and link delay, even the theoretical upper bound
for MPTCP indicates poor performance in the
multi-path network, and even the single-path
coding approach outperforms MPTCP even
though only a third of the total capacity is ava-
iable to this approach. The multi-path coding
provides a performance increase of up to 2.5x
over the theoretical MPTCP upper bound and
4.5x over the obtained MPTCP performance. 

CONCLUSIONS
This article advocates the integration of network
coding as part of software defined networking as
a key to operate 5G networks more efficiently,
with higher resiliency, providing higher through-
put, and allowing control of data location to
enable low-latency services. Furthermore, we
show that the essential software packages from
each concept, OpenFlow and Kodo, are already
available and can be integrated to provide the
required functionalities to current and future
networks.

Using three basic topologies, we demonstrate
not only this integration of concepts but also
that simple coding strategies enable us to out-
perform standard TCP and multi-path TCP with-
out modifying the underlying end-to-end
transport protocols as a first step to understand-
ing their potential. To achieve this, we exploit
recoding at intermediate nodes in the network
and show that gains of 3x to 11x are attainable. 

OUTLOOK
In order to validate the measurement results
using real SDN-capable switches and high-end
desktops, we recently built a testbed with 16
programmable high-performance network nodes
and one real SDN-enabled 48-port switch. These
nodes can be configured in a variety of scenar-
ios and topologies for measurement and demon-
stration purposes. Each node consists of one
NetFPGA with a 10 Gb/s PCI-Express pro-
grammable network interface (netfpga.org),
which is highly configurable and has an active
research community. The FPGA solution is
needed to allow for fast switching and routing
decisions, and high-end processors are needed
to get the network coding speeds to satisfy the
10 Gb/s links. This equipment shall be at the
core of the design and testing of 5G algorithms
and network protocols.

Figure 5. Multi–path network comparing the use of standard MPTCP, indi-
vidual TCP flows with RLNC loss protection, and MPTCP with protection
of RLNC on individual paths. The plot shows that the theoretical maxi-
mum for MPTCP without coding can be outperformed more than two-
fold by the use of coding, while the gain is over four-fold when comparing
to a real MPTCP implementation: a) network structure; b) multi-path net-
work performance.
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INTRODUCTION

The explosive increase of mobile traffic along
with the proliferation of smartphones, tablets,
and laptops is fueling network evolution, from
lower-generation network connectivity
(second/third generation, 2G/3G) to higher-gen-
eration network connectivity (4G or Long-Term
Evolution [LTE]/Evolved Packet Core [EPC]).
With this transition, the number of 4G sub-
scribers is continuously increasing, as 4G net-
works meet end-user demand with greater
bandwidth. For example, Fig. 1 shows that the
number of 4G subscribers already surpassed that
of 2G and 3G subscribers in the months of
September 2012 and July 2013, respectively, for
SK Telecom subscribers in Korea [1].

Even in this situation, network operators con-
tinuously maintain and operate all the legacy
networks (before 4G) because they are commit-
ted to providing services to satisfy subscribers’
quality of service (QoS) requirements for legacy
networks. This means that operational expendi-
ture (OPEX) for legacy networks is constantly
incurred for operation, maintenance, power sup-
ply, real estate, and so on, although their utiliza-
tion decreases. 

In addition, a current network has
hardware/vendor-specific closed architecture
with standardized interfaces. This feature leads
to long time to market for deploying new ser-
vices because operators have to wait for vendors
to actually implement them after the standard-
ization process, which is also time consuming.
This means limited flexibility and openness. 

On these grounds, software defined network-
ing (SDN) emerged, which is a new networking
paradigm where the forwarding plane is decou-
pled from the control plane with a certain pro-
grammable interface between them. In SDN,
network intelligence is logically centralized in
the control plane, and the forwarding plane is
abstracted from the control plane to orchestrate
service delivery. SDN introduces the benefits of
programmability, which enables network config-
uration or new services to be launched at a much
faster rate than what is currently expected using
hardware-centric networks. In addition, SDN has
triggered significant interest in network func-
tions virtualization (NFV). NFV is a new con-
cept that decouples network functions from
proprietary hardware appliances. Therefore, net-
work functions run flexibly in software to accel-
erate service innovation and provisioning. The
European Telecommunications Standards Insti-
tute (ETSI) is currently working on the require-
ments and architecture as well as technical
challenges to produce normative specification of
NFV [2]. Both SDN and NFV aim to advance a
software-based approach for more manageable,
agile, and innovative networks.  

With SDN/NFV’s characteristics, many
researchers have proposed new architectures for
future network design to handle the inefficiency
of the current networks, as mentioned above.
They have shown that current and new network
services can be provided according to operator
demand using novel SDN/NFV-based platforms.
However, most existing proposals have assumed
a fully SDN/NFV-based new network architec-
ture [3, 4]. This means that conventional net-
work infrastructures should be replaced by
SDN/NFV-enabled infrastructures. 
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To upgrade a network, a staged or transition-
al approach with the existing deployment should
be considered rather than a green-field
approach, as it is time consuming and expensive
[5]. Therefore, we propose a new transitional
approach called software defined transitional
networking (SDTN). SDTN aims to provide
legacy network services using the SDN/NFV
paradigm on a current network. 

In SDTN, a 4G network is assumed to be the
underlying current network because it is a highly
enhanced mobile network in terms of network
functionalities such as security, QoS, mobility,
and interactions with other networks. As a result,
other network service functions can be migrated
or mapped to the 4G network service functions.
In addition, a 4G network has been invested in
substantially to accommodate a larger amount of
traffic demand than that of 2G/3G. This means
that it is required that network operators take
full advantage of the 4G network. 

Therefore, in the SDTN architecture, legacy
network service functions are implemented in
the SDTN control plane and provided through
the 4G network. Additionally, SDTN provides a
suitable direction toward a fully SDN/NFV-
based future network (e.g., 5G network). 

The rest of this article is organized as follows.
After describing early efforts at staged approach-
es for SDN adoption, we present the core ele-
ments of SDTN. We then discuss its operational
benefits and future directions.  

RELATED WORKS
Along with the considerable attention on
SDN/NFV, lots of research works have been
placed on SDN/NFV-based future network
design [3, 4, 6, 7]. Although the necessity for
compatibility [6] and an evolutionary approach
[7] was mentioned, there are no works that pro-
vide a specific method of realizing transitional
architecture based on existing networks. 

In addition, market leaders introduced their
own SDN/NFV solutions [8, 9] to provide net-
work services including 3G and 4G functions.
Although it is conceptually clear that the net-
work service functions can be virtualized in their
solution and provided through the NFV infra-
structure, a specific methodology is not explained
for interacting with the forwarding plane to
operate the network services and guarantee
interoperability with existing network infra-
structure. 

Compared to these approaches, there were
early proposals for SDN deployment considering
existing networks. They insisted that a more
realistic and cost-effective strategy than building
a new network from scratch was needed.

There are three approaches to SDN adoption
in an existing network infrastructure. The first is
a dual stack approach [10], where all network
nodes have both SDN and existing network
interfaces (for normal layer 2 or 3 processing) to
perform either SDN or normal processing. This
approach necessitates a full deployment of net-
work nodes capable of both SDN and normal
operations. Therefore, it can become a compli-
cated and costly solution. The second is a partial
SDN approach called Panopticon [5]. Its authors

showed that effective traffic steering could be
performed with only some SDN nodes. Howev-
er, network performance and operation can be
affected by the number of SDN nodes and net-
work size.

In addition, the network is actually responsi-
ble for not only packet delivery but also provid-
ing network services. However, both
aforementioned approaches have not revealed a
solid way to provide network services, focusing
only on SDN deployment for traffic engineering. 

On the other hand, in the Fabric approach
[11], the authors proposed deploying SDN at the
network access edge with a decoupled architec-
ture, where the edge offers complex network ser-
vices and the core only performs simple packet
transport. In addition, separating the edge and
core allows them to evolve independently. The
authors focused on simplifying forwarding of
core networks, but did not address network ser-
vice provisioning and the problems of current
networks mentioned in the previous section. The
separation concept of the approach provides a
hint as to the way to implement the SDN control
plane for providing network services with an
existing network infrastructure.

Our focus is on SDTN design, which applies
the SDN/NFV principles to integrate the legacy
network services on the current 4G network. We
detail the development of our prototype to vali-
date the key elements of the architecture.

SOFTWARE-DEFINED
TRANSITIONAL NETWORKS

To address the challenges introduced in the pre-
vious sections, we set out to define SDTN archi-
tecture. The fundamental elements of the
architecture are depicted in Fig. 2. Our architec-
ture consists of three main components: access
nodes, which are already deployed to support
the variety of wireless networks such as evolved
NodeB (eNodeB) for 4G; NodeB with radio net-
work controller (RNC) for 3G (defined by the
Third Generation Partnership Project, 3GPP,
standards) and access point for Wi-Fi (defined
by the IEEE 802.11 standards); edge switches
(ESs) with an edge control plane (ECP), which

Figure 1. SK Telecom mobile subscribers by month: split per access tech-
nology.
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serve as both ingress and egress elements for
network service provisioning; and the 4G net-
work, including the 4G forwarding control plane
and infrastructure.

The key property of SDTN design is the sep-
aration of ECP and ESs from the 4G network,
applying the Fabric approach [11]. Through this
separation, we limit most of the intelligence to
ECP, keeping the 4G network unchanged. This
means that ECP is in charge of providing rich
network services, while the 4G network only per-
forms packet transmission through the 4G infra-
structure. Additionally, this separation allows for
the independent evolution of the ECP and 4G
network, focusing on the specifics of each role. 

Under this separation, incoming service
requests are processed following three phases in
Fig. 2. In the first phase, specific network func-
tions are performed with the corresponding vir-
tual network functions (VNFs) in the ECP. Then
the ECP interacts with the 4G forwarding con-
trol plane and ESs to set the end-to-end data
path. Finally, data is delivered. More specific
service flow handling is described later in this
article. 

Like any system, network architecture design
is guided by interfaces. As shown in Fig. 3, we
use five interface types to design our architec-
ture: application-operator, operator-operator,
operator-network, host-network, and packet-
switch. The application-operator interface deter-
mines how services can be provisioned by the
network operator and the operator-operator
interface decides how different domains inform
each other of their requirements. Other inter-
faces are defined in [11]. In addition, the appli-
cation-operator, operator-operator, and
operator-network interfaces are respectively
mapped to the northbound, horizontal, and
southbound interfaces, as defined in the general
SDN framework [12]. 

In this context, we assume that SDTN utilizes
already deployed access nodes as they are,
because splitting the control functionality from
the forwarding part of the access nodes is a
much more complex and challenging task than
for other core nodes [3], and modifying all

deployed access nodes is not practical because of
cost constraints. Extending SDTN to the wireless
parts will be one of our future works.  

We next investigate the details of each archi-
tectural component of SDTN. 

SDTN NETWORK FUNCTIONS
Although basic network functions such as link
discovery can be provided by the controller
itself, there is no sharp distinction between net-
work functions provided by VNFs and the con-
troller itself because it depends on the controller
model and can be an implementation issue.
Therefore, we assume that all network functions
are implemented as VNFs.  

Figure 2 shows that legacy network functions,
such as serving general packet radio service
(GPRS) support node (SGSN), gateway GPRS
support node (GGSN), home location register
(HLR), and dynamic host configuration protocol
(DHCP), are implemented as VNFs through
NFV at the ECP, and perform the control pro-
cesses previously done at the physical boxes.
During each process, a set of VNFs are config-
ured, provisioned, and chained by utilizing physi-
cal or virtual resources (i.e., orchestrated) to
operate the specific network service on demand.
In addition to the legacy network services, it is
possible to provide new network services from
ECP by virtue of SDN/NFV without the need
for specialized physical boxes that only perform
specific functions. 

In SDTN, pure 4G control functions such as
the mobility management entity (MME), home
subscriber server (HSS), and policy charging and
rules function (PCRF) are also virtualized as
VNFs at ECP. This means that only the control
parts of serving gateway (SGW) physical box
(SGW-C) and packet data network gateway
(PGW) physical box (PGW-C) remain in the
existing 4G control plane. There are two reasons
for this approach. First, a network operator can
manage all types of service information, such as
user information, security, policy, and charging,
simultaneously and centrally at the ECP. Fur-
thermore, the network operator can flexibly con-
trol the MME and PCRF to communicate with

Figure 2. Software defined transitional network architecture.
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the eNodeB, SGW-C, and PGW-C to prepare
user plane processes utilizing this information.
Second, SDTN can use existing 4G networks
with minimal modification because the SGW-C
and PGW-C are usually integrated into the EPC
hardware entities within the 4G infrastructure.
We call this existing 4G control plane that
includes only SGW-C and PGW-C the 4G for-
warding control plane. This means that the 4G
infrastructure in Fig. 2 includes 4G transport
network nodes and EPC hardware entities with-
out control parts where the 4G traffic is deliv-
ered based on 4G-defined interfaces [13] and
transmission policy [14]. 

VNFs run in a cloud environment and inter-
act with the edge controller (EC) using the
application-operator interface. Although VNFs
are grouped logically for each service (e.g., 3G
and 4G in Fig. 2), there can be many issues with
the implementation of VNFs because instantiat-
ing them in a cloud environment has a tremen-
dous effect on service performance. For example,
grouping VNFs can reduce control signaling
traffic by 70 percent from that of non-grouped
VNFs [15]. Therefore, the implementation strat-
egy for VNFs should be considered carefully
with sufficient analysis of the interactions among
VNFs when diverse network events occur. 

EDGE CONTROLLER WITH EDGE SWITCHES
As shown in Fig. 3, the EC supports four inter-
faces to interact with other elements: applica-
tion-operator interface, operator-operator
interface, operator-network interface 1, and
operator-network interface 2. The application-
operator interface is used to provide network
services. The operator-operator interface facili-
tates communication with other ECs in the oper-
ator’s own network as well as different operators’
networks for scalability and policy consistency.
As the network grows, the centralized controller
causes a scalability issue. Therefore, operators
with a very large area must consider an interface
that interconnects with other controllers to han-
dle this problem [12]. In addition, when a mobile
user moves to another controller’s domain, a
consistent service policy such as QoS should be
guaranteed. To do this, policy-related informa-
tion between controllers can be exchanged
through the operator-operator interface. Howev-
er, because information sharing between opera-
tors can be a very sensitive issue, the interface
should be defined carefully with a contract
between operators, and only essential informa-
tion will be shared between them. 

Operator-network interface 1 is used to con-
trol ESs. ESs handle both the host-network and
packet-switch interfaces, and carry out interface
translation between them. In SDTN architecture,
the host-network interface can be packet header
fields according to each host’s network service
protocol stack (e.g., 3G, 4G, or Internet) and the
packet-switch interface can be expressed in the
packet header that each 4G network node uses
as an index for its forwarding table. For exam-
ple, the GPRS Tunneling Protocol (GTP) head-
er, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) header, and
IP header fields can be used for the packet-
switch interface because GTP tunneling is usual-
ly supported in 4G networks to transfer the data

traffic through eNodeB, SGW, and PGW. This
means that ESs act as tunneling points like
eNodeBs in 4G networks when legacy network
service traffic goes through them. ESs are con-
trolled by EC to make each entry in the forward-
ing table, as MME manages eNodeBs to set up
tunnels in 4G networks. In this way, other net-
work services can be supported in our architec-
ture.  

Each entry is generated and updated using
operator-network interface 1. For this interface,
SDTN uses open or application programming
interfaces (APIs) such as OpenFlow [10] that
enable network software to be developed and
upgraded much more easily than the current
manual (re)configuration of hardware-centric
machinery. 

The complexity lies in mapping the host-net-
work interface to the packet-switch interface at
ESs controlled by EC. There are two mecha-
nisms for this process: protocol stack translation
and encapsulation. Protocol stack translation
provides the mapping by swapping the header of
the incoming packets with the internal 4G proto-
col header such as the GTP header through the
ingress ESs. The reverse process is performed at
the egress ESs. Using encapsulation, packets
crossing the ingress ESs are encapsulated by the
4G protocol headers, and then decapsulated at
the egress ESs. The latter approach is more pop-
ular and preferable due to its lower complexity.
In either method, all the incoming packets must
be mapped to at least one entry at ESs. The
entry may also include sophisticated functions
such as filtering, isolation, or policy routing, as
well as 4G protocol header fields.  

As SDTN aims for minimal modification of
the existing 4G networks, EC supports 4G-
defined interfaces [13] for operator-network
interface 2 to interact with existing 4G network
nodes. For instance, S1-MME, S11, and Gx are
utilized to manage eNodeB, SGW-C, and PGW-
C, respectively.  

EXISTING 4G NETWORKS
As explained above, the 4G forwarding control
plane and infrastructure are included in 4G net-
works. Network nodes included in the infra-
structure are controlled by the forwarding
control plane to set the traffic path. After the
mapping procedure at the ingress ESs, 4G net-
work nodes can process the incoming packets
with the packet-switch interface. As a result, 4G
network nodes can deliver the packets while
unaware of the original network service type of
the packets.

In addition, all the traffic is transferred fol-

Figure 3. SDTN interfaces.
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lowing a 4G-defined transmission policy such as
the EPS bearer-based QoS policy. For example,
incoming traffic into the ingress ES is assigned
to a specific EPS bearer with bearer ID based on
QoS requirements by using various QoS parame-
ters defined in 3GPP standards [14]. Then bear-
er-based QoS control can be supported through
the established bearer in 4G networks between
ingress and egress ESs. In this way, traffic is
transmitted applying the 4G-defined policy as if
it is 4G service traffic. When the traffic goes out
from 4G networks, QoS policy is converted to
that of the original service at the egress ES. In
this way, end-to-end QoS control can be provid-
ed. In fact, the transmission policy such as traffic
classes and QoS parameters can differ among
network services. Therefore, a mapping between
4G transmission policy and other services’ trans-
mission policies is required. Network operators
should define this mapping carefully to ensure
the QoS requirement for each service.

USE CASE: FLOW HANDLING OF
HETEROGENEOUS SERVICES

Support of heterogeneous services, based on 4G,
other legacy, or new protocols, can be achieved
by interacting between the EC and the corre-
sponding VNFs.

For instance, when 3G service flow is pro-
cessed, 3G VNFs such as SGSN-C and GGSN-C
act as the original 3G functions, that is, SGSN
and GGSN. In this case, the control plane pro-
cess through 3G VNFs is always performed in
advance of the user plane process in the 4G
infrastructure.

As introduced in Fig. 2, there are three
phases for handling the 3G service flow, two
control plane phases and a user plane phase.
Figure 4 describes the abstracted information
flow of these three phases for the initial attach-
ment of a 3G host. In this figure, we assume
that the NodeB and edge switches blocks

include NodeB and RNC, and ingress/egress
ESs, respectively. 

First, after the radio resource control (RRC)
connection is performed, the Attach Request
message of the 3G host is delivered to the EC
via the ingress ES because the ES does not have
an entry matched to process the message. EC
then carries it to the associated 3G VNFs. Sub-
sequent to the host authentication and security
setup between the host and 3G VNFs (we omit
the detailed signaling flow of this step), the host
location is updated, and the virtual session is
established. In the 3G service control plane pro-
cess, both SGSN-C and GGSN-C perform ses-
sion management, and both SGSN-C and HLR
exercise mobility management.

In the second phase, all the information relat-
ed to session and mobility management such as
the host profile, policy, and location is stored
centrally at the ECP and utilized to prepare the
user plane process. To enable this, the EC han-
dles S/PGW through MME and PCRF control
using this information. In other words, via con-
ventional 4G interfaces such as Gx and S11, the
4G VNFs control S/PGW using Session Request/
Response messages. Thanks to the interaction
between the 4G forwarding control plane and
ECP, the packet forwarding behavior of the 3G
service flow such as GTP tunneling for EPS bear-
er service can be defined at the S/PGW. To com-
plete the traffic path from the ingress to egress
ESs, the EC controls ESs to include the forward-
ing entry for the mapping between 3G and 4G
service flows. After the session establishment in
the 4G networks is finished, the 3G VNFs send
an Attach Accept message to the host via NodeB.
This way, the radio access bearer of 3G service is
established between the host and ingress ES via
NodeB, and the EPS bearer of 4G service is
established between the ingress and egress ESs
for end-to-end QoS provision in user plane.
Finally, 3G service traffic is transferred through
the established bearer in the last phase. 

Figure 4. Information flow of 3G service in SDTN.
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In the case of Wi-Fi service, it follows the
same procedures as 3G service in SDTN. It is
noted that Wi-Fi traffic is transmitted through
ESs via either 4G infrastructure or the Internet
based on the network operator’s policy. 

OPERATOR BENEFITS AND
FUTURE DIRECTION OF SDTN 

Along with the previously stated aspects, SDTN
can provide new benefits that are not present in
current networks. First, SDTN allows operators
to reduce the OPEX of the core network for
legacy network services because their core net-
work equipment, such as physical boxes of
GGSN and SGSN, the utilization of which grad-
ually lessens with time, can be effectively dis-
carded. OPEX reduction also occurs thanks to
the lower maintenance, upgrade, real estate, and
operational cost of a software-based approach.
We expect that the OPEX could be further
reduced when the majority of legacy services are
virtualized on the SDTN architecture. 

Second, by separating the edge and 4G net-
works, SDTN allows operators to use already
deployed 4G networks to provide legacy network
services. This means that additional infra-
structure capital expenditure (CAPEX) for the
transport network is not required. In addition,
SDTN can provide not only legacy services, but
also new network services on the 4G infra-
structure thanks to the benefits of SDN/NFV. 

Although additional CAPEX and OPEX of
cloud infrastructure to provide VNFs are
required, cost-efficient deployment and opera-
tion will be possible because cloud infrastructure
can be less dependent on hardware appliances as
well as physical locations, and optimally utilized
in terms of resources and power even when the
new services are introduced based on SDN/
NFV’s flexibility. 

Third, SDTN can be a transitional approach
to the future network. As introduced earlier,
many researchers and vendors believe that a
fully SDN/NFV-based network is the appropri-
ate direction of the future network. If a transi-

tional approach is not considered, operators will
have to discard all current network equipment
and deploy a completely new SDN-enabled infra-
structure. This is a time consuming process with
large CAPEX. Instead, SDTN enables operators
to prepare a fully SDN/NFV-based network with
underlying current 4G networks as a staged
approach. Additionally, SDTN architecture will
be migrated to a fully SDN/NFV-based network. 

We expect that the fully SDN/NFV-based
network will also have decoupled architecture
between the edge and core parts, as shown in
Fig. 5. Similar to SDTN, the edge part is respon-
sible for complex service provisioning, whereas
the core part performs packet forwarding. The
difference with SDTN is the evolution of the
underlying infrastructure and a core controller.
Infrastructure consists of SDN-enabled network
equipment and is controlled by an SDN core
controller where VNFs related to packet for-
warding such as tunneling functions are imple-
mented. Therefore, flexible configuration of
infrastructure for end-to-end traffic management
is possible in a fully SDN/NFV-based network.
In addition, new interfaces between the infra-
structure and core controller as well as between
the edge and core controller should be defined.
While traditional standardized interfaces are
supported in SDTN, open interfaces or associat-
ed APIs will be utilized to foster network service
innovation in the future network. 

CONCLUSION
This article introduces SDTN, an architecture and
methodology for aiding network operators apply-
ing SDN/NFV in existing 4G networks. SDTN
reaps the benefits of a software-based approach
that not only integrates all the virtualized legacy
network functions, but also increases the capabili-
ty to roll out new network features. In addition,
SDTN can evolve its network easily by updating
or replacing network services on the edge control
plane without mandating any changes in the exist-
ing 4G infrastructure. Therefore, the OPEX for
the legacy networks and CAPEX for additional
transport network infrastructure are not needed.

Figure 5. SDTN’s future evolution.
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Furthermore, SDTN takes significant steps toward
fully SDN/NFV-based future networks. We expect
that SDTN will be migrated easily into future net-
works where all complex network services are
implemented from the edge and forwarding-relat-
ed functions are provided in the core with SDN-
enabled infrastructure. In future work, SDTN will
be validated to measure the practical benefits
based on a virtualized network environment using
OpenFlow-based components and real network
events. 
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he geographical scale of network testing depends on
the size of the testbed. It could be as small as the

desk area in a laboratory, medium on a campus or within a
building, or as large as the wide area in the Internet. Tra-
ditionally, one would construct the testbed in a laboratory
so that all the environmental parameters could be pro-
grammed and controlled, and the results could be repro-
duced. However, since some of the environmental
parameters are too complicated to program and control,
often we need to use the real environment as the testbed.
This extends the testbed from a laboratory to a building, a
campus, or even the Internet. As the parameters in the
real environment are often not programmable and control-
lable, we thus lose the exact reproducibility of results. One
common way to solve this problem is to repeat the experi-
ments for a prolonged period and average over the huge
number of repetitive runs. Then the testing period is usual-
ly weeks to months instead of hours. Another less common
way is to “capture” the environmental parameters as traces
and replay them onto a laboratory testbed. Precise repro-
ducibility can be achieved, but the environment parameters
in the captured traces can only be “replayed” instead of
programmed and controlled. The results from such trace-
driven testing are useful if the environments and captured
traces are representative enough.

In this issue, we accepted three articles from 14 submis-
sions. The major reasons to reject submissions are (1) not
enough focus or percentage on network testing, (2) not
significant enough in technical contributions, and (3) pre-
sentation quality (e.g., not enough comparison with the
state of the art, not insightful enough in result interpreta-
tion). Starting from this issue, we have successfully short-
ened the time to publication by two months. The due dates
are February 1 and August 1, with their corresponding
publication dates in September and March, respectively.

Among the three accepted articles, there is one each on
testing at the laboratory scale, building scale, and Internet
scale. At the laboratory scale, the authors of the first one
built a 10 Gb/s wire-speed packet sniffer from off-the-shelf

hardware and open source software. The authors of the
second article designed a building-scale platform to bench-
mark various indoor localization solutions. At the Internet
scale, the authors of the third article measured to find
which Facebook servers or Akamai servers are accessed by
global geographically distributed users.

In the article on the 10 Gb/s packet sniffer (“Testing
the Capacity of Off-the-Shelf Systems to Store 10GbE
Traffic”), off-the-shelf hardware and open source software
are used to build a packet sniffer that needs to capture
and store packets at 10 Gb/s. The authors identify the bot-
tleneck as the storage subsystem, and thus develop low-
level optimization techniques at the network interface
card (NIC) driver, hard drives, and the interaction
between them. The deployed techniques include system
call minimization (processing packets in batches instead of
individually), huge intermediate receive buffer (avoiding
write throughput drops), memory alignment (direct mem-
ory access, DMA, with page alignment for packets trans-
ferred in blocks), sniffing and storage overlapping
(isolated and parallelized execution), timestamping (accu-
rate time stamping by low-level techniques), tuned redun-
dant array of independent disks (RAID) volumes
(parameter configurations for number of disks, strip size,
write cache policy, file system), and sniffing optimization
(pre-allocated and reuse of memory, memory mapping,
parallel direct paths, batch processing, prefetching, affini-
ty). Together they reduce packet capture loss significantly.
As the industry moves forward to 40 Gb/s and 100 Gb/s
interfaces, these techniques and yet-to-be-developed new
techniques would be needed for wire-speed packet cap-
ture and sniffing.

The authors of the article on benchmarking indoor
localization solutions (“Platform for Benchmarking of RF-
based Indoor Localization Solutions”) tried to standardize
the metrics and methodologies to evaluate the prevailing
indoor localization solutions. Their approach is aligned
with the upcoming ISO/IEC 18305 standard “Test and
Evaluation of Localization and Tracking Systems.” The
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metrics include not just accuracy, but also latency, energy
efficiency, setup time, and required infrastructure. The
developed test platform enables online live/real-time test-
ing on wireless testbed facilities within buildings, and also
offline replayed/non-real-time testing with the raw RF
dataset including received signal strength indicator (RSSI),
link quality indicator (LQI), and time of arrival (ToA).
The raw RF dataset is generated from experiments defined
by experiment specification, evaluation points, and inter-
ference specification, and are then fed into the system
under test (SUT, i.e., an indoor localization solution), in
either real-time mode or replayed mode, to calculate the
performance metrics. The results illustrate the perfor-
mance trade-off of three localization solutions in accuracy,
latency, and energy efficiency. Another contribution is that
the publically accessible RF datasets from multiple envi-
ronments (office with brick walls, office with plywood
walls, industrial open space) with evaluation points near a
wall or in the middle of a room. It is possible for
researchers to evaluate their localization solutions with
these RF datasets without actually building the indoor
testbeds.

The final article on Facebook server distribution (“How
Far Is Facebook from Me? Facebook Network Infra-
structure Analysis”) assesses the effectiveness of content
distribution networks (CDNs) for services such as Face-
book. The contents on Facebook are accessible to sub-
scribers through either native Facebook servers or Akamai
servers distributed world-wide, where Akamai is a CDN
provider that helps content providers to push their con-
tents near their subscribers. The authors conducted a com-
prehensive measurement-based analysis of the Facebook
infrastructure, by:

1.Identifying URLs associated with Facebook
2.Measuring access delay and network path to the

URLs
3.Establishing a distributed infrastructure, via Planet-

Lab, to obtain results from different subscriber loca-
tions

4.Geo-locating subscriber nodes, Facebook servers, and
Akamai servers
They found that users experience much lower delay

with Akamai servers than with native Facebook servers.
The delay reduction is over 10 times in countries with
Akamai server coverage. Akamai covers 35 countries and
reaches 41 countries (i.e., subscribers in 6 countries can
access Akamai servers in nearby countries). The location
of a subscriber matters in the experienced delay, because
the location decides whether he or she would access a
native Facebook server or an Akamai server and how far
the accessed server is. This interesting study could be
extended to services other than Facebook.
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INTRODUCTION

Operators are currently deploying novel network
architectures and equipment with bandwidth
capabilities of multi-gigabit rates and beyond.
Testing the performance and correct operation
of such deployments is a challenging task that
operators must face. This also applies to other
players in the Internet arena, such as companies,
third-party enterprises, and banks, which deploy
new services for their customers and employees.

The most simple and efficient way to test
such infrastructures and services is sniffing and
storing all traversing test traffic for its subse-
quent analysis [1]. Such an analysis may focus
not only on searching malformed or unexpect-
ed packets, for example, erroneous virtual
LAN (VLAN) or multiprotocol label switching
(MPLS) headers, or duplicated frames, but
also on the network performance and quality
of service (QoS) parameters’ values — band-

width, packet loss, delay, or jitter. Additionally,
stored traffic may be used not only passively
but also actively when replaying the content of
the stored traces for testing purposes [2]. We
suggest referring to those systems that sniff
and store traffic as network traffic storage sys-
tems (NTSS).

Even an intuitively simple task such as sniff-
ing and storing traversing traffic is a challenge
when dealing with 10 Gb/s rates or higher due to
the great amount of resources and computation-
al power needed. Traditionally, specialized hard-
ware devices such as field programmable gate
arrays (FPGAs), network processors, and high-
end closed commercial solutions have been
applied to tackle the traffic sniffing and storage
problem. Such solutions address the perfor-
mance part of the problem in a very effective
way, and they also offer high degrees of both
determinism and robustness, desirable for any
industrial development. However, such positive
features are obtained at the expense of flexibility
and extensibility, turning the deployment, evolu-
tion, and maintenance processes into difficult
tasks. Furthermore, the prices of those systems is
elevated, ranging from $85,000 to $250,000
depending on their storage capacity.1, 2

As an alternative, the research community
has recently focused on commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) solutions to accomplish high-perfor-
mance tasks [3]. COTS systems have emerged as
the combination of commodity hardware and
open source software. Such systems provide flex-
ibility, availability, and scalability while handling
multi-gigabit rates and cutting expenditures in
terms of both deployment and maintenance [4].
For example, the system used for the experi-
ments presented in this article had a price of
$10,000, which is one order of magnitude lower
than the price of its closed solution counterpart.
With this in mind, this article explains the key
aspects for COTS systems to sniff and store
packets at multi-gigabit rates. Specifically, such
keys comprise fine low-level tuning at the net-
work interface card (NIC) driver, hard drives,
and application levels. Subsequently, we provide
an extensive performance evaluation of state-of-
the-art NTSS systems that have successfully
reached such a goal.

ABSTRACT

The maturity of the telecommunications mar-
ket and the fact that user demands increase
every day leaves network operators no option
but to deploy high-speed infrastructures and test
them in an efficient and economical manner. A
common approach to this problem has been the
storage of network traffic samples for analysis
and replay using different versions of what we
have named NTSS. This type of task is particu-
larly demanding in 10 Gb Ethernet links and has
traditionally been addressed by closed solutions
or NTSS built on top of high-end hardware.
However, these approaches lack flexibility and
extensibility, which typically translates into high-
er cost. This work studies how NTSS can be
built using COTS: a combination of commodity
hardware and open source software. To this end,
we present the current limitations of COTS sys-
tems and focus on low-level optimization tech-
niques at several levels: the NIC driver, hard
drives, and the software interaction between
them. The application of these techniques has
proven crucial for reaching 10 Gb/s rates, as dif-
ferent state-of-the-art systems have shown after
an extensive performance test.
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PROBLEM STATEMENT AND
CONTRIBUTIONS

Traffic storage has become a challenging task, as
a fully saturated 10 Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) link
in the worst case scenario (minimal size packets,
i.e., 64 bytes on Ethernet with cyclic redundancy
check, CRC, included) carries more than 14 mil-
lion packets/s. In this demanding scenario, we
first note how much traffic may be sniffed with
standard software running on a commodity serv-
er. Specifically, our commodity server is a Super-
micro X9DR3-F with two 6-core Xeon E5-2630
processors running at 2.30 GHz and hyper-
threading disabled, with 96 GB of DDR3 RAM
at 1333 MHz. The server is equipped with an
Intel 82599 10 GbE NIC plugged into a Periph-
eral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe)
3.0 slot. The software is composed of an Ubuntu
Server 14.04 configured with a 3.14 kernel and
the default network stack, the vanilla Intel ixgbe
NIC driver, and the de facto standard traffic
sniffer tcpdump. On the sender side, we have an
FPGA-based traffic transmission system capable
of replaying at link-rate both fixed-size synthetic
traffic and packet traces previously stored in the
machine [5].

The results are shown in the left two-column
group in Fig. 1, which shows the percentage of
stored packets with this configuration (named
tcpdump vanilla), for two traffic injection cases:
namely, synthetic 64-byte packets (CRC includ-
ed) and a real backbone trace from CAIDA,3
both replayed at wire speed. We observe that
this out-of-the-box scenario can only sniff and
store less than 10 and 38 percent of the total
sent packets for synthetic and real traffic, respec-
tively. The out-of-the-box configuration has thus
proven insufficient to capture full-rate 10 GbE
traffic.

Nevertheless, the research community has
first tried to improve the NIC vanilla driver to
boost up its performance, as reviewed in the fol-
lowing section, but there is scarce knowledge on
how to write such traffic in hard drives at multi-
gigabit rates.

Consequently, this article studies how to tune
such drives to increase their performance, a
question that is dealt with in the following sec-
tion. Then we explain how to optimally combine
sniffing and storing, and provide a performance
evaluation of the state-of-the-art NTSS in 10
GbE networks. Finally, the guidelines and take-
away messages presented through this article are
summarized together with proposed future work
in the field.

SNIFFING TRAFFIC FROM THE WIRE
The first task is to sniff the traffic from the wire.
Alternatively, this task was traditionally termed
capture; however, we avoid the term here as it is
easily confused with the term store. The follow-
ing performance optimizations techniques have
been applied to the sniffing process in the litera-
ture.

Pre-allocation and reuse of memory: On
vanilla drivers, for each received packet, a set of
structures and buffers is allocated. Those

resources are released once the packet is deliv-
ered to upper layers. It has proven more effi-
cient to pre-allocate a pool of structures and
reuse them for subsequent incoming packets.

Memory mapping: The use of these tech-
niques (e.g., direct NIC access, DNA [6]) allows
high-level applications to map the receiving
buffers located at the driver level, thus reducing
the number of copies.

Use of parallel direct paths: Modifying the
network driver to bypass the operating system’s
network stack makes it possible to create paral-
lel paths from the NIC (receive side scaling,
RSS) to user-level applications. As collateral
effects, more CPU cores are necessary, and
packet reordering may occur [7].

Batch processing: Typically, upper-layer
applications make a system call to receive a
packet. Processing a batch of packets per system
call can reduce the resulting overhead. Never-
theless, such techniques may also entail a latency
increment and inaccurate timestamping [8].

Prefetching: This technique consists of
preloading memory locations in processors’
caches in a predictive way so that they can be
quickly accessed in the near future should they
be needed, thus reducing cache misses.

Affinity: Non-uniform memory access
(NUMA) architectures group processing cores
along with independent memory banks to create
a NUMA node. Performance is significantly
increased if the sniffing process is placed on the
same NUMA node as the driver-level receiving
threads, thus reducing the data access overhead
[4].

We note that the techniques to improve sniff-
ing performance require changes in either the
NIC driver or the operating system’s network
stack, or both. Nevertheless, some straightfor-
ward affinity-related adjustments may be per-
formed in an out-of-the-box Linux machine with
tcpdump, with significant performance improve-
ments as shown in Fig. 1, labeled tcpdump opti-
mal. The main difference between the vanilla
and optimized execution of tcpdump lies in the
CPU assignment of the sniffing process and the

Figure 1. Percentage of stored packets (into a RAID-0 volume with nine
disks) for a fully saturated 10 Gb Ethernet link for NTSS based on tcp-
dump with vanilla and optimized configurations for a 30-minute experi-
ment.
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number of reception queues. In the vanilla case,
the program runs in a random processor core
selected by the operating system, and the num-
ber of reception queues is set to the total num-
ber of cores of the machine — 12 in our case. In
the optimized case, the capture process runs in
the NUMA node attached to the NIC with four
reception queues with interrupts also attached to
that node. This 4-queue configuration showed
the maximum throughput in our setup. With this
simple change, the number of stored packets
increases up to 20 and 60 percent (from 10 and
38 percent) for synthetic and real traffic, respec-
tively.

To fully sniff high-speed traffic, some engines
were proposed [9–13]4 that apply the aforemen-
tioned techniques over the driver and network
stacks. Figure 2 shows a qualitative comparison
between the most popular capture engines in
terms of traffic intensity and number of receive
queues needed to work. Specifically, Packet-
Shader, PF_RING, netmap, and DPDK achieve
wire speed using one receive queue. HPCAP
obtains similar results but it additionally pro-
vides accurate timestamping by using two CPU
cores per receive queue, while the other engines
use one core per queue. PFQ needs a larger
number of queues and cores to give more flexi-
bility and additional functionalities, such as cus-
tomized packet aggregation, at the expense of
performance. The reader is referred to [4] for
further details.

STORING DATA ON HARD DRIVES
According to manufacturers’ specifications, a
high-end SATA-3 mechanical disk allows theo-
retical rates up to 4.8 Gb/s for sequential reads
and 1.2 Gb/s for sequential writes. A SATA-3
solid-state drive (SSD) may achieve speeds close
to 3.2 Gb/s for both read and write operations,
but the price per gigabyte is 10 times greater.
Consequently, no matter if the hard drive is SSD

or conventional, a single disk is not enough to
comply with the line rate of 10 GbE networks,
and a RAID volume is in order.

In terms of packet sniffing the worst case sce-
nario is when packets are of minimal size (64
bytes, CRC included, for 10 GbE), so the quan-
tity of packets per second to be processed is
maximized — 14.88 Mp/s. However, we note
that the worst case for traffic storage is the
opposite (maximum sized packets, i.e., 1514 for
10 GbE leading to 816 kp/s), as shown in Table
1. It turns out that the disc load increases with
packet size and, to complicate matters, an addi-
tional header is aggregated to the packet with
the timestamp and both packet and capture
lengths. For instance, the de facto PCAP stan-
dard stores a 16-byte header per packet — 4
bytes for caplen, 4 bytes for len, and 8 bytes for
timestamp. Other packet storage formats such as
reduced PCAP (labeled RAW) reduces by 2 the
amount of bytes required for each length field.
Table 1 shows the storage overhead using PCAP
and RAW formats.

Table 1 shows that the requested disk capaci-
ties are larger than 9 Gb/s with a worst case of
9.95 Gb/s assuming PCAP headers. As shown,
even for the mean Internet packet size (ranging
between 256 and 512 bytes according to
CAIDA), the demand for store throughput
ranges between 9.71 and 9.85 Gb/s, respectively.
As a conclusion, once the sniffing engines proved
capable of dealing fairly with all packet sizes,
now the goal is for the RAID volume to attain
rates of nearly 10 Gb/s.

Unfortunately, the amount of parameters
involved in RAID configuration is large, and a
wrong choice of values may lead to severe per-
formance degradation. We have evaluated the
actual write throughput of a RAID-0 volume
composed of high-end mechanical hard disks
(Hitachi HUA723030ALA640 with 3 TB of
capacity) or SSD (Samsung 840 EVO with 250
GB of capacity), both with SATA-3 interfaces,
using the out-of-the-box Linux server described
previously. Specifically, we have conducted thor-
ough testing with the following configuration
parameters.

Number of disks: We have assessed how per-
formance varies with number of disks ranging
from 1 to 12 for mechanical drives and from 1 to
8 for SSD, merged into a RAID-0 volume; we
used an Intel RS25DB080 RAID controller.

Strip size: The strip size is the amount of
data per basic write operation. Thus, small strip
sizes will be translated into a higher number of
write operations into the RAID volume and may
degrade the overall write throughput due to per-
operation overheads. We have evaluated strip
sizes of 64 kB, 256 kB, and 1 MB.

RAID write cache policy: This parameter
refers to the use of the RAID controller’s cache
memory. The Direct policy disables the cache
and performs poorly. The Write Through Cache
(WTC) policy writes the cache content to disk,
and then a new cache write operation proceeds.
Thus, when using WTC the data has to be stored
in both the disks and their caches before a new
write operation is started. Finally, the Write Back
Cache (WBC) policy is less conservative and
does not require the cache to be flushed to the

Figure 2. Qualitative comparison between the existing high-performance
packet sniffing engines.
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hard disks before a new write operation is per-
formed.

Disk cache: Some hard drives feature a cache
that performs bundling of write operations to a
given sector, thus saving disk head movements.
We have considered this option in our experi-
ments.

File system: We have evaluated the ext4 file
system, which is the de facto standard for Linux
systems. Additionally, we have tested the xfs
and jfs file systems, as a previous analysis high-
lighted them as promising candidates. Specifical-
ly, xfs was designed with the goal of managing a
large number of big files. We have additionally
tested the RAID’s write throughput when no file
system is instantiated as a baseline.

The experiments were carried out by taking
all possible combinations of the parameters, and
results are shown in Table 2. For each combina-
tion, 100 2-GB-sized files were written using the
Linux dd tool. Specifically, the table depicts
which parameter combination offers the mini-
mum and maximum write throughput for differ-
ent numbers of disks. For each parameter
combination we show the mean write through-
put, the confidence interval with a 0.01 signifi-
cance level, and the 5th/95th percentiles.

In practical terms, Table 2 shows that a sin-
gle mechanical disk has an average write
throughput of 1.26 Gb/s for its best configura-
tion, with a narrow confidence interval and a
percentile range of roughly tenths of megabits
per second. Interestingly, average throughputs
scale linearly with the number of disks when
they are optimally configured, but this linearity
is not observed for the worst-performing
parameter combinations. Our findings show
that eight disks suffice for all scenarios and
packet sizes under study if a properly sized
buffer is used to absorb peaks in the write
throughput. In fact, the 5th percentile for the
throughput obtained with eight disks, which is
9.77 Gb/s, is below the target for some of the
most typical scenarios on the Internet assuming
both RAW and PCAP headers.

Additionally, we note that a 9-disk RAID
exceeds the target rate both in the mean rate
and corresponding 5th percentile. This configu-
ration presents a good trade-off to cope with the
oscillations that commodity hard drives experi-
ence, and it can handle all packet storage sce-

narios for 10 GbE networks even with the largest
packet size.

Interestingly, Table 2 also shows that a single
SSD drive is capable of consuming nearly twice
as much data as a mechanical one: an average of
2.21 Gb/s in contrast with 1.26 Gb/s obtained
from the mechanical counterpart. However, our
results show that the write throughput scaling
ratio (with number of disks) decreases for SSD
disks and remains almost constant for mechani-
cal drives. By the time the set of mechanical
disks has already achieved an average through-
put of 10 Gb/s (i.e., 8 disks), the SSD alternative
is far below with the same number of disks: as
the table shows, it only reaches 7.52 Gb/s. More-
over, the throughput oscillations of the SSD
RAIDs were far larger for all file systems. Specif-
ically, for the best case, it was more than an
order of magnitude larger than its mechanical
alternative—see the width of the confidence
interval for the mean. The above issues, together
with cost, discourage the use of SSD disks for
our packet storage purpose.

Once we have studied how to gauge a RAID
volume, we turn our attention to explain how the
configuration parameters and their interactions
impact performance. To this end, we posed a
balanced full-factorial analysis of the data for a
RAID-0 array with nine mechanical hard drives.
In such analysis, the response variable under
study (in this case the write throughput) is
explained as the outcome of a set of factors (i.e.,
strip size, raid cache policy, disks cache, and file
system) and their respective levels — that is, pos-
sible values each factor takes: strip size = 64 kB,
256 kB, or 1 MB; raid cache policy = Direct,
WB, or WT; disks cache = off or on; and file sys-
tem = ext4, jfs, or xfs.

All factors and their interactions turned out
to be statistically significant in our dataset. Thus,
each sample is characterized by the addition of
16 terms: The overall sample mean (often
referred as to intercept): one term per main-
effect factor that accounts for the different
response given by each level of such factors, and
an additional term per each of the possible com-
binations of factors (six pairs, four trios, and a
quartet), which account for the different impact
that each combination of levels exerts on the
sample.

Several conclusions arise from the analysis,

Table 1. Maximum rates generated by a fully saturated 10GbE link in terms of packets and bits for dif-
ferent packet sizes and header formats.

Max. throughput
Packet size (bytes, CRC included)

60 64 128 256 512 750 1024 1250 1514

Mp/s 14.88 14.21 8.22 4.46 2.33 1.62 1.19 0.98 0.82

Gb/s 7.14 7.27 8.38 9.13 9.55 9.69 9.77 9.81 9.84

Gb/s (PCAP header
included) 9.05 9.09 9.46 9.71 9.85 9.90 9.92 9.94 9.95

Gb/s (RAW header
included) 8.57 8.64 9.19 9.57 9.77 9.84 9.89 9.91 9.92 
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especially the importance of hardware caches.
Starting from an overall mean of roughly 4 Gb/s,
the use of disk caches represented an average
addition of 3.1 Gb/s, and similarly, the use of
WBC policy gave an average gain of 3.3 Gb/s.
The volume’s strip size had a relatively marginal
significance, which translated into a few hundred
of Mb/s for the best configuration — a strip size
of 1 MB. On the other hand, the choice of file
system was also significant: xfs showed the best
results with an increase of 0.7 Gb/s in mean
compared to jfs, which showed the worst
results. Finally, the contribution in absolute
value of the terms accounting for all possible
combinations of levels was limited, from a few
tens to 100 Mb/s.

Furthermore, we found that the file system
choice not only affects the average write rate,
but also exerts a critical effect on its variance.
Figure 3 shows the throughput obtained when
writing the same files as in the previous experi-
ment (100 2-GB-sized files) on a 9-disk RAID-
0 volume with the optimal configuration for
each file system. The figure shows that writing
data on the raw volume with no file system
present has a low-variance behavior. This is a
non-practical scenario because data cannot be
accessed afterwards, although it is of interest
for baselining purposes. When a file system is
incorporated, throughput oscillations happen,
which may be severe. Interestingly, both Fig. 3
and Table 2 show that the xfs file system pre-
sents the smallest oscillation, which makes it
the file system of choice. For jfs and ext4,
the throughput oscillation may require adding
more disks to the RAID volume to ensure that
in case of oscillations the RAID meets the tar-
get rate.

NETWORK TRAFFIC
STORAGE SOLUTIONS

Once we have discussed how to optimize both
network traffic sniffing and data storage process-
es separately, we proceed to optimally combine
both and come up with a cost-effective high-per-
formance NTSS. More specifically, we outline
the fundamental techniques the NTSS may
adopt.

System call minimization: The sniffing and
storage processes imply data transfer and syn-
chronization between user and kernel level
contexts. We seek to minimize the quantity of
system calls to reduce context switches and
improve overall performance by using buffer
mapping or accessing data in a bytestream or
batch fashion rather than on a per-packet
basis.

Huge intermediate receive buffers: As men-
tioned above, the target storage device may
experience sudden write throughput drops,
which can be avoided by means of large interme-
diate buffers.

Memory alignment: Maximum write perfor-
mance is achieved when the transfers between
system memory and the storage device are done
via direct memory access (DMA) operations
(O_DIRECT flag in the write options). This way,
neither CPU cycles nor cache management nor
memory bandwidth is spent in the data transfers.
However, this efficient configuration requires
the transfer operations to be page-aligned, mak-
ing memory alignment a critical feature. More-
over, packets must be transferred in blocks with
a multiple of the disk’s sector size to reach maxi-
mum write performance and avoid quantization
effects.

Table 2. Write throughput summary results.

Number
of disks Technology Scenario Strip

size

RAID
cache
policy

Disks'
cache FS 

Throughput (Gb/s)

Average
Confidence

interval 
(a = 0.01)

Percentile

5th 95th

1 

Mech 
Min 1 MB WTC Off jfs 0.69 (0.67, 0.70) 0.58 0.77

Max 64 kB WBC On xfs 1.27 (1.26, 1.27) 1.26 1.27

SSD 
Min 64 kB WTC Off xfs 0.58 (0.58, 0.59) 0.55 0.62

Max 1 MB WBC On jfs 2.21 (2.18, 2.23) 2.19 2.21

8 

Mech 

Min 64 kB Direct Off jfs 3.64 (3.51, 3.76) 2.90 4.19

Max 1 MB WBC On xfs 10.06 (10.01, 10.12) 9.77 10.35 

SSD 
Min 64 kB WTC Off jfs 2.15 (1.99, 2.31) 1.68 3.82 

Max 1 MB WBC On xfs 7.52 (6.54, 8.51) 3.17 15.97

9 Mech 

Min 1 MB Direct Off jfs 4.14 (3.98, 4.30) 3.27 4.81 

Max 1 MB WBC On xfs 11.31 (11.25, 11.37) 10.96 11.47
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Sniffing and storage overlapping: Overall
performance can be increased if the sniffing and
storage processes are isolated, allowing their
execution to be parallelized.

Timestamping: As explained in [1], accurate
packet timestamping is a critical issue, which
depends on the low-level NTSS sniffing tech-
niques adopted [8].

Note that only two of the approaches
explained previously, PF_RING and HPCAP,
gave rise to final NTSS, n2disk and hpcapdd,
respectively. On one hand, hpcapdd was devel-
oped on top of the HPCAP driver. Both the
driver and the application were designed with
the goal of optimizing network traffic storage
[13].  Regarding the aforementioned tech-
niques, the HPCAP+hpcapdd system instanti-
ates a 1 GB kernel-level buffer, limited by the
kernel configuration. The driver is in charge of
timestamping and copying the incoming pack-
ets into this buffer, so hpcapdd can access
them on a byte-stream basis. This buffer is effi-
ciently accessed as it is properly aligned and
mapped at the user level. Furthermore, this
buffer isolates the sniffing and storage process-
es, so the overall process is parallelized and
pipelined.

On the other hand, n2disk has recently been
developed by the authors of PF_RING [14].
Specifically, n2disk instantiates one or more
packet storage threads which are executed in
parallel, leading to single-threaded (ST) and
multi-threaded (MT) versions. Each thread has
an independent memory buffer, and traffic is
distributed among them using a hash function.
Importantly, n2disk not only stores the incom-
ing packets, but also creates additional index
files for optimizing subsequent access to the
stored data.

For both NTSSs, we measured the percentage
of incoming traffic stored versus the number of
cores with an optimized 9-disk RAID-0 volume
— as discussed previously. Figure 4 shows the
measured percentage of packets stored over the
total link load, along with the amount of fully
occupied CPU cores used by each NTSS. Those
results are shown for the worst-case scenarios in
terms of both packet sniffing and storage and in
an average case.

Remarkably, hpcapdd is capable of storing
99.2 percent of the incoming traffic for synthetic
64-byte packets (CRC included) and all the real-
traffic and synthetic maximum-sized packet
traces, with two CPU cores.

The results show that n2disk’s single-thread
version uses one thread for packet sniffing and
one more thread for storage, whereas the multi-
thread version uses one thread for sniffing and
four threads for processing and storing. The ST
version stores 92.4 percent of the packets for
the 64-byte experiment, and 98.2 percent for
both maximum-sized packets and real traffic.
The MT counterpart stores 99.1 percent of the
packets for the 64-byte experiment, and 98.0
percent for both maximum-sized packets and
real traffic. These last results show that instanti-
ating several threads helps when dealing with
the worst case sniffing scenario (i.e., 64-byte
packets) but does not solve demanding storage
throughput scenarios.

FINAL REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

Given the growing importance of COTS systems
for network monitoring tasks, this work has
addressed the problem of traffic sniffing and
storage at 10 Gb/s rates following a bottom-up
approach.

First, out-of-the-box tools (i.e., vanilla net-
work drivers and tcpdump) have proven to be
insufficient to sniff and store packets at 10 Gb/s
using off-the-shelf systems. Although the
obtained performance is far below 10 Gb/s, the
application of some ideas discussed in this work
improved the performance of such tools up to
rates that may be useful in networks with low
utilization.

Second, to improve the sniffing perfor-
mance and make the most  of  commodity
multi-core servers and modern NICs, several
optimizations must be applied. For example,
affinity planning is a key factor to improve the
performance for both optimized and out-of-
the box applications. Additionally, some of
these optimizations present collateral effects
such as timestamp accuracy degradation or

Figure 3. Influence of the file system on a 9-disk RAID-0 volume.
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packet reordering when applying batch pro-
cessing and multi-queue reception, respective-
ly .  Thus,  depending on the applicat ion
requirements,  such optimizations may not
apply.

Third, although a single commodity hard
drive is  not able to achieve enough write
throughput to cope with a 10 Gb Ethernet
l ink,  such storage performance may be
improved by skillfully using tuned RAID vol-
umes. After this tuning, a write throughput
beyond 10 Gb/s is achieved using 9 high-end
mechanical disks. The write throughput of
commodity hard-drives presents significant
oscillations over the mean across time. Such
oscillations may be controlled using xfs file-
system, whereas the use of other file-systems
causes remarkable excursions. Such excursions
are even more noticeable using SSDs. In fact,
although one single SSD achieves more
throughput than a rotational drive they do not
scale proportionally.  Thus,  SSDs are left
behind their mechanical counterpart.

Finally, one important fact is that the most
demanding scenario in terms of packet sniffing
(i.e., minimal-size packets) is the least demand-
ing scenario in terms of packet storage through-
put. Conversely, the best case for packet sniffing
(i.e., maximal-size packets) becomes the most
demanding scenario in terms of packet storage
throughput. Thus, obtaining maximum perfor-
mance in an NTSS implies not only properly
tuning the sniffing and storage processes, but
also their interaction.

As future work, the scaling of the mentioned
packet storage solutions to higher link rates
must be considered — that is, 40 Gb/s and 100
Gb/s. Current hardware limitations may prevent
a linear scaling of the results shown along this
work, and more complex techniques will be
required. Along this line, we propose:
• The study of techniques that allow reducing

the amount of information to be stored by
smartly selecting the most interesting parts
— for example, the first bytes of each flow
or packet [1, 15].

• Reducing the magnitude of the stored data
by aggregating through some criteria —
that is, moving from packet traces to flow
records reduces the storage by one order of
magnitude.

Needless to say, these techniques come at the
expense of potential information losses.

On the other hand, the use of a high-per-
formance traffic distribution would open the
possibility of replicating standalone systems to
achieve the desired rates, although transfer-
ring the problem to the distribution system.
Anyway, regardless of the approach chosen,
most of the guidelines presented in this article
still apply.

To conclude, this work has provided both the
research community and practitioners with a
roadmap not only to understand and use state-
of-the-art NTSS systems based on COTS, but
also to implement and deploy their own systems.
We expect the lessons and ideas we share here
may open new opportunities for the use of COTS
systems in areas traditionally reserved for high-
end and expensive hardware.
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INTRODUCTION

This article addresses one of the major problems
of indoor localization research: the lack of com-
parability between existing localization solutions,
due to the fact that most of them have been
evaluated under individual, thus not comparable
and not repeatable, conditions. This situation is
partially the result of the complexity required for
the evaluation of an indoor localization solution,
which requires technical expertise to efficiently
set up large-scale experiments, control the exper-

imental environment, gather the necessary per-
formance data, and calculate the output metrics
using standardized methods. All these steps are
time consuming, and more theoretically inclined
researchers typically lack the necessary technical
skills to perform these steps efficiently and accu-
rately. We address these deficiencies by provid-
ing a platform that allows simple evaluation of
indoor localization solutions. The main contribu-
tions of the presented article are as follows.

We describe a generic benchmarking plat-
form that implements the standardized evalua-
tion method described in the EVARILOS
Benchmarking Handbook (EBH), and is aligned
with the upcoming International Organization
for Standardization/International Electrotechni-
cal Commission (ISO/IEC) 18305 standard “Test
and Evaluation of Localization and Tracking
Systems.” 

We further describe plug-ins that are avail-
able for instantiating the components of the
EVARILOS Benchmarking Platform on multi-
ple future Internet research and experimentation
(FIRE) facilities.1

Finally, we provide open datasets that help in
simplifying the process of benchmarking and
evaluation of indoor localization solutions.

The rest of this article is structured as fol-
lows. The next section provides an overview of
the related work. Then the EVARILOS Bench-
marking Platform (EBP) is explained in detail.
The integration of the EBP in a wireless test
facility and the public datasets are then dis-
cussed. We then demonstrate the usage of the
EBP in an experimental validation of multiple
RF-based indoor localization solutions. Finally,
we conclude the work.

RELATED WORK
As the number of indoor localization solutions is
growing, a more thorough procedure for evaluat-
ing and comparing them is necessary. As already
observed in other fields [1], a well defined objec-
tive evaluation methodology needs to take into
consideration a wide range of metrics. Some
metrics are important from a theoretical point of
view, and are well suited for analyzing and
improving proposed algorithms, whereas others

ABSTRACT

Over the last few years, the number of indoor
localization solutions has grown exponentially,
and a wide variety of different technologies and
approaches are being explored. Unfortunately,
there is currently no established standardized
evaluation method for comparing their perfor-
mance. As a result, each solution is evaluated in
a different environment using proprietary evalu-
ation metrics. Consequently, it is currently
extremely hard to objectively compare the per-
formance of multiple localization solutions with
each other. To address the problem, we present
the EVARILOS Benchmarking Platform, which
enables automated evaluation and comparison of
multiple solutions in different environments
using multiple evaluation metrics. We propose a
testbed-independent benchmarking platform,
combined with multiple testbed-dependent plug-
ins for executing experiments and storing perfor-
mance results. The platform implements the
standardized evaluation method described in the
EVARILOS Benchmarking Handbook, which is
aligned with the upcoming ISO/IEC 18305 stan-
dard “Test and Evaluation of Localization and
Tracking Systems.” The platform and plug-ins
can be used in real time on existing wireless
testbed facilities, while also supporting a remote
offline evaluation method using precollected
data traces. Using these facilities, and analyzing
and comparing the performance of three differ-
ent localization solutions, we demonstrate the
need for objective evaluation methods that con-
sider multiple evaluation criteria in different
environments.
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focus on the performance of end solutions, and
are more important for industry and end users.
If only accuracy is taken into account, the results
can give a distorted view. Such considerations
have motivated M. Ficco et al. [2] to evaluate
indoor localization solutions with respect to
deployment metrics. They compare and calibrate
the deployment and usage of access points
(APs), and show that the quality of the radiomap
has a direct influence on the accuracy. Further-
more, Hui Liu et al. state in [3] that precision,
complexity, scalability, robustness, and cost
should be included if a comprehensive perfor-
mance analysis is required. Additionally, they
also recognize the lack of an objective methodol-
ogy for the evaluation of indoor localization
solutions. Motivated by these circumstances, a
number of organizations are trying to develop
comprehensive standardized evaluation
approaches for indoor localization solutions.

EVARILOS Project: In the scope of the FP7
EVARILOS project, focused on objective evalu-
ation of RF-based indoor localization solutions,
the EBH [4] has been published. The handbook
describes a set of evaluation metrics that are
important for the evaluation of indoor localiza-
tion, including different notions of accuracy,
functional metrics such as response delays, and
deployment metrics such as setup time and
required infrastructure. Furthermore, the hand-
book contains a set of scenarios that describe
how to adequately evaluate an indoor localiza-
tion solution. The project is also the first one to
systematically address the effect of interference
on indoor localization solutions, although inter-
ference is expected to be present at most sites
where these solutions are deployed. The EBH
includes a wide range of evaluation metrics,
including functional metrics, such as response
delays, and deployment metrics, such as setup
time and required infrastructure.

ISO: Recently, the ISO and IEC established a
joint technical committee, ISO/IEC JTC 1,
focused on proposing a new ISO/IEC 18305
standard, “Test and Evaluation of Localization
and Tracking Systems.”2 Current drafts include
evaluation methodologies for a single technology
(e.g., Bluetooth), as well as methodologies for
the evaluation of full localization solutions,
which is in line with the methodology proposed
in the EVARILOS project. While this effort is
more general in that it also pertains to a wide
range of non-RF-based technologies such as
motion sensors, thus far it does not include non-
accuracy-related metrics such as ease of use or
energy consumption. At the time of writing,
none of the drafts were publicly available.

EvAAL: Until now, the only attempts at direct
comparison of different indoor localization solu-
tions were indoor localization competitions. One
popular series of indoor localization competi-
tions has been organized by Microsoft as part of
the Information Processing in Sensor Networks
(IPSN) conference. During the 2014 edition of
the competition [5], 22 different indoor localiza-
tion solutions were evaluated (organized in two
categories: infrastructure-free and infrastructure-

based). The evaluation process uses only a single
metric: average localization error across 20 test
points. The errors are measured manually using
a handheld laser distance meter. In 2015, the
evaluation process for the 23 competing solu-
tions took more than one day. In 2014 we shad-
owed the official evaluation process using the
EBP presented in this article, and demonstrated
the viability and the benefits of a full automation
of this process. The Evaluating AAL Systems
through Competitive Benchmarking (EvAAL)
project3 uses a set of metrics as part of the eval-
uation process for its competition series. In addi-
tion to the accuracy of indoor localization,
usability metrics are defined such as installation
complexity, user acceptance, availability, and
interoperability with AAL systems. The evalua-
tion process is not automated, and involves
deploying physical devices in the environment of
interest.

Most scientific papers evaluate the solution
they propose in an easily accessible environment
in the development area of the authors. Typical-
ly, these are office environments with brick walls
[6, 7]. Since evaluation is rather time consuming,
most localization solutions are evaluated only in
a single environment. Both the EVARILOS pro-
ject and ISO/IEC JTC 1 refer to the fact that
this evaluation is not representative for other
environments. Therefore, our platform offers
developers the possibility to evaluate their local-
ization solutions using input datasets collected in
multiple environments: an office environment
with brick walls, an office environment with ply-
wood walls, and finally, an industrial-like open-
space environment. Since the accuracy strongly
depends on the used evaluation points, for exam-
ple, points near a wall vs. in the middle of a
room or in an open space, our public datasets
contain data measured at a wide range of mea-
surement points.

EVARILOS
BENCHMARKING PLATFORM

This section describes the EBP.4 The EBP has
been created to address the fact that, although
numerous experimental testbed facilities are
available [8, 9], evaluating the performance of a
localization solution under controlled conditions
using standardized performance metrics has
proven to be very complicated, in particular for
researchers who have limited experience with
experimental research. The EBP addresses this
issue by providing an open software solution that
implements user friendly methods to support the
full performance evaluation cycle. The devel-
oped software components are independent of
any experimental facilities and use open source
principles, allowing researchers to download and
modify any of the components.

An overview of the EBP architecture is shown
in Fig. 1. 

The Rectangles: Represent components that
are available as web services. These components
run on a cloud platform where they can be
accessed remotely or downloaded to be modified
and/or run locally.

The Parallelograms: Represent data struc-
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tures that are used to exchange data between the
web services.

The Flags: Represent the tools that can be
used to analyze and visualize the different steps
of the process.

The architecture consists of a set of compo-
nents that, when used sequentially, implement a
workflow which represents three experimenta-
tion steps. A summary can be found below, while
in the next subsections each step is discussed in
detail.

Pre-Experimentation Phase: During a pre-
experimentation phase, users can download envi-
ronment-specific training datasets from public
repositories. These datasets are typically used
for training the localization solution.

Experimentation Phase: In the experimenta-
tion phase, all the components required for the
experimentation are orchestrated, and the exper-
iments are executed. The platform offers the
possibility for automated generation of experi-
ment configurations, including specifications of
the used evaluation points, the interference pat-
terns that will be generated, and so on. Based on
these descriptions, experiment executables are
created using testbed-specific tools with the
Control and Management Framework (OMF),5
which is used in many recent wireless testbeds,6
and are automatically executed. Note that this
step can be omitted if the next step utilizes prec-
ollected input (e.g., WiFi beacons) for a localiza-
tion solution.

SUT: Finally, the environmental RF data is
fed to the system under test (SUT), either in

real-time or using precollected measurements,
depending on the experiment configuration. The
estimated locations are stored together with
additional performance metrics such as the
response delay. It is also possible to combine
results from multiple experiments to observe
how certain evaluation metrics evolve. 

TRAINING PHASE
The training phase offers experimenters the pos-
sibility to train their localization solutions based
on measurements that are performed in advance
on a representative location. The measurements
currently offered represent raw data that can be
used as input into an RF-based indoor localiza-
tion solution, such as received signal strength
indicator (RSSI), link quality indicator (LQI), or
time of arrival (ToA). Measurements for train-
ing purposes are captured in an area that is rep-
resentative for the experimentation phase.
Typically, the data is captured in the same envi-
ronment where the SUT will be evaluated. To
prevent aliasing problems, the training data
should not exactly correspond to the data that is
used during the evaluation phase. Otherwise, the
performance evaluation of step 2 of the evalua-
tion process will be biased. To this end, users
can use data that is:
• Captured at a different time
• Captured using devices from a different

manufacturer
• Captured at evaluation points other than

the one used during the performance evalu-
ation

Figure 1. Overview of the components of the EBP and the data structures used to exchange information between the components.
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The platform offers researchers a database to
access previously measured environmental infor-
mation relevant for their localization solution.
Users can either download the data directly
from the EVARILOS data repository or can
access an EVARILOS application programming
interface (API) that encapsulates the data and
can serve the data at a finer granularity.

EXPERIMENTATION PHASE
The experimentation phase offers experimenters
the possibility to define setups for raw RF data
collection or full localization experiments in
FIRE facilities, as well as an interface for auto-
matic execution. The user will start with an
“experiment definition” (Fig. 1). The role of the
experiment definition component is to configure
all aspects of the experiment that will be used to
evaluate a SUT. To this end, the experiment
definition component requires the following
input: the experiment specification (e.g., which
nodes will be used as anchor points, when will
the experiment be scheduled, which binary files
to use), the evaluation points (at which locations
is a SUT evaluated), and the type of (artificial)
interference that should be generated. To assist
with this process, a fully automated web service
is available, where users can select among differ-
ent preconfigured options. Of course, it is possi-
ble to modify any of the default settings to adjust
the experiment behavior. This information is
also stored in a standardized data format.

Next, the “experiment creation” component
is executed, which is a fully automated step,
whereby the testbed-independent information is
translated into testbed-dependent executables
using the appropriate plug-ins. The final step is
the actual execution of an experiment. In this
step, the executables are executed on the corre-
sponding testbed, and the result of the execution
is stored in an appropriate data structure togeth-
er with additional metadata, describing a whole
experiment in detail. The result of the execution

is raw data, such as WiFi or IEEE 802.15.4 bea-
con information, which is collected by a SUT at
different locations in an environment.

POST-PROCESSING PHASE
In this step the obtained raw data traces can be
fed to the evaluated SUT, and location estimates
can be produced. Furthermore, the metrics char-
acterizing the performance of a SUT can be cal-
culated. The experiment results are stored in an
appropriate data structure, which consists of a
set of ground truths and estimates for different
measurement locations and a set of metrics char-
acterizing the performance of a SUT for a given
experiment.

Experiment results from multiple experiments
can be combined to observe how certain evalua-
tion metrics evolve, for example, for different
scenarios or different parametrization of a SUT.
These results are stored in a secondary metrics
data structure. For comparability purposes, a
final score can be assigned to the performance
of each SUT. This score is an abstraction of the
performance of a SUT in a specific environment
and necessarily hides many intrinsic trade-offs.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the full post-
processing phase can also be applied to location
estimates from non-EBP-compliant solutions. As
long as the experiment results are provided in
the correct data format, the same tools can be
used to analyze and rank the outcome of any
localization solution.

INTEGRATION OF EBP IN WIRELESS
EXPERIMENTATION FACILITIES

The EBP is designed to simplify the evaluation
of RF-based localization solutions. The compo-
nents of the platform can be used “as is” by uti-
lizing precollected data traces as input. However,
as already mentioned , the platform components
can also be used to facilitate the evaluation of

Figure 2. Deployment of the EBP.
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localization solutions in new environments. The
available deployment options for indoor localiza-
tion benchmarking are presented in Fig. 2. Three
main components can be identified:
• The bottom layer represents a wireless

experimentation facility or testbed. The
testbed-specific tools are installed on a
server in a given test facility.

• The EBP includes services that facilitate
testbed-independent definition of experi-
mentation and the evaluation of localiza-
tion solutions.

• Finally, the upper layer represents a SUT,
which can include both hardware and/or
software components.
As mentioned, the EBP is integrated in existing

FIRE facilities. This integration is part of the
experiment execution component illustrated in Fig.
1. Automatic conversion from experiment descrip-
tions to testbed-dependent scripts is supported,
thereby integrating and simplifying the complex
steps that otherwise need to be taken for objective
experimentation. Building on top of the CREW
Cognitive Radio testbeds,7 the infrastructure lever-
ages a robotic mobility platform, which serves as a
reference localization system and can transport the
localized device in an autonomous and repeatable
manner. In addition, the platform uses the capabil-
ities of the CREW testbed infrastructure to gener-
ate typical interference scenarios in a reproducible
manner. This further improves benchmarking of
indoor localization solutions by testing the perfor-
mance of a SUT under realistic and repeatable
interference conditions.

The interaction between a SUT and the EBP
is designed to be as simple as possible: at most
two REST interfaces [10, 11] are required,
depending on the requirements of an experi-
ment. One interface provides location estimates
and ground truth information to the EBP, and
the other stores the raw data from a SUT or
uses the precollected raw data as input to a
SUT.

During an Experiment: The EBP can issue a
request for the location estimate from a SUT
through the first REST interface. As such, the
minimum requirement for a SUT to comply with
the EBP is to provide the location estimate over
HTTP upon request.

The EBP Can Also Request the Real-Time
Environmental Data: (RSSI values, ToA, etc.)
from a SUT, which is then stored through a sec-
ond REST interface. This data can be collected
and at a later time be offered to future experi-
menters as an open data set.

This architecture allows experimenters to
choose among different utilization options. 

Option 1: The evaluation of a localization
algorithm using precollected raw data traces that
can be used as input to a SUT. In this scenario,
the localization algorithms can be evaluated
remotely using the EBP.

Option 2: The evaluation of a localization
solution using software running on an existing
wireless testbed. In this scenario, the localization
algorithms can run on local hardware that is
available at the experimentation facilities. 

Option 3: The evaluation of localization hard-
ware using a testbed. In this scenario, experi-
menters can install custom hardware at the
experimentation facility while still using the EBP
for the evaluation of their solution.
One of the major advantages of the EBP is that
all three approaches make use of the same com-
mon components.

The feasibility of these options has been
demonstrated through the EVARILOS Open
Challenge [12], as well as during the Microsoft
Indoor Localization Competition (IPSN 2014) [5].

PUBLIC DATASETS
One of the features of the EBP is the capability
to reuse previously collected RF data for offline
evaluation of RF-based indoor localization solu-
tions. This feature addresses one of the impor-
tant challenges for the indoor localization
research community: the complex and expensive
process of obtaining relevant measurements of
RF features from multiple environments. The
EBP offers a wide range of available precollect-
ed RF data sources through its user interface.
However, for those researchers who prefer to
download full annotated datasets, the EBP also
offers the possibility to download the datasets
for research purposes. Two types of datasets are
currently available: raw RF traces and perfor-
mance information.

RAW RF TRACES
Environmental RF data can be used as a basis
for either training an algorithm (e.g., by creating
propagation models) or offline evaluation of a
SUT. The EBP makes available the measured
raw RF traces from multiple environments,
including a plywood office environment (w-
iLab.t I [8]), a brick office environment (TWIST
[13]), an industrial-like environment (w-iLab.t II
[8]), a hospital environment, and an under-
ground mine. A view of w-iLab.t I and II is avail-
able in Fig. 3. The details about the structure of
the raw RF data, exact descriptions of the cur-
rently available datasets, and an overview of the
services available for using the raw RF data for
the evaluation of RF-based indoor localization
algorithms can be found in [14].

To evaluate a solution for a wide range of
conditions, the raw RF traces contain significant-
ly more data than would be used in a typical
operational environment. The datasets are rich
in terms of number of collected samples per
evaluation point (over 1000 samples per evalua-
tion point), the captured data types (including
WiFi beacons, sensor RSSI, and sensor time-of-
flight information), the used configuration set-

Figure 3. Two examples of the testbeds (w-iLab.t I and II) where experi-
ments can be executed.

7 http://www.crew-
project.eu/
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tings (multiple frequencies, multiple transmis-
sion powers), and the used anchor points (data
is collected from up to 60 anchor points per
evaluation point). This richness of the dataset
makes the data relevant for a wide range of
interested researchers and allows investigation of
how changing any of these parameters influences
the performance of the solution. Transforming
the over-dimensioned dataset into a set that is
more sparse (and more realistic from an opera-
tional point of view) can easily be done by
removing any unnecessary information (sub-sam-
pling). In addition, the available environment
data is annotated with metadata describing the
exact conditions in which the data was captured.
This metadata describes characteristics including
the used hardware, type of collected raw data,
timestamps, measurement frequency, environ-
ment description, and so on.

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION
The EBP gives a ranked overview of evaluated
solutions on its web page. However, these per-
formance indicators necessarily hide a number
of low-level statistics. Researchers interested in
also evaluating the temporal or spatial behavior
of different solutions can analyze the perfor-
mance datasets. EBP makes available the results
from its own localization solutions, as well as of
those solutions that participated in the EVARI-
LOS Open Challenge [12]. Each of these
datasets also has its associated experiment con-
figuration settings, allowing detailed analysis not
only of the performance but also of the condi-
tions in which the solutions were evaluated.

EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In [14] we illustrate the benefits of leveraging
the presented platform for the evaluation of RF-
based indoor localization, in terms of time and
complexity of usage, in comparison to using an
infrastructure or performing a manual evalua-
tion. In the following we demonstrate the need
for a standardized evaluation method by showing
that the performance of localization solutions
depends strongly on its parametrization and can
only be done objectively by considering multiple
evaluation metrics.

THREE INDOOR LOCALIZATION SOLUTIONS
In order to develop, test, and optimize our plat-
form, three different types of indoor localization
solutions were used as SUTs. The basic concept
behind the first localization solution [15] is the
following: measurements are performed by
requesting a stationary node to transmit packets
to the testbed nodes that then reply with a hard-
ware acknowledgment (ACK). The initiating
node measures the time between transmission of
the packet and reception of the ACK, and stores
the RSSI values associated with the ACK. These
measurements are then processed using Spray, a
particle-filter-based platform [15]. The basic idea
of the ToF ranging is to estimate the distance
between two nodes by measuring the propagation
time, which is linearly correlated to the distance
when the nodes are in the line of sight (LoS).

A second solution [16] is based on finger-
printing. Fingerprinting methods for indoor

localization are generally divided in two phases.
The first phase is called training or offline phase.
In this phase, the localization area is divided in a
certain number of cells. Each cell is scanned a
certain number of times for different signal
properties, and using a methodology for process-
ing the received data, a representative finger-
print of each cell is created. Using the obtained
training fingerprints, the training database is cre-
ated and stored on a localization server. In the
second phase, known as the runtime or online
phase, a number of scans of the environment are
created using the user’s device. From the
scanned data, using the same predefined data
processing methodology, a runtime fingerprint is
created and sent to the localization server. At
the server’s side, the runtime fingerprint is com-
pared to the training dataset using a matching
method. The training fingerprint with the most
similarities to the runtime fingerprint is reported
as the estimated position.

A third localization solution [17] that has
been implemented and evaluated is a hybrid
combination range-based and range-free algo-
rithm. It includes a range-based location estima-
tor based on weighted RSSI values. Each RSSI
value can be matched with a certain distance.
The proposed algorithm in [17] not only uses the
RSSI values to measure the distance between a
fixed node and a mobile node, but also the dis-
tance between fixed nodes. These values func-
tion as weight factors for the distance calculation
between the fixed and mobile nodes. Once the
distances are known, triangulation can be applied
in order to determine the final position of the
person/object that needs to be localized. This
approach is combined with a range-free algo-
rithm, which does not take RSSI-values into
account. If a mobile sensor node has a range of
10 m, a fixed node can only receive its messages
if the mobile node is maximum 10 m away. This
is the only information that is used to calculate
the position of a mobile node. For this approach,

Figure 4. CDFs for the hybrid solution in the TWIST testbed.
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it is important that the transmission power is
well configured. If the power is too low, the
mobile node could be out of range between two
fixed nodes. On the other hand, if the power is
too high, too many fixed nodes will receive the
beacon, and a wrong estimation could be made.

ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE SOLUTION
An important feature of the EBP is its capability
to streamline the process of obtaining better
insight on the evaluated localization solution.
Every solution contains a set of adjustable
parameters, which can considerably influence the
overall performance, implying that optimizing
this set of parameters can be a hard task. There-
fore, the EBP can easily compare the same solu-
tion using multiple values of a single parameter.

This can be demonstrated with an example.
The hybrid solution [17] described in the section
above states that the transmission power is an
important value that needs to be configured well

in order to receive acceptable results. Therefore,
the solution was evaluated using the EBP using
multiple transmission powers, the outcome of
which is shown using a cumulative distribution
function (CDF) (Fig. 4) and a table with multiple
metrics (Table 1). Based on these results, it is
clear that this solution obtains the lowest average
error when the transmission power equals three.
But it also illustrates inherent trade-offs that are
present in the solution: suppose the response
time is the most important criteria; then a trans-
mission power of 31 would be the best option.
This example illustrates the advantages of the
EBP for fast and efficient identification of an
optimal operating point depending on adjustable
parameters, and demonstrates the need for con-
sidering multiple metrics to identify trade-offs.

COMPARISON BETWEEN MULTIPLE SOLUTIONS
Table 2 compares the performance of three dif-
ferent solutions evaluated using the EBP by con-
sidering multiple evaluation criteria. By utilizing
the same evaluation points, objective compar-
isons are possible. Again, the results illustrate
the presence of trade-offs that can only be
observed by comparing multiple metrics. More
specifically, it demonstrates that the approach
taken in most current scientific papers, wherein
point accuracy is considered as the only relevant
metric, fails to take into account the associated
costs in response time and energy consumption.

CONCLUSION
The proliferation of RF-based indoor localization
solutions raises the need for testing systems that
enable objective evaluation of their functional
and non-functional properties. Although a signifi-
cant number of localization solutions are avail-
able, different approaches are used for the
evaluation of these solutions in terms of used per-
formance metrics and evaluation methodology.
This article tries to address these shortcomings by
providing tools for evaluating and comparing
localization solutions using standardized evalua-
tion methods, as described in the EBH.

We introduce a testbed-independent bench-
marking platform for automatized benchmarking
of RF-based indoor localization solutions. Using a
well defined interface, the infrastructure obtains
location estimates from the SUT, which are sub-
sequently processed in a dedicated metrics com-
putation engine. The components can be accessed
through web services that are available for exter-
nal users or can be downloaded for custom modi-
fications. The benchmarking platform has proven
to be useful for locations where no testbed facili-
ties are available. Multiple components of the
platform were extensively used during the
Microsoft Indoor Localization Competition (IPSN
2014) as well as the EVARILOS Open Chal-
lenge. In these events, the components of the
benchmarking platform improve the time efficien-
cy and ease of use of the experiments, and also
resulted in more objective comparability.

Finally, to accommodate the need for wider
accessibility of experimental data, open datasets
are provided. These datasets include both anno-
tated localization data from multiple environ-
ments, as well as detailed descriptions of the

Table 1. Statistical information about the performance of the hybrid solu-
tion in the TWIST testbed.

Metric TX 3 TX 7 TX 19 TX 31

Average error (m) 4.63 7.08 6.93 8.31

Min. error (m) 0.75 0.83 0.80 0.82

Max. error (m) 10.20 17.52 18.93 19.31

Median error (m) 4.39 6.81 6.68 8.63

Room accuracy (%) 26.67 6.70 13.45 9.56

Response time (ms) 1503 1507 480 460

Table 2. TWIST testbed: summarized results.

Algorithm Mean error
(m)

Room acc.
(%)

Latency
(ms)

Energy eff. (mW)

Mobile Fixed

Particle filter solution

Using RSSI 4.35 45.00 14,285 ~105 ~105

Using ToA 5.56 30.00 14,282 ~105 ~105

Fingerprinting solution

Using ED 
distance 2.2 80.0 ~35,000 ~7000 ~500

Using PH 
distance 2.0 85.0 ~35,000 ~7000 ~500

Hybrid solution

TX Power = 3 4.6 26.7 1503 ~30.9 ~47.4

TX Power = 7 7.1 6.7 1507 ~35.1 ~47.4
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setup and outcome of the performed localization
experiments from earlier experiments. These
repositories can be used to quickly evaluate a
SUT in different environments, analyze the
effects of changing configuration settings, ana-
lyze the setup of different experiments, and com-
pare the performance of a wide range of
localization solutions.
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chatting, and so on.

INTRODUCTION

Facebook (FB) is the most popular online social
network (OSN) with more than 1 billion sub-
scribers all over the world. According to Alexa
Ranking,1 FB is the second most popular web-
site in the world. A system of that dimension
needs to be sustained by a robust and reliable
architecture. Toward this end, FB owns and
manages a number of centralized data centers
located in the United States and Ireland [1].
However, those data centers are far from a large
number of FB subscribers, who could incur very
high delays to reach them. Access delay is a very
sensitive parameter that impacts user experience
and may have a very negative effect on online
services if it is not bounded. Some illustrative
examples of the actual relevance of delay report-
ed in [2] are:

• 100 ms delay increment implies 1 percent
sales loss for Amazon.

• An extra latency of 400 ms reduces Google
search volume by 0.74 percent.

• 500 ms of delay decrements the revenue per
user in Bing by 1.2 percent.

These numbers state that the lower the delay,
the better the quality of experience of the users.

Therefore, to provide efficient service, a
worldwide popular system like FB needs to rely
on a distributed infrastructure that provides sub-
scribers good quality of service (e.g., low access
delay). To achieve this goal FB uses Akamai,2 a
content distribution network (CDN) with 170,000
servers deployed in 102 countries, which delivers
between 15–30 percent of all web traffic.3

In this context, an intriguing question that
motivates our research is how this complex infra-
structure offers FB services4 to FB subscribers,
and whether all countries experience the same
quality of service in terms of their delay in
accessing those services. The goal of this article
is to present a rigorous measurement study that
allows us to construct the actual FB infra-
structure (including Akamai servers) and see
how it is being used to meet subscribers’
demand.

To answer the previous question, it is essen-
tial to determine how the Akamai servers that
offer FB services are distributed around the
world, and to which Akamai locations FB sub-
scribers are redirected when they access a partic-
ular service. Toward this end, we followed a
systematic methodology that allows us to identify
which Akamai servers are offering what FB ser-
vices as well as geolocating them. This method-
ology is composed of four basic steps:
• Identify the URLs associated with FB ser-

vices.
• Execute ping and traceroute commands

from edge machines distributed worldwide
to extract IP addresses associated with
servers attending queries related to the dis-
covered FB services.

• Geolocate those IPs and determine which
ones are associated with native FB servers
and which ones belong to Akamai servers.

ABSTRACT

Facebook is today the most popular social
network with more than one billion subscribers
worldwide. To provide good quality of service
(e.g., low access delay) to their clients, FB relies
on Akamai, which provides a worldwide content
distribution network with a large number of
edge servers that are much closer to FB sub-
scribers. In this article we aim to depict a global
picture of the current FB network infrastructure
deployment taking into account both native FB
servers and Akamai nodes. Toward this end, we
have performed a measurement-based analysis
during a period of two weeks using 463 Planet-
Lab nodes distributed across 41 countries. Based
on the obtained data we compare the average
access delay that nodes in different countries
experience accessing both native FB servers and
Akamai nodes. In addition, we obtain a wide
view of the deployment of Akamai nodes serving
FB users worldwide. Finally, we analyze the geo-
graphical coverage of those nodes, and demon-
strate that in most of the cases Akamai nodes
located in a particular country service not only
local FB subscribers, but also FB users located
in nearby countries.

NETWORK TESTING

Reza Farahbakhsh, Angel Cuevas, Antonio M. Ortiz, Xiao Han, and Noel Crespi

How Far Is Facebook from Me?
Facebook Network 
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• Determine which source nodes (in which
locations) are assisted by which Akamai
servers.
To apply this methodology we used 463 Plan-

etLab (PL) [3] nodes distributed across 41 coun-
tries all over the world, which sent ping and
traceroute probes to 47 different FB URLs
(grouped into 16 different service categories) six
times a day for two weeks, from May 7 to May
21, 2013. Overall we collected almost 2 million
delay samples from PL nodes to FB native
servers and Akamai nodes.

Based on the results obtained from our mea-
surements, we present a discussion that mainly
covers two aspects:
• The quality of service (in terms of delay)

experienced by subscribers depending on
their location

• The picture of where Akamai nodes offer-
ing access to FB services are located and
which geographical areas they cover (i.e.,
whether an Akamai node located in country
A only receives queries from nodes located
in that country or if it also serves nodes in
other countries, and in such cases whether
these are neighboring countries or not)
The results of our research serve as a solid

benchmark to understand the performance
offered by CDNs to large demanding clients with
hundred of millions of subscribers distributed all
over the world. Therefore, researchers aiming to
improve CDN services could use the results pre-
sented in this article to validate their solutions
with respect to the performance offered by the
largest commercial CDN. In addition, it opens a
door to the networking community to analyze
what are the main sources of delay in order to
propose solutions that minimize end users’
access delay to services like FB. Finally, the sim-
ple but efficient methodology employed in the
article can be replicated with other online sites
and CDNs to perform comparative analysis to
our work.

METHODOLOGY
The goal of this article is twofold: to analyze the
user experience in accessing FB services from
different countries in terms of latency, and to
describe a geographical picture for the location
of those servers (with a special focus on Akamai
nodes) offering FB services, and, linked to that
location, whether they only cover a local region
or also serve users located in different countries.
Toward this end, we have employed a simple yet
meaningful methodology that could be replicat-
ed to evaluate the performance in terms of the
access delay a CDN offers to a particular web-
site. Next, we define in detail the steps followed
in our methodology.

Step 1. Identify URLs Associated with the
Service Offered by the Website (i.e., FB):
We asked several Facebook subscribers to per-
form a number of activities in FB such as login
to the site, access their profiles, access photos
and videos, and access friends’ content. In paral-
lel, we used a network protocol analyzer tool [4]
that collected all the traffic associated with each
of the described actions. After a simple filtering

of the network traces we could map each FB
action to one (or more) URLs that could refer
to either an FB native server (e.g., profile.face-
book.com) or an Akamai server (e.g. photos-
a.ak.fbcdn.net). We identified 47 URLs that
correspond to 16 different FB services. To be
sure that the URLs were not location-dependent
we repeated this exercise on several machines at
different geographical locations leading to the
same results. Table 1 shows the 16 identified FB
service categories included in this study as well
as the information on which service provider,
Akamai and/or FB, is in charge of replying to
the queries for these services.

Step 2. Script to Measure Access Delay and
Network Path to the URLs: We implemented
a simple script, following a standard discovery
method [5], that executes ping and traceroute
operations from the machine where it is execut-
ed to all 47 identified URLs. The ping measures
the latency from the source node to the queried
server, which served us to evaluate the perfor-
mance in terms of access delay. The traceroute
reports the intermediate hops between the

Table 1. Facebook service categories, number of
URLs for each service, and the service
provider (Facebook and/or Akamai).

Service category #URLs Service provider

Access website 2 Facebook and 
Akamai

Authentication 4 Facebook and 
Akamai

Blog site 1 Facebook

Chat 2 Facebook

Developer site 1 Facebook

Error 1 Facebook

Friend finder 1 Akamai

Friend site 1 Facebook

Game applications 3 Facebook

Group site 1 Facebook

Multiple services 4 Facebook and 
Akamai

News feed 4 Facebook

Photo upload 1 Facebook

Photo view 19 Facebook and 
Akamai

Post site 1 Facebook

Video view 1 Akamai

FB owns and man-

ages a number of

centralized data cen-

ters located in the

United States and

Ireland [1]. However,

those data centers

are far from a large

number of FB sub-

scribers, who could

incur very high

delays to reach

them. Access delay is

a very sensitive

parameter that

impacts user experi-

ence and may have a

very negative effect.
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source node and the server, and the delay to
each hop (in case the intermediate router accepts
ICMP traffic). The traceroute results may serve
to dig into the particular reasons why a particu-
lar source node-server path is incurring unex-
pected delays and try to identify the elements in
the paths leading to that situation. However,
that individualized analysis goes beyond the
scope of this article and would require an article
itself.

Step 3. Create a Distributed Infrastructure
to Obtain Comprehensive Results from Dif-
ferent Geographic Locations: The goal of this
research required measuring access delay to the
servers serving the 47 URLs from a large number
of source machines distributed all over the world.
For this purpose we relied on PL [3]. In particu-
lar, we distributed the script described in step 2
across 463 PL nodes located in 41 different coun-
tries (Fig. 1) as shown in Table 2. In addition, in
order to have a large enough and robust dataset
that avoids eventual network effects which could
corrupt the average delay results, we ran the
script six times a day (every four hours at the
same time across all machines) in each PL node
during a period of two weeks from May 7 to May
21, 2013. Our dataset contains more than 2 mil-
lion ping and traceroute probes.

Step 4. Source Nodes, FB Servers, and Aka-
mai Servers Geolocation: Until this step we
have a large dataset in which each ping probe is
associated with a source IP address (i.e., PL
node), destination IP address (i.e., FB or Aka-
mai server), and delay. However, in order to
perform the study described in the introduction
we have to geolocate each IP address so that for
each ping entry in our dataset we also know
location of source node and location of destina-
tion node. To geolocate each source node, FB
server and Akamai server we used the Maxmind
database5 to bind each IP address to its respec-
tive location. The location included country and
city (if available).

We would like to note that the final dataset
employed in our research is publicly available for
the research community.6

END USERS’ ACCESS DELAY TO
FACEBOOK SERVICES

In this section we aim to understand the perfor-
mance level experienced by end users in terms
of the latency in accessing FB services located
in either native FB or Akamai servers. Table 3a
shows the detail of the average access delay
(and its standard deviation) per country to
access FB services in servers located in FB facil-
ities, and Table 3b shows the same parameters
in relation to Akamai servers. In addition, Fig. 2
shows the average access delay to access FB ser-
vices in servers located at FB facilities (Fig. 2a)

Figure 1. Presence and distribution of the 463 PlanetLab nodes (PL_node)
per country.
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Table 2. Distribution of the 463 PlanetLab nodes (PL_node) per country.

Country Acr. #PL_node Country Acr. #PL_node

United 
States US 169 Argentina AR 4

Germany DE 40 Hungary HU 4

China CN 19 Korea, Rep. KR 4

France FR 18 Netherlands NL 4

Italy IT 16 Australia AT 3

Poland PL 16 New 
Zealand NZ 3

Spain ES 16 Norway NO 3

Greece GR 12 Singapore SG 3

Japan JP 12 Slovenia SI 3

Switzerland SZ 12 Turkey TR 3

Canada CA 11 Austria AT 2

United 
Kingdom UK 11 Czech Rep. CZ 2

Belgium BE 9 Jordan JO 2

Brazil BR 8 Puerto Rico PR 2

Finland FI 8 Russia RU 2

Portugal PT 8 Taiwan TW 2

Israel IL 6 Tunisia TN 2

Sweden SE 6 Denmark DK 1

Hong Kong HK 5 Ecuador EC 1

Ireland IE 5 Romania RO 1

Uruguay UY 5

5 http://www.maxmind.com/

6 http://www.it.uc3m.es/acrumin/papers/FB_Arch_pro-
ject.rar
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and at Akamai facilities (Fig. 2b). Overall, FB
users need 113 ms in average to access native
FB servers, but only 43 ms to reach Akamai
nodes providing FB access. This means that
accessing FB services in Akamai nodes reduces
the delay 2.5× the delay. Next, we provide a
detailed analysis of the access delay perfor-
mance per country.

ACCESS DELAY TO NATIVE FACEBOOK SERVERS

Based on the results of Table 3, we have defined
four groups in terms of their access delay to FB
servers, which are illustrated in different color
range in Fig. 2 as well.

The first group: Refers to all those coun-
tries with an access delay longer than 150 ms

Table 3. Average delay (milliseconds) ± standard deviation to access FB services from different countries for services located in 
a) FB servers; b) Akamai servers.

(a) Facebook (b) Akamai

Country Avg.Delay
(ms) ± STD Country Avg.Delay

(ms) ± STD Country Avg.Delay
(ms) ± STD Country Avg.Delay

(ms) ± STD

(1) (1)

Singapore 193.66 ± 59.41 Brazil 169.78 ± 60.93 China 174.59 ± 213.30 Argentina 124.98 ± 79.67

Romania 190.07 ± 50.55 Israel 167.14 ± 90.85 Uruguay 157.40 ± 78.98

China 187.14 ± 227.29 Australia 164.11 ± 43.22 (2)

Uruguay 179.96 ± 65.08 Argentina 155.38 ± 67.49 New Zealand 95.98 ± 83.41 Hong Kong 71.41 ± 80.92 

Portugal 177.91 ± 69.02
New
Zealand 152.02 ± 38.00

Korea, Rep. 90.14 ± 90.75 Jordan 68.72 ± 38.89 

Slovenia 169.86 ± 48.50 Australia 87.03 ± 89.32 Tunisia 63.05 ± 27.39 

(2) Ecuador 79.62 ± 55.81 Israel 54.64 ± 78.04

Denmark 140.93 ± 38.52 Ecuador 106.69 ± 36.66 Brazil 78.22 ± 68.44

Finland 137.12 ± 61.17 Tunisia 104.47 ± 50.99 (3)

France 133.12 ± 61.04 Norway 104.01 ± 62.21 Portugal 49.43 ± 16.24 Canada 22.59 ± 38.57

Korea, Rep. 128.84 ± 76.56 Italy 102.57 ± 75.37 Singapore 45.32 ± 73.15 Finland 22.54 ± 17.42

Japan 126.96 ± 64.96 Taiwan 101.71 ± 85.34 Puerto Rico 41.86 ± 41.65 Slovenia 18.70 ± 17.11

Sweden 114.28 ± 56.11 Spain 100.94 ± 73.13 Turkey 39.14 ± 45.65 U.S. 15.90 ± 25.02

Jordan 109.95 ± 61.85 Hong Kong 100.58 ± 84.43 Taiwan 35.74 ± 57.75 Italy 15.06 ± 12.83

Puerto Rico 108.42 ± 36.14 Hungary 100.05 ± 76.77 Greece 33.78 ± 24.88 Germany 10.94 ± 8.58

(3) Japan 30.42 ± 42.95 U.K. 10.80 ± 11.74

Poland 99.69 ± 58.80 Russia 77.49 ± 52.54 Spain 27.25 ± 19.00 Belgium 10.68 ± 27.21

Greece 92.70 ± 69.36 Netherlands 59.52 ± 54.77 Russia 26.38 ± 20.41 Sweden 10.20 ± 10.98

UK 90.46 ± 50.67 Austria 53.75 ± 50.77 Romania 26.36 ± 17.35 Hungary 8.80 ± 7.36

Switzerland 88.40 ± 66.13 Turkey 51.37 ± 64.37 Ireland 24.35 ± 41.62 Switzerland 8.56 ± 12.02

Germany 84.47 ± 61.80 France 24.34 ± 46.36 Netherlands 7.77 ± 13.00

(4) Norway 23.33 ± 15.62 Denmark 7.09 ± 6.02

Czech Rep. 48.36 ± 51.95 Canada 38.51 ± 46.15 Poland 23.15 ± 10.31 Austria 6.84 ± 5.76

Ireland 45.88 ± 50.55 US 36.81 ± 34.72

Belgium 42.70 ± 56.02
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(red group in Fig. 2a). This group is formed
by countries that are quite far from the Unit-
ed States  (e.g . ,  Austral ia ,  New Zealand),
South American countries, and three coun-
tries we did not expect to find in this group
(Portugal, Slovenia, and Israel) since their
surrounding neighbors show a considerably
lower delay.

The second group: Formed of those coun-
tries whose delay ranges between 100 and 150
ms (orange group). This group includes North-
ern European countries, Asian countries with
deep penetration of high-speed access connec-
tions (e.g., Japan, South Korea, Hong Kong),
countries from Central America, and Mediter-
ranean countries including some important
European ones such as France,  Italy,  and
Spain.

The third group: Includes those countries
with a delay greater than 50 ms but less than
100 ms (green group). This group is mainly
formed by countries located in Central Europe
plus Greece, Turkey, and the United King-
dom.

The last group: Contains those countries with
access delay under 50 ms (blue group). This

includes the two countries hosting native FB
servers, the United States and Ireland [1], and
Canada due to its proximity and good connectiv-
ity with the United States. Surprisingly, this
group also includes Belgium and the Czech
Republic, which intuitively would have fit better
in the third group.

ACCESS DELAY TO AKAMAI SERVERS
In the case of Akamai nodes we just define three
groups for our discussion.

The first group: Formed by three countries
that experience an average delay longer than 100
ms (red group in Fig. 2b). These countries are
China, Argentina, and Uruguay. This happens
because an important portion of the FB queries
from these countries are redirected to remote
Akamai nodes, which could be located, for
instance, in the United States.

The Second Group: Consists of countries
with an average access delay ranging between
50 and 100 ms (green group). This include far
eastern countries like Australia, New Zealand,
South Korea, and Hong Kong; two countries
in South America, Brazil and Ecuador; and
three countries from North Africa and the
Middle East: Jordan, Tunisia, and Israel. As
seen in the next section, the first six countries
count on their own Akamai nodes, but a rele-
vant portion of their demand is attended to by
foreign Akamai servers. In addition, Jordan
and Tunisia do not host any Akamai nodes,
but are served by Akamai nodes located in
Europe, which is relatively close. It is surpris-
ing that Australia (as a developed country)
experiences quite bad performance in access-
ing FB services through Akamai nodes. To
have better insight, we leveraged the FB ads
planner7 to retrieve the potential reach for
ads in each country. We have found that Aus-
tralia has a potential reach of 13 million FB
users, while some of the countries in the third
group, like Greece and Slovenia, which pre-
sent 50 and 70 ms less average access delay,
have a potential reach of 4.4 and 0.7 million,
respectively. Another surprising case in this
group is Brazil, a huge country with a popula-
tion of more than 200 million and potential
reach of an audience of 86 million for FB ads,
and shows an average Akamai access delay
around 78 ms.

The third group: Includes the countries with
access delay below 50 ms (blue group). This
group mainly includes developed countries from
Europe, Asia (i.e., Japan and Singapore), and
North America (United States and Canada).
This is a good estimation of a short list of impor-
tant countries for FB, where FB is interested in
offering a better quality of service through Aka-
mai nodes.

Furthermore, it is interesting to note that
Akamai offers the best delay performance (i.e.,
below 10 ms) to small countries roughly located
in Central Europe (Hungary, Switzerland,
Netherlands, Denmark, Austria, and Czech
Republic). This happens because these are very
small countries (in size) that experience a very
small delay due to the short distance to a large
number of Akamai nodes located in Central
Europe.

Figure 2. Average delay (miliseconds) to access FB services from different
countries for services: a) located in FB servers; b) located in Akamai
servers.
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7 https://www.facebook.
com/ads
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AKAMAI NODES DISTRIBUTION TO
PROVIDE ACCESS TO
FACEBOOK SERVICES

This section provides a global picture of the
deployment of Akamai nodes to serve FB ser-
vices worldwide.

LOCAL VS. EXTERNAL ACCESS
Figure 3 shows which portion of the queries for
each country (i.e., ICMP echo) is managed by
Akamai servers hosted in the same country than
the source node(s) and which portion is served
by Akamai nodes in foreign countries.

There are only two countries showing a high-
er portion of local access to Akamai servers
compared to external access which are US and
Singapore with 90 percent and 62 percent of the
queries going to local Akamai servers. The case
of Singapore might be unexpected, but as we will
show later, Singapore has a high number of Aka-
mai nodes (i.e., IPs). Close to Singapore perfor-
mance, we find the case of Taiwan in which half
of the queries are dealt with local servers and
half by foreign servers.

We found that there are a limited number of
countries that use local Akamai nodes to serve
between 30 percent-40 percent of their queries.
These are:
• The largest European countries by size (i.e.,

Germany, France and Spain) all of which
have a large number of Akamai servers;

• Australia, another large country with high
number of FB subscribers, that are located
far from native FB servers and thus FB is
motivated to use Akamai CDN to offer a
good performance to Australian sub-
scribers;

• Three European countries, Switzerland,
Sweden and Romania, each particularly dis-
tributed geographically in the center, north
and east of Europe respectively.

The Akamai infrastructures in Switzerland and
Sweden bring them to have access delays to
Akamai nodes in the order of 10ms. Finally,
Romania has just six Akamai servers that service
35 percent of the queries generated in Romani-
an nodes.

Next, we found a large number of countries
keeping between 7 percent and 30 percent of FB
queries were responded locally, while most of
them were serviced by foreign Akamai servers.
Each of these countries have more or less Aka-
mai nodes that allow keeping part of the queries
locally, but their delay is mostly affected by how
far those Akamai nodes are located from the
major part of their queries.

Finally, there were 10 countries for which we
could not identify any local Akamai server.
Among these are five European countries (Bel-
gium, Denmark, Hungary, Portugal and Slove-
nia), each with a population under 10M and
close to countries with a significant deployment
of Akamai nodes running FB services. The fact
that these countries are experiencing a very good
service by accessing Akamai nodes in nearby
countries explains the low presence of Akamai
servers.

This group of countries without Akamai

servers also includes Turkey, which we found
similar delay to some European countries like
Greece or Portugal because the three PL nodes
used for our experiments are located in the west-
ern part of Turkey (i.e., Istanbul and Izmir).
Next, we discuss the case of Uruguay, a small
South-American country surrounded by Argenti-
na and Brazil that already contains some Aka-
mai servers. Interestingly, the results in Table 4
show that the five PL nodes placed in Uruguay
access Akamai servers located in Brazil as well
as servers in Mexico and US that are far away,
but never go to Argentina. Two small countries,
Tunisia and Jordan, both of them are served by
Akamai nodes located (mainly) in Europe. Final-
ly, we find China which is currently blocking FB,
and thus it does not make sense to deploy Aka-
mai nodes to serve FB subscribers and they are
served by Akamai nodes all over the world.

COUNTRY COVERAGE BY AKAMAI SERVERS
Table 4 shows for each country which is hosting
Akamai nodes, the overall number of IPs linked
to Akamai nodes located in that country (col-
umn #IP), and the list of countries hosting
nodes that access those IPs8 (column Served
To(#IP)). For each source-querying country we
represent the overall number of IPs (between
brackets) accessed in the destination country
hosting Akamai nodes.

We found 35 countries that host Akamai
nodes to provide FB access to the 41 countries
represented by PL nodes. Among them, at the
top of Table 4, we find 13 countries where Aka-
mai nodes only serve local users. In the middle
of the table we list four countries: Azerbaijan,
Malaysia, Mexico and Panama, whose Akamai
nodes only serve foreign countries. In fact, this
behavior responds to the fact that we did not
have any PL node located in those countries.
Otherwise, we would very likely have observed
that these Akamai nodes also serve local users.

Figure 3. Portion of FB queries from each country served by local 
(% inside) and foreign (% outside) Akamai nodes.
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8 For simplicity during
the discussion we use the
number of IPs as the
number of servers/nodes,
even though we are
aware that it is feasible
that the same physical
server could hold more
than one IP (multiple
network cards, virtualiza-
tion, etc.)
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Table 4. The first column shows the list of countries hosting Akamai nodes offering access to FB services. The second column
shows the number of identified Akamai-related IPs in each country. The third column shows the list of countries including nodes
querying Akamai IPs in the country referred to in the first column. The number between parentheses reflects the number of IPs
accessed in the reference (first column) country.

Country #IP Served To (#IP)

Argentina 9 Argentina (9)

Canada 28 Canada (22)

Ecuador 3 Ecuador (3)

Greece 7 Greece (7)

HongKong 6 HongKong (6)

Israel 18 Israel (18)

Korea 7 Korea (7)

Poland 2 Poland (2)

Puerto Rico 8 Puerto Rico (8)

Romania 6 Romania (6)

Russia 7 Russia (7)

Spain 35 Spain (35)

Taiwan 9 Taiwan (9)

Azerbaijan 1 China (1)

Malaysia 21 HongKong (3), NewZealand (16), Singapore (2)

Mexico 4 Uruguay (4)

Panama 4 Canada (4)

Australia 15 Australia (10), Japan (4), Taiwan (1)

Austria 49 Austria 9), Greece (24), Hungary (26), Israel (2), Poland (37), Slovenia (27)

Brazil 26 Brazil (22), Uruguay (16)

Czech 11 Czech (6), Poland (7), Russia (4)

Finland 24 Finland (19), Norway (4), Russia (3), Sweden (12)

France 176 Belgium (20), Finland (4), France (60), Germany (4), Greece (1), Hungary (1), Ireland (7), Israel (3), Jordan (20), Poland
(10), Singapore (3), Spain (41), Switzerland (5), Tunisia (4), Turkey (1), United Kingdom (48)

Germany 473

Australia (3), Austria (11), Belgium (30), China (6), Czech (13), Denmark (4), Finland (19), France (25), Germany (184),
Greece (43), Hungary (11), Ireland (9), Israel (20), Italy (20), Jordan (5), Netherlands (12), Norway (5), Poland (31),
Portugal (24), Romania (7), Russia (12), Slovenia (2), Spain (47), Sweden (11), Switzerland (86), Tunisia (9), Turkey
(16), UnitedKingdom (14), United States (4)

Ireland 6 China (1), Ireland (5)

Italy 49 China (1), Greece (4), Hungary (2), Israel (1), Italy (20), Jordan (14), Switzerland (1), Tunisia (6), Turkey (1), United States (2)

Japan 36 China (17), Hong Kong (4), Japan (16), Korea (5)

Netherlands 39 Belgium (3), China (1), France (4), Ireland (14), Netherlands (6), Tunisia (6), UnitedKingdom (1), United States (3)

NewZealand 11 China (1), NewZealand (10)

Norway 8 Finland (2), Norway (5), Sweden (2)

Singapore 110 Argentina (3), Brazil (26), China (2), Ecuador (4), HongKong (13), Japan (1), Korea (3), New Zealand (1), Puerto Rico
(15), Singapore (26), Taiwan (1), United States (30), Uruguay (12)

Sweden 77 Denmark (1), Finland (31), Ireland (7), Norway (6), Poland (7), Russia (10), Sweden (24), United Kingdom (19)

Switzerland 49 Australia (5), Poland (9), Sweden (8), Switzerland (33)

United 
Kingdom 246

Belgium (21), Denmark (4), France (19), Germany (22), Greece (34), Hungary (7), Ireland (17), Israel (34), Italy (2),
Netherlands (23), Norway (13), Poland (29), Portugal (21), Romania (1), Spain (21), Sweden (5), Switzerland (11),
Tunisia (9), Turkey (15), UnitedKingdom (45), UnitedStates (4)

UnitedStates 2505

Argentina (67), Australia (27), Austria (19), Belgium (39), Brazil (48), Canada (148), China (177), Czech (17), Denmark
(13), Ecuador (17), Finland (16), France (69), Germany (117), Greece (32), HongKong (67), Hungary (26), Ireland (16),
Israel (11), Japan (96), Jordan (1), Korea (66), Netherlands (18), NewZealand (21), Norway (17), Poland (47), Portugal
(79), Puerto Rico (17), Romania (7), Singapore (21), Slovenia (14), Spain (24), Sweden (22), Switzerland (9), Taiwan
(19), Tunisia (6), Turkey (13), UnitedKingdom (32), UnitedStates (1668), Uruguay (52)
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Finally, at the bottom of the table, we find a
major part of the countries (18 in total) with
Akamai nodes that process queries from both
local and foreign PL nodes. Next, we discuss the
most interesting aspects for this group.

First, we observe that large countries with a
relatively heavy weight in the geopolitical envi-
ronment such as the United States, United King-
dom, France, Germany, and Italy have a high
number of Akamai nodes (i.e., associated IPs)
that serve a large number of countries. The four
European countries mainly serve nodes from all
over Europe, at a minor level nearby non-Euro-
pean countries like Israel, Jordan, Tunisia, and
Turkey, and on a very small scale the United
States and China. We also found a similar pat-
tern in The Netherlands, although it has a lower
Akamai presence. Furthermore, we discovered
more Akamai nodes in the United States than in
the rest of the countries together. These servers
process queries from users located all over the
world. This clearly has an impact on the delay
for those countries that access Akamai nodes in
the United States for a large portion of their
queries, despite being far from the United States
(e.g., Uruguay, Argentina, China, and Korea).

Next, we observe that Akamai nodes in
Northern European countries (Norway, Fin-
land, and Sweden) mainly respond to the
demands of users located within those northern
countries. A third observation is that Ireland
and New Zealand should actually be located at
the top of the table since they mostly attend to
local FB demand, along with a few queries
from China. Fourth, Akamai nodes located in
small Central European countries such as Aus-
tria, Czech Republic, and Switzerland service
FB demand mainly from local and nearby coun-
tries’ users. We can find a similar pattern for
Japan and Brazil, and additionally Australia,
where the nodes mostly deal with internal
demand for FB services but also receive some
queries from nodes located in Japan and Tai-
wan. Finally, Singapore (the fourth country in
terms of number of Akamai IPs) presents rarer
results. On one hand, Akamai nodes in Singa-
pore exhibit an expected behavior by serving
users located in Asia. On the other hand, we
discovered a very strange pattern in which Aka-
mai nodes in Singapore attend quite a few
nodes located all  over America (including
North and South America).

In summary, we can conclude that FB sub-
scribers’ queries are usually attended by Akamai
nodes located either locally or in some nearby
country. This provides a bounded access delay
leading to the result presented above that indi-
cates a delay 2.5× lower when an FB query is
resolved by an Akamai node instead of a native
FB server. However, we can still find some odd
cases where source nodes access Akamai nodes
located far away, which has a harmful impact on
their access delay to FB services.

RELATED WORK
We found a number of works related to our arti-
cle that can be classified into two different cate-
gories: CDN infrastructure analysis and
Facebook services analysis.

CDN INFRASTRUCTURE ANALYSIS

There are some prior studies that analyzed dif-
ferent aspects of large CDNs like Akamai [6, 7]
or the CDN used by Google to serve youtube
videos [8]. In the latter study the authors aim at
understanding from where videos are served,
and how effective is this distribution. One of the
main conclusions of this study is that round-trip
time (RTT) is used to select the preferred data
center to serve the video. The studies on Aka-
mai CDN go from a general overview [6] to a
more detailed analysis of Akamai’s system com-
ponents and architecture [7] in which the authors
probe an Akamai network from 140 PlanetLab
nodes during two months and characterize some
aspects of Akamai architecture deployment such
as server diversity, redirection dynamics, and
latency. Finally, we found a study [9] in which
the authors examined how CDNs are used to
host and serve FB content from a network per-
spective. This work relies on a dataset including
one month of HTTP traces collected in mid-
2013 from the third generation (3G) mobile net-
work of a large European ISP.

FACEBOOK SERVICES ANALYSIS
There are also some research works that carried
out different performance analyses on Facebook
services. The authors in [1] look at the estab-
lished connections when FB users login to the
system. In particular, they identify different sec-
tions in the FB wall page of a user, and analyze
how the information filling those sections is
retrieved. An earlier work from 2010 [10] identi-
fied some performance degradation (delay,
packet losses, etc.) for some users accessing FB
from outside the United States. Finally, we have
found another interesting study [11] which states
that photo viewing is the most critical service for
FB, and presents a detailed description on how
FB photos are distributed to CDN Akamai
servers. However, it does not perform a geo-
graphical analysis to understand how different
regions of the world are being served as we do in
our article.

LESSONS LEARNED AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In this section we present the most important
lessons extracted from our work and provide
some recommendations that could improve the
current delay experienced by users in some rele-
vant countries.

1: Our study confirms the good work Akamai
does for a large-scale web service such as Face-
book. Our results show that FB is reducing delay
2.5× by using the Akamai nodes. This latency
reduction is of great importance for Facebook or
any other Internet service given the monetary
implications associated the delay experience by
end users [2].

2: At the time of our study, Akamai nodes
were mostly responsible for serving heavy con-
tent mainly associated with photos and videos
shared on Facebook. In contrast, Facebook
native servers were in charge of processes like
registration and authentication.
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3: Akamai is very efficient (< 50 ms delay) in
serving Facebook content in Europe and North
America, which is explained by two factors: 
• Akamai is very well positioned there with a

huge number of servers.
• A major part of the revenues obtained by

FB from advertisement happens in Europe
and North America; thus, it is very impor-
tant to offer good quality of service to the
subscribers in those locations.
4: There is some room for improving the cur-

rent Facebook infrastructure in some countries
like Australia and Brazil. These two countries
have 13 and 86 million subscribers, respectively,
according to the data reported by the FB ads
planner, and experience much higher access delay
(87 and 78 ms, respectively) than other countries
with much lower numbers of subscribers like
Slovenia. Therefore, we believe that Facebook
should find a solution to improve the experience
of Australian and Brazilian users by further
exploiting Akamai nodes in those countries.

CONCLUSIONS
This study presents a comprehensive measure-
ment-based analysis of the FB network infra-
structure with special emphasis on depicting how
Akamai nodes replying to FB queries from sub-
scribers are distributed throughout the world. In
this context, we have analyzed the average access
delay FB subscribers experience to access FB
services delivered from native FB servers as well
as Akamai servers depending on the country in
which they are located. Moreover, we have thor-
oughly discussed the coverage offered by those
Akamai nodes serving FB services.
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omputer networking in the 1970s and 1980s meant
exactly that: interconnecting large timesharing sys-

tems to exchange information, principally email and files.
As computing became more pervasive, however, it ulti-
mately resulted in the personal data devices we carry
around with us (also known as smartphones), and network-
ing moved from a computer-centric focus to a people-cen-
tric focus. By some estimates, more than 3 billion people
today, or about 40 percent of the world’s population, are
connected to the global Internet in one way or another.
Clearly, the majority of these users must be networked via
their personal devices; for most people the Internet repre-
sents a direct personal communications facility rather than
anything to do with a “computer” in the traditional sense
of the word.

In the last five years, however, the “Internet of Things”
has started to gain momentum. This refers to the concept of
endowing inanimate objects with Internet connectivity,
hooking them up to a data center — typically in the cloud
— and then harvesting data from them, directing commands
to them, or both. The concept is not new; apparently a
Carnegie Mellon University vending machine could display
its status on the Internet as far back as 1982. However, the
Internet of Things is now a commercial reality applied to
several different areas, and it is now predicted that there
could be 20 to 30 billion devices connected to the Internet
by 2020. Current applications for the Internet of Things
(customarily abbreviated as IoT) exist in transportation
infrastructure management, energy management (the Smart
Grid), home automation, and healthcare systems, and the
technology is being applied to new areas every day.

It is relatively straightforward to expect that the IoT is
actually a wireless IoT, as it would be patently absurd to
run cables to these billions of devices: quite apart from
being cost-prohibitive, many of these devices are not even
stationary. Thus, radio communications will play a large
role in facilitating the development of the IoT. However,
the wireless links that serve well for IoT communications
differ considerably from those that support human to Inter-
net connectivity. The latter are optimized for very high
bandwidth — up to 7 Gb/s for the recently ratified IEEE
802.11ac standard — and long-duration traffic, such as
streaming video, sent to a relatively small number of sta-

tions. IoT links, on the other hand, must cope with thou-
sands of stations, each of which may transfer short bursts of
small packets with data rates in kilobits or even bits per
second. On top of that, many IoT applications demand
extremely low power consumption, which severely con-
strains the wireless radios and protocols that can be used.

This issue of the Radio Communications Series contains
an article presenting a tutorial overview of key elements of
the IEEE 802.11ah draft standard, which is specifically
designed to support key use cases important to IoT appli-
cations. The article focuses on those aspects of IEEE
802.11ah that are pertinent to IoT systems, linking individ-
ual aspects of the medium access control (MAC) and phys-
ical (PHY) layers to specific IoT needs. For example, IoT
devices such as sensors or meters can profitably trade off
occupied channel bandwidth for range; 802.11ah takes
advantage of this trade-off by shifting the PHY into the
sub-1-GHz spectrum (e.g., 915 MHz in the United States),
where the available bandwidth is low, but considerable
range improvement accrues from the lower path loss.

The article particularly calls out the various power-sav-
ing aspects of the IEEE 802.11ah MAC. Power saving is
critical for IoT devices that may not only need to run on
battery power for years, but are also likely to have space
constraints that limit the size of battery that can be inte-
grated. Even more constrained are energy harvesting IoT
devices that may not even have batteries at all, but have to
subsist on tiny amounts of energy harvested from the sur-
rounding environment. Such devices necessarily must
spend virtually all their time sleeping, and only wake up at
long intervals to exchange data in short but highly efficient
bursts. This forms a particular challenge for IEEE 802.11
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA-CA) MAC protocols,
and the article capably illustrates the new 802.11ah MAC
functions that were introduced to deal with the challenge.

We would like to continue to place similar articles
before you, in future issues, to cover topics of current
interest. However, for this to happen we need contribu-
tions from our community of authors! We therefore
encourage you to submit articles discussing emerging
trends in wireless communications. We also thank our
reviewers for their time and attention to helping us create
a quality Series.
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INTRODUCTION

The IEEE 802.11 standard [1] is one of the
most widely adopted wireless connectivity tech-
nologies for digital devices such as laptops,
smartphones, tablets, digital TVs, DVD/Blu-
ray players, gaming consoles, and portable
music players. Since the introduction of IEEE
802.11b in 1999 with data rates up to 11 Mb/s,
IEEE 802.11 has been evolving to support
more and more use cases that require higher
throughput. In 2003, 802.11g was introduced
with the adoption of an orthogonal frequency-
division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation
technique, which increased the data rate to 54
Mb/s. In 2009, 802.11n was published, which
supports data rates up to 600 Mb/s utilizing
multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and
doubling the channel width to 40 MHz. The
latest amendment, 802.11ac, was published in
2013, which supports data rates up to 6.9 Gb/s
in the 5 GHz band. The enhancement is
achieved by increasing the channel widths to 80
and 160 MHz, and the maximum number of
spatial streams to eight.

Most of the enhancements in the amend-
ments have been optimized for a small number
of high data rate devices such as laptops, tablets,
and smartphones, but not for a large number of
low data rate devices such as sensors and Inter-
net of Things (IoT) devices. As an example, the
use cases and requirements of 802.11ac are sum-
marized in Table 1. The main usages of 802.11ac
are wireless display, distribution of HDTV, and
rapid upload/download of large files, which all
require high data rates for streaming videos or
large file transfers among small numbers of
devices, mostly in indoor environments.

802.11AH USE CASES AND IOT APPLICATIONS

In 2010, the IEEE 802.11ah Task Group was
formed in the IEEE 802.11 Working Group to
define an amendment to the 802.11 standard
that operates in the sub-1-GHz license-exempt
frequency spectrum to support the following
three use cases: sensors and meters, backhaul
sensor and meter data, and extended range WiFi
[2]. Among these use cases, the sensors and
meters use case includes the following sub use
cases, which all fall into IoT use cases: smart
grid, environmental/agricultural monitoring,
industrial process sensors, healthcare, home/
building automation, and home sensors. As sum-
marized in Table 1, these IoT use cases typically
support a much larger number of devices per
access point (AP) for both indoor and outdoor
environments with a much longer transmission
range but at a much lower data rate than the use
cases and requirements of 802.11ac.

SUB-1-GHZ LICENSE-EXEMPT OPERATION
Although sub-1-GHz bands have more limited
frequency spectrum available (e.g., there is only
a total of 26 MHz spectrum available in the 915
MHz industrial, scientific, and medical [ISM]
band in the United States) than the 2.4 and 5
GHz ISM bands, as shown in Fig. 1, it is suffi-
cient for low data rate applications such as IoT
applications because such applications typically
transmit small amounts of data infrequently.
Moreover, since the 915 MHz ISM band
(902–928 MHz) has 8.5 dB less free space propa-
gation loss than the 2.4 GHz ISM band, this can
be used to enhance the link budget between
devices, and either enable long-range transmis-
sion for outdoor metering applications or reduce
energy consumption of a device by lowering
transmit power and supporting indoor sensor
applications.

This article gives an overview of the major
features adopted in the 802.11ah specification
currently being developed in the IEEE 802.11
Working Group with details of how the features
solve the challenges to support IoT use cases. In
the following sections, the availability of sub-1-
GHz spectrum, as well as channelization in key
geographical locations, are described and then

ABSTRACT

IEEE 802.11ah Task Group has been devel-
oping an amendment to the 802.11 standard to
define sub-1-GHz license-exempt operation to
support sensors and Internet of Things applica-
tions. This article presents an overview of major
physical layer and MAC layer features of
802.11ah.
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the major physical (PHY) layer and medium
access control (MAC) layer features of 802.11ah
are explained. 

802.11AH PHY FEATURES

SUB-1-GHZ FREQUENCY SPECTRUM AND
CHANNELIZATION

The availabilities of frequency spectrum and
channelization for key geographies are shown in
Fig. 1. 802.11ah supports five frequency channel
bandwidths ranging from 1 to 16 MHz. As shown
in Fig. 1, there can be 26 1 MHz channels in the
United States and fewer channels for the wider
channel bandwidths.

Different countries have different rules for
the allocated frequency bands in terms of maxi-
mum transmit power and channel width. For
example, in the United States, an 802.11ah sta-
tion can operate in the 915 MHz ISM band with
the maximum transmit power of 1 W without
any restrictions on channel bandwidth. On the
other hand, Japan can use 915.9–929.7 MHz
band for 802.11ah operation, but the signal fre-
quency bandwidth is limited to 1 MHz and the
maximum transmit power is limited to 250 mW
(920.5–923.5 MHz). Please refer to [5, Annexes
D and E] for more details.

BASIC PHY DESIGNS OF 802.11AH
The basic PHY parameters of 802.11ah are sum-
marized in Table 2. In order to support the sen-
sor and meter use case as well as the extended
range WiFi use case [2], 802.11ah supports data
rates ranging from 150 kb/s to 347 Mb/s. The
basic PHY design of 802.11ah is mostly inherited
from 802.11ac. The 802.11ac signal waveforms
with 20 to 160 MHz channel bandwidths are
scaled down by 10 times to 802.11ah signal wave-
forms with 2 to 16 MHz maintaining the same
number of subcarriers. Therefore, the tone spac-

ing between adjacent subcarriers is now 31.25
kHz for all bandwidths. This makes the
inverse/discrete Fourier transform (IDFT/DFT)
period of 802.11ah equal to 32 ms, which is 10
times longer than that of 802.11ac. The OFDM
symbol period is now 40 ms with 8 ms guard inter-
val. 

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports sub-1-
GHz operation at the following frequency bands:
779–787 MHz, 868–868.6 MHz, 902–928 MHz,
and 950–956 MHz with the following PHY data
rates: 20, 40, 100, and 250 kb/s [6]. 

TRANSMISSION RANGE ENHANCEMENT
In order to meet a transmission range of 1 km at
a minimum date rate of at least 100 kb/s for out-
door IoT applications [2], the transmission range
of 802.11ah operating in the 900 MHz band is
significantly enhanced compared to that of
802.11n operating in the 2.4 GHz band. The
transmission range is enhanced by increased link
budget between two devices based on the follow-
ing design choices.

Lower operation frequency spectrum: 802.11ah
operates in sub-1-GHz bands, which improves
link budget significantly compared to 2.4 GHz
operation. For example, a client device operat-
ing in the 2.4 GHz band experiences 8.5 dB
more free space path loss than one operating in
the 900 MHz band.

Narrower channel bandwidth: 802.11ah trans-
mits a signal in a 10 times narrower channel
bandwidth than 802.11n. This reduces its noise
bandwidth by 10 times and thus can increase the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at a receiver by 10
dB.

1 MHz channel  bandwidth support: In
addition to 10 times narrower channel band-
widths,  802.11ah supports 1 MHz channel
bandwidth, which can increase the SNR by 3
dB compared to using the 2 MHz channel
bandwidth.

Robust coding scheme: 802.11ah supports the
repetition coding scheme for 1 MHz channel
bandwidth when binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) modulation is used with 1/2 coding rate,
and this adds another 3 dB to the SNR.

Table 3 summarizes the l ink budget
enhancement of 900 MHz 802.11ah over 2.4
GHz 802.11n. 802.11ah operating in the 900
MHz band at 150 kb/s  is  expected to have
approximately 24.5 dB better link budget than
802.11n operating in the 2.4 GHz band at 6.5
Mb/s.

LOW-POWER AND LOW-COST SUPPORT FOR
INDOOR SENSORS

As shown in Table 3, the link budget can be
enhanced by more than 24 dB compared to an
802.11n device operating in the 2.4 GHz band.
Instead of increasing the transmission range, this
enhancement can be used to lower transmit
power of a sensor device. The transmit power
can easily be reduced to 0 dBm considering that
the nominal transmit power of a typical 802.11
device is around 15–17 dBm. This can reduce
the transmit energy consumption and also lower
the cost of an 802.11ah radio of a small sensor
device.

Table 1. Comparison of 802.11ac and 802.11ah.

802.11ac use cases and
requirements [3, 4] 

802.11ah IoT use case
and requirements [2]

Use cases
1) Wireless display 
2) Distribution of HDTV 
3) Rapid upload/download

Sensors and meters

Data rate 
requirement 20 Mb/s–3 Gb/s 100 kb/s

Single frame 
packet size Large (e.g., 1500 bytes) Small (e.g., few 100 bytes)

Traffic type Video streaming/large file
transfer

Periodic packet transmisson
every few to tens minutes

Distance between
devices 5–60 m Up to 1 km

Number of 
stations 3–20 Up to 6000

Location Mostly indoor Indoor and outdoor
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SELECTIVE SUBCHANNEL TRANSMISSION

Although the 1 or 2 MHz channel bandwidth can
enhance transmission range or reduce transmit
power for IoT and sensor applications by reduc-
ing noise bandwidth, such a narrow bandwidth
signal becomes more susceptible to flat fading
than a 20 MHz 802.11ac signal. Considering that
the 1 MHz channel width is approximately just 3
tones of the 20 MHz 802.11ac signal, the 1 MHz
signal can easily be in a deep fade for an indoor
environment with a short delay spread.

In 802.11ah, this problem is mitigated by selec-
tive subchannel transmission, which selects the
best subchannel from a wider channel bandwidth.
For example, the best 1 MHz subchannel can be
selected from a 4 MHz channel bandwidth. This
can improve signal power by approximately 7 dB
for an indoor channel model with 50 ns root
mean square (rms) delay spread as shown in [7]. 

TRAVELING PILOTS FOR THE
OUTDOOR ENVIRONMENT

Since 802.11ah is designed for outdoor IoT
usage as well as indoor usage, it has to cope with
a high Doppler case where a signal is reflected
from a moving car. This means that channel esti-
mation has to be updated throughout a packet.

The previous 802.11 amendments such as
802.11n and 802.11ac use the long training field
in the preamble of a packet for channel estima-
tion and rely on the initial channel estimation
throughout the packet [8]. Although a 20 MHz
OFDM symbol has 4 pilot tones out of 64 sub-
carriers, their locations are fixed and thus cannot
cover the other 52 data tone locations for the
channel estimation throughout a packet for a
large delay spread in outdoor usage. 

In order to update channel estimation
throughout a packet for all 52 data tone loca-
tions, 802.11ah supports a traveling pilot scheme
that shifts pilot tones every OFDM symbol such
that the traveling pilot tones over multiple
OFDM symbols can cover all data tone loca-
tions. Figure 2 illustrates the traveling pilot posi-
tions for a 2 MHz channel width signal when the
number of space-time streams (NSTS) is 1. In
this case, the traveling pilot pattern repeats
every 14 OFDM symbols. The details of other
traveling patterns are described in [5, 8].

802.11AH MAC FEATURES
802.11ah MAC features are mainly designed to
enhance the efficiency of MAC protocols and
MAC frame formats to reduce energy consump-
tion of a client device, and to support a large

Figure 1. Frequency spectrum availabilities in sub-1-GHz and channelization in key geographies.
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number of clients for sensor and IoT applica-
tions for both indoor and outdoor environments. 

MITIGATING CONTENTION AND
REDUCING CHANNEL ACCESS DELAY

Supporting a transmission range of up to 1 km
introduces a new challenge for an 802.11 sta-
tion. As shown in Fig. 3, in a typical outdoor

environment, an access point (AP) is installed at
a much higher elevation, such as a rooftop, than
client stations, which are mostly located near
the ground. This creates much higher path loss
between client stations than that between a
client station and the AP because there are
more building structures obstructing signal
propagation between client stations than
between a client station and the AP [9]. This
makes the hidden node problem worse because
it becomes harder for a station to hear transmis-
sions from other stations to the AP, and this
causes more collisions among transmissions
from the stations to the AP. More collisions
increase energy consumption of a station
because the station needs to stay active longer
for retransmissions to successfully deliver a data
packet to the AP.

Restricted Access Window: 802.11ah miti-
gates the hidden node problem by restricting
the time at which a station can start to contend
for the medium so that packet transmissions
from stations do not overlap with each other.
802.11ah defines a time window called a
restricted access window (RAW) during which
only a group of stations that are associated with
an AP are allowed to access the medium. The
structure of a RAW is illustrated in Fig. 4a. A
RAW is divided into RAW slots, and each
RAW slot is typically allocated to one station.
The maximum number of slots in a RAW is 64.
A RAW slot may also be allocated to more
than one station to achieve statistical multiplex-
ing among the stations in the RAW slot. A sta-
tion in the group is allowed to contend for the
medium at the beginning of the allocated RAW
slot. Although the RAW slot is allocated to the
station by the AP, the station still needs to per-
form the contention-based channel access
because stations associated with other APs do
not have the information about the RAW slot
allocation and may still contend for the medi-
um. The RAW parameter set (RPS) element
contains information of one or more RAWs
such as the RAW start time, RAW slot dura-
tion, and number of slots. The details of the
RAW parameter set element are defined in [5].
The simulation results in [10] show that colli-
sions among hidden nodes can be mitigated sig-
nificantly using the RAW scheme.

Synchronization Frame: In 802.11, a station is
allowed to start to contend for the medium only
if it has valid information of the medium so that
it does not interrupt packet transmissions and
receptions of other stations in the network. The
station obtains the information of the medium
from the duration field of a packet that was
received correctly; otherwise, it has to wait for a
time duration called ProbeDelay to expire to
avoid collision with a packet transmission of
other station [1]. For example, if a station just
woke up from sleep and has not received a pack-
et, it has to either wait for a packet or wait until
the ProbeDelay timer expires, which adds addi-
tional energy consumption to the station. The
ProbeDelay problem is described in [10] in more
detail. 

In 802.11ah, the medium access delay due to

Table 2. 802.11ah PHY parameters.

PHY parameters Supported values

Channel 
bandwidths 1 MHz, 2 MHz, 4 MHz, 8 MHz, 16 MHz

Modulation schemes BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM, 256-QAM

Code rates
1/2 with 2 times repetition, 1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6
in either convolutional or low-density parity
check (LDPC)

Maximum number of spatial
streams Four spatial streams

Data rates

150 kb/s (1 MHz channel bandwidth, 1 spa-
tial stream, BPSK, 1/2 coding rate, repetition
coding) to 347 Mb/s (16 MHz channel band-
width, 4 spatial streams, 256 QAM, 5/6 cod-
ing rate)

Table 3. Link budget parameters between 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz.

Parameters Link budget enhancements of 900 MHz
802.11ah over 2.4 GHz 802.11n

Free space path loss +8.5 dB

Noise bandwidth +10 dB

Sub-total link budget gain +18.5 dB

1 MHz channel width +3 dB

Repetition coding +3 dB

Total link budget gain +24.5 dB

Figure 3. Illustration of an outdoor environment where an AP is installed at
a rooftop and client stations are located near the ground. The path loss
between STAs is much higher than the path loss between the AP and a
STA.
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the ProbeDelay is reduced with help from an
AP. As illustrated in Fig. 4b, the AP transmits a
synchronization (sync) frame at the beginning of
a RAW slot when the medium is idle so that a
station can obtain the information of the medi-
um from the sync frame and access the medium
right after the end of the sync frame reception
instead of waiting for the ProbeDelay time to
expire. If the medium is busy at the AP, the sync
frame is not transmitted, and the station waits
for the ProbeDelay time to expire to prevent
possible collision at the AP. The simulation
results in [10] show that the sync frame tech-
nique can increase the battery life of a station by
up to 31 percent when the ProbeDelay time is
set to 5 ms.

EFFICIENT BIDIRECTIONAL PACKET EXCHANGES
802.11ah introduced the target wake time and
bidirectional transmission opportunity (TXOP;
BDT) schemes to enhance bidirectional packet
exchanges between two stations by eliminating
overheads between uplink and downlink trans-
missions, thereby minimizing energy consump-
tion of sensor devices.

Target Wake Time: An AP buffers data des-
tined for a station while the station is in a
sleep state. The station periodically wakes up
at beacon transmission times and receives a
beacon to see if there is any buffered data at
the AP based on the information in the traffic
indication map (TIM) element contained in the
received beacon. If the TIM element indicates
that there is buffered data for the station, the
station first sends a PS-Poll frame to the AP to
indicate that the station is awake and is ready
to receive the buffered data. The AP, however,
needs processing time to find the buffered data
for the station from its memory, and then has
to contend for the medium and transmit the
data to the station. This indefinite latency
makes the station consume energy waiting for
the buffered data.

Target wake time (TWT) addresses this prob-
lem by having an AP and a station schedule a
future wake-up time (i.e., a TWT) of the station
so that the AP knows when the station will be
awake. The AP fetches buffered data from its
memory before the TWT so that when a PS-Poll
frame or a trigger frame is received from the sta-
tion, the AP can transmit the buffered data with-

out the processing time and the medium access
latency. The time information of the next TWT
can be delivered explicitly to the station during
the frame exchange in the current TWT or cal-
culated implicitly by adding a fixed time interval
to the current TWT. 

Bidirectional TXOP: For a sensor device with a
small battery, it is critical to minimize energy
consumption of the device. A sensor device can
minimize its energy consumption by coalescing
transmit and receive activities in a single TXOP
to increase its time in a sleep state.

BDT allows an AP and a station to exchange
one or more uplink and downlink packets sepa-
rated by a short inter frame space (SIFS) in a
TXOP duration. In the BDT procedure, a sta-
tion uses the More Data bit in the SIGNAL
field of the PHY preamble to signal whether the
station has more data to transmit following the
current packet transmission. 

802.11ah also added the Response Indica-
tion field in the SIGNAL field of the PHY
preamble of a packet to better protect a
response packet. The Response Indication field
in the transmitted packet indicates one of the
four different lengths of a response packet that
will follow the transmitted packet so that the
third party stations near the transmitter can
defer until the end of the response packet.
Since the Response Indication field is in the
SIGNAL field, it uses the most robust modula-
tion and coding scheme, and the third party sta-
tions can defer correctly as long as they decode
the SIGNAL field correctly. 

NULL DATA PACKET
CARRYING MAC FRAME

In 802.11, a Control frame such as the ACK
frame, which is 14 bytes long, has not been con-
sidered to be a large overhead for email or file
transfer that transmits large packets (e.g., 1500
bytes). For sensor and IoT applications, howev-
er, the ACK frame can be a large overhead con-
sidering that those applications typically
transmit much shorter data packets (e.g., 100
bytes [2]).

Control frames are transmitted with the low-
est modulation and coding scheme, and for the
802.11ah 2 MHz channel width, it takes 440 ms
to transmit an ACK packet (240 ms for the PHY

Figure 4. Illustration of a) a RAW; b) synchronization frame operation.
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preamble and 200 ms for the ACK frame) at the
650 kb/s data rate. To transmit a 100-byte data
packet at the same data rate, it takes 1480 ms
(1240 ms for the data frame). In this case, the
ratio between the ACK packet transmission time
and the ACK and data packets transmission time
is approximately 23 percent, which shows a large
overhead of ACK frame transmission.

802.11ah mitigates this problem by defining a
null data packet (NDP) carrying MAC (CMAC)
frame format that consists of only the PHY
preamble and no data field, as shown in Fig. 5.
The SIGNAL field of the NDP CMAC frame is
redefined to contain all the necessary informa-
tion previously contained in a Control MAC
frame. The length of an NDP CMAC frame is
now fixed to the length of the PHY preamble,
which is 240 ms (6 OFDM symbols) for a signal
transmitted in a channel bandwidth larger than
or equal to 2 MHz. For example, 802.11ah uses
the NDP Ack frame shown in Fig. 5 instead of
the ACK frame as a response to a data frame.
The ratio between the NDP Ack frame transmis-
sion time and the NDP Ack frame and the data
packet transmission time is now reduced to 14
percent. The details of the NDP CMAC frames
are described in [5]. 

SHORT MAC FRAME
In 802.11n, the MAC header of a quality of ser-
vice (QoS) Data frame can be 30 bytes long. For
an IoT application that transmits a small packet
(e.g., a temperature sensor with 50 bytes of data
[2]) infrequently, the MAC header can be a big
overhead.

802.11ah mitigates this problem by defining a
new Short MAC frame format. The new Short
MAC header of a Short QoS Data frame is
reduced to 12 bytes. In order to differentiate the
new short MAC header format from the legacy
MAC frame format, the protocol version field of
the frame control field in the short MAC header
is increased from 0 to 1 for the first time in
802.11 history. 

SUPPORT OF A LARGE NUMBER OF STATIONS
One of the use cases of 802.11ah is a smart grid
use case where an AP has to support as many as
6000 stations within a 1 km2 area [2, 11]. In

order to support this use case, in 802.11ah, the
number of stations that an AP can support is
increased from 2007 to 8191. During an associa-
tion process, a station is assigned with an associ-
ation identifier chosen from 1 to 8191 by an AP.
The AP maintains a traffic indication virtual
bitmap where the nth bit is mapped to a station
that has the association identifier value of n.
When there is buffered data for the station with
the association identifier value of n, the AP sets
the nth bit of the bitmap to 1 and signals the
information in the Partial Virtual Bitmap field
of the TIM element in a beacon. Signaling such
a large traffic indication virtual bitmap becomes
challenging because in some cases the length of
the Partial Virtual Bitmap field can be a couple
of hundred bytes long. 

In order to minimize the size of the TIM ele-
ment, the traffic indication virtual bitmap is
structured in a hierarchical fashion, and 802.11ah
defines four encoding modes to compress the
traffic indication virtual bitmap [5]. The simula-
tion results in [12] show that the bitmap size can
be compressed by 30–98 percent with the encod-
ing schemes compared to the scheme defined in
the baseline 802.11 standard [1].

INCREASED SLEEP TIME
IEEE 802.11ah is designed to support a sensor
device that sleeps for a very long period of time
(e.g., a couple of days), waking up infrequently
to transmit or receive a short data packet and
going back to sleep. In the baseline 802.11 stan-
dard [1], however, a station cannot sleep for
more than approximately 18 hours because the
Max Idle Period field that contains the parame-
ter BSSMaxIdlePeriod is an unsigned 16-bit
value, and this parameter determines how long a
station can stay idle (in seconds) before the sta-
tion is disassociated from the AP. If the station
wants to stay associated with the AP, it has to
transmit a packet at least every BSSMaxIdlePeri-
od time.

In 802.11ah, the Max Idle Period field is
redefined such that the two most significant bits
of the Max Idle Period field is used as a scaling
factor. When a scaling factor of 10,000 is used, a
station can sleep for approximately 5.2 years
without being disassociated from the AP.

Figure 5. Illustration of the NDP CMAC frame format and the NDP Ack frame format in 2 MHz, 
4 MHz, 8 MHz, and 16 MHz.
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802.11AH DEVELOPMENT TIMELINE

In 2010, the IEEE 802.11ah Task Group was
formed. The task group developed the first
802.11ah draft amendment, D1.0, in October 2013.
After going through four iterations of the letter
ballot and comment resolution process, the task
group developed the 802.11ah draft amendment,
D5.0, in April 2015. The final 802.11ah amend-
ment is expected to be published in 2016 [13]. The
WiFi Alliance has also formed a task group named
Extended Range ah to study requirements for an
interoperability certification program [14]. 

CONCLUSIONS
In this article, the major PHY and MAC features
of IEEE 802.11ah are presented. 802.11ah is
designed to support a wide range of applications in
sub-1-GHz frequency spectrum: from sensors and
Internet of Things applications to extended WiFi
applications by providing data rates from 150 kb/s
to 347 Mb/s. 802.11ah is designed to support an
outdoor application that needs a transmission
range up to 1 km at 150 kb/s. These are achieved
by using the PHY parameters listed in Table 2. For
an indoor application, the long-range capability
can be used for energy-efficient communications
for sensors by using a very low transmit power. As
summarized in Table 4, 802.11ah provides energy-
efficient MAC protocols and MAC frame formats
that are optimized for sensors and IoT applica-
tions, which need to support a large number of sta-
tions and infrequent small packet transmissions.
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Table 4. Summary of 802.11ah MAC features.

Functions for sensors and IoT MAC features

Support for a large outdoor IoT 
network

RAW, synchronization frame, 
hierarchical TIM

Support for energy-efficient commu-
nications for sensors

TWT, BDT, NDP CMAC frame, short
MAC frame, increased sleep time
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ED I TOR ’S NOTE

y creating digital representations of the real world, the
Internet of Things (IoT) allows us to interact, moni-

tor, and control systems and environments as never before.
Some predictions anticipate IoT will initiate a 100 fold
increase in the number of connected devices, resulting in a
demand for lower network latency and power consump-
tion. IoT will become a fundamental transformation agent
across a wide spectrum of industries and society. This
rapid change and lack of standardization has resulted in a
fragmentation of technology. To create a truly networked
society requires market driven standardization and the
deployment of standardized technology for IoT devices,
networks, and software. In the end, users expect seemless
connectivity, security, and manageability end-to-end.

The importance of standards to the work and careers of
communications practitioners is the basis of this publica-
tion. It is a platform for presenting and discussing stan-
dards related topics in the areas of communications,
networking, research, and related disciplines. This issue of
the Communications Standards Supplement contains a very
relevant feature topic on IoT. JaeSeung Song assembled an
esteemed editorial team to develop the feature topic,
“IoT/M2M from Research to Standards: The Next Steps
(Part I).” This topic comprises all of the articles in this
issue, and an editorial from the feature topic editors will
introduce each paper. Given the overwhelming response to
this feature topic, the selected papers have been split
between this issue and the next one in December.

Readers will notice the ongoing Commentary section
with a recurring view from the IEEE-SA President, and an
introduction to the IEEE Standards Education activity.
The Standards News section offers the current status of
standards work in various SDOs relevant to IoT and point-
ers to SDO material. I trust that the reader will find these
informative and illustrative of the fundamental role stan-
dards play in the communications networking ecosystem. 

As the Communications Standards Supplement matures,
each issue will be “anchored” around a topic of current
market relevance to drive focus. Proposals for future stan-
dards-related feature topics are welcome. The next issue
will contain the second part of the feature topics on the
Internet of Things (IOT) and on Advanced Cloud & Vir-
tualization Techniques for 5G Networks. 

BIOGRAPHY
GLENN PARSONS [SM] (glenn.parsons@ericsson.com) is an internationally known expert in mobile back-
haul and Ethernet technology. He is a standards advisor with Ericsson Canada, where he coordinates
standards strategy and policy for Ericsson, including network architecture for LTE mobile backhaul.
Previously, he has held positions in development, product management and standards architecture in
the ICT industry. Over the past number of years, he has held several management and editor positions
in various standards activities including IETF, IEEE, and ITU-T. He has been an active participant in the
IEEE-SA Board of Governors, Standards Board and its Committees since 2004. He is currently involved
with mobile backhaul standardization in MEF, IEEE and ITU-T and is chair of IEEE 802.1. He is a Techni-
cal Editor for IEEE Communications Magazine and has been co-editor of several IEEE Communications
Society Magazine feature topics. He graduated in 1992 with a B.Eng. degree in electrical engineering
from Memorial University of Newfoundland.

INTERNET OF THINGS: FUNDAMENTAL TRANSFORMATION AGENT

Glenn Parsons

B
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COMMENTARY

IEEE is uniquely positioned as an independent, global,
not-for-profit, technology-driven organization, with the flexi-
bility to engage decision-making as a neutral body not repre-
senting any single constituency or government interest. In
congruence with these principles, IEEE standards are intend-
ed to define technology concepts that can be used as
blueprints for constructing technically feasible and economi-
cally attractive products that broadly benefit humanity.

A premise of IEEE standards activities is that the delibera-
tions on how to construct and describe the standard will be
open to anyone who wishes to contribute and, when the stan-
dard is complete, anyone who chooses to implement it will be
allowed to do so. One portion of the ecosystem that applies to
these stated goals is a policy for inclusion of intellectual prop-
erty in the standards.

Contributions from IEEE Standards Association partici-
pants requires the expenditure of time, effort, and money.
IEEE believes these participants should be reasonably reward-
ed for their contributions through the ability to market stan-
dards related goods and services. One form of compensation
can be licensing of intellectual property (IP) included in a
standard. To provide guidance to standards developers
regarding the process for including IP, IEEE maintains a
Patent Policy as part of the Standards Board Bylaws.

The role of a standards setting body like the IEEE Stan-
dards Association is not to establish or negotiate licensing
arrangements but rather to set the ground rules that ensure a
level playing field for all participants who engage in standards
development, whether they are from small or big companies,
incumbents or newcomers.

PATENT POLICY HISTORY
The IEEE-SA has maintained a Patent Policy for many

years, with the most recent prior update occurring in late
2006. Since then, the IEEE-SA and other standards develop-
ing organizations (SDOs) with similar IP policies noted that
there remained problems in the business ecosystem. ITU
observations resulted in a one-day patent roundtable in
October 2012, where the expressed motivation for the event
was “… recent patent disputes that have caused shipments of
goods to be impounded in customs and recent worldwide
increase in litigation involving standard essential patents (or
SEPs)..” IEEE participated in that event and similarly
noticed that too frequently negotiations between patent
holders and potential licensees were unsuccessful, and the
lack of agreement was followed by lengthy and expensive
court litigations.

Discussions of the IEEE Standards Association (IEEE-SA)
Patent Committee (PatCom) and observations of the general
standards and intellectual property communities led to the
creation of a PatCom ad hoc in February 2013 to study possi-
ble policy changes. Over a two year period the PatCom ad hoc
considered court rulings, information from patent offices, and
other standards development organizations, as well as state-
ments from all interested stakeholders. The result of this pro-
cess was that IEEE enacted an updated IEEE-SA Patent
Policy on March 15, 2015. 

POLICY CONTENTS
This short article cannot completely describe the updates

to the IEEE-SA Patent Policy, but we can briefly cover some
highlights. (A significant body of explanatory and educational
material is available for study at the links shown below.)

As part of the update, language was added clarifying what
is meant by “reasonable” rate by explicitly defining the term
to mean “appropriate compensation to the patent holder for
the practice of an Essential Patent Claim excluding the value,
if any, resulting from the inclusion of that Essential Patent
Claim’s technology in the IEEE Standard”, as well as provid-
ing optional factors for the licensing party to consider. (Please
note that the IEEE does not determine reasonable rates. Roy-
alty rates are determined by negotiations between parties or
litigation or arbitration, if necessary). The update also pro-
vides greater clarity on the topics of nondiscrimination, avail-
ability of prohibitive orders, and permissible demands for
reciprocal license.

IEEE requests that holders of potentially essential patent
claims voluntarily submit a letter of assurance (LOA) that
states that, should the intellectual property be included in the
standard, the licensor will provide a license to any imple-
menter of the standard on fair, reasonable, and non-discrimi-
natory (FRAND) terms. The submission of LOAs remains
voluntary under the update. 

CONCLUSION
The updated IEEE-SA Patent Policy is a very carefully

considered step toward clarity for owners and users of poten-
tially essential IP in standards. By clarifying rules we expect
all participants to fully understand, respect, and employ them.

The IEEE-SA and its patent policy has always intended to
foster a healthy, inclusive standardization ecosystem that does
not favor one party over another and gives everyone an equal
seat at the table. We want innovation to remain open to all on
a global basis, especially as we continue to explore the next
generation of world-changing technologies. 

RESOURCES
Questions? Contact the IEEE-SA Standards Board Patent

Committee Administrator at patcom@ieee.org, or visit these
resources: 

•Patent Policy (IEEE-SA Standards Board Bylaws clause
6), http://standards.ieee.org/develop/policies/bylaws/sect6-
7.html#6Bylaws 

•Understanding Patent Issues During IEEE Standards
Development, http://standards.ieee.org/faqs/patents.pdf 

•PatCom Patent Materials, https://standards.ieee.org/
about/sasb/patcom/materials.html 

•Drafts, comments and responses publically available on
pp-dialog, http://grouper.ieee.org/groups/pp-dialog/index.html 

•Promoting Competition and Innovation: What You Need
to Know about the IEEE Standards Association’s Antitrust
and Competition Policy, http://standards.ieee.org/develop/poli-
cies/ antitrust.pdf 

•IEEE-SA Standards Board Resolution (2 June 2015),
https://standards.ieee.org/about/sasb/resolutions.html

IEEE STANDARDS PHILOSOPHY
BY BRUCE KRAEMER, PRESIDENT, IEEE STANDARDS ASSOCIATION
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IEEE STANDARDS UNIVERSITY: NEW FRONTIER IN STANDARDS EDUCATION
BY YATIN TRIVEDI, IEEE MEMBER AND PAST-CHAIR, IEEE STANDARDS EDUCATION COMMITTEE

Standards fuel the development and implementation of
technologies that influence and transform the way we live,
work, and communicate. They form the fundamental building
blocks for product and new technology development around
the world, by establishing consistent protocols that can be uni-
versally understood and adopted. Standards also enable com-
patibility and interoperability, simplify product development,
hasten time-to-market for new products, and play a vital role
in helping consumers understand and compare competing
products. As standards are globally adopted and applied in
many markets, they also drive international trade.

IEEE’s commitment to educating students, faculty, and
practicing professionals about technical standards takes many
forms. As part of the effort to actively promote the integra-
tion of standards into academic programs, on 28 June 2009,
the IEEE Board of Directors approved an IEEE Position
Paper defining the desired role of technical standards in edu-
cation within engineering, technology, and computing (ETC)
academic curricula in the technical areas of interest to the
IEEE.1

The IEEE Educational Activities Board and the IEEE
Standards Association Board of Governors work together
through a joint standing committee of volunteers, the IEEE
Standards Education Committee, to oversee this commitment
to standards education.

The IEEE Standards Education Committee in 2015 is
overseeing an exciting new era for standards education by
implementing an IEEE New Initiative Committee supported
project called IEEE Standards University. The IEEE Stan-
dards University is a multi-track initiative intended to greatly
expand standards education content. The program is designed
to train, educate, and inspire the next generation of profes-
sionals about the critical importance standards will play in the
workforce and society.

The new web site for IEEE Standards University will

launch before the end of 2015. It will bring IEEE standards-
related content under one umbrella:

•Users will be able to find eLearning and other courses
related to standards.

•Search for standards.
•Read case studies, articles, and student papers.
•Find ideas from academics who teach standards in their

courses.
•Apply for student grants for design projects using stan-

dards.
•Request a guest lecturer or workshop on standards relat-

ed topics.
•Watch videos.
•Read the e-Magazine, and much more.
In the spring of 2016, the first massive open online course

(MOOC) focused exclusively on standards will be offered,
titled “Innovation and Competition: Succeeding through
Global Standards.” Delivered through the edx.org platform
on the IEEE’s new site, IEEEx.org, this six-week introductory
course will provide a survey of fundamental standardization
themes including history, basic concepts and classifications,
impact on innovation, global markets, product design, imple-
mentation and strategy, building consensus, conformity
assessment, regulation, intellectual property, and motivating
factors in standards development. It is designed to reach a
worldwide audience and to help students develop skills
around technical standards enabling them to compete more
effectively in the global economy. Engineering faculty inter-
ested in integrating technical standards in their classes may
find this course ready for adoption. A little customization
such as local government regulations may help them quickly
communicate the importance of standards to the future pro-
fessional engineers.

The Standards Education Committee is a collaborative
effort between IEEE volunteers and professional staff. Your
comments and critiques of our efforts are welcome. We invite
you to join us in this effort. Please contact Jennifer McClain
at j.mcclain@ieee.org.

1 http://www.ieee.org/education_careers/education/standards/
standards_position_paper.html
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ITU-T STUDY GROUP 20 ON IOT AND ITS
APPLICATIONS, INCLUDING SMART
CITIES AND COMMUNITIES
NASSER SALEH AL MARZOUQI (UNITED ARAB
EMIRATES), CHAIRMAN OF ITU-T STUDY
GROUP 20

The deployment of Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies is expected
to connect an estimated 50 billion
devices to the network by the year 2020,
impacting nearly every aspect of our
daily lives. IoT is contributing to the
convergence of industry sectors, with
utilities, healthcare, and transportation
among the many sectors with a stake in
the future of IoT technologies. 

The newly established ITU-T Study
Group 20 on “IoT and its Applications,
Including Smart Cities and Communi-
ties” provides the specialized IoT stan-
dardization platform necessary for this
convergence to rest on a cohesive set of
international standards. With partici-
pants representing the many stakehold-
ers in the field of information and
communication technologies, this Study
Group will be influential in promoting
the development of the highly efficient
‘systems of systems’ that will help bridge
the digital divide and make possible a
more connected world. 

Building on the foundations set by
the ITU-T Focus Group on Smart Sus-
tainable Cities, the new ITU-T Study
Group 20 will guide cities in upgrading
their traditional infrastructures by inte-
grating new digital technologies. The
group will center its work on the coor-
dinated development of IoT technolo-
gies, including machine-to-machine
communications and ubiquitous sensor
networks.

The focus of the research conducted
by ITU-T Study Group 20 will be on
identifying and analyzing emerging
applications and global solutions for
IoT and smart cities. The group’s
research and standardization work will
contribute to improving the interoper-
ability of various IoT-based technolo-
gies, a key factor in ensuring end-user
and market acceptance of IoT solutions. 

ITU-T Study Group 20 is well-placed
to analyze the potential paradigm shift
in urban areas to occur as a conse-
quence of the use of IoT in smart cities.
The group will also assist in the stan-
dardization of end-to-end architectures
for IoT and the mechanisms for the
interoperability of IoT applications and
datasets employed by various vertically
oriented industry sectors. 

The first meeting of ITU-T Study
Group 20 will be held at ITU Head-

quarters in Geneva, 19-23 October 2015, 
preceded by a Forum on the topic ‘IoT: 
Empowering the New Urban Agenda’ 
that will take place on 19 October 2015. 
For more information, please contact 
tsbsg20@itu.int.

INTERNET OF THINGS IN ISO/IEC 
JTC 1/WG 10
SANGKEUN YOO, ETRI, WG 10 CONVENOR

ISO/IEC JTC 1/WG 10 was estab-
lished at the 2014 JTC 1 Plenary with a 
standard project, ISO/IEC 30141 (IoT 
Reference Architecture). Among other 
IoT standards, WG 10 mainly covers 
foundational standards including terms 
and definitions and reference architec-
ture. WG 10 formed five internal groups 
to conduct ToR given by the JTC 1 Ple-
nary, and to make efficient progress in 
ongoing work.
•Group 1: Standardization gaps.
•Group 2: Network level technologies

for IoT.
•Group 3: IoT Identification.
•Group 4: Systems integration

guidelines.
•Group 5: Conceptual reference model

for IoT reference architecture.
Group 1 is collecting IoT standards

data from various SDOs and finding
gaps among standardization works. Net-
work level technologies are one of the
topics in which WG 10 has interests.
Group 2 explores interoperable IoT
technologies at the network level. In
IoT systems, identification is one of the
foundational technologies that WG 10
should take. Object identifier-based
identification for IoT has been dis-
cussed in Group 3. Group 4 deals with
the systems integration approach that is
under development by JTC 1/SWG-M
(Special Working Group on Manage-
ment) to cover standard topics that
extend over wide areas such as IoT and
Big data. Group 5 is developing a con-
ceptual reference model for the IoT
reference architecture embedded in
ISO/IEC 30141. 

WG 10 approaches the IoT refer-
ence architecture in terms of following:
•Characteristics of IoT systems,

characteristics.
•Characteristics, principles, and

requirements of the IoT RA.
•IoT reference architecture framework.
•IoT conceptual reference model.
•Reference architecture (RA) of IoT

Systems.
Besides ISO/IEC 30141, WG 10 has

submitted a NWIP on the definition
and vocabulary of IoT to JTC 1, and
this NWIP is under JTC 1 ballot for

approval. Also, WG 10 initiated a tech-
nical report on IoT use cases to identify
IoT scenarios and use cases based on
real-world applications and require-
ments.

WG 10 has three meetings in a year.
This year the scheduled meetings are:
January in Berlin, May in Brussels, and
August in Ottawa.

IEEE 2030.5: AN IOT STANDARD FOR
SMART GRID CONSUMER
COMMUNICATIONS
ROBBY SIMPSON, MEMBER, IEEE-SA CAG,
SYSTEM ARCHITECT, GE DIGITAL ENERGY

IEEE 2030.5, Standard for Smart
Energy Profile Application Protocol,
defines an interoperable profile for
consumer interaction with the smart
grid. This standard is gaining popularity
as both a smart grid and Internet of
Things (IoT) standard with its focus on
interacting with consumer devices.

Recently, IEEE 2030.5 has been
incorporated as part of California Rule
21 for integration of smart inverters for
distributed energy resources (e.g. solar).
The P2030.5 working group is working
closely with implementers to incorpo-
rate any feedback from field experience
and new requirements into future revi-
sions of the standard.

In addition to DER integration,
IEEE 2030.5 is used to communicate
with a variety of consumer devices such
as smart phones, smart meters, electric
vehicles, thermostats, water heaters,
and appliances. In general, IEEE 2030.5
can be used to inform these devices
(e.g. energy usage, pricing) as well as
request actions from those devices (e.g.
thermostat changes, electric vehicle
charging scheduling).

Although recently much emphasis
has been on energy, IEEE 2030.5 also
supports other commodity types such as
water, natural gas, and steam.

As an IoT standard, IEEE 2030.5
runs over the Internet Protocol (IP) to
enable a variety of communication
paths and link layers. Further, the stan-
dard is designed to be lightweight,
reducing the cost to integrate the stan-
dard into consumer products as well as
to enable applications that may be bat-
tery-powered. And of course, IEEE
2030.5 is designed with security in mind,
incorporating the latest in cybersecurity
technology and best practices.

The P2030.5 welcomes new contrib-
utors and encourages other activities in
the IoT space to consider their
approach to M2M communication for
their IoT activities.

S TANDARDS N EWS
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IEEE 802.15 –  WIRELESS PERSONAL
AREA NETWORKS
PAT KINNEY, IEEE 802.15 WG VICE CHAIR,
CLINTON POWELL, IEEE 802.15 - TG10
(LAYER 2 ROUTING) CHAIR

For more than a decade, the IEEE
802.15 Working Group has been in the
forefront of the Internet of Things (IoT)
with standards focused on machine to
machine (M2M) applications with little
if any human interaction. The increas-
ing recognition of the benefits of IoT
have dramatically increased the usage
of 802.15 standards.

IEEE 802.15 includes a family of
complementary standards dealing with
diverse applications in the consumer,
industrial, and commercial spaces.
Industry-wide uptake and ongoing
developments are continuing for several
of the 802.15 work streams (primary
Task Groups) including 802.15.3,
802.15.4, 802.15.6, 802.15.7, and 802.15.8.

•802.15.3 provides high data rate
over short distances for the efficient
transfer of large data payloads with very
little overhead.

•802.15.4 offers low data rate, low
cost, and low energy, with simple imple-
mentation for small payloads and peri-
odic communication needs over a long
period of time unattended.

•802.15.6 focuses on body area net-
works, featuring low energy and high
reliability for implant devices and other
medical sensing, all of which enable
remote monitoring of patients by doc-
tors helping to curb the increases health
care costs.

•802.15.7 defines optical link net-
works using devices such as the flash,
display, and image sensor as the trans-
mitting and receiving devices for point
of service areas, driver information
using street lights, and commercial com-
munication using light fixtures.

•802.15.8 standardizes peer aware
communications (PAC) for peer to peer
and infrastructure-less communications
with fully distributed coordination.

Among the 802.15 standards, 802.15.4
is by far the most popular and prolific
due to its focus on remote sensors and
monitoring, with hundreds of millions
of devices deployed. To accommodate
the anticipated large quantities of these
types of devices, 802.15.4 was the first 802
standard to use the 64-bit IEEE organi-
zationally unique identifier (OUI), mak-
ing it ideal for use with IPv6 networks.

The 802.15.4 standard is focused on
low cost and complexity devices, with
low energy consumption for long bat-
tery life or use of an energy harvesting

power source. This standard was
designed from the beginning to work
within mesh networks to extend net-
work coverage and link reliability while
maintaining low energy consumption.

This standard consists of a media
access control (MAC) sublayer and a
variety of physical layers. The MAC is
very configurable and flexible, allowing
applications to elide unnecessary fields
and disable optional behaviors as appro-
priate. To address diverse applications,
the physical layers cover frequencies
ranging from 433 MHz to 6500 MHz,
along with modulations such as FSK,
BPSK, O-QPSK, OFDM, and UWB.
Finally, 802.15.4 is also very diverse in
that it supports communication dis-
tances from a few feet up to several
kilometers.

As a result of its capabilities and
flexibility, the 802.15.4 standard has
received widespread acceptance from
consortiums and alliances such as Zig-
Bee, Thread, HART, and Wi-SUN, as
well as other standards development
organizations such as ISA (62734), TIA
(TR-51), IETF (6LoWPAN and 6tisch),
ISO/IEC (24730-62), and ETSI (TS 102
887-1).

In its liaison letter to 802.15, the
ETSI TC ERM stated that “802.15.4
standards are also important compo-
nents of the M2M infrastructure lead-
ing to the Internet of Things.”

Applications and uses for 802.15.4
devices and networks include:

•Utility applications for both the
HAN and FAN spaces, including AMI
and smart grid for electric meters, gas
meters, and water meters.

•Industrial wireless networks for
industrial automation and process control.

•Lighting control networks for com-
mercial buildings that are easily config-
ured, energy efficient, and user friendly.

•Home automation applications
such as remote controls, lighting, and
HVAC controls.

•Medical applications including
patient care connecting sensors to med-
ical devices, and remote patient moni-
toring (reducing hospital stays).

•Critical infrastructure such as mon-
itoring pipelines, electrical vaults, and
perimeters.

•Railways, in applications such as
positive train control.

•RFID, for asset tracking including
precision location awareness.

•International space station, for
asset tracking and control.

•Consumer electronics such as
cable/set top boxes, integrated A/V, and
home theatre control.

Current efforts within IEEE 802.15.4

include providing increased support of
802.15.4 to IoT applications develop-
ments such as defining key manage-
ment protocols for security, an
advanced Layer 2 routing protocol for
mesh networks, and a new LLC focused
on simplifying the use of 802.15.4
devices and networks.

IETF IPV6-OVER-LOW POWER AND
OTHER IOT STANDARDS ACTIVITIES
SAMITA CHAKRABARTI, ERICSSON, SAN JOSE,
USA

IEEE released the 802.15.4 low
power wireless personal area network
standard in 2003 as the stepping stone
for the global low power radio standard
for small embedded devices. Soon
afterthis release, that IETF formed a
new workgroup to standardize ‘IPv6-
over-IEEE 802.15.4’ or the 6LoWPAN
WG in order to integrate IP on sensor
devices with IEEE802.15.4 radio. Given
the special requirements for low power
devices with limited processing, band-
width, radio power, etc., the 6LoWPAN
working group had a set of unique
requirements that are quite different
from regular IPv6 standardization on
the standard PC or IP-enabled devices.
One of them was the need for a simple
and stateless compression mechanism
for the IPv6 header (40 bytes) which
was perhaps carrying only 10-20 bytes
of IoT data over the low power and
lossy networks. 

The choice of IPv6 addressing over
IPv4 on the IoT devices is clear as IPv6
naturally offers a large range of IP
addresses over a subnet considering the
billions of such interconnected devices.
6LoWPAN produced the basic frame-
work of IPv6-over-IEEE802.15.4 devices
and produced three main documents:
RFC4944, RFC6282, and RFC6775.
RFC4944 describes the frame format
for IPv6 packets, methods of forming
the IPv6 addresses on the IEEE 802.15.4
networks, and the 6lowpan adaptation
layer frames. RFC6282 followed
RFC4944 describing the compression
technique for 6LoWPAN packets, while
RFC6775 provides a set of optimiza-
tions for saving neighbor discovery con-
trol messages and making the booting
process reliable in the lossy and low-
power radio network. The 6LowPAN
stack is widely accepted in the industry.
ZigBeeIP, Threads, NIST Smart Energy
profile version 2, and ITU-T are the
other standards forums that have adopt-
ed 6LoWPAN technology.

The 6LoWPAN WG has successful-
ly ended their work on IEEE 802.15.4,
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and IETF formed a successor WG in
2013 called ‘6lo’ (IPv6 over Networks
of Resource Constrained Nodes) as
the popularity of the 6LoWPAN stack
principle continues to grow and the
intent of running the 6LoWPAN stack
over other low power radio technolo-
gies strengthened. 6lo is chartered to
facilitate IPv6 connectivity over differ-
ent constrained node networks with
characteristics of limited power, mem-
ory, processing power, code space and
processing cycles. 6lo is built upon
6LoWPAN technologies with modifica-
tions for the specified wireless low
power radio network. The 6lo group
has already produced IPv6-over-Zwave
(RFC 7428), Generic Header Com-
pression over 6LoWPAN (RFC7400),
and Definitions of Managed Objects
for 6LoWPAN (RFC 7388). IPv6-over-
Bluetooth-Low Energy RFC will be
published soon. IPv6 over DECT-ULE,
IPv6-over Low Power BACNET, and
IPv6-over NFC are a few of the
notable works in this area. Other work
includes further optimization for run-
ning constrained node networks in
terms of security, bootstrapping, etc.,
and improvement of auto-configura-
tion are encouraged. The 6lo IETF
WG is currently working closely with
ITU-T and IEEE and it looks forward
to working with other standards orga-
nizations.

6lo nodes can connect to each other
by L2 and L3 routing protocols. IETF
has developed RPL (RFC6550) for con-
necting nodes in directed graph mesh
networks using L3 routing. It can form
the network dynamically as the nodes
leave and join. This is the product of
the IETF ROLL working group (WG).

As interest in the Internet of things
is growing in the industry, there are
multiple new working groups have been
formed at IETF, and many other work-
ing groups are considering ‘constrained

nodes’ behavior in their protocol con-
siderations. 6Tisch is working on defin-
ing protocols and a shim-layer between
6LoWPAN and IEEE 802.15.4e (TSCH
mode). 6Tisch provides a reliable trans-
mission over 6LoWPAN for industrial
level reliable networks. The CORE
(constrained restful environments) WG
defines API and COAP (RFC7252)
protocols for constrained nodes com-
munications. ACE (authentication and
authorization for constrained environ-
ments) and DICE (DTLS in con-
strained environments) are the security
related working groups that define
application and transport level security
for the constrained networks. Recently
IETF has formed a team of IOT direc-
torates to co-ordinate with internal con-
strained WG communications and
information sharing.

Today the IoT deployment space is
mostly vertical with many devices with
proprietary protocols and their applica-
tions in the cloud. Ideally from the
architectural point of view, the integra-
tion of IoT networks with common
IP(v6) infrastructure is necessary irre-
spective of their L2 radio technologies
for efficient transport networks and
effective delivery of IoT data along with
the advantage of existing service and
network management infrastructure.

UPDATES ON THE IEEE COMSOC
STANDARDIZATION RESEARCH GROUP ON
SOFTWARE DEFINED AND VIRTUALIZED
WIRELESS ACCESS
PERIKLIS CHATZIMISIOS, ALEXANDER TEI OF
THESSALONIKI, GREECE

The Standardization Research
Group (RG) on Software Defined and
Virtualized Wireless Access was formed
during the Rapid Standardization Activ-
ity Working Meetings that were recently

organized by the IEEE Communica-
tions Society Standards Activities Coun-
cil. This RG is chaired by Prof. Fabrizio
Granelli (University of Trento) and
works on identifying and addressing the
research issues that need to be solved,
and assess the feasibility of launching
an IEEE standardization effort on soft-
ware defined and virtualized wireless
access, with specific focus on different
future scenarios. 

The Standardization RG recently
completed the first draft of a white
paper, entitled “Software Defined and
Virtualized Wireless Access in Future
Wireless Networks: Scenarios, Stan-
dards and Standardization Opportuni-
ties”. The purpose of the white paper is
to provide a review of possible scenar-
ios for standards in the area of SDN
over wireless and to identify possible
standardization opportunities. The
white paper will probably be completed
by the end of 2015.

Some technical content about the
progress of the research group is avail-
able in the following publication: F.
Granelli, A. A. Gebremariam, M.
Usman, F. Cugini, V. Stamati, M. Alits-
ka, and P. Chatzimisios, “Software
defined and virtualized wireless access
in future wireless networks: scenarios
and standards,” IEEE Commun. Mag.,
vol. 53, no. 6, pp. 26–34, June 2015
(DOI: 10.1109/MCOM.2015.7120042.

For more information or to con-
tribute to the activities of the research
group, please visit [1].
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s the pace of IoT deployments accelerate, IoT stan-
dards are undergoing major evolutions, sometimes rev-

olutions. For instance, cellular networks standards are now
adding techniques to improve network performance to
address traffic patterns generated by an increasing number
of IoT devices. Ongoing discussions around 5G require-
ments may become game changing for M2M communica-
tions because the standard will be designed, from the
ground-up, for massive scale IoT deployments. This is a rad-
ical shift compared to the “quick-fixes” 3GPP and 3GPP2
have been adding to 2G/3G and 4G standards so far. Anoth-
er example of this radical shift is related to IoT service plat-
forms (such as the platform standardized by oneM2M) and
IoT applications. Semantic interoperability is now emerging
as a major trend that allows data exchange between applica-
tions, an increased level of interoperability, analytics, and
reasoning. With ontologies engineering, researchers will
soon overcome the limitations of static data models and
bridge the gap between the currently deployed vertical silos.
Other areas that will see intense standardization activity are
IoT security and low power wide area connectivity.

The articles selected for this feature topic can broadly
be grouped into four categories: networking including 5G,
semantic interoperability, security, and low power wide
area connectivity. This Feature Topic, which attracted no
less than 40 submissions, out of which we have selected 13
articles, is structured into two parts. Part I, published in
this issue, addresses network and connectivity topics, while
Part II, to be published in the December issue, will mostly
cover semantic interoperability and security topics.

The first article, “Machine-Type Communications: Cur-
rent Status and Future Perspectives Toward 5G Systems”
by Shariatmadari et al., provides an overview of machine
type communication (MTC) challenges and potential solu-
tions toward fully MTC-capable 5G mobile systems.

The second article, “Next Generation M2M Cellular
Networks: Challenges and Practical Considerations” by Ali
et al., provides a good overview of the challenges for cellu-
lar networks to address M2M communications require-

ments such as low power and low cost. The authors argue
that cognitive radio provides a cost optimized solution
addressing the requirements. 

The third article, “Connectionless Access for Mobile
Cellular Networks” by Khan et al., shows the limitation of
the LTE connection-oriented approach and proposes an
efficient alternative based on a connection-less access
method that is efficient for small burst transmissions in
cellular networks. This subject is attracting a lot of interest
from academia and standards organizations alike, as they
study requirements and architectures for 5G.

Another interesting analysis pertaining to IoT connectiv-
ity is provided in the fourth article, “Understanding the IoT
Connectivity Landscape: A Contemporary M2M Radio
Technology Roadmap” by Andreev et al. The authors pro-
vide useful recommendations for the ongoing 3GPP efforts
for LTE and 5G optimizations pertaining to MTC.

Concluding the cellular network articles, the fifth article,
“What Can Wireless Cellular Technologies Do about the
Upcoming Smart Metering Traffic?” by Nielsen et al., pro-
vides a study of the optimization of 3GPP cellular networks
to address communication needs of smart utility meters.

Software defined networking, a popular research topic,
is also addressed in the sixth article, “Publish/Subscribe-
enabled Software Defined Networking for Efficient and
Scalable IoT Communications” from Hakiri et al. The
authors describe an IoT architecture that combines SDN
and a data distributed service middleware aiming at
improving the network flexibility.

In the seventh article, “Software-Defined Internet of
Things for Smart Urban Sensing” by Li et al., the authors
present an IoT network architecture, also using SDN, for
smart urban sensing. The architecture aims at flexible con-
trol and management of physical infrastructures and pro-
vides a framework to expedite application development.

Low power wide area networking is emerging as a hot
topic providing an alternative to both short range and cel-
lular network communications. In the eighth article, “Low
Power Wide Area Machine-to-Machine Networks: Key

IOT/M2M FROM RESEARCH TO STANDARDS: THE NEXT STEPS (PART I)

A
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Techniques and Prototype” by Xiong et al., the authors
succeed in describing the key techniques and describe a
prototype of low power wide area networks.

Finally in the ninth article, “Towards Better Horizontal
Integration Among IoT Services” by Al-Fuqaha et al., the
authors suggest IoT protocols enhancements to support
QoS by exploiting techniques such as multicast, intelligent
broker queue management, and traffic analytics. 

We hope the readers will enjoy this issue and find the
articles useful. We would like to thank all the authors for
submitting their proposals and the reviewers for their
tremendous help in reviewing the articles. Special thanks to
Chonggang Wang for his help in structuring this Feature
Topic. We also like to express our thanks for the great lead-
ership and help of Sean Moore (previous Editor-in-Chief),
Osman S. Gebizlioglu (current Editor-in-Chief) and Glenn
Parsons (Editor-in-Chief of the Standards Supplement) who
have guided us in this endeavor, and Joseph Milizzo from
the Communications Society staff for his support.
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INTRODUCTION
Machine-type communications (MTC) or
machine-to-machine communications (M2M)
refer to automated data communications among
devices and the underlying data transport infra-
structure. The data communications may occur
between an MTC device and a server, or directly
between two MTC devices [1]. MTC has great
potential in a wide range of applications and ser-
vices. The potential applications are widespread
across different industries, including healthcare,
logistics, manufacturing, process automation,
energy, and utilities. 

Communications among MTC devices can be
handled through different network technologies.
Point-to-point and multi-hop wireless networks,
such as ad hoc networks, sensor, and mesh net-
works have been considered as a means to pro-
vide Internet access for devices, forming the
so-called Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. For
instance, IEEE 802.15.x with its different amend-
ments has been developed to serve a variety of
applications in personal area networks [3]. IEEE

ABSTRACT
Machine-type communications (MTC)

enables a broad range of applications from mis-
sion-critical services to massive deployment of
autonomous devices. To spread these applica-
tions widely, cellular systems are considered as a
potential candidate to provide connectivity for
MTC devices. The ubiquitous deployment of
these systems reduces network
installation cost and provides
mobility support. However, based
on the service functions, there
are key challenges that currently
hinder the broad use of cellular systems for
MTC. This article provides a clear mapping
between the main MTC service requirements
and their associated challenges. The goal is to
develop a comprehensive understanding of these
challenges and the potential solutions. This study
presents, in part, a roadmap from the current
cellular technologies toward fully MTC-capable
5G mobile systems.

802.11ah is another technology that supports
low-power transmissions with extended coverage
range in Wi-Fi networks [4]. However, these
technologies suffer from some fundamental limi-
tations that limit their wide implementation for
MTC. The main drawback is the lack of efficient
backhaul, which limits network scalability and
coverage. Another issue is their operation over
unlicensed frequency bands, making the commu-
nication links unreliable and susceptible to inter-
ference. Therefore, it is challenging to support
applications requiring a high degree of reliabili-
ty. Cellular systems, such as Long Term Evolu-
tion (LTE), are considered as alternative
solutions for the wide provision of MTC applica-
tions. Their ubiquitous presence reduces net-
work installation cost and provides widespread
coverage and mobility support. In addition, since
cellular systems are regulated and interference
controlled, their communication links are more
reliable. 

Until recently, cellular systems have been
mainly designed and optimized to serve traffic
from human-to-human (H2H) communications,
which are generally characterized by bursts of
data during active periods with a higher demand
on downlink. However, major MTC applications
have different traffic characteristics: usually
small and infrequent data generated from a mass
of MTC devices imposing a higher traffic volume
on uplink. Examples of these infrequent data

transmissions, which are uplink-
centric, include advanced meter-
ing infrastructure and vending
machines. Furthermore, MTC
devices are also different from

H2H equipment: most MTC devices are inex-
pensive with limited computational or power
resources. These distinct features have raised
new technical challenges to enable the wide-
spread deployment of cellular-based MTC [2, 5].
Therefore, these challenges must be effectively
addressed for the future broadband wireless
communications toward 5G systems in order to
fully support MTC. In this vein, the Third Gen-
eration Partnership Project (3GPP) has also
launched numerous activities to support MTC
for future releases of LTE networks, referred to
as LTE-Advanced (LTE-A). 3GPP has already
specified the general requirements for MTC
applications and identified issues and challenges
related to them. Network and device modifica-
tions have been considered in upcoming releases
of LTE standardization to facilitate and better
support the integration of MTC [6].

Various methods, use cases, and require-
ments for 5G systems have been studied lately to
support a diverse set of communications. Some
of the visions and early results have been sum-
marized in [7]. In this article our goal is to pre-
sent a thorough overview of the current status of
MTC in 4G systems, or more specifically in LTE
and LTE-A systems (in the rest of this article,
LTE and LTE-A are used interchangeably), and
in particular to present perspectives toward 5G
mobile systems. 

The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. We review different MTC service func-
tions and address the main requirements that
they impose on cellular systems. Then we
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describe the current and envisioned cellular-
based MTC network architectures. We provide
some potential solutions and enhancements for
meeting the requirements. Finally, conclusions
are drawn.

MTC SERVICE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR
REQUIREMENTS

With MTC, a diverse range of new services and
applications can be offered. The potential MTC
applications have very different features and
requirements that imply constraints on the net-
work technology as well as on MTC devices.
Table 1 provides some notable MTC service
functions and application examples, including
their imposed requirements on cellular systems
to be served as radio access technologies. 

Metering applications facilitate automatic col-
lection of utility measurements. The gathered
information can be utilized for online system
optimization and billing purposes. In general,
the metering devices generate infrequent and
small amounts of data. In addition, the density
of metering devices is usually high. These fea-
tures require that the network technology be
capable of handling small bursts of data from a
large number of devices. The metering devices
may be deployed in indoor environments; hence,
they require enhanced coverage for their con-
nectivity. Further examples of MTC services are
control and monitoring systems, which enable
remote system control or optimization. Reliable
communications are required for most of these
systems, while low-latency data transmissions are
essential for many real-time control systems.
Among others, tracking applications assist in
managing fleets, locating assets, and preventing
theft of equipment. Large-scale connectivity is
necessary to support these applications. Further-
more, MTC devices used for these applications
are generally equipped with batteries and are
expected to operate for a long period of time
without the need to replace the batteries; hence,
very low power consumption is vital for their
operations. For payment applications, security is
the most important concern. Security and public
safety services need reliable communications
with low-latency in addition to a high level of
data security to ensure flawless operations.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURES FOR MTC
3GPP has defined two kinds of communications
for MTC applications: communications between
an MTC device and a server, and communica-
tions between two MTC devices. The required
connectivity for the MTC devices and the servers
can be provided by cellular systems. Figure 1
shows a typical MTC architecture underlying the
current design of LTE networks, along with pro-
posed enhancements toward 5G mobile systems.
This architecture consists of three parts: an
MTC device domain, a network domain, and an
MTC application domain. The MTC devices can
be connected to base stations (e.g. eNodeBs)
directly or through MTC gateways (MTCGs).
The direct connection requires that the devices
directly interact with the eNodeBs and are nec-

essarily compatible with the cellular air infra-
structure. The use of MTCGs enables the MTC
devices to form capillary networks benefiting
from other wired or wireless communication
technologies. The MTCGs exchange data
between the cellular and capillary networks [8].

The cellular network provides connectivity for
MTC devices and MTC servers to exchange
data. It comprises two subsystems: a radio access
network (RAN) and a core network (CN). The
RAN connects the MTC devices to the CN
through air interfaces, while the CN manages
the overall control of the MTC and the actual
data delivery. In LTE systems, data transmis-
sions are performed utilizing the radio resources
in a dedicated or shared manner. The available

Table 1. Examples of MTC applications and their requirements.

Service functions Application examples Main requirements

Metering Electric power, gas, and water
metering

Support of a massive number of MTC
devices with small data bursts and
high coverage

Control systems and
monitoring

Industrial and home automation, and
real-time control

High mobility and low-latency data
transmissions

Tracking Fleet management and asset 
tracking

High mobility and low power 
consumption

Payment Point of sale and vending machines High level of security

Security and public
safety

Surveillance systems, home security,
and access control

High reliability, high security, and low
latency

Figure 1. Current and envisioned cellular-based network architectures for sup-
porting MTC services.
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radio resources are divided into various uplink
and downlink physical channels to segregate the
different data types. The CN, known as evolved
packet core (EPC) in the context of LTE, con-
sists of a number of entities that are used for all
types of communications, H2H as well as MTC.
The packet data network gateway (PGW) and
the serving gateway (SGW) are responsible for
forwarding the user data traffic to and from the
network via the so called bearers, i.e. channels
created with the end users. The mobility man-
agement entity (MME) is responsible for all
mobility related functions, paging, authentica-
tion, and bearer management in the network.
The home subscriber server (HSS) functions as a
main database containing subscription-related
information. Two newly defined entities, service
capability servers (SCSs) and the MTC-inter-
working function (MTC-IWF), are specified for
MTC. The SCS entity is mainly designed to offer
services for MTC applications hosted in external
networks. The MTC-IWF hides the internal pub-
lic land mobile network (PLMN) topology and
relays or translates signaling protocols to invoke
specific functionalities in PLMN. This entity is
also responsible for relaying trigger requests
from the SCS after checking authorization and
reporting the acceptance or denial of these
requests [5].

The current design of cellular networks can
accommodate many MTC applications by meet-
ing their requirements. However, some require-
ments, stated in Table 1, would need additional
considerations before the actual deployment of
their relevant applications. Some of these
enhancements are illustrated in Figure 1 as part
of the ongoing evolution toward 5G mobile sys-
tems. An important enhancement for MTC is
the support of direct communications between
nearby devices, which is known as device-to-
device (D2D) communications [7]. Direct com-
munication refers to a radio link establishment
between devices without transiting through the
network. This feature is already specified in LTE
Release 12. Another MTC enabler is network
function virtualization (NFV) which allows run-
ning network functions on virtual machines
instead of utilizing sophisticated and expensive
infrastructures. This approach provides virtual
instances of the required hardware according to
the demand [9]. In addition, the equipment and
operation cost of eNodeBs can be further
reduced by moving higher layer functionalities to
a network cloud. These enhancements have been
partially considered for network enhancements
in future LTE releases, and for 5G systems. The
next section discusses the main challenges asso-
ciated with the deployment of MTC applications
over an LTE network infrastructure and pre-
sents some possible remedies.

CURRENT MTC CHALLENGES AND
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

As mentioned earlier, the adoption of MTC
devices into LTE systems has introduced new
challenges. The main consideration in addressing
the challenges is to simplify the complexity of
the network to support MTC devices without

jeopardizing the security or quality of services
for both MTC devices and H2H users that share
the same network infrastructure. This section
describes the challenges listed in Table 1 and the
corresponding solutions under discussion to: 
• Support the deployment of a massive num-

ber of MTC devices.
• Accommodate small data bursts.
• Ensure a high level of security.
• Provide ultra-reliable communications with

low-latency.
• Achieve low power consumption.
• Support low cost devices.
• Enhance coverage.

SUPPORT A MASSIVE NUMBER OF MTC DEVICES
LTE networks support Internet Protocol version 6
(IPv6), which provides a large address space for
devices connected to the network. However,
handling a large number of MTC devices simul-
taneously, required for metering and monitoring
applications, causes problems in connection
establishment and radio resource allocation.

In LTE, each eNodeB hosts radio resource
control (RRC) to maintain the RRC state and
perform radio resource allocation for all active
users. A device can be either in RRC_IDLE or
RRC_CONNECTED states. In the former state,
the device is not connected to any eNodeB and
is not granted radio resources for data transmis-
sions. The power consumption of the device is
low in this state as the radio transceiver is mostly
off. However, the device must transit to the
RRC_CONNECTED state to be able to com-
municate with an eNodeB. Transiting to this
state is initiated by a random access procedure,
sending a random preamble over a shared physi-
cal random access channel (PRACH) [10]. Per-
forming the random access procedure
simultaneously by a large number of MTC
devices may congest and degrade the perfor-
mance of the channel. The system overload is
not only on the RAN and CN, but also on the
interconnecting nodes such as gateways. This
results in undesirable delays and waste of radio
resources in the network, and lower perfor-
mance for both MTC and H2H communications.

Solutions: In order to avoid congestion in PRACH,
the offered traffic to the channel should be pro-
portional to the allocated resources. Various
schemes have been considered to improve the
performance of the PRACH and resource allo-
cation to handle a large number of devices [10].
These schemes adopt some of the following
approaches.

•Defining new PRACH resources, particular-
ly for MTC, to avoid congestion for H2H. 

•Dynamic PRACH resource allocation to
adjust available resources based on traffic condi-
tions.

•Performing priority based channel access,
granting access to a user with the highest priority
among all users requesting access. The desired
quality for H2H can be guaranteed by associat-
ing higher priorities to them compared to MTC
devices [3]. 

•Access class barring, enabling eNodeB to
control traffic on PRACH by setting a barring
factor for non-time-critical MTC devices.
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Depending on their class, MTC devices execute
a different back-off timer before attempting to
access PRACH. 

•A pull-based scheme to page MTC devices
that have permission to send their requests on
PRACH.

•A group-based communication protocol for
MTC application. For instance, instead of having
individual bearers established for each MTC
device, a single bearer can be created for a
group of MTC devices that have certain charac-
teristics in common or carry on the same MTC
service. This group of MTC devices is identified
by a unique identifier that can be known a priori
to the network or is dynamically created by the
network, similar in spirit to the work presented
in [11]. A bearer, dedicated to a group of MTC
devices, is created following the standard proce-
dure when the first MTC device of the group
connects to the network. For other MTC devices
of the group, they simply are notified of the
availability of the bearer immediately after it is
created or when they attempt to establish one.
The group bearer remains established as long as
the actual data is being transferred between the
MTC devices and the MTC servers, or following
a particular policy that depends on the behavior
of the MTC devices and the underlying MTC
service. After a predetermined timeout, or if the
actual delivery of data from the MTC group
stops for a predetermined period of time, the
group bearer may be released. 

•To address the system overload, there are
solutions based on separating the MTC and
H2H traffic. One approach is to use NFV for
MTC traffic, which enables allocating the
required resources on virtual machines to run
network functions [9]. 

ACCOMMODATE SMALL BURSTS OF DATA
The current design of LTE systems requires that
a user perform the connection establishment
procedure before sending the information data.
This approach adds signaling overhead to the
information data. The efficiency of this scheme
is low for handling small amounts of data, which
is the case for some MTC applications, because
that amount of signaling overhead is high com-
pared to the amount of information data. As an
example, Figure 2 illustrates the network access
procedure and signaling messages for transmit-
ting 100 bytes of data from a device to a serving
eNodeB. The access procedure includes a ran-
dom access procedure followed by RRC connec-
tion establishment and security procedures.
When the RRC connection is established, the
device transmits the information data and then
releases the connection [12]. The signaling trans-
missions for this process take approximately 59
bytes of overhead on the uplink and 136 bytes
on the downlink.

Solutions: Increasing the efficiency of data trans-
missions helps in reducing power consumption
and latency. The following solutions are consid-
ered to achieve this goal.

•The network access procedure for transmis-
sion of small amount of data can be redesigned.
For example, a portion of radio resources in the
uplink can be dedicated to a group of MTC

devices to transmit their data in a contention
manner without establishing a link in advance [13].

•There are solutions based on modifications
of the random access procedure to handle small
data bursts from detached MTC devices. The
small data bursts can be carried either by imple-
menting predetermined preambles dedicated to
this purpose, or by sending the data load in the
initial uplink resource allocated for RRC con-
nection requests. However, sending the data
along with RRC connection requests has security
implications.

•Data aggregation can improve the efficiency
of data transmissions. Data or signaling message
aggregation may occur at different locations in
the network (e.g. MTC device, MTC gateway,
eNodeB, or MME) [11, 14]. Intuitively, this
incurs some additional delays and is only appli-
cable to non delay-sensitive MTC applications. 

ENSURE HIGH LEVEL OF SECURITY
LTE systems provide security for communica-
tions by integrating various security algorithms,
such as authentication, integrity, and encryption.
In addition to security for communications, most
of the envisioned MTC applications require
security for data. This concern is mainly due to

Figure 2. Network access procedure for data transmissions in LTE system.
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the deployment of MTC devices in unprotected
environments, which increases the risk of tam-
pering or fraudulent modification. For instance,
moving sensor nodes can disrupt the proper
functionality of the MTC applications. In addi-
tion, low-cost MTC devices may not be able to
perform existing security schemes since they
have limited computation power.

Solutions: Some solutions for the security relevant
challenges are as follows.

•A higher level of security for MTC devices
is achievable by utilizing new security mecha-
nisms. For example, the operation of MTC appli-
cations can be restricted only to authenticated
devices. Also, embedding subscriber identity
module (SIM) cards reduces the risk of fraud
and SIM theft. 

•Employing physical-layer security adopting
radio-frequency (RF) fingerprinting. An MTC
server should monitor the signal emission char-
acteristics of devices and exploit this information
to detect abnormal activities [15]. If the signal
from an MTC device changes significantly, it can
be deduced that the device has been tampered
with or moved to another place. The MTC serv-
er then might deactivate the account for the
MTC device. However, an RF fingerprinting
scheme requires that signal measurements are
delivered to the MTC server from the network.
Furthermore, variations in the environment and
device aging can affect the performance of the
scheme.

•Using asymmetric security schemes, the bur-
den of required computations can be moved to
the network domain or gateways, which usually
have high computation power. This helps in per-
forming the security computations faster, and
reduces energy consumption in MTC devices.

PROVIDE ULTRA-RELIABLE
COMMUNICATIONS WITH LOW-LATENCY

Ultra-reliable communications are vital for safe
operation of some MTC applications, such as
control and monitoring systems, cloud-based sys-
tems, and vehicle-to-vehicle wireless coordina-
tion. Additionally, some of the mentioned
applications also require data transmissions with
low-latency. LTE systems currently do not sup-
port these features.

Solutions: The following solutions are considered
to provide ultra-reliable communications with
low-latency.

•In order to bypass the link establishment
procedure and reduce its associated delay, semi-
persistent scheduling can be utilized. This
scheme can provide low-delay connection for
real-time control applications by periodically
providing dedicated radio resources for MTC
devices. The semi-persistent scheduling can also
eliminate scheduling delays in feedback control
applications, as sensors and controllers usually
produce data periodically.

•In some applications, reliable communica-
tions are required mainly for exchanging data
between MTC devices that are located in close
proximity. A network enhancement for such
applications is to support D2D communications

between nearby devices, which can significantly
reduce transmission latency and improve link
quality. D2D communications have been studied
in LTE Release 12, referred to as proximity ser-
vices (ProSe), which is one of the areas of 3GPP
LTE enhancements to address public safety
applications. ProSe allows the identification of
mobile devices in physical proximity and enables
optimized communications between them. It
generally includes two main elements:

–Network assisted discovery of devices that
wish to communicate and are located in
close physical proximity.
–The establishment of direct communica-
tion between such devices with or without
supervision from the network.
•Low-latency communications cannot use the

classical coding methods that relay on long code
words. Instead, they need techniques for han-
dling short packets using new coding methods
designed for finite block length. Thus, the coded
symbols need to be transmitted within the given
time budget using more bandwidth or spatial
dimension of freedom. 

•Massive multi-input multi-output (MIMO)
antennas can provide reliable links by benefiting
from spatial diversity and the mitigating effects
of fast fading, beamforming, and zero forcing
caused by multi-user interference.

•A new medium access control (MAC)
scheme is needed for handling event-based ultra-
reliable communications. Here, joint coding of
the metadata (header) and information payload
can help. The challenge is to dimension the ran-
dom access resources in such a way that delay
bounds can be met with high probability.

•The most challenging cases for ultra-reliable
communications are safety critical systems,
which need low latency and also require high
availability of the infrastructure. In some cases,
D2D communications and ad hoc networking
could be utilized to provide additional links and
maintain connectivity when the primary link fails.

ACHIEVE LOW POWER CONSUMPTION
Energy-efficiency is a decisive metric for choos-
ing a radio technology, particularly for MTC
applications whereby MTC devices have a limit-
ed energy budget. This is a common constraint
for many sensing and monitoring applications
whereby MTC devices are expected to operate in
scattered areas without the possibility of regular
battery replacement. Deploying such MTC
devices in LTE networks requires that the net-
work support low-power consumption mode.

Solutions: In order to accommodate low power
consumption devices in LTE systems, different
modifications have been proposed, including the
following.

•Modifying signaling and MAC protocols,
which can boost energy efficiency by reducing
the time that a radio should be turned on. How-
ever, the modifications should not greatly affect
network performance. For instance, disabling
tracking area updates for static MTC devices is a
way to reduce signaling transmissions.

•Aggregating the control information and
sending them only when data transmission is
scheduled.
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•Allowing longer discontinuous reception
(DRX) sleeping periods.

•Deploying MTC gateways and supporting
multi-hop communications can reduce power
consumption by allowing MTC machines to
transmit with lower power.

•Defining a new communication state for
MTC devices. Indeed, LTE has been designed
with the assumption that user equipments (UEs)
have to be always connected to the network.
This “always on” concept gave rise to two main
states for UEs: active and idle. During idle state,
UEs still have to carry on some control proce-
dures to keep their respective bearers and to
update the network of their points of presence.
In the case of MTC services whereby MTC
devices are triggered only at specific points in
time (e.g. the end of the month for utility
meters), these MTC devices do not have to be
always in idle mode. Rather, they should be
“off” with the ability to switch to idle or active
state very quickly when required. Such an “ener-
gy saving” state will exempt MTC devices from
carrying on many standard procedures that
would otherwise waste their energy budget. 

•Supporting D2D communications between
nearby MTC devices can reduce power con-
sumption by allowing transmissions with lower
power. However, distributed network manage-
ment is the main concern for supporting D2D
links.

SUPPORT LOW COST DEVICES
Typical LTE devices have been designed to pro-
vide broadband services and are therefore
overdesigned for low-rate and delay-tolerant
MTC services. For MTC uses, it is desired that
LTE devices with bill of materials cost be com-
parable to that of Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM).

Solutions: In Release 12, 3GPP has introduced a
new low-cost MTC UE category (called Catego-
ry-0 UE) with the following reduced capabilities:

•Support of a single antenna instead of at
least two receive antennas for other UEs. It is
estimated that this could provide a cost reduc-
tion of approximately 24 to 29 percent of the bill
of materials cost for the modem when compared
to the baseline Category-1 UE [16]. However, a
single-receive antenna will reduce downlink cov-
erage and the capacity of the system due to the
loss of receiver combining gain and lack of chan-
nel diversity. 

•Reduced peak data rates of one Mbps in
both downlink and uplink. The overall achiev-
able cost saving using this technique is 10.5 to 21
percent of the modem electronic bill of materi-
als, and has only a small impact on system effi-
ciency due to small MTC data bursts.

•Use half-duplex operation for frequency
division duplex (FDD). In this mode, a UE can
only either transmit or receive data at one time
(i.e. time-division multiplexing operation). This
allows the duplexers to be removed, leading to
an estimated cost saving of 7 to 10 percent in the
modem. Half-duplex is already an optional fea-
ture in LTE, and it is well suited for MTC appli-
cations with low data rates. 

As a result, Category-0 UE can achieve a cost

saving of approximately 50 percent over the
baseline LTE UE. In Release-13, further device
cost reduction will be achieved by considering
additional modifications, including: 
• Reducing the RF bandwidth of the UE from

20 MHz to 1.4 MHz in both downlink and
uplink. This reduces both cost and power
consumption. However, the UE will still be
able to operate in wideband systems by
operating only in a portion of the system
bandwidth.

• Reducing the maximum transmit power to
allow for an integrated power amplifier
implementation. However, this power
reduction will reduce uplink coverage. 
When considered together, Release 13 low-

complexity UEs will be able to provide a cost
saving of approximately 75 percent over the
baseline LTE UE. In terms of deployment, LTE
Release 12 and 13 networks will be able to sup-
port both legacy and low-cost devices simultane-
ously. The network will be informed about the
capability of the devices earlier during the access
procedure, so that they can be treated appropri-
ately. However, it is important to note that low-
cost MTC devices will not be able to access
legacy (pre-Release 12) networks. 

Furthermore, as noted earlier, low-cost MTC
devices will have decreased performance due to
reduced capabilities. For instance, in the down-
link, it is estimated that the performance of low-
cost MTC devices will be worse by up to 5 dB
due to the single receive antenna deployment
and lack of frequency diversity. In the uplink,
coverage will be smaller for UEs with reduced
maximum transmit power. To compensate for
these losses, coverage enhancement features will
be standardized.

ENHANCE COVERAGE
Coverage is an important issue for wide area
MTC deployment where machines are installed
in challenging locations (e.g. indoor environ-
ments, basements, or meter closet). In addition,
as discussed earlier, low-cost MTC UE will
decrease coverage due to reduced capabilities,
such as single receive antenna and lower power.
Thus, network access must be extended to ensure
ubiquitous coverage throughout the service area.
Coverage enhancement features for MTC will be
specified in Release 13. The goal is to provide
coverage improvement compared to Release 8.
The amount of coverage enhancement in each
cell is configurable and scalable. Thus, it would
be up to the network to configure the level of
coverage enhancement. 

Coverage analysis via link budget calculation is
performed to determine the normal LTE footprint
as shown in Table 2. This footprint is determined
by the channel with the worst coverage as deter-
mined by the maximum coupling loss (MCL). In
Release-13, the target is to extend the coverage to
155.7 dB MCL. From Table 2 it can be observed
that different amounts of coverage enhancement
will be required for different channels.

Solutions: The potential coverage improvement
techniques applicable to different physical chan-
nels are listed in Table 3 and correspond to the
following.
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•Repetition or subframe bundling. Longer
transmission time allows additional energy to be
accumulated at the receiver, thus improving the
strength of the desired signals.

•Frequency hopping across wideband systems
to provide frequency diversity gain to narrow-
band UEs.

•Power spectral density (PSD) boosting and
receive-based techniques such as multi-subframe
channel estimation, multiple decoding attempts,
and advanced receiver. 

•Retransmission using hybrid automatic
repeat request (HARQ).

•Relaxing the current specification require-
ments, such as reducing the missed probability of
the random access transmissions.

•Increasing reference signal density to
improve channel estimation performance.

To improve performance under coverage
enhancement, several techniques may be jointly
utilized. As an example, a smart meter installed
in a basement may experience penetration loss
of 10 dB to 15 dB. To ensure the coverage for
the meter, at a maximum coupling loss of 155.7 dB,
the downlink data channel can be transmitted
employing 40 repetitions, frequency hopping,
and 3 dB PSD boosting. This assures that the
smart meter receives the data reliably.

CONCLUSION
In this article we have presented some of the
most important requirements imposed by specific
MTC applications. Such requirements cause tech-

nical challenges when incorporating MTC in cel-
lular systems. Throughout the description of the
challenges, we elaborated on the feasible solu-
tions and their status in terms of maturity and
integration to the technical specifications. Even
though there has been extensive progress in terms
of standardization regarding MTC, currently only
some of these challenges have been partially
addressed. Hence, further research and explo-
ration are essential to move from current cellular
systems toward fully MTC-enabled 5G networks.
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INTRODUCTION
Internet technology has undergone enormous
changes since its early stages and it has become
an important communication infrastructure tar-
geting anywhere, anytime connectivity. Histori-
cally, human-to-human (H2H) communication,
mainly voice communication, has been the pri-
mary focus. Therefore, current network protocols
and infrastructure are optimized for human-ori-
ented traffic characteristics. Lately, an entirely
different paradigm of communication has
emerged with the inclusion of “machines” in the
communications landscape. In that sense,
machines/devices that are typically wireless, such
as sensors, actuators, and smart meters, are able
to communicate with each other, exchanging
information and data without human interven-
tion. Since the number of connected devices/
machines is expected to surpass the number of
human-centric communication devices by tenfold,
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is
expected to be a key element in future networks
[1]. With the introduction of M2M, the next gen-
eration Internet, or the Internet-of-Things (IoT),
must be able to connect different objects togeth-
er whether they belong to humans or not.

ABSTRACT
In this article we present the major chal-

lenges of future machine-to-machine (M2M) cel-
lular networks such as spectrum scarcity, and
support for a large number of low-power, low-
cost devices. As an integral part of the future
Internet-of-Things (IoT), the true vision of M2M
communications cannot be reached with conven-
tional solutions that are typically
cost inefficient. The cognitive
radio concept has emerged to
address spectrum under-utiliza-
tion and scarcity. The heteroge-
neous network model is another alternative to
relax the number of covered users. To this
extent, we present a complete fundamental
understanding and the engineering details of
cognitive radios, the heterogeneous network
model, and power and cost challenges in the
context of future M2M cellular networks.

The ultimate objective of M2M communica-
tions is to construct comprehensive connections
among all machines distributed over an extensive
coverage area. Recent reports show that the pro-
jected number of connected machines/devices in
the IoT will reach approximately 50 billion by the
year 2020 (Fig. 1). This massive introduction of
communicating machines requires planning and
applications that have a wide range of require-
ments and characteristics such as mobility sup-
port, reliability, coverage, required data rate,
power consumption, hardware complexity, and
device cost. Other planning and design issues for
M2M communications include the future network
architecture, the massive growth in the number of
users, and the various device requirements that
enable the concept of IoT. In terms of M2M, the
future network has to provide machine require-
ments such as power and cost that are critical
aspects of M2M devices. For instance, a set-and-
forget type of application in M2M devices such as
smart meters requires very long battery life where
the device has to operate in an ultra low-power
mode. Moreover, the future network should allow
for low complexity and low data rate communica-
tion technologies that provide low cost devices
that promote the large scale of the IoT. The net-
work architecture, therefore, needs to be flexible
enough to provide these requirements and more.
In this regard, a considerable amount of research

has been directed toward avail-
able network technologies such
as Zigbee (IEEE 802.15.4) or
WiFi (IEEE 802.11b) by inter-
connecting devices through large

heterogeneous networks [2]. Furthermore, solu-
tions for the heterogeneous network architecture
(connections, routing, congestion control, energy-
efficient transmission, etc.) have been presented
to suit the new requirements of M2M communi-
cations. However, it is still not clear whether
these sophisticated solutions can be applied to
M2M communications due to constraints on
hardware complexity.

With the large coverage and flexible data rates
offered by cellular systems, research efforts from
industry have recently been focused on optimizing
the existing cellular networks considering M2M
specifications. Among other solutions, scenarios
defined by the 3rd Generation Partnership Pro-
ject (3GPP) standardization body have emerged
as the most promising solutions to enable wireless
infrastructure of M2M communications [3]. In
this area, a special category that supports M2M
features has been incorporated by the 3GPP to
Long-Term-Evolution (LTE) specifications. Due
to the M2M communication challenges and the
wide range of supported device specifications,
developing the features for M2M communication
also refers to machine-type-communication
(MTC) in the context of LTE, started as early as
release 10 (R10) for the advanced LTE standard.
This evolved to future releases including release
13 (R13) that is currently developed and expected
to be released in 2016. For these reasons, in this
article we will focus on the cellular MTC architec-
ture based on the LTE technology as a key
enabler with a wide range of MTC support.

Due to the radical change in the number of
users, the network has to carefully utilize the
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available resources in order to maintain reason-
able quality-of-service (QoS). Generally, one of
the most important resources in wireless com-
munications is the frequency spectrum. To sup-
port a larger number of connected devices in the
future IoT, it is likely to add more degrees of
freedom represented in more operating frequen-
cy bands. However, the frequency spectrum is
currently scarce, and requiring additional fre-
quency resources makes the problem of support-
ing this massive number of devices even harder
to solve. In fact, this issue is extremely impor-
tant, especially for the cellular architecture since
the spectrum scarcity problem directly influences
the reliability and the QoS offered by the net-
work. To overcome this problem, small cell
design, interconnecting the cellular network to
other wireless networks, and cognitive radio (CR)
support are three promising solutions.

In this article, we address the issues that facil-
itate the existence of cellular MTC including the
network architecture, the spectrum scarcity
problem, and the device requirements. We
review different approaches, including small cell
design, interconnecting the cellular network to
other wireless networks, and cognitive radio (CR)
support, based on research efforts and industrial
technologies to tackle these issues. Furthermore,
we provide a comparison of the potential solu-
tions and the challenges and open issues that
require future work to allow for practical devel-
opment of each solution. 

The article is organized as follows. We pro-
vide an introduction to cellular MTC as well as
the technological scenario of M2M communica-
tions based on the available standards. In the
context of MTC, a description of the spectrum
scarcity problem is discussed. This is followed by
a description of the cognitive radio solution to
solve this problem. We also present the cellular
heterogeneous network concept. Then important
open issues and future directions are discussed.
Finally, we draw our conclusions.

MACHINE-TYPE-COMMUNICATION IN
LTE TECHNOLOGY

Current M2M markets are highly fragmented
and most vertical M2M solutions have been
designed independently and separately for each
application, which inevitably impacts large-scale
M2M deployment [4]. However, when it comes
to standardizations, global coverage, cellular net-
work stability and maturity, together with the
speed offered by recent cellular networks (LTE
rates up to 150 Mbps for mobile objects), render
wireless cellular technologies as the best candi-
date for the implementation of secure and reli-
able business critical M2M services. Several
working groups in radio-access-networks (RAN)
contribute very actively to the work on MTC-
related optimization for 3GPP LTE networks.
From day one, the support for MTC was one of
the major concerns for the 3GPP, and the devel-
opment of a robust MTC design was divided
across different releases [5]. Figure 2 shows the
development steps and features for MTC in dif-
ferent releases. Since LTE has the ability to sup-
port high performance, high throughput devices,

the objective was to develop high volume, low
cost, low complexity, and low throughput user-
equipment (UE) LTE-based MTC devices.

From the history of MTC/LTE development,
the first generation of a complete feature MTC
device has emerged in R12. In this release, the
3GPP committee has defined a new profile,
referred to as category 0 or CAT-0, for low-cost
MTC operation. Also, a full coverage improve-
ment is guaranteed for all LTE duplex modes.
On the other hand, R13 is a future release for
LTE-A in which MTC has the main weight of
contribution. Its main goal is to further enhance
the MTC LTE-based UE beyond R12. The main
objectives for the MTC improvements are:
• Supporting ultra low-power, low-cost, and

narrow-band UE.
• Enhancing the monitoring of service quality.
• Cooperation with other service delivery

platforms represented in only oneM2M [6].
Recall that the main objective of oneM2M is to
minimize M2M service layer standards market
fragmentation by consolidating currently isolated
M2M service layer standards activities and joint-
ly developing global specifications. In fact, seven
of the world’s leading standards bodies, includ-
ing the European Telecommunications Stan-
dards Institute (ETSI) and the Association of
Radio Industries and Businesses (ARIB), have
come together to create oneM2M. Although this
solution considers some test cases for predefined
devices such as smart metering, smart grids,
eHealth, and automotive applications, not much
attention has been given to the underlying con-
nectivity layer since oneM2M leverages current
and future technologies such as LTE networks.

SMALL CELL VS
HETEROGENEOUS NETWORK MODEL

The next generation cellular MTC network has
to efficiently interconnect several billion wireless
machines to support IoT. The traditional method
to support these devices is to employ a well-

Figure 1. Expected number of connected devices to the Internet. This chart is
obtained from recent reports developed by both Cisco and Ericsson. The
reports discuss the expected growth in the number of connected devices
by 2020 due to the introduction of the M2M market.
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designed M2M technology over a small cell
structured system. In this case, cellular network
providers need to deploy several thousand base
stations (eNodeB in the LTE context) each with
a smaller cell radius rather than full-power
transmitters with large cells. Of course, this solu-
tion is cost-inefficient. Moreover, with such a
large number of small cells, co-channel interfer-
ence is a limiting factor, and complex designs are
needed to maintain the required QoS. Another
major drawback of this approach is the signifi-
cant traffic increase due to signalling congestion
and network management.

Although the “heterogeneous network”
model is not currently recommended for MTC
due to the limited capabilities of the machines,
research efforts [7] have been invested to sup-
port the idea of utilizing the cellular network
itself as a small type of a heterogeneous net-
work. The concept is that, in many applications,
machines can be clustered geographically where
the members of each cluster can be intercon-
nected together through certain technology. To
reduce the number of machines connected to
the cellular network, each cluster would select a
representative, a cluster head, to connect with
the cellular network. Inside the cluster, the cel-
lular network is transparent to all machines and
only the cluster head will be responsible for
relaying the aggregate traffic of the entire clus-
ter. For example, if all machines have WiFi
interfaces, then WiFi technology can be utilized
to interconnect cluster members. In that sense,
the cluster head will be communicating over its
WiFi interface inside the cluster while using the
LTE interface, for example, to connect to the
cellular network (Fig. 3). In this model, the cel-
lular network has offloaded part of its traffic to
the individual clusters, and therefore reduces
the effective number of covered users. The
main benefit of this approach is the relaxation
of congestion that would result if no clusters
are formed.

COGNITIVE CELLULAR M2M NETWORKS
The idea of cognitive radios was originally pro-
posed to offer more efficient utilization for the
RF spectrum [8]. In this context, there are two
approaches to apply the CR concept in cellular
M2M networks. The first approach [9] assumes
that there can be two types of eNodeB stations,
one for typical UEs and other for MTC UEs
coexisting with each other (Fig. 3), to relax sig-
nalling congestion and management burden. In
this case, M2M devices seek to opportunistically
use the spectrum when the H2H devices are idle.
Therefore, M2M and H2H devices are not
allowed to simultaneously operate over H2H
links. This can be done through coordination
between the corresponding eNodeB stations.
Once a radio resource is occupied by M2M com-
munications, this radio resource is regarded as
suffering from server interference and will not
be utilized by H2H communication. Even though
this approach is simple to apply, it can degrade
the QoS of H2H applications, especially when
the number of MTC devices is very large.

To overcome the aforementioned problems,
we propose a second approach that supports
unlicensed bands in addition to existing licensed
bands. Here it is assumed that the network will
sense unlicensed bands to find extra vacant
bands. If complexity permits, more than one
unlicensed band per cell can be utilized by a
smart-eNodeB (S-eNodeB), a coined term to
differentiate between the traditional eNodeB
and the proposed eNodeB, to further increase
the number of devices (Fig. 3). Indeed, this solu-
tion leverages the huge amount of free spectrum
available around the 5 GHz and TV white space
bands. However, current radio access standards
such as IEEE 802.22 and IEEE 802.11af already
allow the use of this free unlicensed spectrum.
Therefore, spectrum sensing and monitoring is a
must. This can be implemented by introducing a
new layer for spectrum management to support
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Figure 2. MTC in 3GPP LTE networks: releases and features.
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cognition over the unlicensed bands. That is, the
S-eNodeB should be capable of:
• Sensing the spectrum.
• Gathering information about the available

suitable bands.
• Making decisions on the conditions of these

bands.
• Informing the neighboring S-eNodeBs about

the allocated unlicensed band.
• Monitoring the allocated unlicensed band.
• Always providing an alternative band.

If the S-eNodeB handles multiple unlicensed
bands, then it should classify the machines based
on their performance tolerance so that a
machine is switched to the proper unlicensed
band that meets its requirement. Of course, this
assumes that the machine would have a group
ID to declare its needs, which in turn has to be
shared with the S-eNodeB during call setup. To
clarify how machines and S-eNodeBs can work in
this scenario, a detailed call procedure is demon-
strated to show how a machine can access the
unlicensed band. Once the machine is switched
on, it goes to the calibration process in which
the RF front-end adjusts or even estimates the
IQ mismatch parameters. The following proce-
dure is shown in Fig. 4 and is discussed below.

•The machine would start the usual frequency
scanning over the licensed LTE carriers. Once it
locates a strong serving cell, a synchronization pro-
cedure is followed so that the machine is locked to
the base station. It further decodes the master infor-
mation block to recognize the cell specification.

•The machine sends a random access request
to connect to the cell. The S-eNodeB then
requests the group ID, which will be sent over
the uplink control channel.

•The S-eNodeB will request the machine to
switch to another carrier in the unlicensed band.
Full information about the carrier, such as modu-
lation, coding, and relative timing to the licensed
carrier, are also sent to the machine. Afterward,
the S-eNodeB assumes that the session is com-
plete and the machine has been configured.

•The machine will then switch its RF to the
desired carrier and enter the synchronization
mode to lock itself to the S-eNodeB at the unli-
censed carrier.

•The machine defines itself one more time
by sending a random access request over this
carrier. If it is permitted, the machine can
exchange data with the S-eNodeB over the phys-
ical uplink and downlink shared channels.

•The S-eNodeB can interrupt the machine by
scheduling a measurement gap in which the
machine measures and reports the power of a
certain carrier in the unlicensed or licensed bands.

•The unlicensed carrier can be dynamically
changed based on the collected measurements at
the S-eNodeB. In this case, machines have to be
informed about the new carrier and its settings.

ULTRA LOW-POWER AND LOW-COST NETWORKS
To save battery life, low-power design is always
desired for wireless communication systems.
However, power reduction is not an easy task as it
is related to system reliability, the rate of data
exchange, and the radio chip design and imple-
mentation constraints. When the communication
link is unreliable, higher layers translate this into
retransmissions, which results in longer active
times and hence, high power consumption. Simi-
larly, if the system continuously exchanges data

Figure 3. Various network models to interconnect numerous number of machines to IoT.
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then it will consume more power. Based on a case
study for ZigBee [4], it is shown that if the radio
is switched on all the time, it will deplete a typical
AA battery within a week. However, turning the
radio duty cycle to 25 percent extends the lifetime
to about a month. Turning it further down to 1
percent yields years of lifetime. Therefore, low
power can be achieved through a reliable commu-
nication link with small duty cycle. In LTE-
advanced, the concept of discontinuous reception
(DRX) cycles is applied where the eNodeB sched-
ules a silent period (DRX cycle) to encourage the
device to switch off the radio chip so that low
duty cycle is achieved. To support ultra low-power
design in recent releases, a long DRX cycle mode
has been employed (with a maximum period of
2.56 sec. in R12) to further reduce the duty cycle.

Another important aspect of future MTC
devices is their low-cost design, which is typically
provisioned by reducing the complexity of the sys-
tem while providing the same coverage. The com-
munication system architecture usually involves a
general processor to run the software, memory to
hold both instructions and data, and a physical-
layer modem to handle the communication proto-
col. As expected, most of the complexity reduction
comes from the physical-layer modem features
along with a small portion of data memory reduc-
tion. Therefore, a low-cost design is typically
related to a feature reduction while the coverage
is carefully kept unchanged. For specific applica-
tions, low data rates and/or low latency are accept-
able. In this case, the modem features can be
relaxed to target low-cost design. In recent LTE
releases, a special category has been defined to
support MTC for low data rates which leads to

complexity reduction. In LTE-R12, this category
supports only one receive antenna and a maxi-
mum data rate of 1 Mbps. However, those fea-
tures will be further reduced in LTE-R13 with the
expected maximum data rate being 300 Kbps and
only one operating bandwidth of 1.4 MHz.

CHALLENGES, OPEN ISSUES, AND
FUTURE DIRECTIONS

HETEROGENEOUS NETWORKS
When a number of machines is able to form clus-
ters, the cellular network becomes lightly loaded.
This conclusion has been investigated by many
researchers and even practically demonstrated on
WiFi as the internal technology inside the cluster.
However, it is hard to judge if the machines can
really form clustering or not. In fact, clusters are
formed only if the WiFi connectivity between clus-
ter members is acceptable (data rates are higher
than the LTE load generated in the cluster). Also,
clustering allows machines to enjoy seamless con-
nectivity to the cellular system while spending
more time on a secondary, WiFi-based interface,
which consumes less power than LTE. On the
other hand, shifting the responsibility of the aggre-
gate traffic from all cluster members to the cluster
head can be challenging, especially if the link from
the cluster head to the eNodeB is poor. Since the
architecture assumes a centralized control at the
head node, it is expected that the full cluster will
fail. Therefore, more research effort is required to
investigate the possibility of dynamically selecting
the head node based on the channel quality with
the cellular system. One challenge with this solu-
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Figure 4. Handshake messaging for MTC device over cognitive cellular network.
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inside the cluster.

However, it is hard to
judge if the machines
can really form clus-

tering or not.
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tion is to select the optimum period after which a
rescheduling has to be done.

COGNITIVE RADIO NETWORK
As discussed earlier, spectrum sensing and moni-
toring are essential to utilize the cognitive radio
concept in which some of the machines operate
over an unlicensed band. However, there are
many challenges to address this problem.

Spectrum Sensing Techniques: Sensing can be
either centralized at the S-eNodeB or done in
cooperation with the machines. Better perfor-
mance is expected from the latter case since more
spatial diversity is utilized. Generally, cooperation
is achieved by sending either local decisions [10],
which can be either hard or soft decisions, or by
sending the useful portion of the received data set.
The processing power of the machines limits the
first approach, while high traffic over the control
channel is the main challenge for the second
approach. Moreover, the link between the machine
and the S-eNodeB is not ideal and the sensing
decisions/data can be received incorrectly, which
may alter the sensing accuracy at the S-eNodeB.

Wideband Sensing Methodology: During the
initial sensing stage, a very wide band (approxi-
mately 1 GHz) has to be assessed to locate a suit-
able vacant band. This can be implemented by
scanning different bands one after another and
measuring the in-band power. This technique is
simple but it requires time and power to find a
suitable band. Another alternative is to examine
the power spectral density of the entire wide band
at once. Since this method requires high speed
analog-to-digital conversion, compressive sensing
(CS) [10] is a promising technique to obtain the
power spectral density of the wideband spectrum
while sampling at rates lower than the Nyquist
rate. The concept is to capture a few measure-
ments of the sparse spectrum. The wideband spec-
trum is related to those raw measurements by a
linear under-determined system of equations.
Optimization techniques can be employed to
solve this set of equations in order to find the
best solution that satisfies the original assumption
for the spectrum that is being sparse. Fig. 5 shows
the detection performance as a function of the
ratio of non-uniform sampling frequency to the
typical Nyquist rate. It is clear that CS is able to
detect spectrum occupancy by a ratio of 1/10 of
the Nyquist rate at high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Although CS is very promising in this
context, many challenges exist due to the current
algorithmic complexity as well as the basic
assumptions. For example, the spectrum is dynam-
ically loaded and the sparse assumption may not
be valid, which results in performance degrada-
tion (K = 4,7 cases in Fig. 5). Cooperation may
be utilized to enhance the accuracy; however,
finding a high-performance low-complex/low-data
rate cooperative sensing technique is not a trivial
task. More research efforts are needed in that
direction to develop efficient algorithms to render
CS possible with reasonable complexity, especially
for MTC, where complexity is a real challenge.

Narrowband Sensing Techniques: A signal
processing algorithm is needed to decide on the
activities within each of the wideband slices
(vacant or not). Conventional algorithms/detec-
tors [11] include the energy detector, the cyclo-

stationary detector, and the matched-filter detec-
tor. In all cases, a decision statistic is computed
and compared to a threshold to decide whether
a specific band is occupied or not. Complexity,
performance, and prior information about the
signal to be detected are the main metrics to
judge the quality of the detector. Among those
detectors, the energy detector is known to be the
only simple non-coherent detector. From the
performance perspective, the matched-filter is
known to be the optimal detector. However, it
requires full knowledge of the detected signal. 

The cyclostationary detector can be used only
if the signal possesses the cyclostationarity prop-
erty where its statistics, mean, and autocorrela-
tion are periodic with some known period.
Therefore, it requires partial information about
the detected signal, which is typically the period
of cyclostationarity. Figure 6 shows the probabil-
ity of miss-detection for various narrowband
sensing techniques against SNR. The effects of
timing errors, noise uncertainty, and hard deci-
sion cooperative sensing have been included.
The performance results show that:
• Any uncertainty of the noise level will sig-

nificantly alter the performance of the ener-
gy detector.

• Matched-filter detection is very sensitive to
timing errors.

• Cooperation involves high diversity gain.
However, these results assume an ideal channel
(no noise and no fading) between the machines
and the S-eNodeB. The conclusion is that,
improvements and/or new sensing techniques are
needed to provide less-complex, non-coherent,
and robust practical algorithms.

LOW-POWER LOW-COST NETWORKS
Although a longer DRX cycle significantly reduces
power consumption, it also introduces some chal-
lenges to the system design. Since the radio chip

Figure 5. Effect of compression ratio (i.e., ratio of the non-uniform sampling
rate to the conventional Nyquist rate) on the detection performance when
the false alarm rate is 1 percent. 16 contiguous non-overlapped bands are
investigated where each has a bandwidth of 1MHz. Only four active bands
are considered, therefore the sparsity level K = 4 out of the available 16.
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will be off during the DRX cycle, the device/UE
has no way to synchronize itself to the eNodeB.
Therefore, the typical behavior for the device/UE
would be to wake-up as early as required to quickly
resynchronize itself to the eNodeB before receiving
further packets. One of the issues is to determine
the best wake-up time so that the synchronization
performance is met and no additional power is lost.
Another issue is related to the cooperative sensing
architecture, if applicable, where the device/UE will
not be able to sense or monitor any band while it is
in a deep sleep mode. The band can suffer from
high interference levels caused by other networks
that attempt to access the same band. Finally,
power consumption can be minimized by properly
designing power domains in the hardware to decide
which module is not needed to be switched off.

A low-cost design always comes at the cost of
system performance with less features provided.
For instance, reducing the number of receive
antennas from two to one would reduce the spa-
tial diversity of the modem. Therefore, advanced
signal processing algorithms for synchronization,
cell detection, and decoding will need to be
revised to guarantee the same performance with
less diversity gain. Indeed, reducing the cost is
not only related to the required features from
the network, but it also depends on the hard-
ware design process and underlaying technology.
For example, optimizing the internal word sizes
of the various hardware modules inside the
modem will result in a low gate count and low
power consumption. However, the optimization
algorithms that can achieve this are not unique
as signal statistics across various modules are
system dependent.

CONCLUSION
We presented the challenges that are expected
from the next generation MTC network as an
integral part of the future IoT. It is argued that

the cognitive radio concept is a possible solution
from the cost and performance perspectives.
However, there are more practical challenges that
need efforts from researchers. The application of
the heterogeneous network concept was investi-
gated where cellular MTC networks can utilize
other networks such as WiFi to reduce the num-
ber of directly connected machines/ users. Future
standards are encouraged to provide both options
(i.e. the cognition concept and the heterogeneous
network model). Finally, a design of a low-power
low-cost machine is discussed. However, there are
important design challenges that nust be solved to
make it possible. For example, an extended DRX
cycle is a valid option to significantly reduce
power consumption. No matter how, a feasibility
study is scheduled in Release 13 to provide a
solid solution in which extended DRX cycle
implementation challenges can be overcome, if
possible. The trade-offs between cost, feasibility,
and performance have also been discussed.
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Figure 6. These curves are plotted for a false alarm rate of 1 percent. The win-
dow size for the energy detector is the same as the matched filter length.
Both agree with the cyclostationary detector period which is 32 samples.
For the cooperative sensing, hard decision is used with K-out-of-N rule
where K = 5 users and N = 10 users. The noise uncertainty error is 0.5
dBs for the energy detection case.
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INTRODUCTION
A wireless industry goal for evolved 4G and 5G is
to more efficiently support wide area machine
type communications (MTC) and thereby enable
a highly diverse ecosystem of devices and applica-
tions that can be connected anywhere. This is a
significant departure from the roots of 3G and
4G with its focus on human communication and
more recent support for high-end smart devices.
The Internet of things (IoT) and MTC has the
potential to eclipse human communication in
mobile networks in terms of number of devices
and bursty traffic. This traffic and device growth
stems from the extremely wide range of vertical
applications and the large number of devices each
can involve, unconstrained by human interaction.

Examples of verticals include health monitor-
ing, shipping/tracking, connected car, inventory
management, and smart cities, to name but a
few where the benefits of deploying IoT are well
established. The diversity of device types is also
vast. Communication capability may be integrat-
ed in complex monitoring equipment for high
value applications (for example, healthcare and
industrial infrastructure), or be embedded in
simple sensors for temperature, smoke, or loca-
tion tracking.

Many of these applications and device types
share a set of key attributes that are important
to consider in the design of evolved 4G and 5G
networks. These include:
• Sporadic transmission of small data bursts

[1, 2].

ABSTRACT
The traffic characteristics of Internet of

Things and machine type devices differ signifi-
cantly from that of smart phone applications.
The connection oriented approach in Long Term
Evolution (LTE) that involves establishing a
bearer prior to data transmission
is inefficient for small burst traf-
fic because of the signaling
involved. We propose a connec-
tionless access method for effi-
cient small burst transmission for future cellular
networks. With the proposed protocol for con-
nectionless access, over-the-air signaling can
potentially be reduced substantially while meet-
ing the security requirements of mobile networks.

• Large numbers of devices.
• Low power consumption to extend battery

life.
Smart phones and tablets also generate small

data bursts when applications are operating in
the background for reasons such as TCP keep-
alive’s and notifications, and when only applica-
tions such as text messaging are active [3]. 

The 3GPP forum has studied and proposed
incremental modifications to the LTE standard
to enhance the network to efficiently support
these devices and traffic types. Optimizations
have also been proposed for IoT [4, 5], and
specifically to improve radio resource manage-
ment using group based mechanisms [6] and
methods targeted for heterogeneous networks[7].
However a dramatic improvement in efficiency
requires major changes to the air interface and
core network. In LTE, to transmit a short packet
the device first has to establish a radio connec-
tion to the base station, which involves establish-
ing a signaling bearer, activating a data bearer,
and obtaining dedicated resources from a sched-
uler to transmit the packet. In contrast, we pro-
pose a connectionless approach where the device

can send the small packet direct-
ly on common channel resources
without bearer establishment,
thereby reducing the amount of
signaling that is required to

transmit a small packet. We describe the archi-
tecture and associated signaling required for
such a connectionless access approach. We also
describe how security can be handled for con-
nectionless access, a critical aspect without which
any solution will not be considered viable for
mobile operator networks.

This article is organized as follows. We first
describe the traffic types under consideration
along with some example applications. Then we
give an overview of the process and associated
overhead involved in sending small bursts over
4G networks. We describe our ‘connectionless
access’ architecture and signaling and provide
estimates of overhead. We devote a section to
discussing security issues. We conclude with a
summary.

SMALL DATA BURSTS TRAFFIC
The majority of smart phone and tablet use
involves applications such as audio and video
streaming, web page downloads, or picture and
video uploads. For such applications, traffic typi-
cally consists of large data bursts composed of
multiple packets with short inter-packet times.
The bursts themselves may be separated by larger
inter-burst durations. This type of traffic model is
depicted in Fig. 1a. Since the data bursts are
large, air-interface efficiency is critical and thus
additional signaling is used in 3GPP networks to
establish one or more radio bearers where sched-
uled transactions can occur. This is warranted as
the signaling overhead to establish the radio bear-
ers is small in proportion to the user data. Note
that in 3GPP networks, for base station scalability
and device energy saving, radio bearers are
released at the end of the burst if there is no
additional traffic within a predetermined period,
which is typically on the order of a few seconds.

CONNECTIONLESS ACCESS FOR
MOBILE CELLULAR NETWORKS

The authors propose a connectionless access method for efficient small burst transmission for
future cellular networks. With the proposed protocol for connectionless access,

over-the-air signaling can potentially be reduced substantially while meeting 
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Figure 1b shows a second type of traffic
where there are many small packets per burst.
For example, these might correspond to TCP
acknowledgment packets that are sent on the
uplink during a large download. Although each
individual packet is small, there are a large num-
ber of them with small inter-packet times, result-
ing in a large overall burst size. Hence
establishing a radio bearer for efficiency is again
warranted. 

Figure 1c shows a third type of traffic model
in which the overall burst size is small, with only
one or two packets per burst. This type of traffic
is typical of many sensor and wearable devices
reporting sensed value, events, or status [1, 2].
Light smart phone background traffic also fits
this type of model [3]. For such a traffic model,
setting up a radio bearer per burst will incur a
significant overhead. The overall efficiency,
including the signaling, will be lower than if a
less spectrally efficient, common channel access
with reduced signaling is employed. 

In summary, the traffic is characterized by
packet size, burst size or number of packets per
burst, inter-packet time, and inter-burst time.
Since it is not efficient to retain the radio bearer
during long periods of inactivity, for traffic with
small burst size and long inter-burst time, signifi-
cant signaling overhead relative to the burst size
is incurred for each burst to establish and tear
down the radio bearer. Hence this approach is
very inefficient. The connectionless access
mechanism proposed in this article is targeted at
this type of traffic.

CONNECTION ORIENTED
SMALL PACKET TRANSMISSION

When a 4G device is powered on, it has to
“attach” to the LTE network by going through
an attach signaling procedure in which the net-
work authenticates the device, assigns temporary
identifiers, and allocates one or more IP address-
es to the device [8]. While attached to the net-
work, the device transitions to the active state to
transmit or receive data. When there are no
packets exchanged for a period of about five sec-
onds (configurable by the operator), the device
enters the idle state. This conserves computing
and memory resources in both the eNodeB and
the device, and also some air-interface resources
even if no data packets are exchanged. Hence,
eNodeB scalability and device battery life hinges
on transitioning the device to the idle state after
a period of inactivity.

Transmission of new data in LTE is based on
a connection oriented approach in which the
device first transitions to the active state by
establishing bearers using radio resource control
(RRC) signaling to the eNodeB and non-access
stratum (NAS) signaling to the mobility manage-
ment entity (MME). A typical sequence of infor-
mation exchange before the first transmission is
highlighted in Fig. 2. Numbers in parentheses
indicate the size of the messages in bytes, not
including lower layer overheads. Radio link con-
trol (RLC) status and RLC acknowledgement
messages, physical uplink and downlink common
control channel messages used for resource

requests by the UE, and resource grants by the
eNodeB, respectively, are not shown. The first
message is an uplink message on the random
access channel in which a UE sends a preamble
that allows the base station to synchronize to the
UE’s transmission. This message carries no data,
but the preamble occupies six physical resource
blocks. Resources are allocated in the response
message to transmit the first RRC signaling mes-
sage with UE-specific information. In response,
the eNodeB sends the RRC connection setup
complete message with all the information
required to configure the RRC state in the UE.
The UE acknowledges and adds the NAS service
request that is sent to the MME to retrieve the
security context and GSM Packet Radio Service
(GPRS) tunneling protocol (GTP) tunnel end
point identifiers that will be used by the eNodeB
to tunnel the data packet to the upstream serv-
ing gateway router node. Based on the security
context received from the MME, the eNodeB
chooses a security algorithm and then informs
the UE. The UE responds by accepting the secu-
rity mode command. After this, RRC reconfigu-
ration is performed to finalize the RRC
parameters, set up data radio bearers, and indi-
cate the measurement reports to be sent by the
UE. Finally, the UE responds with the reconfig-
uration complete message and uplink flows may
begin. The eNodeB then informs the MME that
bearers have been established and provides tun-
nel identifiers for sending downlink data. The
MME sends the tunnel identifiers to the serving
gateway (SGW), which can then forward down-
link data toward the UE. 

The total signaling overhead is thus in excess
of 103 bytes in the downlink and 64 bytes in the
uplink to establish a radio bearer with appropri-
ate security. While this is not an issue for large
bursts with multiple packets, for small bursts
with small packet sizes, the overhead is compa-
rable to or even more than the size of the data
packet. Hence, for such traffic an alternate con-

Figure 1. Representation of different traffic types.
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nectionless access method described in the next
section is more favorable.

CONNECTIONLESS TRANSMISSION
Connectionless transmission allows the UE to
transmit small packets of less than approximately
300 bytes without establishment of radio bearers.
Dedicated service request signaling between the
network and UE that is used in 4G to set up
radio bearers and establish device and security
contexts is eliminated, saving device battery
power and reducing the number of network con-
trol plane transactions. Connectionless access
may be coupled with contention based access or
may have uplink data transmissions scheduled
depending on the physical layer capabilities of
the air-interface. In the case of contention based
access, an attached device may simply awake,
locate, and synchronize to an acceptable local
base station based on broadcast information, and
send a user plane packet. In the case of sched-
uled access, the device sends a resource request
first and is assigned uplink transmission
resources in the response from the base station.
In both cases, the device may subsequently set a
timer and await a response from the network, or
immediately return to its sleep state. 

We foresee connectionless access applying to
an evolved 4G network or a 5G network where
the air interface can simultaneously support both

connection oriented access and connectionless
access. For 4G the supporting access and core
networks would contain an evolved eNB, MME,
and S/PGW. For 5G the corresponding elements
may be a base station, a controller, and an
IP/mobility anchor. 

Prior to initiating a user plane transaction
using connectionless access, a device must first
attach/register with the network. For an IoT
device such as a sensor, this can be a procedure
that occurs occasionally, when the device is
deregistered, the connectionless access proce-
dure is unsuccessful, or when there is interven-
tion from an operator. During the attach process,
a controller is selected, which subsequently
authenticates the device, and verifies the sub-
scriber is authorized for wireless service. The
controller also establishes and stores context
information, including security keys that will be
used during subsequent connectionless accesses
for integrity protection and encryption of user
data. The network may also assign mobility and
IP anchors at nodes in the network and establish
enforcement points for charging and QoS. Final-
ly, an IP address/prefix is assigned to the device
to be used for subsequent connectionless trans-
actions.

When the attach process completes, the
device may transition to an idle state or immedi-
ately engage in a connectionless transaction.

As described in the previous section, with
3GPP access, radio bearers are established and
access stratum security activated via an exchange
of RRC signaling between the mobile and the
eNB for each small burst communication. The
benefits of connectionless access stem from elim-
inating that signaling, and optionally lower layer
scheduling requests and grants for uplink trans-
missions as shown in Fig. 3. An architecture that
supports this call flow is shown in Fig. 4a, and
the corresponding protocol processing is shown
in Figure 4b. The architecture contains a BTS
(eNodeB in 4G) which receives and processes the
packet from the mobile, a controller (MME in
4G) that maintains UE state information and
with which the BTS interacts, and optionally an
IP and mobility anchor (S/PGW in 4G).

In the first step in the call flow, an access
request is transmitted by the UE, and a response
is received from the network. The exchange pro-
vides timing information so that the UE can
align its physical layer frame boundaries, com-
pensating for the round-trip transmission delay
to the eNB, and optionally scheduling informa-
tion so the UE can send uplink transmissions
without colliding with other devices. For devices
for which timing is known a priori from prior
transactions because the device is static, a lower
overhead random access transmission can be
used, avoiding the access request and response
messages.

For contention based access, a physical layer
random access channel (PRACH) specifically
designed for connectionless access could be
more efficient in 5G networks than the PRACH
in LTE. This is achieved through the use of new
waveforms, through different parameter choices
such as preamble length targeting a different
operating regime, and through superior detec-
tion techniques [9, 10]. 
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Figure 3. Connectionless access call flow.
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Whereas in 4G, subsequent RRC messages
from the eNB to the UE configure signaling and
data radio bearers, including logical channel,
Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP),
RLC, and medium access control (MAC) layer
parameters, in connectionless access either pre-
selected default values are used, or sub-functions
within each layer are disabled. For example,
RRC configures PDCP parameters for “discard
timer” to determine when to discard transmitted
PDUs, maximum allowed number of “context
identifiers”, and maximum “sequence number”
length among other parameters. With the
restricted size of connectionless bursts, these
normally configurable parameters may be
assigned fixed values, obviating the need for
RRC configuration.

Without the need for further parameter con-
figuration, the UE transmits the small data burst
containing user data. However, it is not suffi-
cient to simply transmit a user plane IP packet
without providing additional context information
in the transmission as the receiving base station
may have had no prior interaction with the
device, or previously stored information may
have expired due to inactivity. The information
provided with the burst must include a globally
unique identifier of the controller with the
stored UE context information, and a UE identi-
fier unique within the domain of the controller.
For sizing purposes the comparable 4G con-
troller identifier is the 6 byte globally unique
MME ID (GUMMEI) and the 4 byte M-TMSI
(temporary mobile station ID).

The context information may be conveyed by
the UE as a MAC Layer 2 (L2) header append-
ed to the user plane IP packet, as indicated in
Fig. 4b. When the data burst is received by the
BTS, the context header is removed, encapsulat-
ed in an IP packet, and sent to the controller
indicated by the context information.

The controller uses the UE ID as a key to
retrieve the stored state information and deter-
mine the forwarding path for the data. The con-
troller sends the base station at which the packet
was received both the forwarding instructions
and the relevant state information, and may
update anchor points to indicate the new point
of attachment for the UE. After service is autho-
rized the uplink packet is forwarded to the
anchor, and onward to the corresponding node. 

The BTS sends an acknowledgement to the
UE indicating whether the transaction was suc-
cessful. If the controller has indicated that the
device is likely to send additional bursts, the
BTS may assign the UE a new identifier unique
within the scope of the BTS, similar to the 2 byte
cell radio network identifier (C-RNTI) used in
4G. Until a dormancy timer expires, this identifi-
er may be used in the context header of subse-
quent bursts sent to the same BTS in place of
the globally unique M-TMSI+GUMMEI like
identifier, saving approximately 8 bytes of over-
head in each transaction. Using the new identifi-
er, the BTS can retrieve the locally stored state
information and the packet may be processed
without further involvement of the controller. 

When a downlink response is received in the
network for an active device, the packet(s) are
forwarded by the network to the BTS where the

UE initiated access. The packet(s) are encrypted
using the previously obtained security context
and sent to the UE via a shared physical channel
dedicated to connectionless access. Downlink
transmission may be scheduled among the UEs
using a simple first-in first-out (FIFO) queue,
with no additional RRC signaling or channel
quality reporting from the UEs. This simplifica-
tion of downlink packet flow in the BTS allows
connectionless access to scale to a large number
of devices.

Figures 5a and 5b show an alternative archi-
tecture and protocol where the processing for
security and forwarding, previously instantiated
in the base station, is instead performed by a
more centrally located connectionless access vir-
tualized network function (CAvNF), instantiated
in a data center and common to many BTSs.
This simplifies the base station, and allows state
information established in the vNF for a burst
sent at one BTS to be used when the UE moves
to a new BTS. 

The BTS simply encapsulates the connection-

Figure 4. a) Connectionless architecture; b) protocol for connectionless access.
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less packet and sends it to a previously assigned
CAvNF through a common IP tunnel across all
devices, substituting the globally unique UE ID
for any local, BTS assigned UE ID in the con-
text header. The CAvNF extracts the context
header and if necessary queries the controller to
retrieve state information for the UE. Upon
receiving a response from the controller the
CAvNF decrypts the packet and forwards it
according to instructions provided by the con-
troller.

Downlink packets received by the network in
response are forwarded to the CAvNF, where
they are encrypted using the stored security con-
text. They are then sent in a tunnel to the appro-
priate BTS. The BTS maps the IP address to the
UE ID inferred from the uplink packet and for-
wards the packet to the UE. 

Although the connectionless access described
above still requires the BTS to maintain state for
the device during the transaction as in the cur-
rent connection oriented approach, we empha-
size that the BTS state required is primarily
restricted to the security context, which is above
the physical (PHY) and MAC layers. The lower
layers of the BTS are thus truly connectionless
with UE state only to map a locally assigned UE
ID to a globally unique ID for devices likely to
transmit multiple short data bursts. Thus, the
BTS can more easily scale to a large number of
UEs. Furthermore, since lower-layer states are
minimized and no air-interface resources are
consumed when no packets are transferred, the
dormancy timer can be set to a large value and
security context retained for a longer time than
the duration for which a typical dormant radio
bearer is retained in 4G LTE, which in turn
reduces the amount of network signaling (BTS
to controller messages) required for connection-
less access. A similar advantage applies with the
CAvNF. The BTS need only maintain a mapping
of local UE ID to global ID. All higher-layer
(above RLC) processing is instantiated in a data
center, allowing better scalability and longer dor-
mancy timers compared to 4G.

The gains for connectionless access relative to
the connection oriented approach in LTE can be
assessed by estimating the overhead associated
with connectionless access. The first data burst
sent on a base station requires in the context
header 10 bytes to identify the UE and con-
troller, plus 3 bytes for security related informa-
tion as detailed in the next section (13 bytes in
total). The acknowledgement sent on the down-
link adds another 4 bytes. Subsequent bursts on
the same BTS require only 2 bytes for the UE
ID. This compares favorably to the 103 downlink
and 64 uplink bytes needed to setup radio bear-
ers in 4G access for connection oriented access.

SECURITY IN CONNECTIONLESS ACCESS
One of the critical aspects of any new protocol
for data communication is security. 3GPP has
standardized procedures for authentication,
integrity protection, and data encryption for
both signaling and data exchange at the access
stratum between the UE and the eNodeB, and
also in the non-access stratum between the UE
and the MME. These procedures are executed

in LTE systems when the device attaches/regis-
ters with the network and during radio bearer
establishment prior to transmission of data. Any
new solution such as the proposed connection-
less access should incorporate mechanisms to
ensure the same level of security. In this section,
we begin by describing the LTE security archi-
tecture and then discuss how the proposed con-
nectionless access achieves the same level of
security.

In LTE, a security context is established
between the UE and the MME through the
Extensible Authentication Protocol/Authentica-
tion and Key Agreement (EAP/AKA) protocol,
resulting in access stratum security management
entity keys (KASME) in the MME and UE.
Security between the UE and MME is then acti-
vated with an exchange that selects the security
algorithm or mode, and additional keys are
derived from KASME for signaling integrity pro-
tection and encryption. This process usually
occurs during the attach procedure. 

When the UE has data to send, it transitions
from idle to active and sends a service request
message containing an authentication code for
integrity protection among other fields. When
the MME receives the message, it verifies the
integrity of the message and derives a fresh base
station key (KeNB) for user plane and RRC sig-
naling between the UE and the eNB. KeNB is
based on KASME and a NAS message count
(NAS COUNT), a portion of which is sent by
the UE and MME as a sequence number. The
initial NAS message is sent without ciphering,
but with integrity protection. Integrity protection
uses a KASME derived key, a NAS sequence
number count, and the received message among
other inputs to calculate an expected authentica-
tion code. Integrity protection is successful if the
code calculated at the receiver matches with one
appended to the received message. Similarly for
encryption, a count and key are used by the
sender to derive a keystream block that is
XORed with a data block to produce a cipher-
text block. The process is repeated in reverse at
the receiver to decrypt the data. The UE inde-
pendently derives the KeNB after receiving the
AS security mode command indicating the cho-
sen ciphering and integrity protection algo-
rithms.

A similar structure, with separate security
associations between the UE and the controller,
and between the UE and the base station or
CAvNF, can be used to support security for con-
nectionless access. However, we propose the
modification that encryption and integrity pro-
tection are always provided in the base station or
CAvNF with a pre-selected algorithm, eliminat-
ing signaling to communicate information such
as the key set identifier and the selected security
algorithm. We do not see any major issues with
standards prescribing a security algorithm that
both the UE and base station must implement in
order to simplify the signaling.

As in 4G, for connectionless access a security
context is initially established between the UE
and the controller when the UE attaches to the
network and authenticates. A persistent, shared
key similar to KASME is established in the UE
and controller. 
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After exiting the idle state, prior to sending a
connectionless burst, the UE derives a KeNB
from its stored persistent key and a count similar
to the NAS counter used in 4G. In the first con-
nectionless burst, the UE integrity protects the
context header based on the controller security
association, and encrypts the user data IP packet
based on a KeNB derived key, as described below.

For integrity protection, a two byte authenti-
cation code similar to that used for NAS integri-
ty protection, and a one byte sequence number
similar to that derived from NAS COUNT, is
appended to the context header containing the
UE and controller identification information
described earlier. The code is calculated in the
UE from a key derived from the persistent
(KASME-like) key, the context header, and
other inputs such as key length and direction
(uplink). The authentication code and sequence
number, along with the context header, are for-
warded by the base station to the controller. The
controller retrieves the stored context based on
the provided UE ID, calculates the expected
authentication code, and verifies that it matches
that provided by the UE. The integrity protec-
tion achieved is thus on par with the NAS signal-
ing in the radio bearer establishment procedure.
If successful, the controller calculates a new
KeNB from its copy of the persistent key and
the sequence number, and sends the resultant to
the base station in the “initial context setup”
message indicated in Figure 3, or to the CAvNF
in Figure 5. The provided KeNB is used to cal-
culate the key for decrypting the user data IP
packet before forwarding it onward.

Once the security context has been estab-
lished in the base station, subsequent bursts
need not contain the authentication code or
sequence number. The user data is encrypted/
decrypted using the locally available keys associ-
ated with the security context available in the
base station and the burst count at that base sta-
tion. Similarly the security context established in
the CAvNF may be used for subsequent bursts
sent on the same BTS. The context may also be
used if the mobile moves to a neighbor BTS and
sends a subsequent burst. In this case the same
key may be maintained, or a new key calculated
from the old key using a mechanism similar to
3GPP horizontal key derivation [11]. 

When the network idle timer expires, the
base station or CAvNF removes all context. A
similar timer in the UE triggers a transition to
the idle state. The process of retrieving the secu-
rity context from the controller and establishing
it at the new base station is repeated when the
UE once again has a short burst to send. 

SUMMARY
The explosion in IoT devices on cellular net-
works is expected to significantly increase the
proportion of small burst traffic. While incre-
mental modifications are being made to LTE to
accommodate such traffic, a more radical modi-
fication is needed to substantially increase the
efficiency. In this article we proposed a connec-

tionless access approach for handling small burst
traffic. The connectionless access call flow and
two implementation alternatives, where security
and forwarding functions are at the BTS or in a
CAvNF, were discussed. Initial estimates on the
signaling overhead show potential for substantial
reduction relative to LTE. We believe that future
cellular networks could incorporate such a pro-
tocol in combination with efficient mechanisms
for contention based or scheduled access at the
physical layer.
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INTRODUCTION AND OPPORTUNITIES
In the 1990s the word “Internet” had the conno-
tation of a physical system of computers net-
worked by means of an Ethernet cable; today,
this is forgotten and the Internet is synonymous
with the likes of Facebook, eBay, and LinkedIn.
The Internet has thus undergone an enormous
transformation from being technology-driven to
becoming market-driven. The decoupling of
underlying technologies from the services able to
run on top of them has been a painful but instru-
mental shift in unlocking what is now often
referred to as the 3rd Industrial Revolution.

Going beyond the 3rd Industrial Revolution,
we are rapidly moving toward a world of ubiqui-
tously connected objects, things, and processes.
It is the world of the emerging Internet of Things
(IoT), which has the potential to produce a new
wave of technological innovation. Indeed, the
range of IoT applications is extremely broad,
from wearable fitness trackers to connected cars,

ABSTRACT
This article addresses the market-changing

phenomenon of the Internet of Things (IoT),
which relies on the underlying paradigm of
machine-to-machine (M2M) communications to
integrate a plethora of various sensors, actua-
tors, and smart meters across a wide spectrum of
businesses. Today the M2M landscape features
an extreme diversity of available connectivity
solutions which, due to the enor-
mous economic promise of the
IoT, need to be harmonized
across multiple industries. To
this end, we comprehensively
review the most prominent existing and novel
M2M radio technologies, as well as share our
first-hand real-world deployment experiences,
with the goal to provide a unified insight into
enabling M2M architectures, unique technology
features, expected performance, and related
standardization developments. We pay particular
attention to the cellular M2M sector employing
3GPP LTE technology. This work is a systematic
recollection of our many recent research, indus-
trial, entrepreneurial, and standardization efforts
within the contemporary M2M ecosystem.

spanning such industries as utilities, transporta-
tion, healthcare, consumer electronics, and many
others (Fig. 1). 

However, we are only beginning to witness
the true explosive growth of the IoT, with 10 bil-
lion M2M devices connected presently and 24
billion to 50 billion total connections expected
within the next five years. Thus, over the follow-
ing decade we may see our everyday furniture,
food containers, and even paper documents
accessing the Internet. Futurists have also coined
a number of new keywords to emphasize the
IoT’s ongoing transformation, including the
Internet of Everything (by Cisco), the Industrial
Internet (by General Electric et al.), as well as
the Networked Society (by Ericsson).

Today, machine-to-machine (M2M) technolo-
gies are an integral part of the IoT connectivity
ecosystem [1] and serve as the underlying facili-
tator for the IoT phenomenon. But they are just
a small part; they are the beginning; they are, in
a sense, the new (mostly wireless and feature-
richer) “Ethernet cable” able to connect objects
with other objects, with people, and the enor-
mous computing nervous system spanning the
globe. Surprisingly, the design efforts related to
M2M span back a few decades.

Indeed, driven by industrial needs, early
forms of M2M connectivity trace back to super-
visory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

systems of the 1980s, all being
highly isolated and proprietary
connectivity islands [2]. Along
the way of its rapid develop-
ment, the connectivity landscape

has embraced legacy radio frequency identifica-
tion (RFID) technologies (starting in the late
80s), as well as wireless sensor network (WSN)
technology (starting in the 90s). Marked by the
very attractive application scenarios in both busi-
ness and consumer markets, the first decade of
the 21st century was thus dedicated to the devel-
opment of standardized low-power M2M solu-
tions, through either industry alliances or
standards developing organizations (SDOs).

Notable examples tailored to a range of
industry verticals are ISA100.11a, Wire-
lessHART, Z-Wave, and KNX. More generic
(horizontal) connectivity technologies were
developed within the leading SDOs, i.e. the
IEEE, ETSI, 3GPP, and IETF (even though
strictly not an SDO). Low-power short-range
solutions available today include Bluetooth (pro-
moted by the Bluetooth SIG) and IEEE 802.15.4
(promoted by the Zigbee alliance) [3]. In subse-
quent years, the IEEE 802.15.4 physical (PHY)
and medium access control (MAC) layers have
been complemented by IP-enabled (networking),
as well as the web-enabled IETF stacks. In par-
allel, capitalizing on the ability to provide global
coverage, 3GPP developed cellular-enabled
machine-type connectivity modules [4] tailored
to markets with inherent mobility (e.g. car
telemetry).

Despite decade-long developments by some
of the best engineering teams in the world, none
of the above technologies has emerged as a clear
market leader. The reasons, a mix of technology
shortcomings and business model uncertainties,
are rather important and thus discussed subse-
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quently. A key consequence, however, is that the
field of the IoT connectivity is now at a turning
point, with many promising radio technologies
emerging as true M2M connectivity contenders:
Low-Power WiFi, Low-Power Wide Area
(LPWA) networks, and various improvements
for cellular M2M systems. 

These afterthought solutions may be signifi-
cantly more attractive for the prospective IoT
deployments from both the availability and relia-
bility points of view, and, given their emerging
nature, we focus on characterizing these in the
remainder of this article. With our hands-on
experience in design, standardization, as well as
roll-out of these technologies, we share our most
essential findings in this work. We believe that
these solutions may allow for a decisive transfor-
mation of the global M2M industry and thus
enable a truly dynamic and sustainable IoT
ecosystem at par with the Internet of today.

SMART CITY IOT:
THE AWAKENING REALITY CHECK

From 2010 to 2012 we have been using a set of
aforementioned technologies in various Smart
City deployments around the world. After a
decade of theoretical, design, standards, and
engineering work, it was thus an opportunity to
prove the viability of IoT connectivity solutions.
We share our experience in what follows, which
forms the rationale for the subsequent sections.

REAL-WORLD IOT ROLL-OUTS
Worldsensing pioneered the concept of Smart
Parking which, as shown in Fig. 2, involves the
placement of sensors in every parking space to
detect the presence or absence of cars in real-
time [5]. This information is relayed to the driv-

er who thus avoids circulating in the city in a
quest for a parking space. 

Smart parking systems are of interest to cities
as they reduce pollution, traffic volumes, and
thus traffic jams. Given that congestion currently
costs Europe about 1 percent of its GDP every
year, smart parking is also seen as boosting the
economy. The above projections, however,
unlock only if some technical key performance
indicators (KPIs) are met. Notably, the system
should not be in outage for more than 0.1 per-
cent per annum, which translates to about 9h
per year. Furthermore, the parking information
needs to be relayed within a few seconds. 

Over the years of 2010–2012, smart parking
systems of various sizes have been trialed in vari-
ous cities, such as Moscow, Barcelona, and Sant
Cugat (satellite city to Barcelona), among oth-
ers. The topology of these early roll-outs includ-
ed the Zigbee-powered smart parking nodes
connected in a multihop mesh network until a
repeater. The Zigbee-powered repeaters also
networked in a multihop fashion until the gate-
way. The gateway was connected to the Internet
via an Ethernet connection or a cellular 3G
modem. There was a repeater every 5–10 park-
ing nodes, and a gateway every 100–150 parking
nodes. A trial typically involved at least 100 live
parking spaces in a city, thereby giving a realistic
picture of the technology’s capabilities at a rea-
sonable network scale.

OBSERVED IOT DEPLOYMENT CHALLENGES
The first challenge was to identify suitable loca-
tions to place repeaters and gateways. Given the
sheer density of repeaters needed and the high
uncertainty of the propagation conditions, this
involved very complex planning. A further uncer-
tainty involved who pays the electricity for
repeaters and gateways. To put this into perspec-
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tive, a city like Moscow with 60K parking spaces
would require 6K lamp posts to be equipped
with repeaters.

The second challenge was to ensure reliable
and robust connectivity no matter what the car
parking and interference situation is, so as to
ensure the above KPIs could be met. Given the
high degree of freedom of the network due to
mesh deployment and the high dynamics of the
channel due to cars’ movement, the system was
very often in outage. In some unfavorable testing
conditions, the outage reached 10 percent or
more and would thus have been in straight viola-
tion of a service level agreement (SLA).

The third challenge was to ensure that the
KPIs in terms of delay were met. Given the multi-
hop nature and the high channel dynamics with
frequent outages, delays of minutes often occurred.
Again, this would have violated any SLA.

LESSONS LEARNED
Arguably, the biggest mistake of the M2M com-
munity in the early days was to believe in the
need for low-power technologies, when we actu-
ally needed a high-transmission-power low-ener-
gy solution. This seems contradictory, but
remember that power gives you range and ener-
gy drains your battery; and energy = power x
time. IEEE 802.15.4 systems, however, only offer
low power, which leads to short transmission
range and thus the need for multihop. This, in
turn, yields poor reliability due to the high
degree of freedom as we have experienced in the
above-described roll-outs. WiFi/3GPP technolo-
gies, transmitting at high power (with the advan-
tage of a high communication range), are able to
be energy efficient as long as the transmission is
done within the shortest time. 

Another lesson we learned is that system relia-
bility matters, and not only link reliability. To be
able to rely on a functioning M2M deployment,
the underlying end-to-end system must be reliable
and available, and not only singular links. In light
of these requirements, it is apparent that cover-

age, support of mobility, and roaming are very
poor with Zigbee, at least in large-scale Smart
City deployments. Given that Zigbee did and still
(mid-2015) enjoys roll-outs, it is far from reaching
a critical mass. From a reliability point of view, it
is extremely susceptible to interference (particu-
larly in urban environments), has no throughput
guarantees, and often produces lengthy system
outages. Major companies have finally realized
this and stopped producing Zigbee chips, while
ramping up on low-power WiFi chip ranges.

EMERGING M2M TECHNOLOGIES

Whereas Zigbee-like solutions may still find
their market niche with simple and static appli-
cations, the large IoT market is, according to our
experience, well beyond their reach. We are thus
witnessing a shift in M2M connectivity technolo-
gies that will be discussed in the remainder of
this article. 

LOW-POWER WIFI TECHNOLOGY
In recent years WiFi (IEEE 802.11) technology
has experienced tremendous growth and has
become a de-facto solution for home and corpo-
rate connectivity. However, WiFi has mostly
been out of reach for M2M communications due
to its fairly large energy consumption. This has
changed as of late, i.e. when the IEEE 802.11
community started to apply duty cycling and
hardware optimization, resulting in an extremely
energy efficient system. 

On the downside, support of mobility and
roaming in WiFi is currently rather poor. In
terms of reliability, there is neither guaranteed
QoS support, nor adequate tools to combat
severe interference typical for unlicensed bands.
To this end, it was soon recognized that the
favorable propagation properties of low-frequen-
cy spectrum at sub-1 GHz may provide improved
communication properties when compared to,
e.g. conventional WiFi protocols operating at the
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Figure 2. Functionality of Worldsensing’s real-world IoT deployment of smart parking technologies.
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2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. However, the avail-
able spectrum at sub-1 GHz license-exempt ISM
bands is extremely scarce, and hence required
careful system design considerations.

With this in mind, after outlining the purpose
and the technical scope of the novel IEEE
802.11ah project, the standardization work of the
corresponding TGah task group commenced in
November 2010. The prospective technology is
generally based on a variation of the IEEE
802.11ac standard, but down-clocked by a factor
of 10. It is currently being developed to enable
low-cost long-range (up to 1 km) connectivity
across massive M2M deployments with high
spectral and energy efficiencies. Today, thou-
sands of M2M devices may already be found in
dense urban areas, which required providing
support for up to 6,000 machines connecting to a
single access point.

Fortunately, IEEE 802.11ah technology does
not need to maintain backward compatibility
with the other representatives of the IEEE
802.11 family. Operating over different frequen-
cies, 802.11ah could thus afford defining novel
compact frame formats, as well as offering more
efficient mechanisms to support a large popula-
tion of devices, advanced channel access schemes,
as well as important power saving and through-
put enhancements [6]. As a result, 802.11ah is
believed to significantly enrich the family of
802.11 protocols, which already receive increas-
ing attention from mobile network operators
willing to introduce low-cost connectivity in unli-
censed bands.

UNLICENSED LOW-POWER WIDE AREA NETWORKS
Given that Zigbee-like solutions have not lived
up to their expectations, whereas Low-Power
WiFi and Cellular M2M systems have com-
menced to take shape only recently, a novel class
of M2M technologies has emerged lately, termed
Low-Power Wide Area (LPWA), which operate
in unlicensed spectrum. However, only low data
rates and small daily traffic volumes are foreseen [7],
which limits the application to a subset of M2M
services with infrequent small data transmissions. 

LPWA technology today is proprietary with
multiple non-compatible alternatives. There are
also initiatives to propose LPWA technology
concepts into the cellular M2M direction within
a recent new study item that has been initiated
in the 3GPP GERAN (GSM/EDGE Radio
Access Network) specification group. Similar to
the standardization targets of LTE evolution in
3GPP Radio Access Networks (RANs), the
motivation is to enable extended coverage
beyond GSM coverage today, low device com-
plexity, and long battery lifetimes.

Our experience with LPWA shows that it
works successfully for large projects, such as the
Moscow Smart City deployment [5], where
almost 20,000 sensors have been connected to a
modest number of access points. In the trial
deployments, we have seen suburban and rural
ranges of over 20 km, the typical urban ranges of
around 5 km, and the “difficult” urban ranges of
1-2 km. Mobile network operators may hence
become the early adopters of this emerging tech-
nology, building on their well-developed network
infrastructure and strong customer trust. For

instance, a possible deployment model for an
operator may be to install LPWA systems com-
plementary to existing cellular technology and
the cell sites that they already have [8].

Despite the time-to-market benefits of
LPWA, there are also clear downsides of using
unlicensed spectrum for long-range communica-
tion. Typical regulation imposes several restric-
tions on radio transmitters in unlicensed
spectrum [9] in terms of effective radiated power
(ERP), allowed duty cycles, and listen-before-
talk requirements. For long-range transmissions,
the limited ERP causes asymmetric link budgets
between the uplink and downlink directions,
because the ERP is limiting the radiated power
after the antenna gain has been applied. Howev-
er, antennas have significantly different perfor-
mance between simple devices using a single
antenna with around 0 dB antenna gain and a
base station with an antenna gain of around 19 dB.
This means that the uplink signal has an addi-
tional antenna gain at the receiver in contrast to
the downlink signal. For European regulation,
this can be partly compensated by selecting a
subband for downlink with 13 dB higher output
power. But even then a link asymmetry of at
least 6 dB remains.

As a consequence, at least 50 percent of
devices experience only uplink connectivity
under non-line-of-sight propagation conditions.
This is unreliable in the sense that no acknowl-
edgements for successful uplink data delivery are
possible. Further, scalability limitations come
from the range covered by a single LPWA base
station [7]. Projecting that the total number of
connected M2M devices is to become approxi-
mately 10 times larger than the number of peo-
ple, easily millions of devices may appear within
the coverage area of a single LPWA base sta-
tion. Many of those will use other radio tech-
nologies that share the spectrum with LPWA,
such as low-power WiFi (IEEE 802.11ah), Z-Wave,
Zigbee, IEEE 802.15.4g, etc. With its low receiv-
er sensitivity for long-range communication, the
LPWA device will perceive all of these other
transmissions as interference. 

We therefore foresee that LPWA will only
remain viable at the early stage of IoT develop-
ment when the number of devices is still moder-
ate. However, LPWA can play an important role
to support the early IoT market up-take until
standardized cellular M2M solutions enter the
market, which can handle the anticipated IoT
scale in terms of numbers of devices, but also
the variety of M2M services.

CELLULAR M2M
Cellular technologies, and especially 3GPP LTE,
are becoming increasingly attractive for support-
ing large-scale M2M installations due to their
wide coverage, relatively low deployment costs,
high level of security, access to dedicated spec-
trum, and simplicity of management. However,
LTE networks have been neither historically
designed with link budget requirements of M2M
devices, nor optimized for M2M traffic patterns.
Therefore, several improvements targeting M2M
solutions have been initiated in 3GPP aiming at
augmenting LTE to become more suitable for
M2M applications. 

We foresee that LPWA
will only remain viable
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Given that the numbers of connected
machines are expected to grow dramatically,
LTE technology requires respective mechanisms
to handle a very large number of devices [10].
Correspondingly, an overload control scheme
named Enhanced Access Barring has been intro-
duced as part of LTE Rel-11 to avoid overload
in RAN, whenever there is a surge in near-simul-
taneous network entry attempts. Further,
accounting for the fact that typical M2M data
transmissions are infrequent and small, simpli-
fied signaling procedures for radio-bearer estab-
lishment are necessary to offer energy consumption
savings for such M2M devices. In connection to
lightweight signaling for small data, M2M device
energy consumption can be reduced significantly
for infrequent traffic by allowing for longer
cycles of discontinuous reception (DRX).

In the following sections we review some of
these important improvements in more detail.
We intentionally focus our description on LTE,
which we believe will become the major technol-
ogy for M2M connectivity even though M2M-
centric improvements are being discussed for
other 3GPP technologies as well.

M2M PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS BY 3GPP
HANDLING VERY LARGE NUMBERS OF DEVICES

Our research indicates that smart grid is one of
the key M2M use cases incorporating a large
number of metering devices that autonomously
report their information to grid infrastructure.

The motivating smart metering use case there-
fore serves as a valuable reference “massive
M2M” scenario covering many characterizing
M2M features (see Fig. 1). Correspondingly, the
involved M2M devices may be divided into sev-
eral classes according to the priority of their
information, e.g. high-priority (alarm messages)
and low-priority (measurement data). Potential-
ly, alarm messages constitute a bigger challenge
for the network to handle, as they are typically
highly synchronized and in addition may require
certain latency guarantees [11].

Currently, the 3GPP LTE system defines a
number of communication channels to deliver
uplink transmissions from M2M devices to the
network. In particular, the physical random
access channel (PRACH) is employed by a
device for its initial network entry, as well as to
demand system resources if it does not already
have a dedicated resource allocation. In case of
many M2M devices connecting to the network
near-simultaneously, we expect that the use of
PRACH would be preferred, but may result in
congestion due to its insufficient capacity. 

More specifically, the PRACH procedure fea-
tures two distinct stages (Fig. 3a). The former is
the uplink timing synchronization stage (known
as Msg1/Msg2), where the power ramping tech-
nique may be used to adjust the transmit power
of a random-access preamble to particular chan-
nel conditions. Further, Msg3 is used to transmit
a meaningful uplink message to the base station
(termed eNodeB or eNB) and Msg4 is utilized
for subsequent contention resolution.
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Figure 3. Performance results on handling very large numbers of devices: a) motivating M2M scenario; b) connected-mode perfor-
mance of different device priorities; c) proposed multi-channel M2M contention model; d) characteristic industrial automation
application; e) analytical random-access latencies.
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To understand the impact of a large popula-
tion of M2M devices on their network access, we
construct an event-driven protocol-level PRACH
simulator and thoroughly calibrate it against the
reference 3GPP methodology documents [12].
Our simulation yields important conclusions on
overloaded PRACH performance, when numer-
ous connected-mode M2M devices of different pri-
orities send their information into the network
(Fig. 3b). In particular, we learn that around 40
percent of high-priority M2M devices, added to
the original (typical) population of 30,000 (30k)
low-priority devices, produce a sharp degradation
in network access success probability. 

Interestingly, PRACH preambles selected by
the M2M devices randomly may be regarded as
non-interfering code-based “channels” (Fig. 3c),
where the case when two or more devices select
an identical preamble (channel) would corre-
spond to a conventional “packet” collision. This
opens the door to assessing contention-based
M2M behavior by relying on past knowledge of
multichannel random-access protocols. 

First, careful custom-made approximations
can be forged for particular given ranges of
PRACH parameters (Fig. 3b), such as the num-
ber of available preambles (M) and contending
devices (U), backoff window size, etc. However,
these may not be counted as adequate universal
solutions, and another alternative is straightfor-
ward numerical analysis of contention behavior,
which would only remain feasible for moderate
numbers of users/channels due to high computa-
tional complexity.

More recently, we have demonstrated the
feasibility of applying powerful fluid approxima-
tion techniques to rigorously characterize M2M
performance, as well as the stability regions of a
multichannel random-access system. As our tar-
get scenario, we have chosen an industrial
automation application (Fig. 3d), which may
require certain data access latency and reliability
guarantees (e.g. for supporting priority or critical
alarm messages). Along these lines, Fig. 3e indi-
cates analytical PRACH latencies as evaluated
with our method, which allows optimizing chan-
nel access by properly selecting the Msg1
retransmission probability value for arbitrary
numbers of devices and channels. 

More specifically, in the figure we compare our
optimized latency against the values produced
with the use of existing PRACH backoff indicator
parameters. Our solution thus helps the base sta-
tion regulate PRACH access by having system-
wide knowledge across all connected M2M
devices. However, if such knowledge is not avail-
able, simpler heuristic access control procedures
(such as when the retransmission probability is
chosen as M over U) may be employed by the
M2M devices locally, which sometimes results in
close to optimal performance. These results allow
for tighter control of important performance indi-
cators, such as data access latency, which may ben-
efit LTE in supporting constrained automation
scenarios on the way to the Industrial Internet.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND SMALL DATA TRANSMISSION
In tight connection with access latency and suc-
cess rate of M2M transmissions goes their ener-
gy efficiency, which is accentuated by the fact

that M2M devices are typically small-scale and
battery-powered. We continue to study the sce-
nario when an IoT application requires a large
number of M2M devices to perform a particular
action near-simultaneously (e.g. smart meter
data readings), or when an unexpected surge,
outage, or failure occurs (massive power outage
or restoration of power, network failure, etc.)
causing multiple devices to (re)connect to the
network within a short period of time. In this
case, the transmitting devices would still be using
the PRACH contention-based random access
procedure to obtain uplink synchronization for
initial network access or respective data trans-
mission.

Along these lines, Fig. 4a illustrates the simu-
lated initial network entry performance of 30K
M2M devices with respect to their power con-
sumption, collision probability, and access suc-
cess probability across different PRACH backoff
indicator (BI) values. These results are produced
for characteristic beta-distributed M2M device
activation patterns (traffic type 2: beta distribu-
tion over 10 seconds), as suggested by 3GPP
evaluation methodology (see Table 6.1.1 in [12]),
since uniformly-distributed activations (traffic
type 1: uniform distribution over 60 seconds) do
not cause actual network overloads. Our evalua-
tion framework accounts for the main M2M
device power consumption levels (inactive, idle,
Rx, and Tx) at all states of PRACH signaling
procedure (Fig. 4b) and sheds light on the feasi-
bility of candidate network overload control
solutions. In particular, Fig. 4a suggests that a
combination of M2M-specific backoff (larger
non-standard BI values) and initial backoff (pre-
backoff) may successfully alleviate congestion
caused by highly-correlated beta-distributed
M2M device activation patterns.

Further, the focus of our investigation shifts
to the dedicated power consumption aspects of
M2M devices. Currently, short paging cycles in
3GPP LTE may be highly sub-optimal for M2M
devices, especially given lengthy M2M traffic
inter-arrival times and the delay tolerant nature
of many M2M applications. Hence, extending
paging cycle durations in the idle state may help
delay-tolerant devices sleep for longer periods of
time, thus extending their battery lifetimes. The
corresponding studies require an appropriate
power consumption model (see Fig. 4c), which is
capable of capturing typical M2M traffic pat-
terns. Correspondingly, our results in [13] indi-
cate that increasing the current maximum DRX
(discontinuous reception) and paging cycle
lengths would indeed lead to significant gains in
the energy consumption (over 20x) of M2M
devices (Fig. 4d). 

If additional delay can be tolerated by M2M
devices, D2D (device-to-device) communication
techniques may further reduce the consumption
of power. For instance, one M2M device may act
as an aggregation point and relay data from
other proximate M2M devices with poor com-
munication link (to avoid excessive retransmis-
sions and associated energy costs). D2D-based
“client relay” mechanisms may dramatically
reduce energy expenditures of cell-edge M2M
devices, especially when those only send small
data packets, and additionally help relieve a
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surge in uncontrolled near-simultaneous M2M
transmissions. However, if adding more delay is
not acceptable, such as in critical control appli-
cations, further data access improvements would
need to be made, reducing PRACH latencies to
a few milliseconds by potentially shortening the
signaling sequence in Fig. 4b. Other areas for
data access enhancements concern the size of
typical M2M payloads (on the order of several
bytes), as existing coding mechanisms in LTE
are not optimal for short data blocks. Small data
also creates inefficiency in control and channel
estimation procedures, causing excessive over-
heads, as well as in existing frame structures and
resource allocation schemes.

In more detail, Fig. 4e illustrates the current
frame structure of LTE (for 5 MHz bandwidth)
as a rectangular grid of resource blocks (RBs).
The groups of RBs compose different data
access channels, including periodic PRACH allo-
cations and continuous physical uplink control
channel (PUCCH) resources to carry the uplink
control information. As both PUCCH and
PRACH capacities may be very limited to serve
small M2M data from numerous sources, we
propose to allocate a part of physical uplink
shared channel (PUSCH), which is otherwise
employed for actual human-to-human (H2H)
data transmissions, for a dedicated M2M use.
Our scheme, named contention-based LTE
transmission (COBALT), takes advantage of
fewer LTE signaling messages and a simple colli-

sion resolution procedure (see a detailed descrip-
tion in [14]). It thus yields better utilization of
network resources, lower latencies, and most
importantly, significantly reduced power con-
sumption for M2M devices (Fig. 4f).

3GPP STANDARDS UPDATE AND FUTURE OUTLOOK

We conclude this work by offering the current
standardization perspective on cellular M2M
technologies. Even though presently there are a
number of industrial alliances and research pro-
jects pursuing their own standards and technolo-
gies in the M2M space, in this work we
concentrate primarily on the cellular sector due
to the major promise that it holds for the entire
IoT industry.

M2M or machine-type communication was
identified as one of the major topics for further
enhancement in 3GPP due to an extreme diver-
sity of prospective applications and correspond-
ing consumer demands. In particular, the RAN
technical specification group of 3GPP has been
very active on M2M-related features across sev-
eral releases of LTE as well as legacy cellular
technologies. To this end, LTE Rel-11 has intro-
duced improvements in handling a large number
of M2M devices with delay-tolerant traffic,
including RAN overload control mechanisms
(such as enhanced access barring) and device
power preference indication. In LTE Rel-12,
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Figure 4. Performance results on energy efficiency and small data: a) initial network entry performance; b) M2M device power con-
sumption levels; c) proposed power consumption model; d) assessment of M2M improvements for energy efficiency; e) basic
LTE frame structure; f) benefits of COBALT mechanism.
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3GPP had a number of M2M-related study items
(e.g. UEPCOP on power saving optimizations
and SDDTE on signaling enhancements). The
most significant outcomes of this work are a
dedicated power saving mode (providing possi-
ble battery lifetime savings for M2M, potentially
over 10 years of operation) and a new low-com-
plexity device category, named Cat-0.

As the result of past 3GPP work, M2M
devices can be flagged as low-priority and barred
from accessing the network in case it is congest-
ed. In addition, scheduling prioritization and ser-
vice differentiation mechanisms have been
ratified to efficiently handle different traffic
types by minimizing the impact of M2M data on
H2H traffic. Further, low-complexity device
modules support LTE operation with a single
receiver chain and antenna, reduced peak data
rates of 1 Mbps, and optional half-duplex opera-
tion. This work is planned to continue in Rel-13
along the lines of further coverage and power
saving enhancements, as well as a new device
category based on Cat-0, but with even lower
complexity (reduced RF bandwidth of 1.4 MHz
and maximum transmit power of 20 dBm com-
pared to 23 dBm of today). Small data transmis-
sion and coverage enhancements are considered
by some study/work items, together with archi-
tectural latency-related modifications.

Consequently, cellular networks are becoming
increasingly equipped to support a diversity of
M2M use cases and associated technical require-
ments. They already offer sufficient bandwidths
and nearly-ubiquitous coverage (further
improved by 15-20 dB in Rel-12/13), support full
mobility, and provide precise location informa-
tion. With the ongoing LTE evolution and the
corresponding thorough standardization,
• M2M traffic can coexist efficiently with

H2H mobile broadband applications [15].
• M2M modem complexity drops by 50 per-

cent (Rel-12) and by up to 75 percent (Rel-
13) compared to today’s cheapest Cat-1
UE, thus resulting in lower modem costs.

• Battery lifetimes extend over 10 years for
downlink delay-tolerant traffic (Rel-12) and
other use cases (planned in Rel-13).

In turn, lower complexity UE categories (Rel-12
and the upcoming Rel-13 work) provide attrac-
tive cost saving opportunities for chipset manu-
facturers.

As our world is moving toward a fully-inte-
grated networked society, where everything that
may benefit from interacting and sharing infor-
mation will become connected, 5G-grade M2M
systems are expected sometime around the year
2020. They should generally deliver ubiquitous
M2M connectivity with an edge-free experience,
either on a stand-alone cellular M2M carrier or
multiplexed with other services (e.g. mobile
broadband). Given that wireless connectivity is
becoming a new commodity, the same as water
or electricity, M2M-based applications are likely
to become a centerpiece of the emerging 5G
ecosystem by enabling ubiquitous interworking
between various communicating objects, as well
as collection and sharing of the massive amounts
of data. However, for the research community,
these emerging future systems come with their
associated unique challenges, such as extreme

heterogeneity of services, large-scale unattended
wireless connectivity, and unprecedentedly large
volumes of information to handle.
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INTRODUCTION
Smart power grids represent an important group
of devices and applications within the umbrella
of Internet of Things (IoT). In particular, the
large number of network-connected smart elec-
tricity meters that already are or will be located

ABSTRACT

The introduction of smart electricity meters
with cellular radio interfaces has placed an addi-
tional load on wireless cellular networks. Cur-
rently, these meters are designed for low duty
cycle billing and occasional system check, which
generates low-rate sporadic traffic. As the num-
ber of distributed energy resources increases,
household power will become
more variable and thus unpre-
dictable from the viewpoint of
the distribution system operator
(DSO). Therefore, it is expected
that in the near future there will be an increase
in the number of wide area measurement system
(WAMS) devices with phasor measurement unit
(PMU)-like capabilities in the distribution grid,
thus allowing utilities to monitor the low voltage
grid quality while providing information required
for tighter grid control. From a communication
standpoint, the traffic profile will change drasti-
cally toward higher data volumes and higher
rates per device. In this paper we characterize
the current traffic generated by smart electricity
meters, and we discuss the potential traffic
requirements resulting from the introduction of
enhanced smart meters, i.e. meters with PMU-
like capabilities. Our study shows how GSM/
GPRS and LTE cellular system performance
behaves with current generation and next gener-
ation smart meter traffic, where it is clearly seen
that the PMU data will seriously challenge these
wireless systems. We conclude by highlighting
the possible solutions for upgrading the cellular
standards, in order to cope with the upcoming
smart metering traffic.

in all households and commercial/industrial loca-
tions are representative examples of IoT devices.
At present, smart electricity meters are primarily
used by electricity providers only for availability
monitoring and billing. However, with the
increasing number of distributed energy
resources (DERs) such as wind turbines, solar
panels, and electric vehicles, strong and some-
times unpredictable variations in power quality
are introduced, leading to an increased need for
monitoring and control. Specifically, distribution
system operators (DSOs) need to be able to
observe the circumstances in the low voltage
(LV) power grid by introducing more frequently-
sampled measurement points. Such wide area
measurement systems (WAMS) exist already in
the transmission grid, whereas in the distribution
grid the DSOs rely mainly on open loop control
beyond the substation level, i.e. without real-
time feedback from consumers. As the number
of DERs increases, this control loop must be
closed by providing the feedback from measure-
ments in the LV grid, enabling state estimation
and prediction of the grid behavior, and ulti-
mately ensuring stable operation [1]. It is expect-
ed that in the future LV grid, in addition to the
traditional smart meter (SM), which so far has
primarily been used for billing purposes with
hourly or daily reports, another more advanced
monitoring node will be needed, here referred to
as an enhanced smart meter (eSM). The eSM is
largely similar to a wide area measurement sys-
tem (WAMS) node, as it integrates phasor mea-
surement unit (PMU)-like capabilities; in other

words, the eSM measures power
quality parameters (such as
power phasors) more frequently
and in more detail compared to
SMs [2]. While it is generally

expected that not all smart meter locations need
to be equipped with eSM devices, the fraction of
eSMs needed in the distribution grid to achieve
satisfactory state information is still an open
research question [3].

Today, SM devices are typically connected to
the DSO backend system using either:
• A concentrator that gathers the data from

the SMs in its neighborhood, via local Wi-Fi
or PLC connections, and then relays it via a
cellular or a wired connection to the DSO
backend.

• Direct connections from each SM through
the cellular network to the DSO backend.

While the concentrator based approaches reduce
the load on the access networks by aggregating
data locally, they are not suited for real-time
monitoring from eSMs. The reason for this in
PLC is the limited bandwidth, reliability, and the
delays related to the daisy-chain topology. Wi-Fi
is challenged due to the issues of shared spec-
trum and uncontrollable interference. Therefore,
we assume that SMs and eSMs are equipped
with cellular interfaces, so as to eliminate the
potential delays, ease deployment, and reduce
maintenance costs associated with network con-
nectivity.

The traffic profile generated by smart meters
falls into the category of machine-to-machine
(M2M) traffic. A main characteristic of M2M
traffic is that it consists of transmissions of small

WHAT CAN WIRELESS CELLULAR
TECHNOLOGIES DO ABOUT THE UPCOMING

SMART METERING TRAFFIC?
The authors characterize the current traffic generated by smart electricity meters, and they dis-

cuss the potential traffic requirements resulting from the introduction of enhanced smart meters,
i.e. meters with PMU-like capabilities. Their study shows how GSM/GPRS and LTE cellular system
performance behaves with current generation and next generation smart meter traffic, where it

is clearly seen that the PMU data will seriously challenge these wireless systems.
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amounts of data from a very high number of
devices, differing significantly from the bursty
and high data rate traffic patterns in human-ori-
ented services, and instead requiring network
reliability and availability. Further, M2M traffic
is more demanding in the uplink and less focused
on downlink performance, as typical use cases
encompass monitoring and control functions.

With LTE gaining an increasing market share,
it is expected that within a number of years one
of the existing 2G or 3G systems will be taken
out of service in order to re-harvest the spec-
trum to use for newer technologies. Current
reports on active M2M cellular devices indicate
that 64 percent of them are GSM/GPRS-only,
25 percent both 3G and GSM/GPRS compatible,
10 percent 3G-only, and only 1 percent is LTE
capable [4]. It is clear that GSM/GPRS (here-
after denoted GPRS) dominates the M2M indus-
try, therefore in this article we analyze how well
this technology can support the connectivity
demands of SM and eSM devices. Given the
promise of LTE, we also investigate its potential
use as the access network for eSM devices.

Specifically, in this article we offer the follow-
ing four contributions:
• Extraction and classification of smart meter

traffic models from relevant specifications,
as well as predicted future traffic growth.

• Comprehensive simulation model of radio
access systems that includes all phases in
the access, in contrast to [5] and the NIST
PAP2 guidelines for assessing wireless stan-
dards for smart grid application v1.0 that
use simplified models.

• Quantitative assessment of how many smart
meter devices can be supported in cellular
systems, comparing the simplified and com-
prehensive simulation model results.

• Recommendations for standardization and a
future roadmap of radio access technologies.
The rest of this article is organized as follows.

We characterize the traffic models of the SM
and eSM devices. We describe the access bottle-
necks in the cellular access reservation protocol
and provide numerical results that show how the
proposed traffic models affect the performance
of GPRS and LTE networks. Then we provide
guidelines that future cellular network standards
should take into account when designing the net-
work system. Finally, we conclude the article
with the main take-home points.

SMART METER TRAFFIC MODEL
In the literature there are different examples of
traffic models for traditional smart meters. Of
these, the OpenSG Smart Grid Networks System
Requirements Specification (described in [6])
from the Utilities Communications Architecture
(UCA) user group is the most coherent and
detailed network requirement specification, and
it has therefore been used in this article as input
for the SM traffic model. The UCA OpenSG is
a relevant consortium of 190 companies, and the
considered smart grid use cases are in line with
those studied by other standardization organiza-
tions such as ETSI and USEF. Since there are
differences in which use cases and applications
are offered by the DSO or electricity retail com-
pany and which of those the individual cus-
tomers are using, a one size fits all traffic model
does not exist. In the following we consider a
comprehensive configuration where all use cases
that involve communication from smart meters
to the core network will be in operation and
note that actual deployments with different con-
figurations may lead to different results. To cal-
culate the message frequency in the uplink SM
traffic model, the event occurrence frequencies
listed in Table 1 have been used. In addition to
the values listed in Table 1, we assume that a
commercial/industrial SM sends a 2400 bytes
meter reading packet every hour, whereas a resi-
dential SM sends a 1200 bytes report every four
hours.

The SM uplink traffic model, resulting from
the above assumptions, is presented in Fig. 1.
The gray boxes represent the different use cases
and the boxes span the latency and payload size
requirements of the corresponding messages.
The white box represents eSM traffic (defined
later). Nearly all use cases have reliability
requirements of 98 percent, with the exceptions
being two alarm messages in the IDCS use case
requiring 99 percent, and the periodic meter
reading, which has time-dependent reliability
requirements ranging from 98 percent to 99.5
percent. In relation to the figure, Table 2 shows
the average estimated uplink/downlink band-
width for each use case.

The l-values in Fig. 1 show the number of
generated messages per day per SM. The use
cases grouped in the dash-dotted box transmit
very infrequently with a combined rate of only
approximately 0.5 messages per day. Further,
they are relatively similar in terms of latency and
payload size. In addition to this group, two other
OpenSG use cases from the figure stand out,
namely the real-time pricing (RTP) that causes
96 messages per day, and the periodic meter
reading at the top right. For periodic meter

Table 1. Assumptions for deriving traffic model.

Event Frequency 
(events per meter)

On-demand meter read requests 25/1000 per day

Meter capped energy mode request 5 per year

DR load management request to HAN
devices 15/1000 per day

HAN device join/unjoin 5 per year

Real-time price (RTP) update 96 per day

Metrology firmware update 4 per year

Metrology program update 4 per year

NIC firmware update 4 per year

NIC program update 4 per year

Since there are 
differences in which

use cases and 
applications are

offered by the DSO or
electricity retail 

company and which of
those the individual

customers are using, a
one size fits all traffic
model does not exist.
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readings, a commercial/industrial (C/I) SM sends
reports more often than a residential SM. Notice
for the eSM reporting that, in addition to the
stricter latency requirement of £ 1 sec, the num-
ber of generated messages per day is many
orders of magnitude higher than any of the SM
use cases.

Table 2 shows that the raw data rate require-
ments of SMs with a default reporting interval
(RI) are quite modest, with an average uplink
data rate of approximately 13.4 KB per day per
SM and an average downlink data rate of
approximately 40.4 KB per day per SM. While
the total downlink data rate is actually higher
than the uplink, it is constituted primarily of
software updates, which are large low-priority
data transfers that occur infrequently during the
night, when they do not interfere with the day-
to-day operation of the smart grid. Given the
modest traffic requirements, it is expected that
GPRS networks, which are deployed ubiquitous-
ly and offer reliable coverage but are gradually
becoming less suitable for human-oriented traf-
fic, can easily satisfy the default SM traffic
requirements.

Further, an option to increase observability in
the power grid is to reduce the meter reading
reporting interval. We investigate how capable
the current cellular systems are to support this
earlier, when the report packet sizes are respec-
tively 300 bytes and 600 bytes for residential and
commercial/industrial, and reporting intervals
range from 5 min, 1 min, 30 sec, to 15 sec. As
shown in Table 2, in the case of these reduced
RIs, the uplink data rate requirements become
much larger than in the downlink.

ENHANCED SMART METER TRAFFIC MODEL
The eSM is a PMU-like device for the distribu-
tion grid, which is able to measure voltage and
current phasors. However, it has less strict real-
time requirements than transmission grid PMUs,
since it is used to increase observability rather
than for protection purposes. Being deployed
not only in DSO substations, but also in and
close to customer homes, the eSM reports mea-
surements through cellular networks, since this
allows a mobile network operator to prioritize
and dedicate resources to eSM traffic, thus
achieving QoS, which may not be possible with
third party consumer-grade wired Internet con-
nections. Phasor measurements can be used on
different time scales, ranging from a few mil-
liseconds (e.g. for protective relays) up to several
seconds (e.g. real-time monitoring and state esti-
mation) [1]. The eSMs are intended to improve
observability and enable state estimation and
real-time control [1], with the suggested lower
bound of 1 sec for the reporting interval [7].
Since eSM features and requirements are not yet
standardized, the eSM traffic model considered
in this study is based on the requirements of the
transmission grid PMU and WAMS related stan-
dards, IEEE 1588, IEEE C37.118, and IEC
68150. Specifically, we assume that every second
an eSM sends a measurement report that consist
of concatenated PMU measurements (50 Hz
sample rate) from the preceding 1 sec measure-
ment interval. The samples are, as specified in

PMU standards IEEE 1588 and C37.118, times-
tamped using GPS time precision. Assuming that
the floating point PMU frame format from IEEE
1588 is used, and that each sample covers six
phasors, one analog value and one digital value,
each PMU frame accounts for 76 bytes. Adding
the UDP header (8 bytes) and IPv6 header (40
bytes) to each report of 50 PMU samples, an
eSM packet is 3848 bytes, with a bit rate of 30.8
kbit/s. Since it may be an exaggeration to send
all 50 PMU samples per measurement interval,
we also consider in our performance analysis the
case of eSM reduced report sizes.

CELLULAR SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE
From the communications perspective, it is
important to investigate which cellular technolo-
gies can support the current billing-only smart
meter use cases, but also the use cases/services
that go beyond the current ones. In [5] and
NIST PAP2 guidelines for assessing wireless
standards for smart grid application v1.0, perfor-
mance analyses were carried out to determine
the number of smart grid devices supported by
different wireless technologies. However, they
only evaluated the data capacity of the systems
and neglected to account for the bottlenecks in
the access reservation protocol used in cellular
systems. As shown in [8], the access reservation
bottlenecks are particularly prone to exposure
with M2M traffic such as smart grid traffic,
meaning that a pure data capacity based analysis
may lead to overly optimistic results. Therefore,
our analysis will include all aspects of the access
reservation procedure and compare those results
to a data capacity only analysis. For the analysis
we will consider the traffic patterns for SM and
eSM devices described earlier. From those traf-
fic models it is clear that the communication
requirements of these two device types are
orders of magnitudes apart in terms of message
frequency and bandwidth, meaning that for eSM
deployment a more capable technology than

Figure 1. Classification of OpenSmartGrid traffic originating from an SM.  
λ-values show the number of generated messages per day per device. 
Use case short names: demand response–direct load control (DR-DLC);
premise network administration (PNA); firmware and software updates
(FW/SW upd.); real-time price (RTP); islanded distributed customer stor-
age (IDCS).
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GPRS is needed. With its integrated PMU unit,
the eSM is already a more complex and expen-
sive device than the SM, and since fewer eSMs
than SMs will be needed, a higher unit price can
be better tolerated, and thus we will assume that
the eSM uses LTE.

ACCESS RESERVATION PROTOCOL
OPERATION AND LIMITATIONS

In cellular networks, a device with no active con-
nection to the network first has to establish one
in order to perform data transmission. This is
accomplished via an access reservation protocol,
which in general consists of three main stages:
random access, granting access, and data access.
In the first stage the cellular devices perform a
random access request in one of the random
access opportunities (RAOs). In the second
stage, the base station grants access to the net-
work if:
• The random access request is received with-

out error by the base station.
• No other device has transmitted in the same

RAO (i.e. collision free).
• There are data resources available to the

device.
Otherwise, the access reservation procedure
must be restarted and the device will transmit a
new random access request until it is granted by
the base station or until the maximum number
of retransmissions is reached and the request
fails. In GPRS there are 217 RAOs/s per carrier
while in LTE there are 10.8k RAOs/s.1 On the
other hand, only 32 grants/s and 3k grants/s are
offered in GPRS and LTE, respectively [8, 9].
Therefore, when the random access stage is
heavily loaded, the grant stage becomes a deci-
sive limitation in cellular networks. Furthermore,

in GPRS and LTE the data stage is not only lim-
ited by the amount of the actual data resources,
but also by the amount of the uplink identifiers
used to coordinate transmissions from active
devices, which limits the amount of simultane-
ously active M2M communication links.

OUTAGE PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
To evaluate the performance of the cellular
access, we used the outage rate, i.e. the probabil-
ity of a device failing to deliver a report before
the report deadline expires, while accounting for
the access reservation protocol. This can be
regarded as a measure of cellular access reliabili-
ty, which is the paramount performance indica-
tor for the wide-area distribution supervision
and control applications [10]. To evaluate the
outage, we used event-driven simulators devel-
oped in MATLAB, which cover the complete
access reservation protocol, as defined in 3GPP
Release 12. In particular, the GPRS simulator
considers the amount of available access granted
messages in the access granted channel (AGCH),
with a typical configuration of 28 AGCH/s [8],
the limited number of identifiers used to coordi-
nate the uplink transmissions, i.e. the uplink
stage flag (USF), and the amount of data
resources available. The LTE simulator consid-
ers the restricted amount of access grant mes-
sages (RAR messages) due to the physical
downlink control channel (PDCCH) limitations
[11, 12]. Finally, both in the GPRS and the LTE
simulator, data resources are shared with the sig-
naling required in the access reservation proce-
dure and the actual data transmissions.

The evaluation scenario is set in a single cell
with 1000 m radius, which includes 4500 smart
meters [8], of which 90 percent correspond to
residential customers and the remaining 10 per-
cent to commercial/industrial customers. In the
case of GPRS, we consider a single carrier cor-
responding to a 200 KHz system. The considered
LTE bandwidth is 1.4 MHz (six PRBs), in line
with the reduced capabilities for LTE devices [13].
In addition, the control channel and data chan-
nel probability of error are, respectively, 10–2

and 10–1 [9]. In both systems, we assume the
devices always transmit with the highest modula-
tion scheme available, in order to focus the eval-
uation on the performance of the access
reservation protocol. In these conditions, we
observed that the SM traffic, provided earlier, is
supported by both GPRS and LTE with near 0
percent outage, as the total number of messages
per hour from each SM only amounts to approx-
imately 125.

We start by considering for GPRS the sce-
nario of reducing SM report intervals (RI), as
described earlier. Figure 2 depicts the outage
probability for increasing the number of SMs
and different RIs. Taking as reference a cell
population of 4500 SMs, we can see that for
RI > 5 min, GPRS can provide a significant
increase in the distribution network observability
from hourly intervals to every five minutes. For
smaller report intervals to be supported in
GPRS, then, the options are either to reduce the
cell size and/or increase the number of carriers. 

We proceed by considering in Fig. 3 the cel-
lular network outage as a function of the eSM

Table 2. Average downlink/uplink raw data rate as (bytes/meter/day) for the
considered use cases. Default value of RI is four hours for residential and
one hour for commercial/industrial SMs.

Downlink Uplink

Use case RI Default Default 5 min 1 min 30 sec 15 sec

Meter reading 1.25 11 K 95 K 475 K 950 K 1.9 M

Service switch 3 6 6 6 6 6

PrePay 3.5 8 8 8 8 8

Meter events 0 50 50 50 50 50

Islanded distr. cust. storage 2 5 5 5 5 5

DR-DLC 400 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Premise network admin 1 1 1 1 1 1

Price 10 K 2.4 K 2.4 K 2.4 K 2.4 K 2.4 K

Firmware/program update 30 K 5 5 5 5 5

Total 40.4 K 13.4 K 97 K 477 K 952 K 1.9 M

1 Assuming the con-
tention resources occur
every 5 ms, each with 54
contention preambles
available.
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penetration, i.e. of how many eSMs are deployed
per every 100 smart meter locations. As
described earlier, each eSM report contains 50
samples of the power phasors measured since
the last report with an expected payload of 3848
bytes. Since this large payload has severe impli-
cations on cellular network performance, we also
consider the impact of smaller payloads on sys-
tem performance, which can be motivated by the
introduction of pre-processing to extract statis-
tics, data compression, and/or a reduced number
of samples. Specifically, we consider reduced
report sizes (RS) of 3848, 400, and 115 bytes,
where the last two values correspond respective-
ly to a payload reduction of approximately 10
percent and 3 percent of the original payload
size. 

The outage results for LTE and GPRS are
shown in Fig. 3. We note that GPRS is not able
to support eSM traffic irrespective of the cho-
sen RS, while LTE for RS of 3848 bytes only
supports up to two percent eSM penetration.
When a 10 MHz bandwidth is completely dedi-
cated in LTE to serve the eSM traffic, then it is
possible to reach 30 percent of penetration with
less than 10 percent outage, which means a
large amount of resources dedicated to a poten-
tially low profit application. On the other hand,
if we assume lower RS, already at 400 bytes
LTE supports up to 20 percent of eSMs. Fur-
ther, when comparing the results that corre-
spond to the case when only the data phase is
taken into account with the results obtained by
considering the access reservation phase as
well, it can be observed that the access reserva-
tion protocol impacts the number of supported
eSMs. Particularly, the limitations of the access
reservation protocol become substantial as the
report size decreases, and it could be shown
that this is mainly due to the lack of access
grant messages required to complete the access
reservation procedure. Note that this effect has
been overlooked in previous works [5, 14].

The presented results allow us to conclude
that the RS of the eSM nodes must be small to
support a high percentage of nodes. In addition,
we emphasize that small data traffic cannot be
analyzed only in terms of the system data capaci-
ty, but that the bottlenecks of the access reserva-
tion protocol itself must be considered, as
observed in the gap between the two types of
analysis depicted in Fig. 3. We conclude by not-
ing that in practice, when deploying eSMs, due
to the required communication reliability, good
coverage should be ensured, e.g. by careful
selection of the placement location and/or by
adding an external antenna if needed. In the
above presented study, it is assumed that all SMs
and eSMs are under a cellular coverage.

STANDARDIZATION OUTLOOK
Although the traffic resulting from smart meters
can be easily accommodated into current cellular
systems, the same is not observed for the traffic
generated by the eSM. In the following, we dis-
cuss the challenges and possible solutions that
need to be tackled by standardization bodies to
ensure that the observability of the distribution
network can be improved efficiently.

SMART METER
The inclusion of additional phasor measurement
units into the distribution grid, so as to increase
its observability, is being discussed specifically at
the last mile to the customer premises [3]. Cur-
rently, it is not yet clear if that will imply the
same level of detail (in number of samples and
report frequency) as in the transmission grid
PMUs, where the reporting is done by SCADA
over dedicated wired links.

As discussed earlier, if the eSMs generate the
same amount of traffic as transmission grid
PMUs, then the cellular networks will require an
extensive overhaul to be able to support both
eSM and human centric traffic, leading to sub-
stantial investment in the cellular infrastructure.
On the other hand, eSMs will most likely be
lighter versions of PMUs, both sampling and
reporting less frequently. Therefore, if local pro-
cessing and compression of the monitoring data
is allowed and/or the required level of detail
lowered, then the amount of generated traffic
will be much lower. Another viable option, as
discussed earlier, is to increase the report fre-
quency of current smart meters without intro-
ducing local PMU functionality. The generated
small packets could then be handled by the net-
work, as long as the bottlenecks at the access
protocol level are addressed.

It seems likely that the standardization for
the eSM’s PMU functionality falls within the
scope of the IEEE C37.118 and IEC 68150 stan-
dards, since these specify the measurement and
communications requirements for traditional
PMU units. Therefore, it is of paramount impor-
tance that standardization bodies reach a con-
sensus on the eSM communication requirements
allowing the affected stakeholders to make
informed actions.

Figure 2. GPRS outage evaluation for increasing number of SM with different
report interval values and RS = 300 bytes for residential and RS = 600
bytes for commercial/industrial, where ARP+D denotes the access reser-
vation protocol plus data phase, while D denotes only data phase.
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CELLULAR NETWORK
In 3GPP, the standardization body responsible
for the cellular air interface and core network
functionality, there are two activities that will
affect how the traffic from SMs and eSMs will
be handled [13].

We start by noting that, although GRPS is
seen as an outdated communication technology
[13], there is an ongoing effort to continue to
reengineer GPRS to serve M2M applications,
in which the SM traffic can be classified. One
of the goals of this initiative is to achieve2 160
bit/s. Concurrently, there is a push from the
industry (both utilities and vendors) to keep
GPRS networks and their associated resources
active, while facing the pressure to re-harvest
the GPRS spectrum to be used in the next cel-
lular network generation. A viable solution to
keep the GPRS connectivity is to virtualize its
air interface into the next generation cellular
systems. 

The second effort is to define a low complexi-
ty LTE user equipment category with respect to
the cellular interface, which supports reduced
bandwidth and transmit power while extending
coverage operation [13]. Specifically, the goal of
reduced bandwidth is to specify 1.4 MHz opera-
tion within any LTE system bandwidth, allowing
operators to multiplex reduced bandwidth MTC
devices and regular devices within their existing
LTE deployments. In terms of extended cover-
age, the goal is to improve the coverage of delay-
tolerant MTC devices by 15 dB, thereby allowing
operators to reach MTC devices in poor cover-
age conditions, such as smart meters located in
basements [13].

To further improve the support of the traffic
generated by SMs and eSMs with very low duty
cycle and latency requirements in the order of
seconds, the inclusion of periodic reporting and
discontinuous transmission functionality into cel-
lular standards should be considered. In here,
the network provides periodic communication
resources so that devices can perform their short
data transmission. This allows devices to go to
sleep and save energy, since they have prior
knowledge of when the next transmission time
slot can occur. A solution based on this concept
has been proposed through the reengineering of
the LTE access protocol [9].

To cope with eSM traffic demands and
increase the network capacity, localized aggrega-
tion of traffic should be considered. In this solu-
tion the traffic generated by multiple SMs and
eSMs in a geographical area could be aggregat-
ed, at eSMs or cellular relays, and then trunked
to the cellular network [15]. With aggregation
and relaying, contention pressure could be
decreased at the base station and single link con-
nection could be improved, providing connectivi-
ty and coverage enhancements to SMs and eSMs
with poor propagation conditions. 

Finally, to support massive asynchronous
access of small packet transmissions, access reser-
vation protocols in cellular systems are just the
first step of asynchronous access to the network.
After it has been completed, the device starts
exchanging signaling information via the higher
layers with the entities in the core network,
which leads to high signaling overhead and pos-
sible air interface and core network congestion.
Although there are already efforts to reduce the
signaling exchanges with the core network [11],
when the payloads are small enough, the facility
to perform the data transmission already in the
third step of the access reservation protocol
should be in place.

CONCLUSION
In this article we have evaluated two approaches
to increase the observability of the network:
• Decreasing the report interval of the meter

reading.
• Introducing enhanced smart meters with

phasor measurement units (PMUs).
We provided details on the characteristics of
the traffic generated by smart meters and
enhanced smart meters and highlighted the
associated challenges in supporting it from a
cellular network point of view. The obtained
results show that GPRS can support tradi-
tional smart meter traffic, as well as more
frequent measurements down to 5 min report
intervals. Further, it is shown that LTE can
support distribution grid PMUs if the report
payloads are appropriately  dimensioned.
These results can be used as input for both
smart meter and cellular system standardiza-
tion bodies to enable the introduction of cur-
rent  and future  smart  gr id  devices  into
cellular networks.  The current main open
issue is the uncertainty associated with the
eSM communication requirements, which will
lead to different cellular system optimiza-
tions.

Figure 3. LTE and GPRS outage evaluation for increasing penetration of
eSMs, where ARP+D denotes the access reservation protocol plus data
phase, while D denotes only data phase.
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INTRODUCTION
The widespread evolution of the Internet of
Things (IoT) concept imposes complex require-
ments on both the underlying networks and
communication mechanisms between heteroge-
neous smart objects that communicate over the
Internet. The current estimate for the number of
deployed things are on the order of 50 billion
connected devices, and by the year 2020 there
will be 1000 times more connected mobile
devices, all with different requirements, which
will have a big impact on how people will inter-
act with the surrounding things. However, this is
a very difficult goal to achieve because today’s
network is limited in its ability to address the
requirements of even current IoT deployments.
In the future, leveraging the IoT potential will
be the key enabler to the creation of different
applications areas, including smart cities, e-health,
industrial, transportation, retail, safety, and envi-
ronmental services.

In order to achieve this goal, it is necessary to

ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the result of

many different enabling technologies such as
embedded systems, wireless sensor networks,
cloud computing, big-data, etc., which are used
to gather, process, infer, and transmit data.
Combining all these technologies
requires a research effort to
address all the challenges of
these technologies, especially for
sensing and delivering informa-
tion from the physical world to cloud-hosted ser-
vices. In this article we outline the most
important issues related to standardization
efforts, mobility of objects, networking and gate-
way access, and QoS support. In particular, we
describe a novel IoT network architecture that
integrates software defined networking (SDN)
and data distribution service (DDS) middleware.
The proposed architecture will improve service
delivery of IoT systems and will bring flexibility
to the network.

provide an efficient network architecture that
aids in developing many scalable, interoperable,
and predictable IoT applications. This network
architecture must be flexible enough to be repro-
grammed in accordance with any change in IoT
application needs. IoT usually adopts different
communication schemes compared to the tradi-
tional Internet, stemming primarily from the
variety of resource-constrained hardware plat-
forms. In particular, an IoT network is a highly
unstructured cloud of wireless and potentially
mobile devices, whose states change dynamically
(e.g. sleeping and waking up, connected and/or
disconnected), and whose locations and speeds
change as well. These smart applications should
run in resource-constrained devices with limited
computation resources, small data-storage capa-
bilities, and low-power consumption. Since these
devices sense the environment and communi-
cate, they should be autonomic to respond to
different scenarios without human interaction. 

Since this large number of smart objects are
being provided as services connected to the
Internet, the current IPv4 addressing no longer
suffices since it has reached its limit, and hence
efforts are underway to deploy IPv6 addresses.
Additionally, the heterogeneous and dynamic
aspects of IoT systems pose major challenges for
the underlying network by requiring support for
handling heterogeneity, dynamic changes, device

discovery, and context-aware-
ness. Contemporary network
protocols are designed in isola-
tion to solve a specific problem
and are often retrofitted to

address a new requirement. Unfortunately, this
approach has limitations for IoT. Moreover,
existing protocols often lack the right abstrac-
tions that address the requirements of IoT com-
munication. Thus, if network resource utilization
is a concern, the network must be flexible
enough to be reprogrammed in accordance with
any change in IoT application needs. Current
network provisioning approaches neither address
the dynamicity of IoT applications nor care
about resource utilization. Recently, software
defined networking (SDN) [1] was introduced to
deliver dramatic improvements in network agility
and flexibility. The SDN paradigm is thus a
promising solution to solve the resource man-
agement needs of the IoT environment, but it
cannot address the heterogeneous and dynamic
needs of IoT applications. 

At the distributed systems-level, the Web of
things (WoT) [2] concept was introduced to alle-
viate the heterogeneity issues by allowing smart
devices to speak the same language based on
open web technologies such as HTTP and REST
principles for information sharing. However, to
fully explore the potential of WoT, many chal-
lenges remain unresolved, such as security and
scalability. Moreover, WoT cannot address the
need for distributed, peer-to-peer, publish/sub-
scribe semantics, which are a key requirement
for IoT applications.

Many solutions at the middleware level were
introduced for IoT applications. LinkSmart [3]
supports resource discovery, description, and
access based on XML and web protocols. Open-
IoT [4] realizes on-demand access to cloud-
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based IoT services through Internet-connected
smart objects. These contributions focus on the
upper layer problems such as enabling IP-based
radio communication over middleware, but with-
out paying attention to the underlying network.
The Object Management Group’s data distribu-
tion service (DDS) provides real-time, scalable,
data-centric publish/subscribe capabilities. How-
ever, although DDS has been used to develop
many scalable, efficient, and predictable applica-
tions at a local area network-scale, its QoS
mechanisms are rarely propagated to the net-
work layer, which impedes its use across a wide
area scale. Moreover, DDS is not a network-
level solution.

To address both the network and distributed
systems-level concerns in IoT, we propose com-
bining ideas from SDN with the message-orient-
ed publish/subscribe DDS middleware to define
a powerful and simple abstract layer that is inde-
pendent of the specific networking protocols and
technology. 

The remainder of this article is organized as
follows. We briefly introduce the concepts of
SDN and DDS. We introduce the architecture of
IoT and provide a glimpse into the most impor-
tant open issues related to the deployment of
IoT networks. We describe the architecture of
our SDN solution for efficient use of IoT and
discuss the role of the proposed solution in solv-
ing the above mentioned issues. Finally, we pro-
vide concluding remarks describing potential
future directions and open research problems in
this realm.

BACKGROUND

SOFTWARE DEFINED NETWORKING (SDN) AND
NETWORK FUNCTION VIRTUALIZATION (NFV)

SDN has emerged as a new intelligent architec-
ture for network programmability. It moves the
control plane outside the switches to enable
external centralized control of data through a
logical software entity called the controller. The
controller offers northbound interfaces to net-
work applications that provide higher-level
abstractions to program various network-level
services and applications. It also uses south-
bound interfaces to communicate with network
devices. OpenFlow is an example of a south-
bound protocol. OpenFlow’s behavior is simple
but it can allow complex configurations. The
hardware processing pipeline from legacy switch-
es is replaced by a software pipeline based on
flow tables. These flow tables are composed of
simple rules to process packets, forward them to
another table, and finally send them to an out-
put queue or port.

One complementary technology to SDN
called network function virtualization (NFV) has
the potential to dramatically impact future net-
working by providing techniques to refactor the
architecture of legacy networks by virtualizing as
many network functions as possible. NFV advo-
cates the virtualization of network functions as
software modules running on standardized IT
infrastructure (like commercial off-the-shelf
servers), which can be assembled and/or chained
to create services. 

OMG DATA DISTRIBUTION SERVICE (DDS)
The Object Management Group has standard-
ized the DDS [5] middleware as a protocol for
the IoT to enable network interoperability
between connected machines, enterprise systems,
and mobile devices. DDS can be deployed in
platforms ranging from low-footprint devices to
the cloud, and supports efficient bandwidth
usage as well as agile orchestration of system
components. DDS provides a flexible and modu-
lar structure by decoupling:
• Location, via anonymous publish/subscribe.
• Redundancy, by allowing any number of

readers and writers.
• Time, by providing asynchronous, time-

independent data distribution.
• Message flow, by providing message-based

data-centric connection management.
• Platform, by supporting a platform-indepen-

dent model that can be mapped to different
platform-specific models, such as C++ run-
ning on VxWorks or Java running on Real-
Time Linux.
Figure 1 shows the relation between DDS

entities: domains, topics, publishers, data writers,
subscribers, and data readers. A DDS domain
represents a virtual global data-space; informa-
tion provided in the domain are accessible by
the applications registered to that domain. Pub-
lishers manage one or more data writers, and
subscribers manage one or more data readers.
Also, DDS recognizes the importance of discov-
ery and of meta-data, two areas addressed by
IoT systems. The OMG DDS standard has
evolved over time. Initially, it provided only the
platform-independent and language-independent
mechanisms to build distributed publish/sub-
scribe systems with QoS capabilities. Subse-
quently, to promote interoperability, the
standard provided a discovery mechanism via the
Real-Time Publish-Subscribe (RTPS) protocol [6].

Figure 1. A view of the data distribution service.
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During the discovery process each domain par-
ticipant maintains a local database about all the
active data writers and data readers that are in
the same DDS domain. Several additional
enhancements to the standard are being dis-
cussed, including the extended and dynamic types
for topics, remote method invocation, integra-
tion with Web protocols, security extensions, and
integration with SDN at the northbound APIs.

NETWORK COMMUNICATION CHALLENGES IN
IOT SYSTEMS

In this section we first describe the high-level
architecture of IoT systems. Then we describe
their most challenging networking open issues. 

IOT ARCHITECTURE
Figure 2 shows a high-level architecture of IoT
systems, which is composed of three domains:
the device domain, the network domain, and the
application domain. In the device domain, the
device provides direct connectivity to the net-
work domain via access networks, which may
include limited range PAN technologies such as
Bluetooth, ZigBee, etc. or via a gateway that
acts as a network proxy for the network domain. 

Such a gateway must be flexible enough to effi-
ciently manage available resources, QoS, security,
and multimedia data exchange. These gateway con-
cepts are prevalent in home ADSL models and
WiFi access points found in cyber cafes and wire-
less hotspots. Because IoT systems integrate hetero-
geneous smart objects, the design of the gateway is
quite different because it must not require each IoT
subnetwork to have its own gateway. Thus, a con-
vergent architecture toward a unique solution that
integrates traffic incoming from heterogeneous
smart devices should be designed. Furthermore, as
smart objects are resource-constrained and energy-
constrained, the gateway should be aware of the
context of each process being managed. It should
also employ intelligent routing protocols and
caching techniques to route the traffic across the
less constrained paths. 

The network domain includes different access
networks, which provide connectivity through

diverse technologies, such as xSDL, satellite,
etc., to devices and/or gateways. It also provides
connectivity to the core network, which includes
heterogeneous and multi-technology connectivi-
ty, such as 3GPP, TISPAN, and LTE-A. Finally,
the application domain includes the IoT applica-
tions and server/cloud infrastructures. The latter
have to share their content, possibly back them
up to other devices, analytic programs, and/or
people who need to monitor real-time responses
to events. They also include service capabilities,
which provide functions shared between differ-
ent applications through open, high-level
abstractions and interfaces that hide the speci-
ficities of the underlying networks.

NETWORK-LEVEL CHALLENGES FOR IOT
We now describe five key network-level chal-
lenges, active research areas, and standardiza-
tion efforts for IoT.

Current Standardization Efforts: Several initiatives around
the world taken by academic organizations,
industries, standardization bodies, and govern-
ments have emerged during the past few years to
enable IoT deployment in everyday life. Among
them, the 6LowPAN protocol was introduced to
reside between the IPv6 and MAC protocol lay-
ers to make the IPv6 protocol compatible with
low-capacity devices. The routing over low-
power and lossy networks (ROLL) effort focuses
on the routing issues for lower-energy consump-
tion smart object networks. The Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP) is a specialized
web transfer protocol for constrained smart
objects and networks. Similarly, machine-to-
machine (M2M) promotes the development and
the maintenance of an end-to-end architecture
for M2M, including sensor network integration,
naming, addressing, location, QoS, security, etc.
These efforts remain isolated, however.

Mobility Management: A large number of IoT devices
are not fixed but are found in diverse mobile sce-
narios. Therefore, supporting and managing effi-
cient mobility for those smart objects is of primary
interest to the IoT community. Mobility manage-
ment in IPv6 networks may be based on either a
home agent such as in mobility IP or home loca-
tion registrar/visitor location registers. The former
does not require the use of a central server, which
is critical in terms of scalability and flexibility. The
latter is widely used in cellular networks, but is
not suited for IoT communication since it requires
additional and dedicated infrastructure to manage
mobility. Both approaches generate a huge
amount of signaling traffic to discover devices and
maintain their up to date positions/locations,
which degrades the network performance. Given
the frequent mobility of IoT devices, it is chal-
lenging for a SDN controller to have a network
view about the mobility of IoT objects to manage
their spatial-temporal requests, collaborate with
other controllers for adaptive handover, and
dynamic flow scheduling in IoT networks

Recurring Distributed Systems Issues: Middleware is required
in the IoT environment to provide reusable solu-
tions to frequently encountered problems like het-
erogeneity, interoperability, security, and
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Figure 2. High-level IoT architecture.
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dependability. The Message Queuing Telemetry
Transport (MQTT) protocol [7] was introduced as
a reliable and lightweight messaging protocol for
low-bandwidth, high-latency smart devices. MQTT
enables device-to-device communication through a
centralized broker. However, the centralized bro-
ker presents a single point of failure. Moreover,
maintaining a TCP connection between the client
and the broker at all times becomes problematic
for environments where packet loss is high and
computation resources are scarce. 

Of particular interest is the pub/sub data-cen-
tric middleware because it offers common services
to help deliver events from source nodes to inter-
ested destinations in an asynchronous way. This
kind of middleware integrates diverse types of
communication patterns expected for IoT systems.
The key challenge is how to cope with congestion
control that arises in many M2M scenarios. A
novel solution should be investigated to take into
account the requirements of IoT devices such as
short packet length and short-lived.

Communication Protocols: The major goals of widely
used transport protocols such as TCP are to
guarantee end-to-end reliability as well as con-
gestion control. However, TCP is unsuitable for
IoT scenarios since it incurs substantial overhead
during the connection setup and severe perfor-
mance degradation over wireless channels during
congestion control. It also requires data buffering
at both sources and sinks for packet retransmis-
sion and/or in-order delivery. Conversely, UDP
has been used for CoAP due to its low overhead
and connectionless properties. With gateways
acting as repeaters and/or protocol translators,
devices are expected to contribute to QoS man-
agement by optimizing the resource utilization of
IoT networks. Thus, significant research efforts
must be devoted to address the particular issues
related to reliable transport, routing, and QoS
provisioning that arise in many IoT scenarios.

Security and Privacy: The current landscape of IoT uses
diverse wireless and/or cellular communication
technologies, which makes eavesdropping and
vulnerability of channels extremely simple. Also,
IoT devices have limited power and computation
resources, making complex security schemes
infeasible. In particular, various properties, such
as confidentiality, integrity, and privacy, must be
ensured. Security policies and mechanisms should
be specified to guarantee privacy. They should be
configurable to suit individual ways to control
which of their personal data is being collected,
who is collecting those data, and which operations
will be performed on such a data. However, in
IoT there is no such infrastructure or servers to
manage authentication that achieve the appropri-
ate security policies. Thus, none of the existing
solutions that have been proposed for wireless
sensor networks can be applied to IoT.

SDN-DDS ARCHITECTURE FOR IOT 
This work considers the typical architecture of
an IoT system described in Fig. 2, where sensors
and actuators are connected to local processing
and to the Internet. Internet access is provided
through a core router connected to a service

provider through terrestrial or mobile access (i.e.
3G/4G, ADSL, etc.). The router communicates
with IoT gateways to enable connectivity over a
wide range of communication technologies to
support Wi-Fi, Ethernet, VPN, USB, Serial, Zig-
Bee, etc. Both smart objects and gateways use
DDS middleware to publish/subscribe data. To
allow IoT systems to support SDN, we added a
DDS northbound interface to the SDN con-
troller that exposes all the necessary functionali-
ties of IoT network applications to the controller
to build network-agnostic support for IoT systems.

THE CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE
The controller integrates a DDS messaging layer
that in turn acts as a mediator between the IoT
system and the network. It supports both the
proactive and reactive flow programming with-
out the need for complex RESTful interfaces
nor OSGI services. In contrast to RESTful inter-
faces that use synchronous client-server point-to-
point communication, which may hinder
scalability, DDS pub/sub messaging allows
anonymous, asynchronous, and many-to-many
communication semantics.

As depicted in Fig. 3, three services are
implemented by the mediation layer: the packet
Handler uses the DDS DataReader (DR) listen-

Figure 3. A view of the SDN controller with the DDS layer.
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er to receive the PACKET_IN events captured
by the controller after being forwarded by the
SDN data plane. The packet forwarder service
enables forwarding packets received through
PACKET_IN events or new packets created by
IoT applications. The latter are encapsulated in
DDS topics, then sent to the packet forwarder
service through the publisher and its data writer
(DW) listener. Finally, the flow programming
service is used to define the flow programming
rules on the OpenFlow switches.

The mediation layer transports messages
between the network control application and
SDN services in the controller. That is, the DDS
middleware natively fulfills the requirements of
the future proactive IoT in SDN communication,
which makes it an attractive technology to satisfy
the features they need, such as scalability, reliabil-
ity, flexibility, security and real-time data delivery.

ADDRESSING OPEN RESEARCH CHALLENGES
The proposed architecture addresses the
research questions discussed earlier as follows.

Standardization and Open Innovation: The proposed archi-
tecture is based on SDN and DDS, which are
open and standardized, which will minimize or

even prevent the lock-in effect. As the middle-
ware choice in our architecture, DDS can inter-
operate with existing standardized protocols
such CoAP, which can be easily plugged in as an
extensions to the middleware without adding any
complexity to the underlying network. Moreover,
network virtualization enabled SDN as exempli-
fied by OpenFlow will allow experimenting with
new ideas. Using a modular design with some
inexpensive general hardware platform and cus-
tomized switch control software, it will be possi-
ble to improve the performance of the network. 

Addressing and Mobility: Both DDS and SDN help
enable a programmable wireless data plane to
allow mobility management, dynamic channel
configuration, and rapid client association. First,
DDS enables many-to-many, broker-less IoT
communication so that smart objects can benefit
from self-addressable and self-routable data. It
also enables the bounded use of resources over
potentially intermittent links, and makes it possi-
ble to replay messages upon reconnection. Sec-
ond, SDN techniques are being applied to
wireless sensor networks to improve resource
and mobility management [8]. 

We propose to virtualize IoT gateways to
maintain active session continuity for IoT
devices. Gateway virtualization helps in improv-
ing IoT multi-homing by enabling dynamic
attachment of sensors to multiple networks. Fig-
ure 4 illustrates an example of handover migra-
tion of mobile smart devices from an SDN-
enabled gateway (GW1) to another gateway
(GW2) in a wide area network. If at any time a
smart devices moves between different networks,
then the centralized SDN controller modifies
flow-tables in OpenFlow switches to take into
account the mobility of the device.

Efficient Middleware Integration: Using a single middle-
ware that supports multiple communication pat-
terns is a very cost-effective way to develop and
maintain large, distributed IoT systems. DDS
provides message-oriented publish/subscribe
semantics that implement various communica-
tion patterns, including transactional queues for
request/response interaction (proactive flow pro-
gramming), guaranteed delivery, and publish/
subscribe topics for event-based interaction
(reactive flow programming). Thus, we can pro-
gram flows through a request-response interface
implemented by message queues and react to
packet-in events by subscribing to events through
message topics. Moreover, DDS supports traffic
differentiation and prioritization along with
selective dawn-sampling. 

Service Discovery and Interoperability: DDS discovery helps
different smart devices find each other. The IoT
gateway maintains a string formatted local
objects list to build a complete picture about all
its surrounding devices. The list includes the
location and the description of each IoT object
in the network, e.g. IP addresses, CoAP URI,
and multicast address. However, in some cases
multicast is not available in IoT networks. So if
discovery frames sent with multicast addresses
cannot be handled by the gateway, they will
automatically be redirected to the controller.
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Figure 4. Use of SDN controller to improve mobility management.
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The later will install a correct rule in the gate-
way to simulate a broadcast network so the next
frame will be handled without being sent to the
controller. This concept is extended to improve
the interoperability of incompatible protocols.
For instance, when a non DDS compliant IoT
gateway is connected to the wireless AP, the
gateway frames are redirected to the controller,
which also redirects it to an SDN application
that encapsulates data into DDS frames accord-
ing to a predefined scheme. 

Scalabi l ity  Handling: A usual way to connect IoT
devices consists of bridging devices with a gate-
way that collects data. This simple architecture,
although frequently used, is not scalable when
multiple gateways are used. The main problem
stems from the bottleneck when several nodes
have to send data at the same time. Usually,
data filtering and data fusion are used to cope
with this problem. Data filtering aims at drop-
ping unnecessary packets according to a given
policy. Data fusion consists of combining data to
reduce the number of forwarded packets while
keeping almost the same information quality.

DDS offers fusion and filtering mechanisms
to reduce useless traffic. The former, called
batching mode, enables collecting multiple small
data samples and sending them in a single net-
work packet to increase the bandwidth effective-
ness. The latter is called content filtered topic,
which makes it possible for a smart device to
subscribe to a given topic and at the same time
specify that it is interested in a subset of this
topic data. For example, suppose a topic that
contains temperature sensor samples is pub-
lished with values from 0° to 100°, but the sub-
scribing device needs only values that exceed
some threshold. The content filtered topic mode
can be used to limit the number of data samples
the subscriber has to process and reduce the
amount of data sent by the network.

As shown in Fig. 5, OpenFlow completes
these mechanisms with an efficient monitoring
system. The controller can collect traffic statis-
tics at any granularity and is configured with
flow entries downloaded to the switches. Byte or
packet counters are associated with every Open-
Flow entry. It is then easy to be informed of net-
work flooding and react accordingly.

Context Aware Network Management: IoT, and especially
embedded smart sensors, tend to generate huge
volumes of data that must be transmitted over
the network. It is not always easy to configure
the transmission scheme to select exactly the rel-
evant sensor data. DDS offers a useful mecha-
nism called multi-channel.

With multichannel data writers, network traf-
fic can be reduced by subdividing a data flow
into a set of streams to be sent over multiple
channels. Each channel maintains a set of multi-
cast addresses, defined by an application-speci-
fied predicate called the filter expression. It is
then possible to associate different multicast
addresses with filter expressions, so that only the
topics data that match the expression are deliv-
ered to the subscriber.

However, multichannel should be configured
inside each sending device and cannot be easily

modified on-the-fly. OpenFlow could be used to
offer a similar service. In Fig. 6, the OpenFlow
match-action (Openflow rule) treatment chain
could be set to filter data according a keyword
contained inside the sent data as close as possible
to the source. The decision can be taken at the
highest application level, i.e. the application inside
the controller. Owing to the OpenFlow monitor-
ing system, the relevant information can be set.

Solving Security Issues: Security issues can be handled
by both DDS and SDN. At the middleware level,
smart devices can leverage the DDS security
model (SM) [9], which offers simple and interop-
erable security policies without compromising the
flexibility, scalability, performance, and QoS-
awareness offered by DDS. Thus, we can build a
fine-grained secure system that grants permissions
to DDS domains, topics, or even data object
instances within the topics. Also, DDS “partition”
QoS provides another way to create isolated sub-
domains to defend IoT networks against attacks.
Similarly, with SDN the IoT infrastructure can be
sliced into multiple virtual partitions, so that if
any attack occurs in a given partition, other IoT
partitions remain isolated and secure. Along with
network slicing, the controller can program the
IoT gateways to conduct fine-grained packet
inspection on traffic passing through IoT devices
[10]. These statistics collected periodically offer a

Figure 5. Scalability handling.
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real-time view of the network state. If any vulner-
ability occurs in the IoT system, a security SDN
application can be deployed on-the-fly at the con-
troller for detecting and driving mitigation of mal-
ware and DDoS attacks. 

CONCLUSION
The Internet of Things (IoT) promises to have a
big impact by adding a new dimension in the
way people will interact with surrounding things,
and to form a virtual continuum of interconnect-
ed smart objects in a worldwide dynamic net-
work. In this article we have surveyed the most
important challenges that need to be tackled for
efficient support of IoT systems. Then we intro-
duced a data-centric architecture based on a
symbiotic relationship between DDS and SDN
that enables agile and flexible network orches-
tration. 

As IoT covers a huge range of industries and
scales of applications, IoT solutions and archi-
tectures are undergoing an evolution with a con-
vergence of technologies, and new innovative
solutions such as SDN will be considered, partic-
ularly with 5G networks on the horizon (2020
and beyond). As part of our ongoing work on
DDS/SDN architectures, we believe that this
study can shed light on how we can integrate
DDS middleware and SDN to improve IoT com-
munication and promote the adoption of SDN
for future IoT networks.
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Figure 6. Multi-channel and data filtering.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of people living in cities has
increased dramatically in recent years, and the
trend is expected to continue. The United
Nations Population Fund estimates that by the
year 2030 nearly 60 percent of the world’s popu-
lation will live in an urban environment [1].
More convenient and comfortable living condi-
tion, as well as more opportunities for work and
career development, are the main motivations
for urbanization. However, the explosion of city
populations resulting from urbanization is strain-
ing existing daily and public facilities such as
transportation, healthcare, and security, and cre-
ating new problems like environmental pollu-
tion. These issues need to be solved to provide
sustainable urbanization.

ABSTRACT

With more people living in cities, urban sens-
ing is urgently required to create a comfortable
and convenient living environment. As Internet
of Things (IoT) is the fundamental infrastructure
to realize urban sensing, it should be flexible to
support various application requirements and
convenient management of infrastructure.
Inspired by software-defined networking, which
aims to make networks more
flexible, the authors propose a
software-defined IoT architec-
ture for smart urban sensing.
This architecture decouples
urban sensing applications from the physical
infrastructure. Centralized controllers are
designed to manage physical devices and provide
APIs of data acquisition, transmission, and pro-
cessing services to develop urban sensing appli-
cations. With these properties, various
applications can coexist on the shared infra-
structure, and each application can request con-
trollers to customize its data acquisition,
transmission, and processing on-demand by gen-
erating specific configurations of physical
devices. This article discusses the background,
benefits, and design details of the proposed
architecture as well as open problems and poten-
tial solutions to realize it, which opens a new
research direction for IoT and urban sensing.

Urban sensing is one of the most promising
solutions to address the above problems. As a
simple example, if the real-time traffic load is
known, the efficiency of existing transportation
systems can be enhanced significantly. The Inter-
net of Things (IoT) has the potential to make
urban sensing a reality. With an increasing num-
ber of various sensor devices connected to the
Internet, it is possible to obtain the infrastruc-
tural and environmental data in real time that
would enable an efficient approach to perceive
and manage urban facilities. Many cities have
deployed sensor platforms to support urban
sensing. For example, London has deployed vari-
ous sensor nodes to obtain traffic, environmen-
tal, and utilities data [2], and various experi-
mental platforms of IoT have been developed
for research [3]. In addition to dedicated sensor
platforms, as human carried smart phones are
equipped with a rich set of sensors like cameras,
digital compasses, GPS, etc., they can also be
exploited to realize urban sensing. This is
referred to as mobile crowd sensing [4].

Currently, IoT is still in the initial stages of
development and deployment. However, there is
no doubt that the IoT will have an important
impact on people’s lives, just like Internet does
today. The Internet has had great success and
changed our lives, but it still faces some prob-
lems. On one hand, as the control intelligence,

which is implemented by various
routing and management proto-
cols, is embedded in every
router/switch and is hard to
change, Internet infrastructure

becomes ossified and therefore evolves slowly.
Also, vendor-dependent interfaces make the
infrastructure management complex and error-
prone. On the other hand, it only provides best-
effort service and thus prevents the development
of highly personalized applications with specific
requirements on service quality and user experi-
ence. The design of the future IoT architecture
should avoid these problems to support sustain-
able evolution, convenient management, and
various application requirements.

Software-defined networks (SDNs) [5] offer
the ability to address the above mentioned prob-
lems. In SDN, the control intelligence is moved
from data plane devices (switches, routers) and
implemented in a logically centralized controller,
which interacts with data plane devices through
standard interfaces. The network operator runs
software programs on the controller to automati-
cally manage data plane devices and optimize
network resource usage. They can further devel-
op up-to-date control schemes to provide differ-
ent network services for applications, e.g.
providing QoS guaranteed forwarding services.

Inspired by SDN, this article proposes a soft-
ware-defined IoT (SD-IoT) architecture for
smart urban sensing. In accordance with SDN,
SD-IoT also decouples the control logic from
functions of the physical devices through a logi-
cally centralized controller that manages the
devices via standard interface. In particular, SD-IoT
extends the spirit of the software-defined
approach from network devices to sensor plat-
forms and the cloud, and combines them to sup-
port urban sensing applications together by

SOFTWARE-DEFINED INTERNET OF THINGS
FOR SMART URBAN SENSING

With more people living in cities, urban sensing is urgently required to create a comfortable and
convenient living environment. IoT is the fundamental infrastructure to realize urban sensing, it
should be flexible to support various application requirements and convenient management of
infrastructure. Inspired by software-defined networking, which aims to make networks more 

flexible, the authors propose a software-defined IoT architecture for smart urban sensing.
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providing well-defined service APIs in terms of
data acquisition, transmission, and processing.
Figure 1 conceptually illustrates the usage of this
architecture. The physical infrastructure consists
of sensor platforms, forwarding devices, and
servers. On top of this infrastructure, multiple
urban sensing applications are deployed, and
each application customizes its data acquisition,
transmission, and processing through the service
APIs. The standard service API reduces the
complexity and developing cycle for deploying a
new application, while the sharing of physical
infrastructure greatly reduces the capital and OAM
(operation, administration and maintenance)
costs. These characteristics empower SD-IoT to
efficiently support various application require-
ments and thus enable smart urban sensing.

In the rest of this paper, we first analyze cur-
rent urban sensing applications along with the
problems and trends. We then introduce the
proposed software-defined IoT architecture, fol-
lowed by open problems and potential solutions.
After that, we present a quantitative analysis to
show the benefits of SD-IoT. We then conclude
the paper.

IOT: STATE OF THE ART AND
TRENDS AND SOLUTIONS

URBAN SENSING: STATE-OF-THE-ART
Figure 2 presents the three most common urban
sensing applications: temperature, noise, and PM
2.5 monitoring. These applications can be logi-
cally divided into three subsystems: data acquisi-
tion, transmission, and processing. Specifically,
different sensors are deployed in the city to
obtain temperature, noise, and PM 2.5 data. The
obtained data are then transmitted to remote
servers to be stored/processed. Usually, the sen-
sor node first transmits the data to a gateway

through a wireless sensor network (WSN) [6].
The gateway then transmits data to the remote
server through wireless or wired networks. Data
processing may happen during the whole course,
e.g. filtering undesired data at the sensor nodes [7],
compressing and encrypting data at the gateway,
further analyzing acquired data at the server to
obtain the statistical information, etc.

Currently, an application-oriented approach is
utilized to develop these three subsystems [11].
That is, application developers customize the sen-
sor platform, gateway, network, and remote serv-
er from slate state, according to the application
requirements. Specifically, the developers need to
buy or develop a sensor platform according to the
application requirements, which usually includes
the sensors to obtain the required data, the radio
modules to transmit the data, the power supply
modules, and the microcontroller to coordinate
the peripheral modules and execute data process-
ing functions. The firmware also needs to be cus-
tomized for this specific application. As an
example, Downes et al. [8] introduced the design
of a platform for wireless image sensor networks.
Then the developers need to take a similar path
to customize the network and computing infra-
structure, e.g. to determine how to access the
Internet, whether to cache the data or not, where
to store and process the obtain data, etc.

PROBLEMS ANALYSIS
While the above application-oriented approach
seems quite direct, it has many drawbacks. We
summarize them as follows:

High Capital and Maintenance Cost: As each
application needs to deploy and manage its own
sensor platforms, it requires a huge investment
in hardware deployment and maintenance, while
in fact it is possible for many applications to
share sensor platforms if they require the same
type of data. Even when the required data are
different, many modules in a sensor platform,
like the radio, power supply, and microcon-
troller, can be shared to reduce the overall cost.

Inflexible for Potential Application Changes:
Under this approach, the infrastructure and the
application are closely coupled, i.e. the intelli-
gence of the application is hard-wired in the sen-
sor platform, the gateway, and the server. Any
change related to an application requires re-
developing or re-customizing the physical infra-
structure, which is complex, error-prone, and
sometimes even impractical.

Inefficient Resource Usage: As the control
logic of applications is embedded in hardware
devices, it is difficult to improve resource utiliza-
tion by dynamically optimizing data acquisition,
transmission, and processing. For example, as
there is no approach to dynamically control data
collection and transmission in sensor platforms,
they would continuously transmit the data to
remote servers, even though such data is unde-
sired during some time periods, and thus the
energy of sensor platforms and the bandwidth of
the network are wasted.

Long Development and Deployment Cycle: As
each application needs to develop and deploy its
own sensor platform, gateway, and remote server
from scratch, the overall time to introduce a new
application is long. The long development and

Figure 1. Illustration of software-defined IoT solution.
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deployment cycle, as well as the high investment
required, definitely increase the barrier for
deploying new applications and thus prevent
potential innovations in applications.

THE TRENDS
With the increase in users and applications,
Internet architecture and related infrastructure
are also evolving in order to deal with encoun-
tered challenges. There are some apparent
trends in this evolution, which should be consid-
ered in the design of IoT architecture.

The Sharing of Physical Infrastructure: Shar-
ing means that the underlying physical infra-
structure simultaneously supports multiple
applications belonging to multiple parties. The
popularity of cloud computing best explains the
trend of sharing physical infrastructure. Through
cloud computing, the application developers
deploy their applications in cloud data centers
rather than build their own physical infrastruc-
tures. In addition to cloud computing, there is
also a trend of sharing network infrastructures,
such as base stations, access points, etc. As the
sharing of physical infrastructure has one gener-
al benefit of reducing capital and maintenance
costs, we envision that the IoT infrastructure
should be shared to obtain this benefit.

The Rising of Software-Defined Architecture:
SDN enables flexible network control by sepa-
rating the control plane and the data plane.
Inspired by these benefits, SDN has been extend-
ed to mobile access networks [9] and wireless
sensor networks [10, 11]. As the physical infra-
structure will become increasingly complex in
the era of IoT, it is necessary to borrow the
insight of SDN to realize flexible control and
management of IoT infrastructure.

The Prevalence of Application Programming
Interfaces: Providing application programming
interfaces (API) is a growing trend to share physi-
cal infrastructure. Cloud providers like Google
APP Engine have offered such APIs, and network
controllers like OpenDaylight [12] also provide
northbound APIs to develop control applications.

In addition to enabling the sharing of physical
infrastructure, APIs also hide the complexity and
heterogeneity of the physical infrastructure, which
significantly reduces the difficulty of application
development and shortens the time to market of
new applications. This trend suggests that IoT,
especially sensor platforms, should provide APIs
for applications to exploit their abilities in a flexi-
ble and efficient manner.

SD-IOT: 
ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW AND SYSTEM DESIGN

ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW
In this paper we propose a software defined IoT
(SD-IoT) architecture. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
SD-IoT consists of three layers: a physical infra-
structure layer, a control layer, and an applica-
tion layer.

Physical Infrastructure Layer: This layer is
composed of various kinds of physical devices,
including sensor platforms, gateways, base sta-
tions, switches/routers, and servers. These
devices possess the essential functions and
resources to sense an urban environment, trans-
mit data from one node to another, and process
them to extract required information. However,
they do not determine what to do by themselves.
Instead, they leave the decision-making to the
control layer by interacting with it through stan-
dard interfaces, i.e. a southbound interface
named in SDN.

Control Layer: The control layer acts as the
intermediary between the infrastructure layer and
the application layer. On one hand, the control
layer manages the physical devices with various
characteristics and functions through different
southbound interfaces. On the other hand, the
control layer provides services to the application
layer through APIs known as northbound inter-
faces. For urban sensing applications, the control
layer will provide data acquisition, transmission,
and processing service. We will explain these ser-
vices in detail in the following subsections.

Figure 2. Illustration of urban sensing applications, which include three subsystems of data acquisition,
transmission and processing.
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Application Layer: In this layer, developers
build urban sensing applications using the pro-
vided APIs. In particular, they can customize
data acquisition, transmission, and processing
without worrying about the required change of
configurations in physical devices, which greatly
simplifies the procedure of developing new
applications. Also, as the physical infrastructure
is shared by multiple applications, the overall
capital and maintenance costs are reduced.

SENSOR PLATFORM AND DATA ACQUISITION SERVICE
The data acquisition service provides APIs for
applications to specify their data requirements.
The controller automatically configures sensor
platforms to obtain the required data. Data
specification includes general attributes, such
as data type, targeted geographical areas, and
time duration. For example, as shown in Fig.
4a, an application would request PM 2.5 data
at Tsinghua University. Applications can also
specify type-dependent attributes, e.g. sampling
rate can be set for PM 2.5 and noise data. The
data acquisition service also provides APIs for
applications to query the properties of avail-
able data such as data types and geographical

areas as well as optional attributes for each
type of data.

Under SD-IoT, each sensor platform is
equipped with more than one sensor with the
same or different types and shared by many
applications. For example, a sensor platform
may include a PM 2.5 sensor and a noise sensor
simultaneously, significantly reducing the total
number of sensor platforms that need to be
deployed. As a result, the overall investment for
hardware, deployment, and maintenance is also
reduced. The sensor controller has a global view
of the underlying sensor platforms. Specifically,
it knows the location and embedded sensors of
every sensor platform. Based on the global view,
the sensor controller can dynamically activate/
deactivate sensors and customize their configu-
rations to satisfy application requirements and
simultaneously reduce energy consumption.

NETWORK AND DATA TRANSMISSION SERVICE
The network is used to transmit data from the
sensor platforms to servers in the cloud. As
applications may prefer different cloud data cen-
ters, they should have the ability to specify the
destination of data transmission. Also, applica-

Figure 3. Architecture of software-defined IoT.
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Table 1. Summary of state of the art, problems and the trends.

State of the art Problems The trends

Data
acquisition

Application-oriented wireless sensor platforms.
The control functions are preset in the firmware.

Hard to customize in run time.
Hard to implement dynamic optimization.
High capital and maintenance cost.

Over the air programming to update sensor
firmware.

Data
transmission

Distributed protocols, such as WiFi, ZigBee, TCP/IP.
The control protocols embed in each forwarding device.

Hard to control and evolve.
No QoS guarantee.

Software-defined network.
Network as a service with QoS guarantee.

Data
processing

Each application developing data processing pipelines
from the scratch.

The time cycle to develop a new application is long.
Hard to share data processing resources.

Cloud based data processing to provide various
data processing software, platform, and tool.
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tions may have specific performance require-
ment for data transmission. For example, a
smart transportation application that provides
path planning suggestions must be aware of cur-
rent traffic load, and thus requires low latency
data transmission. In contrast, a video applica-
tion that provides real time street views must
guarantee that the video is fluently transmitted,
and thus requires reservation of bandwidth.

The data transmission service provides APIs
for applications to specify their requirements,
which mainly include two dimensions: destina-
tion and QoS parameters. An IP address can be
used to specify destination, while several options
can be provided for QoS specification: basic
transmission, latency sensitive transmission, and
bandwidth guaranteed transmission.

Generally, basic transmission is carried in a
best-effort manner, latency sensitive transmis-
sion has high priority during traffic scheduling,
and the controller reserves bandwidth for band-
width guaranteed transmission. In addition, with
the advance of network function virtualization
(NFV), the network will also provide on-path
data processing services, e.g. data compressing
and encryption. Specifically, the data transmis-
sion service API will also allow applications to
specify the service chain [13], i.e. the pipelines of
virtual network functions that a specific flow needs
to go through. Figure 4b illustrates two examples
of requests for data transmission service.

To realize the data transmission service, the
network follows a software-defined network
architecture. The forwarding devices are pro-
grammable, e.g. OpenFlow-enabled, and the
controller is responsible for implementing traffic
steering and scheduling. Specifically, based on
the collected global network view, the controller
steers packets to different destinations, and
dynamically schedules traffic to satisfy applica-
tion requirements for network quality and opti-
mize the usage of network resource.

CLOUD DATA CENTER AND DATA PROCESSING SERVICE
Urban sensing data is further stored and pro-
cessed using resources provided by three main
cloud computing models: IaaS, SaaS, and PaaS.
Currently, a cloud usually uses one of these for
service provisioning. However, as the application
of urban sensing would require them simultane-
ously, we argue that they should be integrated to
support data processing services, i.e. a cloud
should simultaneously provide software service,
platform service, and infrastructure service, and
offer APIs for users to flexibly utilize them
together. Figure 4c illustrates two examples. One
application requires mining the received data in
real time and exploiting visualization software to
illustrate the mining results. Thus, it requires a
data mining platform and visualization software,
which can be provided by PaaS and SaaS, respec-
tively. Another application aims to store the
received data at first and then exploit their own
programs for data processing. Thus, it needs
storage and VMs, which can be provided by IaaS.

Data processing service APIs allow applica-
tions to specify the required resources, which
includes running submitted programs on specific
platforms, deploying existing software entities,
and providing VMs. The cloud controller knows

the state of the underlying server resource pools,
such as which servers are used to support a spe-
cific platform and the residual resource in them,
and maps the application’s resource request to
underlying server pools based on it.

OPEN PROBLEMS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
SOUTHBOUND INTERFACE DESIGN

To implement SD-IoT, the southbound interface
should be designed for controllers to interact
with the physical infrastructure. Some interfaces
have been designed to address the challenge.
For forwarding devices, OpenFlow is the most
widely used interface that abstracts the forward-
ing behavior in heterogeneous switches and
routers. For servers, the interface usually
depends on the cloud control system. However,
in general, middleware software applications are
utilized to deal with device heterogeneity. Com-
pared to forwarding devices and servers, design-
ing a southbound interface for sensor platforms
is much more difficult due to higher device het-
erogeneity. Besides, sensor platforms are energy
limited and thus the energy consumption for
interacting with the controller should be reduced
as much as possible.

As an initial idea for designing a southbound
interface for sensor platforms, we propose to
combine the strategy of abstraction and middle-
ware software. First, by providing an abstraction
on the data collection, processing, and transmis-
sion procedure in the sensor platform, the imple-
mentation of the sensor controller is decoupled
from sensor platforms. Galluccio et al. [11] has
proposed a finite state machine based abstrac-
tion for data processing and transmission. In Fig. 4a
we also show an example to abstract the data
collection ability based on the included sensors
and their types and IDs. Second, before the
standardization of the abstraction, the actual
control interface of different sensor platforms
varies across each other. Middleware software
then can be exploited to carry out the transfor-
mation. Particularly, to save energy at the sensor
platform, middleware software can be placed in
the controller, and the controller should
decrease the frequency of interactions with sen-
sor platforms when they are inactive. Despite-
having these benefits, the design and implement-
ation of the abstraction and middleware software
needs more discussion and study.

CONTROL LAYER DESIGN
The design of a logically centralized control
layer should achieve three objectives: high scala-
bility, high performance, and high robustness.
First, as more and more physical devices and
applications will be added over time, the control
layer should scale at the same time to support
them. Besides, in SD-IoT, application perfor-
mance and control flexibility depends on the
performance of the interaction between the con-
trol layer and the physical layer, e.g. communica-
tion delay. Further, the control layer must be
robust enough to work normally under various
possible failures.

Deploying multiple controllers is a general
approach to achieve these objectives. On one
hand, the controller can be replicated to increase
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its robustness. On the other hand, each controller
can manage only part of the devices and thus the
control layer can be scaled by increasing the num-
ber of controllers. Further, the controllers can be
placed at different locations to reduce the average
communication delay to the physical devices.
Ahmed and Boutaba [14] proposed to exploit a
vertical approach to organize multiple controllers
for software defined wide area networks, which
can also be extended to the control of sensor plat-
forms and clouds. For example, we can use one
controller to control one WSN and use an orches-
tration controller to coordinate them.

MOBILITY MANAGEMENT
In SD-IoT, the control plane needs to imple-
ment mobility management to support the
mobile sensor platform handover from one gate-
way to another. Particularly, as the gateways are
controlled by multiple physical controllers for
scalability, the control plane needs to coordinate
these controllers to implement the mobility man-
agement function.

Wu et al. [15] have introduced a solution to
mobility management by maintaining a con-
troller network based on structured overlay
when the physical controllers are distributed. In
addition, we can also employ an orchestration
controller to coordinate the mobility manage-
ment by recording the controller currently man-
aging each mobile sensor platform. When a
mobile sensor platform attaches to the gateway
managed by a new controller, the controller
reports the event to the orchestration controller,
which then coordinates the original controller
and the new controller to carry out the handover.

CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND
OPTIMIZATION FOR THE SENSOR PLATFORM

Under SD-IoT, the sensor platforms are shared
by different applications, which may lead to
potential configuration conflicts. For example,
one application may request noise data in
Tsinghua with a sampling rate of once every five
minutes, while another application may also

Figure 4. Illustration of data acquisition, transmission and processing services:a) data acquisition service; b) data transmission ser-
vice; and c) data processing service.
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request the noise data in Tsinghua but with a
different sampling rate. When conflicts happen,
the sensor controller needs to decide whether to
accept the application’s request, how to resolve
the conflicts, and simultaneously minimize the
sensor platform’s energy consumption.

To avoid the conflicts, the controller can allo-
cate each sensor to at most one application.
While this strategy is simple, it is inefficient
because sometimes the sensor can still be shared
by applications with different settings. For exam-
ple, if Application A wants to set the sampling
rate to once every five minutes, while Applica-
tion B wants to set it to once every seven min-
utes, the controller can make Application A and
Application B share the sensor by generating a
series of sampling time points, e.g. five minutes,
seven minutes, 10 minutes, 14 minutes, 15 min-
untes, etc. To extend this approach to a general
case, the controller sets up a resolver for each
sensor. The resolver records the sensor’s current
configuration. After receiving a service request
and transforming it to the configuration of the
sensor, the controller sends the configuration to
the corresponding resolver. The resolver gener-
ates appropriate configurations according to the
new configuration and current configuration, or
it will reject the configuration request if there
are unresolvable conflicts.

QOS ENABLED TRAFFIC SCHEDULING
In SD-IoT, the network controller can provide
end-to-end QoS guaranteed data transmission.
However, several challenges need to be
addressed to achieve this. First, the forwarding
devices have a limited number of queues for
QoS enforcement, and thus it is difficult for
them to support a huge number of QoS require-
ments. Second, it is a challenge to design effi-
cient traffic scheduling algorithms to satisfy QoS
requirements in a large-scale network.

We now explain two strategies to deal with
the above challenges. The first is reducing the
demand for queues in forwarding devices by
quantization of QoS requirements, which can be
conducted based on statistics of application
requirements. The second is considering the
number of available queues in each forwarding
device when scheduling traffic. As this strategy
further increases the complexity of the traffic
scheduling problem, some approximate algo-
rithms should be developed to solve it efficiently.

RESOURCE MAPPING IN CLOUD DATA CENTERS
In SD-IoT, the cloud controller needs to decide
how to map application service requests to the
physical devices. For example, considering that
the cloud allows applications to store data at
first and then rent VMs to process them, the
cloud controller needs to decide where to store
the data and which servers should be used to
host VMs for post-data processing. Generally,
several objectives are expected, such as increas-
ing the cloud provider’s revenue by accepting
more service requests, saving energy by using
less servers, and balancing the server’s load by
equally mapping service requests to different
servers. The constraints include server capacity,
storage capacity, and the type of softwares/plat-
forms/VMs a server can host.

One challenge to implement the above opti-
mizations is that sometimes different objec-
tives are in conflict with each other, and hence
it is impossible to achieve them simultaneous-
ly. As an example, energy saving and load bal-
ancing are conflicting objectives. Efficient
heuristic or approximate algorithms should be
developed to achieve a trade-off between con-
flicting objectives. As an example, a threshold-
based strategy to activate and shut down
servers can be an effective trade-off between
load balancing and energy saving, i.e. activate
more servers when the average workload
exceeds a pre-set maximum, and shut down
some servers when the workload goes below a
pre-set minimum.

CASE STUDY AND QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
SELECTED SCENARIO

In order to further illustrate the benefits of SD-
IoT, we conducted a case study and quantitative
analysis, described in this section. Figure 5a
illustrates the selected scenario. The target
region consists of 5x6 rectangular urban areas.
There are three types of sensor platforms: fixed
sensor platform, user smart phone based sensor
platform, and mobile vehicle based sensor plat-
form. We considered five urban sensing applica-
tions: street view, weather monitoring, noise
monitoring, environmental monitoring, and dust
monitoring. The essential sensors to support
each application are shown in the figure. We
assume that each rectangle and vehicle can
deploy at most one sensor platform. During a
time period, each vehicle has a constant proba-
bility to appear in one specific rectangular area.
In our simulation there are 2500 vehicles, and
the constant probability is set to 1/1000. Further,
there are three data centers connected by a net-
work of seven forwarding devices. The data rate
of each sensor under a standard sampling rate is
shown in Figure 5b. The five applications employ
a similar data processing procedure. Data is
stored at first; then, VMs are used to execute
customized processing; finally, the visualization
software applications are exploited to illustrate
the processing results.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Data Acquisition: To illustrate the benefits of SD-
IoT, we consider four deployment cases, which
are il lustrated in Figure 5c. The first case
reflects current IoT architecture, where there
are five sensor platforms, each embeding sen-
sors required by corresponding applications.
The other three cases reflect the proposed SD-
IoT architecture, where some sensor platforms
embed more sensors and are shared by differ-
ent applications. For example, in case 3 the
sensor platform equipped with camera and
sound level sensors can be shared by street view
and noise monitoring applications. In each
deployment case, every rectangular area and
participating vehicle randomly selects one sen-
sor platform to deploy.

We then observe the average coverage ratio
of each application, which is defined as the ratio
of areas covered by sensors of that application
over the total target area. We show the results in
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Fig. 5e and Fig. 5f. From the figure, we can find
that the coverage ratio of each application
increases from case 1 to case 4. For example, in
Fig. 5f, when sensor platforms in each vehicle
can be used by one application, as case 1 indi-
cates, the coverage ratio is only about 40 per-
cent. However, if each sensor platform can be
shared by five applications, as case 4 indicates,
the coverage ratio increases to 90 percent. Such
enhancement is due to the increase in the num-
ber of sensor platforms that can be used by each
application. As the cost to deploy a sensor plat-
form with seven sensors is not much higher than
the cost with fewer sensors, these results suggest
that it is efficient for different applications to
share the underlying sensor platforms.

Data Transmission: We assume there are four gate-
ways deployed in the target area. The sensor
platform first transmits the data to the nearest
gateway, then the gateway transmits the data to
the corresponding data center. In Fig. 5d we
show the sampling rate of each application at
different times of day. We consider three scenar-
ios. The first scenario corresponds to the current
IoT architecture, and we use “traditional” to
refer to it, where the configuration of sensor
platforms is unchangeable and the network uses
the shortest path to transmit data from the gate-
way to the data center. The second scenario is
denoted by “SD-DA,” where the configuration
of sensor platforms can be dynamically changed,
but the network still uses the shortest path for

Figure 5. Quantitative analysis scenario and results: a) selected scenario; b) data rate of each sensor under standard sampling rate; 
c) sensor platforms exploited in four deployment cases; d) the relative sampling rate (compared to standard sampling rate) of
each application during different time periods; e) the coverage ratio by fixed sensor platforms with four deployment cases; 
f) the coverage ratio by vehicle based sensor platforms with four deployment cases; and g) the maximum link load during differ-
ent time periods under three different scenarios.
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data transmission. The third scenario, referred
as “SD-IoT,” corresponds to the proposed soft-
ware-defined IoT architecture, where both the
sensor platform and network are software
defined and thus can be exploited to dynamically
optimize data transmission.

Figure 5g shows the maximum link load under
the above three scenarios. For the traditional
architecture, the maximum link load remains the
same over time because the configuration of each
sensor platform is fixed and thus the total data rate
does not change. In contrast, the SD-DA scenario
reduces the maximum link load at night, since it
can switch off sensors when not required or lower
their sampling rate to reduce the total data rate.

Moreover, as software defined networks
enable dynamic and global optimization of traffic
forwarding, SD-IoT further decreases the maxi-
mum link load by distributing the traffic equally
over multi paths. Specifically, the maximum link
load is reduced by 32 percent, 25 percent, and
22.6 percent during the time periods 6:00-20:00,
20:00-24:00, and 00:00-06:00, respectively.

Data Processing: In the selected scenario, each appli-
cation requires data storage, the platforms, or
VMs to execute customized data processing, and
visualization software to illustrate the data pro-
cessing results. Currently, these resources can
only be separately provided by different cloud
data centers. Therefore, the data processing pro-
cedure needs to traverse multiple data centers,
which results in significant overhead on the net-
work, and non-ignorable increase in the delay of
data processing. In contrast, the proposed SD-
IoT aims to provide these resources in the same
data center to reduce the delay and mitigate the
overhead on the network.

CONCLUSION
This article focused on the design of a flexible
IoT architecture for smart urban sensing. Specif-
ically, we proposed a software-defined IoT archi-
tecture that decouples the applications from
underlying physical infrastructures. With this
architecture, urban sensing applications can cus-
tomize their own data acquisition, transmission,
and processing through well-defined APIs, and
multiple applications coexist on the shared infra-
structure to further reduce the overall capital
and maintenance cost. As a result, this architec-
ture enables flexible control and management of
physical infrastructure, and accelerates applica-
tion innovation.
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INTRODUCTION
Machine-to-machine (M2M) communications
enable direct connectivity among devices, which can
be organized as a network in order to exchange
information and perform actions without human
intervention. It is an integral part of the Inter-
net-of-Things (IoT), which can benefit end users
from its countless range of applications [1].

There are some notable requirements and
properties of M2M networks, such as low costs,
low energy consumption, wide coverage, tolera-
ble low latency, relatively low data throughput,
etc. Among them, low energy consumption and
wide coverage are the most desired features
since M2M devices can be deployed at locations
without main power and operate only on battery
power. Moreover, numerous M2M devices are
widely distributed in a wide variety of locations,
some of which are difficult to reach either
because they are remote or because they are
underground or located deep inside buildings.

ABSTRACT

As one of the fastest growing technologies,
machine-to-machine (M2M) communications are
expected to provide ubiquitous connectivity.
M2M devices can be used for a wide range of
emerging applications that have various commu-
nications requirements. While M2M communica-
tions have been developed for many years, major
challenges still remain with their efficient imple-
mentation from the perspective
of low energy consumption and
wide coverage. To address these
challenges, low power wide area
(LPWA) technology is investigat-
ed as one of the potential candidate solutions. In
this article, we first introduce some typical
LPWA M2M application scenarios. Given their
requirements, we highlight key techniques and
standards that are explicitly designed for LPWA
M2M communications. Finally, we present an
LPWA prototype system to evaluate its perfor-
mance and demonstrate its potential in bridging
a technological gap for future Internet-of-Things
(IoT) applications.

However, these requirements and properties
cannot be well supported by existing wireless
network technologies that are designed for
human users, such as cellular mobile networks [2].
As a result, various systems have been specifical-
ly designed for M2M communications, such as
Zigbee/IEEE 802.15.4 in wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs), Bluetooth, radio frequency iden-
tification (RFID), etc [3]. However, almost all
these techniques are short-range connectivity
solutions, which have difficulty meeting some of
the requirements of M2M applications. In addi-
tion, another promising system based on IEEE
802.11ah, also known as Low-Power Wi-Fi, is
now being developed to meet specific require-
ments of M2M networks, e.g., transmission
range up to 1 kilometer in outdoor scenarios,
low data rates, and low energy consumption [4].
It is still not suited for remote and underground
areas.

Due to the limitation of the above short-
range communications systems, low power wide
area (LPWA) technology has been specifically
designed with the objectives of low energy con-
sumption and wide coverage. In particular,
ultra-narrowband (UNB) and direct sequence
spread spectrum (DSSS) modulation schemes
have been proposed for the physical layer of
LPWA M2M systems thanks to their excellent
coverage performance. Meanwhile, in order to
enable low energy consumption, the star topol-
ogy and the random access method can be

employed in the MAC layer. A
key feature of these LPWA
techniques is that they provide
a trade-off between the data
rate, battery life, and deploy-

ment costs. Such a trade-off is acceptable for
most M2M applications, which do not require
high data rates and low latency [5]. This is a
significant difference between LPWA M2M
systems and traditional wireless communication
systems. Thus, LPWA M2M networks are
expected to play a crucial role in the IoT.
Meanwhile, standardization efforts for LPWA
M2M networks are underway. In this paper, we
first present an overview of typical LPWA
M2M application scenarios. Then some key
techniques that are currently under considera-
tion for LPWA M2M systems are studied in
detail. Several preliminary standards are com-
pared with an emphasis on highlighting their
key differences.

To the best of our knowledge, there still
remain many open problems with the imple-
mentation of LPWA M2M networks, which
are the main focus of this paper. Open source
software-defined radio (SDR) platforms are
appealing and efficient for fast prototyping
LPWA M2M designs, where most modules
are programmed by software and eas i ly
upgradable  [7] .  We implement  an LPWA
M2M prototype based upon the specifications
of IEEE 802.15.4k by using an open source
SDR based GNU radio real-time signal pro-
cess ing framework.  To demonstrate  the
advantages of LPWA M2M networks, field
experiments are conducted to evaluate the
performance of  our  prototype in  several
deployment scenarios.

LOW POWER WIDE AREA
MACHINE-TO-MACHINE NETWORKS:

KEY TECHNIQUES AND PROTOTYPE
While M2M communications have been developed for many years, major challenges still remain

with their efficient implementation from the perspective of low energy consumption and wide cov-
erage. To address these challenges, low power wide area (LPWA) technology is investigated 

as one of the potential candidate solutions.
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APPLICATION SCENARIOS

LPWA M2M networks are suitable for deploy-
ment in a broad range of application scenarios,
which can be classified into the five categories
(see Fig. 1): infrastructure monitoring, trans-
portation, asset tracking, security, and healthcare.

Infrastructure Monitoring: Under this sce-
nario, an LPWA M2M device equipped with
sensors (i.e. smart meters) plays a significant
role in measuring and reporting usage, function-
ality, and environmental data to an LPWA M2M
network. The resources under monitoring (such
as water, electricity, oil, or gas) are crucial for
our modern society, so ensuring an adequate
supply of such resources is currently a major
focus for countries around the world.

Transportation: Transportation related appli-
cations enable monitoring of critical transporta-
tion conditions, e.g. road conditions, traffic
congestion, public transport, and so on. LPWA
M2M networks can offer the opportunity to estab-
lish a direct interaction between vehicles and
information systems/centers. The vehicle’s status
information can help service providers develop
new applications, and help relevant government
agencies improve the efficiency of managing traf-
fic and public transportation in city premises.

Asset Tracking: LPWA M2M networks offer
a low-cost and reliable solution to asset tracking
by owners, who do not have to actively manage
their assets. Asset tracking is widely used in the
manufacturing industry to achieve real-time visi-
bility throughout the supply and distribution
chains, monitor inventory levels and condition,
and manage the overall processes and work-
flows, while improving product quality and
reducing the costs of waste and disruption.

Security: Security services are imperative for
end users to minimize their personal losses and
to predict risks in advance. When security sys-
tems are breached, LPWA M2M networks can
facilitate secure communications for emergency
services by allowing them to transmit critical
emergency information to building owners or
national security agencies.

Healthcare: With the growing demand for dis-
ease treatment, the healthcare industry now faces
many challenges, including a vast cost burden.
LPWA M2M networks can provide a solution that
decentralizes medical costs and hospital care. This
trend toward user-centric healthcare and individual-
ly tailored medicine may drive the market for M2M
healthcare applications in the foreseeable future.

As mentioned above, all these applications
require wide coverage and extremely low energy
consumption, which can be provided by LPWA
M2M networks. The performance requirements of
different applications are summarized in Table 1.

KEY TECHNIQUES AND EARLY STANDARDS IN
LPWA M2M NETWORKS

One of the most important requirements of an
LPWA system is to provide ubiquitous commu-
nications. This implies that the architecture simi-
lar to a cellular network may be a possible
solution. However, network components must be

substantially simplified in comparison to cellular
networks for easy deployment and maintenance [8].
Moreover, outdoor, indoor, and underground
areas need to be covered by LPWA systems. In
order to meet these performance demands of
LPWA M2M networks, new advanced tech-
niques have been proposed in both the physical
(PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers
of LPWA M2M networks.

PHY TECHNIQUES
The PHY layer design of LPWA M2M networks is
instrumental in enabling wide coverage. A key
requirement is to design a transceiver with an ultra-
low receiver sensitivity threshold in dBm. As such,
two candidate techniques, i.e. UNB modulation or
DSSS, have become attractive solutions lately.

UNB Modulation: UNB modulation was initially pro-
posed as a promising technique to improve spec-
tral efficiency. However, the UNB technique is
used for long distance communications in LPWA
M2M networks. The typical procedure of UNB
modulation consists of two significant stages, i.e.
the abrupt phase shift modulation and UNB fil-
tering stages. An input signal is first modulated
and then passed through a UNB filter. Two key
issues arise in designing a UNB system: the signal
waveform of the modulator and the UNB filter.

For abrupt phase shift modulation, the phase
of a carrier is abruptly switched to represent a
digital one or zero. There are various abrupt
phase shift modulation schemes that can be
chosen for UNB, e.g. very maximum sideband
keying (VMSK), pulse position phase shift key-
ing (3PSK), and pulse position phase reversal
keying (3PRK), also known as missing cycle
modulation (MCM) [11]. Thanks to the abrupt
phase shift property, the power spectral density
(PSD) of the modulated signal waveform con-
sists of a higher discrete component and a lower
continuous component. All the information
required for detection exists only in a single
sideband of the discrete component without

Figure 1. Illustration of five typical LPWA M2M application scenarios.
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measurable bandspread, which is a single fre-
quency containing phase reversal modulation.
Then a UNB filter with a zero or negative group
delay is able to filter all the other sidebands and
harmonics so as to keep the only single side-
band. Conventional filters with a group delay
disrupt the abrupt phase shift information in the
modulated signal. Thanks to the UNB filter, the
output UNB signal contains a single frequency
requiring a transmission bandwidth of only 1 Hz
(in theory) or several Hz in practice. As a result,
the noise power is greatly reduced. Thus, the
receiver sensitivity threshold in dBm of the UNB
receiver can be extremely low.

To date there is no open acceptable method
to implement the UNB band filter and baseband
UNB modulation. At the RF level, the filters are
very complex and must be hand tuned. It is
impossible to configurate a zero group delay
narrow band filter using finite impulse response
(FIR) or infinite impulse response (IIR) filters [11].
This limitation poses a big challenge for com-
mercial UNB products.

DSSS: The DSSS technique has been widely used
in commercial wireless communications systems,
e.g. the third generation (3G) mobile communi-
cations networks. In the DSSS system, the large
process gain allows a DSSS receiver to success-
fully detect signals with a very low carrier-to-
interference ratio, which is essential for
implementing the LPWA M2M network. Such a
feature can be exploited thoroughly by employing
a very long spreading sequence, e.g. the receiver
sensitivity threshold may decrease by 3 dB when
the length of the spreading sequence doubles.

Unlike conventional DSSS systems, the
spreading sequences employed in LPWA M2M
networks always utilize a much larger SF to
make the receiver sensitivity threshold low
enough to extend the communications range.
However, employing long spreading sequences
brings about its own challenges. For example,
with an increase in the length of the spreading
sequence, the computational complexity of the
DSSS transceiver increases exponentially. There-
fore, more efficient digital signal processing
algorithms become necessary in the hardware
design. Nevertheless, DSSS is still one of the most
promising techniques for the LPWA system.

MAC TECHNIQUES
An efficient MAC layer design plays a vital role
in improving the energy efficiency of LPWA
M2M networks [12, 13]. It is also responsible for
overcoming the challenge of potential massive
accesses in LPWA M2M networks. To achieve
these goals, the topology and channel access
techniques have to be carefully considered.

Star Topology: In wireless networks, topology direct-
ly impacts the performance of the network
including scalability, energy efficiency, reliability,
data latency, overhead, etc. There are several
topologies widely adopted in traditional WSNs,
such as the mesh, cluster, tree, and chain topolo-
gies [14]. These topologies share a common fea-
ture, where an end device (ED) doubles as a
router to form multi-hop links in order to extend
the communications coverage.

However, the features of LPWA M2M net-
works are greatly different from those of WSNs.
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Table 1. Requirements of LPWA M2M applications.

Application
category Typical user case Coverage Power

consumption Data traffic Periodicity Mobility Real-time
requirement

Security/reliability
requirement

Infrastructure
monitoring

Water/Electric/Gas meter Urban areas Low Medium Tens of minutes No Medium Low

Agriculture/soil & oil/gas
pipeline monitoring Open fields Low Low Event driven No Low Medium

Transportation
Traffic congestion monitoring Urban areas Low High Tens of minutes High Medium Low

Public transport management Urban areas Low Medium Event driven High Medium Medium

Asset tracking

Supply chain monitoring Urban areas/
in-building Low Low Event driven Medium Low Low

Vehicle tracking Urban areas/
open fields Low High Several

minutes High Medium Low

Security

Access control & building
security systems In-building Low Low Event driven No High High

Natural disasters preparedness Urban areas/
open fields Low Low Event driven No High Medium

Healthcare

Health status monitoring Urban areas/
in-building Low Medium Tens of minutes Medium Low Low

Medical alert Urban areas/
in-building Low Low Event driven Medium High Low
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Since the physical layer techniques of the LPWA
system are capable of providing coverage wide
enough, the main concerns for the LPWA sys-
tem when selecting a proper topology are the
low costs and energy consumption. Compared to
the aforementioned topologies, the star topology
with only a single hop is considered to be the
best choice for LPWA M2M networks. In this
topology, each ED distributed in the coverage
area communicates directly with a centralized
access point (AP). There are various advantages
of using such a simple topology. In particular,
direct communications between an endpoint and
the AP help minimize transmission latency.
There are also no unnecessary packets for rout-
ing and multi-hop communications in the star
topology, which help the EDs to reduce and bal-
ance their energy consumption. Besides, the star
topology is easy for deployment. In terms of reli-
ability and robustness, the star topology is not as
good as the mesh and cluster topologies, but
better than its tree and chain counterparts.

Channel Access: Channel access is probably the most
crucial issue for LPWA M2M networks, since a
large number of devices need to be simultane-
ously served in a large coverage area. There are
two main categories of channel access methods
for sharing access to the wireless medium: reser-
vation-based access and contention-based access.

Specifically, reservation-based methods
require the channelization of radio resources in
different dimensions, which offer various advan-
tages (e.g. reduced collisions and guaranteed
delivery delays, etc). However, reservation-based
access methods are unable to accommodate a
vast number of devices in LPWA M2M networks
due to limited channel resources.

Compared to reservation-based access meth-
ods, contention-based access methods, also

dubbed random access methods, are more
appealing for LPWA systems. In a contention-
based approach, devices compete for access to
the shared medium as required, which is a rela-
tively simple and flexible process. With this on-
demand characteristic, reservation-based access
methods may have to handle massive and unpre-
dictable access activities. Besides, synchroniza-
tion is no longer needed, which helps reduce
energy consumption due to synchronization sig-
naling, and enables the devices to sleep so as to
save energy. However, contention-based access
methods have to deal with other sources of ener-
gy waste, e.g. idle listening, overhearing, colli-
sions, overhead, etc.

Several well-known solutions have been pro-
posed for the above issues. A well-known proto-
col is Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance (CSMA/CA), which employs the carri-
er sensing mechanism to reduce channel colli-
sions. However, CSMA-based protocols cannot
work well all the time in LPWA M2M networks.
In some extreme cases, the signals transmitted
from other EDs may not be detected by a target
ED because of the large path loss caused by a
long distance between the EDs. As a result, the
carrier sensing mechanism is neither practical nor
valid under this scenario. Another challenge is the
massive connectivity requests that the LPWA
M2M network has to handle, which renders
CSMA-based protocols inefficient due to simulta-
neous massive requests for channel access.

Compared with CSMA-based protocols,
Aloha-based protocols offer better performance
when coupled with a properly designed PHY
technique in LPWA M2M networks. For
instance, adopting the DSSS technique in the
PHY layer provides the LPWA M2M network
with the capability of detecting and identifying
multiple EDs arriving simultaneously. When

Figure 2. LPWA transmitter block diagram: a) IEEE 802.15.4k [6]; b) Weightless [10].
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multiple EDs transmit packets with the Aloha
mode, the receiver can detect and decode each
packet successfully with the specified spreading
sequences, even if the transmission periods of
the EDs overlap completely. Therefore, the
potential massive access issue in the LPWA
M2M network may be properly dealt with. More-
over, the unnecessary overhead of the carrier
sensing mechanism, such as the request to send
(RTS) and clear to send (CTS) control mes-
sages, is eliminated in Aloha-based protocols,
helping meet the energy efficiency requirement
of LPWA M2M networks.

Also, interference cancellation techniques can
be used by the receiver to improve the efficiency
of channel access. This brings another new per-
spective of MAC protocol design for massive
access in LPWA M2M networks.

EARLY STANDARDS

Several early standards for M2M communica-
tions have been developed by different standard-
ization organizations, such as the ETSI technical
committee (TC), 3GPP, IETF, and so on.
Among them, IEEE 802.15.4k and Weightless
have been proposed for LPWA applications.

IEEE 802.15.4k aims at low energy critical
infrastructure monitoring (LECIM) networks, to
facilitate point-to-multi-point communications
for monitoring and managing critical infra-
structure applications [6]. In the standard, two
PHY modes are specified to support LECIM
applications, i.e. DSSS and frequency shift key-
ing (FSK). The transmitter block diagram of
DSSS PHY is illustrated in Fig. 2a.

The Weightless draft standard is developed
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Table 2. Comparison between IEEE 802.15.4k and Weightless systems.

Attribute IEEE 802.15.4k (DSSS) Weightless

PHY

Operation frequency band

470 ~ 510 MHz; 779 ~ 787 MHz;
863 ~ 870 MHz; 902 ~ 928 MHz;
915 ~ 928 MHz; 917.1 ~ 923.5 MHz;
920 ~ 928 MHz; 921 ~ 928 MHz and
2.4 ~ 2.4835 GHz in different counties

470 ~ 790 MHz in Europe;
470 ~ 698 MHz in U.S.

Channel bandwidth 100 kHz; 200 kHz; 400 kHz;
600 kHz; 800 kHz and 1 MHz 8 MHz in Europe; 6 MHz in U.S.

Effective isotropic radiated power
(EIRP)

Minimum: – 3 dBm;
Maximum: limited by local regulatory bodies 4 ~ 32 dBm

FEC Convolutional encoding:
rate 1/2, constraint length 7

Convolutional encoding:
rate 3/4 or 1/2, constraint length 7

Interleaving Pruned bit reversal interleaving algorithm Matrix interleaving with 8 columns

Spreading sequence Gold code:
SF 16 ~ 32768 Gold code and Kasami code: SF 15 ~ 1023

Modulation BPSK; OQPSK 16-QAM; pi/4-QPSK;
pi/2-BPSK; pi/4-DQPSK; pi/2-DBPSK

Frequency hopping No Yes

Minimum receiver sensitivity
threshold – 148 dBm Downlink: – 128 dBm;

Uplink: – 140 dBm

Typical coverage Up to 20 km in LoS and 5 km in NLoS Up to 10 km

Data rate 0.00153 ~ 125 kb/s Downlink: 0.0025 ~ 16.0 Mb/s;
Uplink: 0.00025 ~ 0.5 Mb/s

Sync sequence length Preamble: 0/2/4 octets;
SFD: 0/1 octets

8 ~ 2048 Symbol (No need to multiply by
spreading sequence any more)

MAC

Packet length 16/24/32 octets 0 ~ 255 octets

Topology structure Star Star, with multi-hop relay capability

Channel access method CSMA/CA; CSMA/CA with PCA;
Aloha with PCA TDMA/FDMA

Traffic priority Yes Yes

Our prototype network
is deployed with the

star topology. The AP
can be configured as a

multiple-baseband
receiver with various
physical parameters,
e.g. different spread-
ing factors, different

seeds of the Gold code,
and so on. The AP can
collect all packets from
EDs with different PHY
configurations within

its serving area.
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by the Weightless special interest group (SIG) [9].
The Weightless specifications define not only the
PHY and MAC layers, but also an upper layer,
dubbed the server layer. A basic transmitter
block diagram of PHY is depicted in Fig. 2b.

The IEEE 802.15.4k and Weightless stan-
dards have different attributes and also share
some common features. To elaborate, a detailed
comparison between IEEE 802.15.4k and
Weightless is summarized in Table 2.

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM AND RESULTS
PROTOTYPE SYSTEM BASED ON SDR

In order to evaluate the performance of the
LPWA M2M network, we have developed an
IEEE 801.15.4k prototype based on SDR, which
consists of GNU radio and universal software
radio peripheral (USRP) [15].

The AP consists of an industrial personal
computer (IPC) for baseband signal processing,
and an Ettus USRP B210 as the RF transmitter
and receiver. Powered by IPC via USB3.0, the
USRP B210 can operate on different carrier fre-
quency ranging from 70 MHz to 6 GHz covering
all the operating frequency bands of LPWA
devices. The IPC is assembled with a high-per-
formance multi-core CPU, and runs the pro-
grams for both transmitter and receiver signal
processing of 802.15.4k DSSS PHY.

At the receiver, non-coherent detection is
used for symbol demodulation to eliminate the
effect of the frequency and phase offsets. Then a
parallel preamble detection scheme is designed
to find the beginning of a packet. We apply a
fast Fourier transform (FFT)-based algorithm to
implement the correlation process for preamble
detection. To decode traffic data, a dynamic tim-
ing adjustment algorithm is proposed to obtain
the optimal sampling time. The FFT transform
and the Viterbi algorithm for convolutional
decoding are derived from the IT++ library.1

In our developed prototype, Gaussian fre-
quency shift keying (GFSK) is chosen as the

modulation scheme, which is different from the
design in IEEE 802.15.4k, because GFSK can
overcome the effect of the frequency or phase
offset. Although performance degradation is
unavoidable due to non-coherent demodulation,
the DSSS PHY is able to tolerate an acceptable
frequency offset at very low SNRs.

Our prototype network is deployed with the
star topology. The AP can be configured as a
multiple-baseband receiver with various physical
parameters, e.g. different spreading factors, dif-
ferent seeds of the Gold code, and so on. The
AP can collect all packets from EDs with differ-
ent PHY configurations within its serving area.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Our experiments are carried out in an urban
environment. The wipe antenna of the AP is
installed on the roof of a 15-floor building in the
campus. Then the received RF signal is fed into
the USRP B210 located in our laboratory with a
10-meter cable connected to the antenna. Pream-
ble detection is performed at the chip level in
parallel in order to capture all possible frame
heads. Also, the cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
bits of the decoded payload data are checked to
ensure data integrity so that false preamble
detection can be disregarded. In our field tests,
the carrier-to-interference (C/I) value is approxi-
mated as the ratio of the normalized peak out-
put value of the preamble detector to the
received signal power, which can be used as a
metric measuring communications reliability in
the LPWA M2M network. Moreover, it is worth
mentioning that received packets can be decod-
ed without errors in most cases where C/I is
greater than –30 dB.

Some common parameters of our field tests
are stated as follows. Both the AP and EDs
operate at 433 MHz with a symbol rate 200 k
symbols per second. In all packets sent by the
EDs, the physical protocol data unit (PPDU)
that consists of a four-octet preamble, and a 16-
octet physical service data unit (PSDU) is spread
by the Gold code with a SF of 32,768.

Figure 3. Coverage performance of the developed LPWA prototype: a) outdoor/indoor; b) underground.
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Coverage Performances: For the first time, coverage in
various application environments is evaluated in
our experiments, in which the transmit power of
the ED is fixed to 15 dBm. Apart from the out-
door environment, tests are also performed in
both the indoor and underground environments.

Outdoor/Indoor: Figure 3a shows the experi-
ment results for the outdoor/indoor scenarios,
where 20 spots are chosen to conduct the field
tests. In each spot, the upper number stands for
the distance from the AP, while the lower number
indicates the average C/I. In all the cases, there is
no LoS between the transmitter and receiver.

Since the radio propagation characteristics in
urban areas are too complicated to predict, the
received C/I in the testing spots is not always larg-
er with a smaller communications distance. For
instance, spot 15 is further than spot 10, but the
former has a higher C/I. However, in all the spots
in the outdoor scenarios, the packets sent by the
EDs can be successfully decoded at the AP. More-
over, the measured C/I value at the farthest spot
with 3.4 km distance is still larger than –30 dB,
i.e. the C/I threshold to ensure correct decoding
of the received packets. It is believed that wide
coverage can be provided by our LPWA proto-
type, which will be validated in our next steps.
Furthermore, due to the low receiver sensitivity
threshold in dBm of the LECIM device, the EDs
close to the AP can decrease their transmit power
to reduce energy consumption.

When the EDs are installed inside buildings
for monitoring or industry metering, building pen-
etration is more likely to be a major performance
constraint. Therefore, the indoor environments in
buildings located in 2, 4, and 16 in Fig. 3a are
selected to perform the indoor tests. In the build-
ing with 23 floors located in spot 2, we place the
testing ED on different floors and collect the
measured C/I, i.e. 8.16 dB on the 17th floor
and –25.4 dB on the 2nd floor, respectively. It can
be found that the height of the ED location sig-
nificantly affects performance. That is, the C/I
increases with the height of the position. Although

the distances of buildings 2, 4, and 16 are differ-
ent, i.e. 1.0 km, 1.5 km, and 3.0 km, respectively,
the received packets are all decoded successfully
at the AP, which demonstrates the effectiveness
of our prototype in indoor environments.

Underground: To further evaluate the cover-
age performance of LPWA M2M networks, we
carry out several field tests in an underground
environment. Figure 3b gives the measurement
results in an underground car park, which is locat-
ed at a distance of 300 meters from the AP. EDs
are installed in five typical places at the basement
level for measurement purposes. The wireless sig-
nal can traverse through the exit or entry of the
car park to reach the AP. The C/I value is shown
for each place in Fig. 3b. The results indicate that
LPWA M2M networks are also able to ensure
reasonable underground coverage.

Multi-User Performance: Due to the large SFs in DSSS,
signals from other devices are likely to be unde-
tectable because they may fall below the effec-
tive noise floor. As a result, sensing the wireless
channel is neither practical nor useful, and thus
the MAC protocol works under the Aloha mode.
Due to thousands of EDs in the LPWA M2M
network, the packets from the EDs randomly
arrive at the AP asynchronously. Collisions sel-
dom occur even if packets arrive at the AP syn-
chronously within one chip difference in time.

The multi-user (MU) performance of LPWA
M2M networks is evaluated through two field
tests, i.e. MU-Case 1 for preamble detection and
MU-Case 2 for the near-far effect test. In MU-
Case 1, five EDs are deployed on the second
floor of the same building as shown in Fig. 3b,
located 300 meters from the AP. Due to the lim-
ited number of EDs, the transmission timing of
each ED is adjusted manually to ensure that the
packets from all the EDs are able to arrive at
the AP nearly simultaneously. Thus, this is simi-
lar to the highly concurrent traffic in an LPWA
M2M network with a large number of EDs.
Fig. 4a shows that the preamble of each packet
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Figure 4. Multi-user performance of the developed LPWA prototype: a) MU-case 1 for preamble detection; b) MU-case 2 for the 
near-far effect.
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sent from each ED is properly detected in the
first half of the FFT window. Although the pack-
ets from ED 1 and ED 4 arrive at the receiver
almost at the same time, their preambles are
completely detectable and distinguishable.

The near-far effect of DSSS may degrade
detection performance. However, this impair-
ment has little impact on the LPWA M2M net-
work because of the high spreading factors. The
C/I values in MU Case 2 are plotted in Fig. 4b.
The transmit power of ED 1 is fixed, while the
transmit power of ED 2 increases step by step.
The dynamical fluctuation of the two curves is
due to channel fading and variation. It can be
observed that the transmit power of ED 2 has
little effect on the C/I of ED 1.

CONCLUSIONS
LPWA M2M networks can meet the require-
ments of a broad range of IoT applications. Due
to the ubiquitous coverage and low power con-
sumption of the LPWA M2M network, endpoint
devices are able to remain connected for an
extended period of time. We first discussed and
analyzed several application scenarios of LPWA
M2M networks as well as the key techniques and
early standards. Then field experiments were
carried out with our developed SDR prototype
to evaluate the field trial performances in urban
environments. The large coverage performances
are shown, e.g. more than 3 km in the outdoor
environment and approximately 1 km in the
indoor environment. Furthermore, the multi-
user performance results are also presented to
validate the MAC design. Our results clearly
have demonstrated the feasibility and effective-
ness of our developed prototype, as well as the
advantages of LPWA M2M networks.
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INTRODUCTION
IoT devices can be classified into two major cat-
egories: resource-constrained devices and
resource-rich devices. We define resource-rich
devices as those that have the hardware and

ABSTRACT
Several divergent application protocols have

been proposed for Internet of Things (IoT) solu-
tions including CoAP, REST, XMPP, AMQP,
MQTT, DDS, and others. Each protocol focuses
on a specific aspect of IoT communications. The
lack of a protocol that can handle the vertical
market requirements of IoT applications includ-
ing machine-to-machine, machine-to-server, and
server-to-server communications
has resulted in a fragmented
market between many protocols.
In turn, this fragmentation is a
main hindrance in the develop-
ment of new services that require the integration
of multiple IoT services to unlock new capabili-
ties and provide horizontal integration among
services. 

In this work, after articulating the major
shortcomings of the current IoT protocols, we
outline a rule-based intelligent gateway that
bridges the gap between existing IoT protocols
to enable the efficient integration of horizontal
IoT services. While this intelligent gateway
enhances the gloomy picture of protocol frag-
mentation in the context of IoT, it does not
address the root cause of this fragmentation,
which lies in the inability of the current proto-
cols to offer a wide range of QoS guarantees. To
offer a solution that stems the root cause of this
protocol fragmentation issue, we propose a
generic IoT protocol that is flexible enough to
address the IoT vertical market requirements. In
this regard, we enhance the baseline MQTT pro-
tocol by allowing it to support rich QoS features
by exploiting a mix of IP multicasting, intelligent
broker queuing management, and traffic analyt-
ics techniques. Our initial evaluation of the light-
weight enhanced MQTT protocol reveals
significant improvement over the baseline proto-
col in terms of the delay performance.

software capabilities to support the TCP/IP pro-
tocol suite. For devices that support the TCP/IP
protocol suite, IoT applications are implemented
on top of a variety of application-level protocols
and frameworks, including the Constrained
Application Protocol (CoAP), Representational
State Transfer (REST), Extensible Messaging
and Presence Protocol (XMPP), Advanced Mes-
sage Queuing Protocol (AMQP), Message
Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT), MQTT
for Sensor Networks (MQTT-SN), Data Distri-
bution Service (DDS)1, and others. On the other
hand, devices that do not have the required
resources to support TCP/IP cannot interoperate
easily with resource-rich devices that support the
TCP/IP suite. For example, microcontroller-
based appliances and gadgets should have the
capability to interoperate with other IoT ele-
ments that are TCP/IP enabled. Beyond the
interoperability issues between devices that sup-
port TCP/IP and those that do not, IoT devices
utilize a variety of protocols leading to a myriad
of interoperability issues that limit the potential
applications of the IoT. This fragmentation
between the protocols utilized for communica-
tion within and across resource-constrained
devices and resource-rich devices is not foreseen
to change in the near future. 

Furthermore, the communication patterns
between the different entities that comprise the
IoT can be classified into three main categories

based on the nature of the com-
municating devices: machine-to-
machine (M2M), machine-to-
server (M2S), and server-to-
server (S2S). M2M communica-

tions between IoT devices that can be
resource-constrained or resource-rich typically
require timely data delivery. Depending on the
application, the response time might be required
to be as low as 10 ms. DDS is an object manage-
ment group (OMG) data-centric middleware
standard for real-time M2M communication.
DDS utilizes a broker-less architecture that
relies on multicasting to offer various quality of
service (QoS) guarantee and reliability control
capabilities even in scenarios that involve mas-
sive fan-outs (i.e. a large number of destinations
for a given message). On the other hand, M2S
and S2S communication does not typically
require the stringent delay performance needed
for M2M communication. Therefore, IoT typi-
cally employs broker-based protocols like MQTT
and AMQP to offload the IoT devices from hav-
ing to handle a large number of upstream server
requests. Moreover, M2S and S2S protocols, like
MQTT, offer simplistic QoS services in the form
of at-least-once, at-most-once, and exactly-once
deliveries. 

There are many middleware proposals in the
literature that address the interoperation of the
IoT protocols. The common design patterns
used in these protocols are: publish/subscribe
oriented, service oriented [1], virtual machine
based [2], and software defined network/radio
(SDN/SDR) based designs [3, 4]. 

MQTT-SN2, which is the extension to MQTT
for wireless sensor networks, uses the publish/
subscribe model in the same way as in the base-
line MQTT protocol. A main component of this
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es on a specific aspect of IoT communications. The lack of a protocol that can handle the vertical
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architecture is the MQTT-SN gateway. Its main
task is to translate MQTT and MQTT-SN mes-
sages between MQTT-SN clients and MQTT
brokers. One main drawback of this model is
that even the simple levels of QoS presented by
MQTT are not supported. Things Broker [1] is a
service oriented gateway that provides a REST-
Ful interface to smart objects by a set of Twitter-
based abstractions and communication models.
In [2], instead of gateways, the authors propose
a solution to integrate smart resource-con-
strained objects into the Internet using virtual
networks. This work can provide end-to-end
communication between devices, but scalability
and binding to specific protocols are the main
challenges. The other method is the combination
of the publish/subscribe model and the virtual
machine-based design that has been used in the
ICSI3 project to implement a flexible IoT mid-
dleware for smart city environments. 

Software-defined networking (SDN) and soft-
ware-defined radio (SDR) have drawn the atten-
tion of researchers toward using these brand
new technologies to cover different IoT commu-
nications. For example, an approach based on
SDN was proposed for IoT tasks in [3]. In their
approach, the authors developed a middleware
with a layered IoT SDN controller to manage
dynamic and heterogeneous multi-network envi-
ronments. As another example, the work in [4]
used SDR technology to build a communications
infrastructure for IoT applications. 

There are some attempts to extend CoAP
targeting QoS features and conditional observa-
tion. Among them, in [5] the authors proposed
an extension to the CoAP protocol to support
QoS for timeliness based on delivery priorities.
In this work an observer can request a level of
priority that establishes the order of notifica-
tion transmission. In conditional observation, a
notification condition can be determined by the
clients. An extension to XMPP was presented
in [6] in which XMPP was improved by a topic
based filter for enhanced performance. Figure 1
illustrates the recent research work toward the
IoT gateways as well as enhancements to the
current application protocols. The state of our
proposed approach is highlighted so that it uses
the publish/subscribe pattern in conjunction
with DDS (multicasting) and MQTT (intelli-
gent queue management) to provide flexible
QoS features and to bridge the gap between
the different protocols. 

The dissimilar QoS constraints for M2M and
M2S/S2S communication and the failure of the
current protocols to cover a wide range of QoS
requirements is the primary culprit behind pro-
tocol fragmentation in the IoT. This gloomy pic-
ture of protocol fragmentation and interopera-
tion between IoT devices calls for an intelligent
protocol that is capable of meeting the men-
tioned challenges and an intelligent protocol
gateway that is capable of bridging the gap
between different technologies. There are other
protocols to address the QoS requirements in
the Internet (e.g. SNMP), but these protocols
are too heavy to be used in resource-constrained
devices and are rarely used within the context of
IoT. Moreover, the QoS features offered by
other application protocols such as XMPP,

CoAP, and AMQP are not broader than MQTT.
Therefore, MQTT as a light protocol is a good
candidate to be extended to address the afore-
mentioned challenges. In addition, the Enhanced
MQTT protocol can be used in the fog layer of
IoT environments and in collaboration with
other gateways to support a full range of QoS
requirements. 

Although MQTT is considered to be a light-
weight protocol, our extension is not going to
make it heavy since our extension relies on mul-
ticasting to deliver M2M traffic and intelligent
queue management for M2S/S2S communica-
tions. Therefore, our extension modifies MQTT
while being backward compatible with the base-
line protocol and without negatively impacting
its clean and simple architecture. 

In the next section we elaborate on the pro-
posed intelligent IoT protocol gateway. Then in
the next section we discuss the motivations and
the details of our proposed approach for
Enhanced MQTT relative to the current state-
of-the-art research in the field. 

INTELLIGENT IOT PROTOCOL GATEWAY
STATE OF THE ART

IoT applications bring about some horizontal
integration situations in which a conversion
between protocols is required. These situations
usually happen when smart devices are talking to
each other using different communication tech-
nologies (like Bluetooth and ZigBee) or when
they are using different application protocols
(like MQTT and CoAP). Several attempts have
been made in the recent literature to address
this issue. Paramount among these attempts is
Ponte, which was initially developed as QEST
and currently is under the Eclipse IoT project.4
Ponte offers uniform open APIs for the pro-
grammer to enable the automatic conversion
between the various IoT application protocols
such as CoAP and MQTT. 

In addition to Ponte, the Eclipse IoT Project
includes other sub-projects that facilitate IoT
application development such as Kura, Eclipse
SCADA, Eclipse SmartHome, and Krikkit. Kura
provides a Java/OSGi-based container for M2M
applications running in service gateways and
facilitates I/O access, data services, watchdog,
network configuration, and remote management
for M2M applications. Eclipse SCADA’s focus is

3 http://ict-icsi.eu/

4 https://projects.eclipse.
org/projects/iot

Figure 1. IoT gateway taxonomy, recent related literature and research position.
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to provide a common communication mecha-
nism as well as post-processing and visualization
of the data. Eclipse SmartHome aims to build a
heterogeneous environment to integrate differ-
ent protocols and standards and to bring a uni-
form access while supporting different kinds of
interactions. The Krikkit architecture uses the
publish/subscribe model by which data acquiring
is possible by registering rules or policies on
edge devices like sensor gateways. 

An ongoing standard specification, oneM2M5,
aims to provide a common M2M/IoT service
platform that supports secure, reliable, and effi-
cient operations of M2M/IoT services. oneM2M
tries to leverage existing specifications and
bridge the gap between the current M2M service
layer protocols. oneM2M utilizes REST to rep-
resent and manage smart things while using the
common application protocols including HTTP,
CoAP, OMA-DM, and MQTT to facilitate inter-
working with non-oneM2M systems. For device
management, oneM2M relies on the OMA-DM
and BBF TR-069 specifications. In order to have
a heterogeneous environment for different access
technologies like ZigBee, BACnet, or Bluetooth,
oneM2M has started to provide device abstrac-
tion and semantic interworking. 

The SmartM2M standard is developed by
ETSI to provide a horizontal M2M service plat-
form for developing network-independent ser-
vices and deploying vertical applications. 

Intel also announced the launch of Intel IoT6

middleware, connectivity, and security compo-
nents to simplify deploying IoT applications. The
Intel IoT gateway enables connectivity up to the
cloud and down to the smart devices. In terms of
connectivity and communications, Intel IoT Plat-
form supports ZigBee, Cellular 2G/3G/4G, Blue-
tooth, Serial, USB, VPN, Wi-Fi, and MQTT. Its
device management module consists of OMA-

DM, BBF TR-069, and web-based configuration
interfaces. 

In addition to the aforementioned projects,
academic research projects and proposals have
presented partial solutions or addressed a specif-
ic application to the problem. They may also be
limited to specific hardware devices or rely on
resource-rich TCP/IP based devices. For exam-
ple, the gateway that is proposed in [9] supports
the conversion between ZigBee and GPRS pro-
tocols in wireless sensor networks and mobile
communication networks. The Light-weight
M2M7 (LWM2M) device management protocol
has been developed to ease unified remote
device management. This protocol is also limited
to those devices that support IP. 

In [10] the authors proposed a wireless gate-
way by which mobile clients are able to interact
with M2M devices. Their proposed gateway just
supports REST queries in the application layer
and provides dynamic device discovery, connec-
tion management of non-smart things, and bind-
ing metadata to sensor and actuator measure-
ments. Other conversions like HTTP to CoAP [11]
are also presented in the literature. In [12] the
authors proposed a gateway and Semantic Web
enabled IoT architecture to bring the interoper-
ability of messaging protocols such as XMPP,
CoAP, and MQTT using a multi-protocol proxy.
Table 1 compares recent implementations of IoT
gateways and their coverage of different IoT
protocols. 

The anecdotal data that we have obtained so
far about the diverse needs of IoT applications
and the capabilities and restrictions of the under-
lying hardware reveals that the existing IoT gate-
way solutions like Ponte or Intel IoT Platform
are not sufficiently extensive to bridge the gap
between the different IoT protocols, and there-
fore a more intelligent and comprehensive solu-
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5 http://www.onem2m.
org

6

http://www.intel.com/con
tent/www/us/en/
internet.of-things

7 http://technical.open-
mobilealliance.org/Tech-
nical/technical-
information/omna/
lightweight-m2m-
lwm2mobject-registry

Table 1. IoT gateways and their supported protocols.
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tion is needed. For example, Ponte’s feature that
automatically converts between a number of pro-
tocols comes at a price due to longer packets
and verbose communication. Moreover, as with
many other protocol gateways, Ponte assumes
that the underlying devices rely on TCP/IP. Intel
IoT Platform, although supporting a wide range
of transmission protocols, currently does not
provide full conversion capabilities between
application protocols. 

FUNCTIONALITIES OF THE INTELLIGENT GATEWAY
Approaches like that followed by Ponte assist
programmers to write a single version of the
same application while supporting different pro-
tocols, but the programmers have no control
over the underlying wire-protocol, and conse-
quently the degradation of performance and effi-
ciency will be uncontrolled. A more important
drawback is that resource-constrained devices
have no chance to be integrated with other
objects in this solution, bringing to mind that
they are considered to be “second-class citizens.”
Therefore, we are motivated by the following
three main observations to illustrate the need for
a new intelligent IoT gateway.

•IoT gateways should include mechanisms by
which programmers are allowed to control the
wire protocol. Application-agnostic message
passing for resource-constrained devices causes
unnecessary packet exchanges. In such environ-
ments, an intelligent gateway provides facilities
for programmers to optimize the performance
by controlling the underlying wire protocol
based on the specific application. 

•Resource-constrained devices should be
treated the same as resource-rich devices. An
intelligent gateway should support true interop-
erability between these two types of IoT devices. 

•The introduction of an intelligent protocol

gateway into the IoT has the potential to open
up new opportunities to reduce the market frag-
mentation between IoT protocols. 

The aforementioned observations provide
strong evidence that an intelligent IoT gateway
is essential to IoT development so that it offers
“smart” services and it is deeply re-pro-
grammable through a high-level rule-based lan-
guage written by the programmer. It is
remarkable that our proposal for deeper re-pro-
grammability of the IoT gateway through a rule-
based language not only does not conflict with
the current interoperability and management
standardization efforts, but also complements
the existing protocols like IEEE 1905.1,
LWM2M, and NETCONF Light. While the
intelligent gateway can utilize default templates
of rules out-of-the-box for convenience, the deep
rule-based programmability of the gateway
allows application developers to exploit applica-
tion-specific communication patterns to achieve
more efficient protocol translations. Therefore,
application developers have to write the applica-
tion protocol translation rules once in return for
more efficient protocol translations. 

The overall concept of the proposed gateway
is demonstrated in Fig. 2. Here, the protocol
stack that is installed on resource-constrained
devices relies on the current technologies per-
taining to resource-constrained devices that uti-
lize the intelligent gateway. The flow sequence
of data packets and the management packets are
depicted in the figure by labels di and mi, respec-
tively. In the gateway, the logic of the rules is
applied to the stream of data and management
packets (i.e. d12 and m12 in Figure 2) leading to
generate appropriate data and management
packets (i.e. d13 and m13 in Figure 2). Auto-
nomic management and data aggregation ser-
vices are also possible by feeding rules to the

Figure 2. The architecture of a rule-based Intelligent IoT gateway.
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gateway while the gateway can generate and
transmit new data and management packets
from the received ones. Inside the gateway,
encapsulation and decapsulation of data packets
are carried out by a lightweight protocol named
“IoT transport,” while “IoT Management,”
another lightweight protocol, does the same for
management packets. 

The light protocol stack presented by the
intelligent gateway relies only on uIP/lwIP proto-
cols without the need for other transportation
and security protocols on the resource-con-
strained device. Security services can also be del-
egated to the gateway so that confidentiality,
authenticity, and integrity traffic can be
exchanged with the gateway and not directly
with resource-constrained devices. 

By supporting rule-based language, the pro-
grammer will have to describe the transforma-
tions in a high-level language by which the
gateway should perform the required conversion.
The advantage of this approach comes from the
flexibility of the gateway by which a programmer
can examine and fulfill wire protocol optimiza-
tions at the cost of describing required transfor-
mations in a high-level domain-specific language.
The programmer can also use standard transfor-
mation templates instead of specifying applica-
tion-specific rules. In this case, the wire protocol
messaging will be less efficient but yet will be
similar to that of Ponte. 

The proposed intelligent gateway can also be
used for localized autonomic management of the
IoT devices automatically. Considering a real
deployment scenario consisting of thousands or
millions of IoT nodes, it is vital to have self-
management fault, configuration, accounting,
performance, and security (FCAPS) capabilities.
Moreover, a deeply re-programmable gateway
can also provide the option to accomplish data
and flow aggregation and consequently reduce
the number of flows handled by the network ele-
ments and to achieve high performance. As
another benefit, the existence of several gate-
ways within the IoT can also be utilized for load
balancing of the potentially massive IoT traffic
among the available gateways. 

ENHANCED MQTT
As discussed above, DDS is a quintessential IoT
protocol that employs a broker-less publish/sub-
scribe architecture to meet the stringent real-
time constraints for M2M communications.

Nevertheless, it is only utilized in academic labs
and, to the best of our knowledge, has not been
used in IoT released products. In the following
subsections we review recent implementations of
DDS, followed by our proposal for the Enhanced
MQTT and its motivations and opportunities. 

DDS IN THE LITERATURE
In recent years DDS has drawn the attention of
many IoT researchers to design and develop
more reliable and real-time IoT systems. Most of
the studies focus on the QoS features of the
DDS protocol [7, 13, 14]. In [13] a decentralized
content-based publish/subscribe model based on
DDS is introduced in which a peer-to-peer com-
munication is guaranteed to have individual QoS
requirements based on the bandwidth con-
straints. Exploiting the DDS protocol for pub-
lish/subscribe communication to support various
QoS levels for real-time applications has been
proposed in [14] as well. The Sensor Network
Publish-Subscribe protocol (SNPS) [8] has been
proposed to use the DDS concepts in WSNs, but
it does not have the complete QoS features
offered by DDS. Achieving QoS and reliability
requirements in WSNs for healthcare environ-
ments has been investigated in [7] in which DDS
has been used as the main building block. The
feasibility of managing DDS communications
dynamically using SDN is described in [15]. 

The common drawback of these research
activities is that they do not support all types of
IoT communications (i.e. M2M, M2S, and S2S).
Specifically, they assume a real-time environ-
ment for their system, while real-time response
is not necessary everywhere. Moreover, the cur-
rent proposals do not provide sufficient QoS
support. The characteristics of these attempts
that are leveraging DDS in their core have been
summarized in Table 2. 

Broker-based architectures like MQTT and
AMQP can offload devices from having to han-
dle a large number of upstream server requests.
However, this relief comes with the cost of los-
ing quality of service and reliability, which are
vital in most IoT applications. 

ENHANCED MQTT: THE BIG PICTURE
In this research we propose to revisit the MQTT
protocol with the aim of providing it with a
hybrid architecture that would allow it to oper-
ate in various M2M as well as M2S and S2S sce-
narios. Therefore, we provide a solution that
stems the root cause of the protocol fragmenta-
tion issue encountered within the context of the
IoT. A horizontal integrated IoT framework
needs to handle a wide range of different com-
munication and application protocols and to
facilitate their interworking. To realize such a
framework, we target the MQTT protocol by
improving it to support rich QoS features, intel-
ligent broker queue management, and traffic
analytics techniques. The hybrid architecture will
allow the protocol to seamlessly utilize direct
and broker-less multicast communication for
M2M communication while utilizing the broker
for M2S and S2S communications. This hybrid
architecture would allow MQTT to extend its
role in the IoT to handle M2M communications
and would allow for multiple MQTT brokers to
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Table 2. Summary of recent research utilizing the DDS protocol.

Research Pub/sub QoS-enabled Application domain

QoS-aware platform [7]   WSN (healthcare)

Sensor network pub/sub protocol [8]   WSN

Decentralized pub/sub model [13]   Peer-to-peer 

Real-time pub/sub service [14]   Real-time applications 

DDS/SDN based communication [15]   Real-time applications
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cooperate to deliver better QoS and reliability
capabilities. Beyond this architectural change to
MQTT, we believe that the QoS features cur-
rently offered by MQTT are very limited and
there is a need to extend these features signifi-
cantly to support various development and
deployment scenarios. Also, MQTT does not
offer a management interface that allows for the
prioritization, preemption, and collection of ana-
lytics on the IoT traffic going through the bro-
ker. A full set of traffic analysis services is to be
supported by the broker. The proposed architec-
ture considers a subscribers table and a manage-
ment table inside each broker. Brokers are
registered with the desired topics in the sub-
scribers table. The management table tracks the
statistics of each topic in terms of QoS and relia-
bility metrics. Through these extensions, our
proposed Enhanced MQTT remains backward
compatible with MQTT. 

Figure 3 depicts the proposed new MQTT
capabilities. These capabilities can be summa-
rized as follows.

•Allow for broker-less multicast communica-
tion in support of M2M communication (cf.
interaction d on Fig. 3). The broker-less multi-
cast communication will allow MQTT to be used
for M2M communication as well and to enhance
its delay and fan-out performance. 

•Allow multiple brokers to receive multicast
communication from IoT devices in support of
reliability (cf. interaction d on Fig. 3). The multi-
cast communication will allow multiple MQTT
brokers to listen to the device generated traffic
allowing for failure recovery in the event of bro-
ker failures. 

•Allow brokers to move subscribers to other
brokers in support of QoS (cf. interaction c on
Fig. 3). This will allow for QoS features that are
beyond the naïve QoS features currently offered
by MQTT. 

•Allow brokers to re-prioritize (i.e. preempt)
the distribution of MQTT packets in support of
QoS (cf. interaction a on Fig. 3). This will enable
the inclusion of rich QoS features even in deploy-
ments that do not involve multiple brokers. 

•Allow subscribers to register for and obtain
analytics on the IoT traffic going through the
broker (cf. interaction d on Fig. 3). By far this is
the most important feature that is enabled by
our proposed approach, as it would allow for a
new class of IoT applications that are otherwise
infeasible using current protocols such as MQTT.
The new class of applications enabled by our
proposed protocol allows the IoT infrastructure
itself to evolve based on collected analytics. For
example, the collected analytics can be used as
the input to a mathematical formulation or a re-
enforcement learning strategy that would recon-
figure the number of brokers and their locations
to obtain better QoS support for the given appli-
cation. Therefore, the application designers do
not have to worry about the optimal deployment
for the given application offline; instead they can
have their application monitor its own perfor-
mance and consequently evolve its configuration. 

We have performed a simulation experiment
to compare the performance of our proposed
model to the baseline MQTT model in terms of
queuing delay. We compared the queue time

only since it is a bottleneck in broker-based
approaches, and our proposal is an attempt to
resolve this issue while leaving all the other
parameters intact (i.e. processing, transmission,
and propagation delays). Figure 4 illustrates the
results of this evaluation. In our model, M2M
and M2S traffic streams are separated to be han-
dled differently. M2M traffic is directly delivered
to the destination using multicasting, while M2S
traffic goes through a queuing system with four
different levels of priorities. Figure 4 reveals that
the baseline MQTT has resulted in more queue-
ing delays compared to our proposed model,
even though the service rate was increased by
5 percent and 10 percent, respectively, compared
to the service rate used in our proposed model.
On the other hand, the proposed model shows a
decrease in the queueing time when the fraction
of M2M traffic constitutes a higher percentage
of the overall IoT traffic. 

MOTIVATION AND SCENARIOS
The proposed QoS and reliability capabilities of
MQTT can be utilized in a variety of IoT appli-
cations. As a matter of fact, our proposal was
initially motivated by an actual need that
appeared in an interdisciplinary study that we
are involved with to alleviate some of the feed-

Figure 3. Enhancements of broker functions.
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ing difficulties experienced by adults with essen-
tial tremors, Parkinson’s disease, and
Alzheimer’s disease. As an example of M2M
communication with stringent delay require-
ments, in order to allow adults with essential
tremors or Parkinson’s disease to eat without
spilling food, a glove can be equipped with tiny
vibrating motors to counteract the hand move-
ment instability measured by the accelerome-
ters. In this application, the accelerometer
sensors and vibrating motors have to communi-
cate with the minimum delay possible to deliver
the required functionality. 

The monitoring of the patients’ vital signs in
a nursing home environment provides a quint-
essential scenario that requires brokers to deliv-
er collected M2M data efficiently and reliably to
different servers (i.e. M2S communication with
stringent delay requirements). In this scenario,
the vital sign measurements must be delivered to
multiple nursing stations with minimum delay
for accurate visualization and actuation of smart
infusion pumps and other bed-size medical
equipment even in the presence of broker fail-
ures. Another interesting scenario within a nurs-
ing home environment includes the use of
accelerometers to monitor the eating behavior of
Alzheimer’s patients and activating audio-visual
cues recorded by a close relative through a wear-
able device. These cues aim to stimulate the
patient to eat better, exploiting the fact that
most Alzheimer’s patients continue to remember
close relatives during the different stages of the
disease.

Beyond a nursing home environment, a sce-
nario that can benefit from the proposed
enhancements includes exchanging time differ-
ence of arrival (TDoA) measurements between
embedded devices deployed within the infra-
structure, and wearable devices to provide pre-
cise localization details to blind and visually
impaired people to navigate an indoor environ-
ment. In this scenario, the wearable device can
also communicate with minimum delay to obtain
the best estimated location and provide tactile
cues to the patient to navigate to their destina-
tion through querying the meta-data associated
with the location fingerprints. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this article the restrictions and shortages of
the current application protocols involved in IoT
systems have been elaborated. We then identi-
fied the major driving forces for progression
toward an intelligent IoT gateway to overcome
the fragmentation and enable the efficient inte-
gration of horizontal IoT services. The opportu-
nities that will be made possible by this evolution
have been discussed as well. 

To offer a solution that stems the root cause
of this protocol fragmentation issue, an
enhanced version of the MQTT protocol is pro-
posed in this article that alleviates the deficiency
of the existing MQTT protocol, especially in
support of QoS and reliability. The enhanced
protocol is strengthened by an intelligent queu-
ing mechanism and real-time multicasting so
that it is able to handle the different forms of
communications required by IoT applications
including M2M, M2S, and S2S. The perfor-
mance of the current work is promising to be
better than existing published results. Further-
more, the proposed protocol will contribute to
minimizing the myriad of protocol options that
application developers have to evaluate before
developing IoT services and applications. 

There are many potential future evaluation
studies of the proposed Enhanced MQTT. In our
future work we plan to evaluate our proposed
extension in a wide range of deployment, emula-
tion, and simulation scenarios. The application of
the Enhanced MQTT model to implement real-
time IoT systems is another potential direction
for this research. Investigating other IoT chal-
lenges like security, scalability, availability, and
management are also in our future research plan. 
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Figure 4. The Enhanced MQTT protocol compared to the baseline MQTT
protocol.
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CALL FOR PAPERS
IEEE COMMUNICATIONS MAGAZINE

WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS, NETWORKING, AND POSITIONING

WITH UNMANNED AERIAL VEHICLES

BACKGROUND

Enabled by the advances in computing, communication, and sensing as well as the miniaturization of devices, unmanned aerial vehi-
cles (UAVs) such as balloons, quadcopters, and gliders have been receiving significant attention in the research community. Indeed,
UAVs have become an integral component in several critical applications such as border surveillance, disaster monitoring, traffic monitoring,
remote sensing, and the transportation of goods, medicine, and first-aid. More recently, new possibilities for commercial applications
and public service for UAVs have begun to emerge, with the potential to dramatically change the way in which we lead our daily lives.
For instance, in 2013, Amazon announced a research and development initiative focused on its next-generation Prime Air delivery ser-
vice. The goal of this service is to deliver packages into customers' hands in 30 minutes or less using small UAVs, each with a payload
of several pounds. 2014 has been a pivotal year that has witnessed an unprecedented proliferation of personal drones, such as the
Phantom and Inspire from DJI, AR Drone and Bebop Drone from Parrot, and IRIS Drone from 3D Robotics.

Among the many technical challenges accompanying the aforementioned applications, leveraging the use of UAVs for delivering
broadband connectivity plays a central role in next generation communication systems. Facebook and Google announced in 2014 that
they will use a network of drones which circle in the stratosphere over specific population centers to deliver broadband connectivity.
Such solar-powered drones are capable of flying several years without refueling. UAVs have also been proposed as an effective solu-
tion for delivering broadband data rates in emergency situations through low-altitude platforms. For example, the ABSOLUTE,
ANCHORS, and AVIGLE projects in Europe have been investigating the use of aerial base stations to establish opportunistic links and
ad-hoc radio coverage during unexpected and temporary events. They can serve as a temporary, dynamic, and agile infrastructure for
enabling broadband communications, and quickly localizing victims in case of disaster scenarios.

This proposed Feature Topic (FT) issue will gather articles from a wide range of perspectives in different industrial and research com-
munities. The primary FT goals are to advance the understanding of the challenges faced in UAV communications, networking, and
positioning over the next decade, and provide further awareness in the communications and networking communities on these chal-
lenges, thus fostering future research. Original research papers are to be solicited in topics including, but not limited to, the following themes
on communications, networking, and positioning with UAVs.

•Existing and future communication architectures and technologies for small UAVs
•Delay-tolerant networking for cooperative UAV operations
•Design and evaluation of wireless UAV test beds, prototypes, and platforms
•Multi-hop and device-to-device communications with UAVs
•Interfaces and cross-platform communication for UAVs
•QoS mechanisms and performance evaluation for UAV networks
•Game-theoretic and control-theoretic mechanisms for UAV communications
•Use of civilian networks for small UAV communications
•Integrating 4G and 5G wireless technologies into UAV communications, such as millimeter wave communications, beamforming, 
moving networks, and machine type communications

•Use of UAVs for public safety and emergency communications, networking, and positioning
•Integration of software defined radio and cognitive radio techniques with UAVs
•Channel propagation measurements and modeling for UAV communication channels
SUBMISSIONS

Articles should be tutorial in nature, with the intended audience being all members of the communications technology community.
They should be written in a style comprehensible to readers outside the specialty of the article. Mathematical equations should not be
used (in justified cases up to three simple equations are allowed). Articles should not exceed 4500 words (from introduction through
conclusions). Figures and tables should be limited to a combined total of six. The number of references is recommended not to exceed
15. In some rare cases, more mathematical equations, figures, and tables may be allowed if well-justified. In general, however, mathe-
matics should be avoided; instead, references to papers containing the relevant mathematics should be provided. Complete guidelines
for preparation of the manuscripts are posted athttp://www.comsoc.org/commag/paper-submission-guidelines. Please send a pdf (pre-
ferred) or MSWORD formatted paper via Manuscript Central (http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/commag-ieee). Register or log in, and
go to Author Center. Follow the instructions there. Select "May 2016 / Wireless Communications, Networking and Positioning with
UAVs" as the Feature Topic category for your submission.

SCHEDULE FOR SUBMISSIONS

•Submission Deadline: November 1, 2015
•Notification Due Date: January 15, 2016
•Final Version Due Date: March 1, 2016
•Feature Topic Publication Date: May 2016

GUEST EDITORS

Ismail Guvenc Walid Saad Mehdi Bennis Christian Wietfeld
Florida International Univ., USA Virgina Tech, USA Univ. of Oulu, Finland TU Dortmund Univ., Germany
iguvenc@fiu.edu walids@vt.edu bennis@ee.oulu.fi christian.wietfeld@tu-dortmund.de

Ming Ding Lee Pike
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ming.ding@nicta.com.au leepike@galois.com
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE

The 2016 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC) will be held from 23-27 May 2016 at Kuala Lumpur Convention Center, Malaysia, 
conveniently located in the middle of Southeast Asia, the region home to many of the world’s largest ICT industries and research labs. Themed 
“Communications for All Things,” this flagship conference of IEEE Communications Society will feature a comprehensive Technical Program including 
13 Symposia and a number of Tutorials and Workshops. IEEE ICC 2016 will also include an attractive Industry Forum & Exhibition Program featuring 
keynote speakers, business and industry panels, and vendor exhibits.

TECHNICAL  SYMPOSIA 
We invite you to submit original technical papers in the following areas: 

Symposium on Selected Areas in 
Communications
- Access Systems and Networks
Ahmed E. Kamal, Iowa State University, USA 
- Cloud Communications and Networking
Dzmitry Kliazovich, University of 
Luxembourg, Luxembourg
- Communications for the Smart Grid
Lutz Lampe, University of British Columbia, 
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- Data Storage
Edward Au, Huawei Technologies, Canada
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- Internet of Things
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Song Guo, University of Aizu, Japan 
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Cognitive Radio and Networks
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INDUSTRIAL FORUM AND 
EXHIBITION PROGRAM

IEEE ICC 2016 will feature several prominent 
keynote speakers, major business and 

technology forums, and a large number 
of vendor exhibits. Submit your 

proposals to the IF&E Chair.
Khaled B. Letaief (eekhaled@ee.ust.hk)

Accepted and presented technical and workshop papers will be published in the IEEE ICC 2016 Conference 
Proceedings and submitted to IEEE Xplore®. See the website for author requirements of accepted authors. 

Full details of submission procedures are available at www.ieee-icc.org.

IEEE ICC 2016 CALL FOR PAPERS AND PROPOSALS

TUTORIALS
Proposals are invited for half- or full-day tutorials in 

all communication and networking topics. For 
enquiries, please contact Tutorial Program Co-Chairs.

Mike Devetsikiotis (mdevets@ncsu.edu) 
Koichi Asatani (asatani@ieee.org)

WORKSHOPS
Proposals are invited for half- or full-day 

workshops in all communication and 
networking topics. For enquiries, please
contact Workshop Program Co-Chairs. 
Tarek El-Bawab (telbawab@ieee.org) 

Fabrizio Granelli (granelli@disi.unitn.it)
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L E V E R A G I N G  T E C H N O L O G Y  ‒  T H E  J O I N T  I M P E R A T I V E

Register now and join your colleagues in 
government, military, academia and industry at 
MILCOM 2015! Experience an in-depth technical 
program with paper presentations, panel 
discussions, tutorials, and technology exhibits 
at the state-of-the-art Tampa Convention 
Center. New this year, one tutorial included with 
each paid conference registration! For more 
information ‒ including registration details, 
technical program outline, and schedule of 
events ‒ visit www.milcom.org.
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